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ABSTRACT 
MANAGERS' BELIEFS RELATED TO EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT 
SEPTEMBER 1991 
ALAN C. ECCLESTON, B.S.. ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY 
B.S., RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
M.B.A., HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Dr. Norma Jean Anderson 
American companies have experimented with "employee involvement" (El), 
also referred to as "workplace democracy," "quality of worklife," and 
"participatory decision making" since the late 1960's. Results are mixed but 
interest remains high because organizations that have adapted to this new form 
are industry leaders. 
Research of the literature suggested (and this research agrees) that El will 
be a long term success when management: 1) shares information and power at all 
levels of the organizational unit, 2) emphasizes cooperative problem solving to 
meet organizational goals, and 3) engenders a sense of dignity, meaning and 
community in every employee in the organizational unit. 
This study at four manufacturing sites investigates the link between the 
process of change to El management and managers' beliefs. In-depth interviews of 
25 managers and 8 hourly employees (plus printed matter) provide data for this 
qualitative research. "Grounded theory" from the data generated five Management 
Characteristics and seven Antecedents for Change which provide a framework for 
further analysis of managers' beliefs related to El. 
Research sites had different types of manufacturing, different 
organizational histories, and El programs were at different stages of development, 
but 13 themes emerged which were highly consistent (and two themes that were 
dissimilar were still clearly significant to the change process). 
V 
The study establishes that both the organizational change process and 
Antecedents affect a manager's response to El. Some experiences and beliefs 
make it easier for a manager to adapt to El management and some make it more 
difficult. Antecedents that were shown to have both positive and negative affects 
on the process include self confidence, family, education, and work experiences, 
mentors, organizational culture, and personal characteristics, beliefs and values. 
VI 
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American companies have experimented with "employee involvement" (El), 
also referred to as "workplace democracy," "quality of worklife," and 
"participatory decision making," since the late I960's. During this time the 
workforce changed, international competition intensified, and both information and 
production technology made big advances. These changes in the environment 
forced organizations to adjust their structures and policies in various ways to 
improve competitiveness. It is estimated that nearly 90% of the Fortune 500 
companies have tried some type of El program (Lawler & Mohrman, 1985). 
El (or its synonym) generally refers to any program or activity (eg. quality 
circle, task force, or Scanlon Plan) that creates new opportunities for employee 
participation in problem-solving and decision making, but this may not describe a 
program that works. My research of the literature suggests that El achieves long 
term success when management: 1) shares information and power at all levels of 
the organizational unit involved In the program; 2) emphasizes cooperative problem 
solving to meet organizational goals; and 3) engenders a sense of dignity, meaning 
and community for every employee in the organizational unit (Eccleston, 1990; 
Weisbourd, 1987). 
Statement of the Problem 
Managers Resist 
While there is near unanimous agreement that hourly employees like El and 
want It, a large portion of management, at all levels, is skeptical (Klein, 1984; 
Saporito, 1986). 
Current research describes the impediments to success in terms of 
managerial resistance among first level supervisors and middle managers. Writers 
frequently note that for El to be successful, systemic organizational change is 
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necessary. There must be significant changes in job descriptions (some jobs will 
be eliminated altogether), changes In policies, changes in attitudes, and ultimately, 
changes in the reward system. Changes on the shop floor must be accompanied 
by changes that affect managers in the hierarchy above. 
Extensive Change Is Necessary 
Change at the Bottom Affects the Midrilft 
Researchers note that organizations cannot make a change at just one level 
or in just one area of an organization (Goodman & Assoc., 1982; Nadler & Lawler, 
1983). The changes must be pervasive or El will not survive five years (Goodman, 
1980; Saporito, 1986). 
Most programs start on the shop floor where first level supervisors must 
make radical adjustments in their behavior and attitudes for a program to work. 
Quality circles that are successful first solve problems in the workers' immediate 
area, and then they go on to problems that require coordination with other 
departments, internal staff, and outside suppliers. 
This involves middle level managers who must provide information, 
expertise, and access to resources; they also have final approval of all worker 
recommendations. Therefore, middle manager commitment and support of a 
program is critical to its survival. If recommended changes are successfully 
implemented, and significant savings accrue, some of the gains must be shared 
with workers or they will feel management is taking advantage of them. For El to 
work over the long run reward systems must change. 
Success Creates New Problems 
Work units that successfully embrace an El program see absenteeism, 
turnover, and grievances decrease dramatically, while productivity may jump 20% 
in the first year (Simmons, 1984). When this is the case, top management is likely 
to mandate an expansion of the pilot program to other parts of the corporation. 
The pilot program creates a new culture that emphasizes openness, cooperation 
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and teamwork, but it is completely surrounded by a dominant, hierarchical culture 
buttressed by organizational norms that protect individual power and rewards. 
Managers and workers outside the El program are likely to feel threatened, 
so they tend to isolate and neutralize this catalyst for change. There is an insider- 
outsider split and an excitation of all the organizational antibodies that, "include 
rules, policies, collective agreements, supervisory discretion, management 
indifference and neglect and traditional practices" that endeavor to protect the 
host organization from the intruding El element (Cunningham & White, 1984, 
p.483). 
These antibodies will sap energy from the El program until it collapses and 
disappears, unless there is a change in the hierarchical culture. 
Changing the Culture Implies Changing Beliefs 
There must be a shift In beliefs and values from an emphasis on the 
individual to the team, and from managers as the experts to managers as 
coaches, coordinators and sources of support, from regarding labor as a variable 
cost to seeing employees as a long-term investment worth training and 
developing, and critical to the company's future. 
Such a shift is not easy for most American managers. It goes against years 
of training and two and a half decades (1950's-1970's) of extraordinary economic 
prosperity and organizational success. During that time U.S. management-labor 
relationships tended to be adversarial or paternalistic. In either case, workers 
might receive high wages and excellent benefits, but they were given no stature 
or meaningful responsibility. They were terminated to reduce costs when business 
fell off and low-skill jobs enabled a company to hire unskilled replacements when 
business picked up. 
U.S. firms were typically hierarchical with many layers of management to 
control employees doing narrowly defined, limited-skill jobs. This contrasts sharply 
with successful El programs where there are very few layers of management 
between the top and the bottom, employees are cross-trained and given new 
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responsibilities, management and labor work as a team, and cost savings are 
shared with the workers. 
Managers' Response to El 
Researchers have tended to focus on behavioral change, resistance to 
change, and procedures and training that may overcome the resistance. 
Frequently, middle management is described as the problem, and yet most senior 
managers could not run a participatory meeting if they had to (Saporito, 1986). 
Senior Managers Initiate El 
While some senior managers who make a decision to have an El program 
practice participatory management themselves, most do not. Typically a top 
manager hears or reads about the impressive outcomes of El programs elsewhere 
and decides this is the answer to their organizational problems. S/he tells some 
middle manager to get one going as soon as possible, and the middle manager 
buys a consultant package to set up quality circles (or a similar program) on the 
shop floor (Nadler & Lawler, 1983). This frequently begins with little or no 
discussion with managers or employees about the need for change, or its purpose. 
Middle Managers React 
Managers may embrace, or may oppose El depending on: 1) whether they 
perceive a need for change; 2) their degree of involvement in the decision making 
process that initiates a program; and 3) how much they may feel personally 
threatened by the proposed change (Bradford & Cohen, 1984, Kanter, 1983, 
Marrow, 1969). Their openness to El is also affected by the belief and value 
system of the organizational culture, and by the personal beliefs they have 
internalized since childhood (Argyris & Schon, 1978). 
Most U.S. managers have been through schools that separated students by 
ability and types of skills, that emphasized competition, individual effort and 
personal rewards and advancement. There has been very little emphasis in their 
experience or reinforcement for cooperation, group work, or long-term group 
loyalty. 
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Purpose of the Stin<Y 
El for the Long Term Is not an Incremental Change 
There is a substantial amount of research on overcoming organizational 
resistance to change (Kanter, 1983; Klein, 1984; Knotter & Schlesinger, 1979; 
Lawler, 1985, Marrow, 1969; Schlesinger, 1982). There seems to be a dearth of 
research on managers' beliefs that might make them more inclined or less inclined 
to support El programs and practice El management. One reason for this lack of 
attention to managerial beliefs is that writers generally discuss El as if it were an 
incremental change in the existing system. 
Initially quality circles were extremely popular because they promised a lot 
and cost little; they could be tried out as a pilot project, and outside consultants 
with ready-made programs would direct the process. El in this form, is a relatively 
small change, affecting only a clearly defined portion of the organization. But, 
when it is done this way it doesn't work! 
Researcher Response to the High Failure Rate 
Particularly after Goodman's (1980) study disclosed a 75% failure rate (and 
if new plants were excluded the rate would be even higher), writers started 
emphasizing the need for continued corporate support, involvement of middle 
management, and adjustments in structure, policies and reward systems, etc. 
A lot of the writing since then has focused on limitations of El programs, 
and whether significant productivity gains were real or not. There is general 
agreement that El improves worker morale, cuts turnover, absenteeism and 
grievances dramatically, and that most workers are eager to be involved. Middle 
managers, however, were seen as an obstacle. Researchers observed some of the 
problems within middle management, and suggested a more participatory initiation 
of El programs and extension of involvement downward to middle managers from 
their superiors. 
Writers observed top managers who started El programs to make their 
company more competitive, and assumed that if the program was successful, the 
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manager would continue to support it. While that is logical, it was inaccurate- 
senior managers have undercut, disregarded and discontinued successful programs 
(Walton, 1975). Consultants and writers have observed that most senior managers 
are far more intent on getting El on the shop floor than getting it into middle and 
upper management or in their own management practice (Rosow, Zager, 1990). 
Cultural Change Is Necessary 
Two factors were being overlooked: 1) The El program that may have 
appeared to be an incremental change in a limited area will survive only if it 
becomes a deep-seated change that affects the whole organizational unit; and 2) 
there must also be a change in attitudes, beliefs and values from top to bottom; it 
is a cultural change within the organizational unit that represents a new belief 
system-achieved by some type of conversion experience. 
It could be argued that any one change is incremental, but the sum of all 
the changes necessary for El to be successful and survive is something else. That 
requires a fundamental shift in organizational beliefs and culture (Eccleston, 1990). 
That may be inferred in some writing, but it is not clearly acknowledged. 
Such a significant cultural change can only happen with the participation 
and leadership of the top manager of an organizational unit (Schein, 1985). The 
unit will also need corporate support. Ideally this would include resources, 
encouragement, and an adequate time for transition. At the very least there must 
be protection from corporate interference. 
Managers' Beliefs Affect the Process 
It follows that, if managers are going to lead the process (instead of 
external consultants), their beliefs and willingness to change are critical. Can they 
make the shift from the hierarchical beliefs that: individual competition creates 
efficiency; managers are the experts; their job is control; and they (managers) 
alone deserve bonuses for improved performance? Can they embrace an El belief 
system where: cooperation and teamwork are the key; all employees are experts 
about some aspect of the job; more training and autonomy increase an employee's 
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value to the organization: everyone is responsible for control; and workers share in 
the gains? 
Since It IS the managers who determine whether or not such changes are 
desirable, necessary, or possible, this study focuses on their personai beliefs and 
how these beliefs affect their response to an El program. A manager who 
embraces an El belief system and whose behavior models it, is a practitioner of Ei 
management. 
Control and Empowerment Are Mutually Exclusive 
One cannot both control employees and elicit cooperative, motivated 
participation. If an autocratic manager is to successfully introduce an El program In 
a hierarchical organization, the manager's basic assumptions about leadership must 
change. 
The assumptions of traditional management rest on beliefs about individual 
achievement and rewards, and the value of internal competition, which have been 
socialized Into U.S. managers since grammar school. Many also believe it is 
management's job to direct, control and decide, that workers have limited 
capability and cannot be trusted, and that labor and management are natural 
adversaries. Traditional beliefs don't vanish just because the Japanese and others 
are cutting into the company's market share. 
A manager may agree (cognitively) that a different system is the answer to 
current problems and make a decision to try employee involvement, but 
(behaviorally) continue to act out old habits and beliefs. According to Argyris 
(1976), this is a common occurrence when managers try to change to an El 
system. Argyris describes stated beliefs as "espoused values" and beliefs that 
underlie actual behavior as "theories-in-use." Managers may not even be aware 
their "theories-in-use" behaviors are undercutting the El program. 
Summary of the Purpose 
Preliminary Investigation suggests that for El to be successful In the long 
run, managers must operate under a different (and mutually exclusive) set of 
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assumptions from the ones that undergird traditional, hierarchical management 
(Eccleston, 1990). Shifting from one set of assumptions to another implies 
fundamental changes in beliefs (theories-in-use) for most American managers 
(although some may already hold personal beliefs more in tune with El practice). 
This study assumes that managers' personal beliefs make the shift more or 
less difficult depending on the nature of the beliefs, their relative strength, and the 
underlying values the manager holds most dear. The purpose of the study is to 
determine what a manager's beliefs were at the onset of El, how they may have 
changed since the program started, and what beliefs or experiences may have 
helped or hindered that process. 
If a manager s underlying belief is that subordinates and workers cannot be 
trusted and good management is a matter of control, this will be a barrier to 
employee involvement and systemic change to a new organizational culture. 
If the manager trusts and interacts with subordinates and workers, 
discusses organizational goals with them before making any commitments, allows 
subordinates and workers to decide how best to accomplish the task (offering 
support when they need it), El management will be a welcome change in an 
autocratic environment. 
Significance of the Study 
Current Research Does Not Consider Managers' Beliefs 
Most writing on the subject presents El management as if it was an 
incremental change-like other programs (and fads) in the past. Articles say little (if 
anything) about changes in management above middle management levels, and 
there is no hint that moving from autocratic to El management means shifting 
paradigms and changing basic beliefs. 
Lawler (1985) has consulted and written about quality circles, job 
enrichment, work teams, gainsharing, socio-technical design of new plants, and 
other programs. He knowingly writes that El management requires leaders with 
qualities of openness and trust, who energize people in ways that support self 
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motivation, and encourage questioning debate. However, he does not discuss how 
managers who have always held information tightly, made decisions privately, and 
issued orders to subordinates are to make such a radical shift-there is no 
suggestion that a manager's beliefs might hinder or help the process. 
In "The Diffusion of New Work Structures: Explaining Why Success Didn't 
Take, Walton (1975) examines successful El programs in the U.S. and Europe 
that didn't spread to other parts of the organization. He notes ten problem areas in 
the organizations he studied, one of which is senior management's behavior 
including lack of commitment to the program, a shift in management priorities 
away from El, or a misunderstanding by management of the depth of change 
necessary and the long term nature of the process. He cites managers' actions 
that were directly contrary to the consultative, problem-oriented management that 
was espoused. 
In "From Control to Commitment," Walton (1985) writes about the process 
of shifting management strategy from a focus on controlling employees to 
motivating employee commitment. He writes of the need to change job 
descriptions, organizational structure, procedures, responsibilities, reward systems, 
management style and manager's expectations-widespread change. Both articles 
define critical problems, but fail to consider the importance of managers' beliefs to 
the process. 
Weisbourd (1986) is one of the few writers who specifically discusses 
managers' values and the influence theorists have had on them. He notes how 
difficult it is to change values and norms of behavior. Observing a successful El 
program in a Norwegian plant that did not diffuse to other parts of the 
organization, Weisbourd comments, "there is (sic) something deep in the human 
psyche that clung to familiar patterns, even obsolescent ones" (Weisbourd, 1986, 
p.166). 
Weisbourd forthrightly acknowledges the immense change El management 
requires. He writes that unless an organization is truly ready for systemic change- 
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and it may require imminent catastrophe to create that readiness- 
consultant/change agents are wasting their time. There is no consideration of 
what impact managers' beliefs might have on the situation. 
U.S. Industry Needs Help 
There is widespread agreement that American management has not kept 
pace with the changing environment. Plant closings in the U.S. and the shrinking 
skilled labor force (33% decrease in manufacturing labor In the last 20 years), 
make It clear to researchers that U.S. industry must change (Dertouzos, 1989). 
American managers have seen El as an antidote for low productivity or 
poor quality and they "gave it a try," with no real understanding of its nature or 
the depth of change required to make It work. Too often, they authorize a small 
pilot project that is successful initially, but is later abandoned. That process is a 
waste of organizational resources, it increases employee distrust and cynicism, 
and it falls to make any long term improvements in organizational performance. 
Greenfield sites have a much better record of success in part because they 
start with a new (voluntary) staff and create a new organizational culture. The 
greatest challenge ahead of us is to learn how to make the transition to El 
management in existing, older plants. 
Summary of Significance 
Writers who advocate El articulate the need for managers to understand it 
and commit to it, but they do not suggest that managers' beliefs may be a basic, 
underlying problem obstructing the process. This study will investigate that 
possibility. It must find a practical way to identify, record and analyze managers' 
beliefs that may encourage or discourage change to a practice of El management. 
The scope of the study is limited to four sites, but that will provide ample 
opportunity to develop a process that Identifies relevant beliefs, and it should be 
possible to tentatively identify some beliefs (and experiences that impact on 
beliefs) that seem to make the shift to El management easier or more difficult. 
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There will also be an effort to identify experiences or ways of learning that 
facilitate the change process. 
The study will look at the context in which changes have been made at the 
research sites and consider how they have impacted on managers' beliefs and 
which approaches were most successful. 
Previous writing and research, reviewed in the next chapter, provide a 
foundation for the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Beliefs and ValuRs 
Definition of Beliefs and Values 
Jastrow pointed out that the human "mind is a belief-seeking rather than a 
fact-seeking apparatus" (Rokeach, 1968, p.ll3). In his work Rokeach (1968) 
described a belief as any simple proposition, conscious, or unconscious, inferred 
from what a person says or does, capable of being preceded by the phrase, "I 
believe that....". Beliefs can be existential (I believe in...), or descriptive (I believe 
the sun will shine), or prescriptive/exhoratory (I believe children should obey 
parents). Beliefs of any kind are predispositions to action. 
"A value is a single belief that transcendentally guides actions and 
judgments across specific objects and situations, and beyond immediate goals to 
more ultimate end-states of existence. A value is imperative to action, not only a 
belief about the preferable but also a preference for the preferable. A value, unlike 
a belief, is a standard or yardstick to guide actions, attitudes, comparisons, 
evaluations, and justifications of self and others" (Rokeach 1968, p.160). 
A Hierarchy of Beliefs 
Primitive Beliefs 
Rokeach (1968) developed a hierarchy of beliefs based on connectedness 
to other beliefs. Type A; Primitive Beliefs with 100% consensus are the most 
central. They are learned by direct encounter with the object of belief (not derived 
from other beliefs) and are reinforced by unanimous social approval among all of 
one's reference persons and groups. These beliefs are seldom questioned. "I 
believe and everyone else who could know believes it too." These beliefs are at 
the inner core of the belief system-the basic truths about the nature of self and 
the social system. Inexplicable disruption of these beliefs would be disorienting 
and even bring one's sanity into question. 
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Type B: Primitive beliefs with zero consensus. This comes out of one's own 
unique, direct experience therefore no one else can know. Through a singular 
intense experience or the accretion of less intense experiences a child may come 
to believe s/he is unlovable, or is in a hostile world. These are ego deflating views 
labeled B-; one could also have ego enhancing views not shared by others labeled 
B + . 
Authority Beliefs 
Type C. Authority beliefs. Primitive beliefs of a child must give way to 
expanding horizons and experience where views of authority figures differ. These 
beliefs do not have the taken-for-granted character of primitive beliefs and there 
must be some discernment of which authorities could and would know and 
therefore may be trusted. Unlike the primitive beliefs, these are controvertible 
because some of a person's reference persons or reference groups do not share 
the individual's belief. 
Type D: Derived beliefs. Believing in the credibility of a particular authority 
implies acceptance of other beliefs from that authority. Religious and political 
beliefs derived secondhand through identification rather than direct encounter and 
matters of fact based on an authoritative source fall into this category. "Derived 
beliefs form what is ordinarily referred to as an institutionalized ideology and, 
along with the identifications with reference persons and groups on which such 
ideologies are based, provide one with a sense of identity" (Rokeach, 1968, p.11). 
Inconsequential Beliefs 
Type E: Inconsequential beliefs. Matters of arbitrary taste may be 
incontrovertible and intensely held (or not) because they emanate from direct 
experience and their maintenance does not necessarily require social consensus. 
However, if changed, they have few or no implications or consequences for other 
beliefs or for one's self Image or self esteem. Change in Type E beliefs requires no 
consistency-restoring reorganization In the rest of the belief system. 
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Possibilities of Change 
The more central the belief, the more resistance to change. There is very 
high resistance to changes in Type A and B primitive beliefs and any change is in 
the realm of psychotherapy. Type C beliefs are interpretations of the many facets 
of physical and social reality. Being socially controversial, or not capable of being 
personally experienced they rely on specific authorities, reference persons, or 
reference groups and much of the organizational change in moving from autocratic 
management to employee involvement falls in this category and the one below. 
Type D are the beliefs we derive from the authorities we identify with. The 
beliefs can change if the suggestion for change emanates from one's authority, or 
there is a change in one's authority (shift of allegiance). Changes in authority 
beliefs and derived-authority beliefs are of interest to this study. 
Type E are inconsequential beliefs-matters of style or taste and are not a 
concern of this study. 
The five beliefs together form, "a remarkable piece of architecture which is 
the total belief system. It has a definable content and definable structure. And it 
has a job to do; it serves adaptive functions for the person, in order to minimize 
his (her) negative self-image" (Rokeach, 1968, p.182). 
Individual and Group Change 
A Change Model 
Contributions of Lewin 
Three Step Process 
Kurt Lewin was a pioneer in studying leadership, group dynamics and 
change in the late thirties and until his death in 1947. 
He developed a three step model for change: unfreeze, move, refreeze 
(Lewin, 1947). This model suggests that the process of change happens over time 
and consists of several stages or steps. Unfreezing alters the influencing forces so 
the previous equilibrium becomes unstable. This may be through the induction of a 
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need or motive to change or abandon an old belief. Changing usually involves an 
agent that provides information about a new way, or models a new direction. 
The person in transition learns something new, redefines something oid, re¬ 
evaluates or reintegrates other parts of her/his personality system. The more 
forces there are acting within an individual (for and against change) the more 
intense the struggle. The moment of insight might be regarded as a "seeing the 
light" or "a conversion," but there must be more to the process or the change will 
not last. 
Refreezing is a process of integrating the change into the rest of the 
personality and into ongoing relationships, or in the organizational setting, re¬ 
integrating into the organizational culture. The change agent and co-workers 
facilitate this if they express approval, if they share the new point of view, and 
are pleased with the change. Refreezing is facilitated if the organizational culture 
(philosophy, goals, norms, patterns, models, rewards, etc.) supports it. 
Failure of a process to produce lasting change may be taken as evidence 
that an individual did not integrate the change into her/his own belief system. 
Changing the Force Field 
Lewin's model was developed for group change but Schein (1961) noted 
that group resistances, "have their counterparts in the individual if an attempt is 
made to influence his beliefs, attitudes, or values. It is a basic assumption of the 
model that the beliefs, attitudes, values, and behavior patterns of an individual 
tend to be integrated with each other and tend to be organized around the 
person's self-image or self-concept. 
"This integration, even if imperfect, gives continuity and stability to the 
person and hence operates as a force against being influenced, unless the change 
which the influence implies is seen to be a change in the direction of greater 
integration" (pp.117-118). There is a dynamic equilibrium which results from the 
interaction of a great many forces, both internal and external (needs, motives, 
desires, temptations, restraints, requests, demands, questions, goals, etc.) which 
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the person experiences consciously or unconsciously as pushing or pulling in some 
direction. 
Lewin noted that one can create change by altering the equilibrium between 
forces that favor a change and forces that oppose the change. Lewin said that, 
...conduct can be changed either by adding forces in the desired direction or 
diminishing opposing forces" (Marrow, 1969, p.223). Especially in a group 
situation, diminishing opposing forces is preferable, because it reduces tension 
while adding force increases it. 
Leckv and Festinaer; Self Consistency 
Lecky, a contemporary of Lewin, developed a theory of self consistency-- 
that the individual tries to maintain equilibrium (control) and a consistent self 
image (Aronson, 1973). Later, Festinger (1957) demonstrated that behavior that 
doesn't fit with one's self image causes cognitive dissonance which the person 
must cope with either by changing her/his self image, by disavowing the behavior, 
or by rationalizing or self-justification. 
Rationalizing ones behavior is easier than either changing self image (which 
threatens core beliefs) or disavowing an action that is public and usually involves 
others, and is therefore a common (usually unconscious) strategy. It is now a, 
"widely accepted proposition that a necessary condition for change is a state of 
cognitive inconsistency" (Rokeach, 1968, p.176). 
These theories suggest that: 1) the change process must address many 
different forces, 2) there are three distinct steps in the process-it will take time, 
3) forces for change will have to be sufficient to overcome a tendency to hold 
onto one's existing beliefs and self image while rationalizing behavior (even in the 
face of changing circumstances and disconfirming messages), and 4) the process 
is not complete until the change (new belief) is fully integrated and equilibrium is 
re-established. 
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Beliefs and Behavlijrg 
Theories-in-Use 
Argyris (Argyris, 1976, 1989; Argyris & Schon 1978) looks at the 
difference between behavior and beliefs from a different perspective. He assumes 
that if we are acting contrary to stated beliefs there must be an unconscious set 
of beliefs that govern our behavior which he calls "theories-in-use." He has 
identified theories-in-use" that have proven to be very consistent (even across 
gender and cultures) for all those who are part of the industrialized world. 
The common "theories-in-use" which he calls Model I behavior are 
distinguished by four governing variables: 1) define personal goals and try to 
achieve them, 2) maximize winning and minimize losing, 3) minimize generating or 
expressing negative feelings, 4) be rational. This leads to strategies and behavior 
that strives for unilateral control of a situation (rather than shared control), a 
desire to own and control a task, to unilaterally protect oneself and others from 
negative feelings by withholding information and by being rational. 
Argyris' research shows that behavior to be pervasive in all modern, 
hierarchical organizations, and it restricts learning. Information and feedback 
necessary to adjust ineffective or destructive behavior is stifled or shut out. 
Actions are self-sealing; one operates on assumptions that are not tested publicly. 
Such single-loop learning without appropriate feedback, leads to decreased 
effectiveness. 
The antidote proposed by Argyris is Model II behavior that operates with: 
1) valid information, 2) free and informed choice, and 3) internal commitment to 
the choices made and constant monitoring of the implementations. These models 
apply both to individual managers and to organizations. 
Model II Is based on trust, free choice and shared control. There must be 
full disclosure of all relevant information including feelings, and there must be joint 
responsibility for protecting all participants. There is frequent public testing of 
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assumptions or attributions, valid feedback and double-loop learning, leading to 
increased effectiveness. 
Interventionists teaching this approach, have found that participants can 
easily spot Model I behavior in others, but find it much more difficult to become 
aware of the same behavior in themselves. It may take a couple of years or more 
to learn to use the new strategies effectively—and even then one may slip back 
into Model I behavior. 
Model II rejects unilateral control which most people see as the way to 
minimize risk, and it invites others to confront one's views and possibly alter them 
with valid information. Model II involves sharing power with anyone who has 
competence and who is relevant in deciding or implementing an action. "Saving 
face" (one's own or another's) is rejected as defensiveness or non-learning 
behavior. If face saving actions are necessary they should be planned jointly with 
all who are directly involved. 
Argyris believes that in such an environment people will seek out those 
who are the most competent to make a decision and it will be based on valid 
information. Ultimately such a process will maximize individual control for each 
member of the organization. 
Theory X, Theory Y 
McGregor (1960) wrote, "Behind every managerial decision or action are 
assumptions about human nature and human behavior. They are implicit in most of 
the literature of organizations ..." (p.33). McGregor looked at beliefs as a basic 
foundation for both management theory and practice. 
Theory X believes that the average person dislikes work, has little ambition, 
and prefers being directed rather than taking responsibility. Therefore, a 
management of direction and control is appropriate. Theory Y believes that work is 
as natural as play or rest, that workers will exercise self direction and self control 
to achieve organizational objectives they are committed to, they will accept 
responsibility, and they can solve organizational problems with creativity and 
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imagination. Therefore, management must integrate employee needs and 
organizational goals. 
Management behavior is rooted in one or the other of these theories. In 
McGregor's view. Theory X is self confirming. If workers are directed and 
controlled, their basic needs for self esteem, self confidence, autonomy, 
achievement, competence and knowledge are ignored, and needs for status, 
recognition and deserved respect are frustrated. If such basic needs are 
disregarded, employee behavior will be dysfunctional and will appear as laziness, 
hostility, irresponsibility and ineptness. 
The organizational model of hierarchy and authority which fits Theory X is 
based primarily on studies of the army and the Catholic Church; modern industry 
is not comparable to either. Authoritative management depends on punishment as 
enforcer, but social legislation and economic prosperity have vastly reduced the 
threat of unemployment. 
Theory Y needs no threat. It is a management based on integration of the 
employee's needs with organizational goals. McGregor describes some ways that 
management might accomplish this, but notes that existing management beliefs 
represent a significant obstacle, particularly belief in conventional organizational 
theory that authority and power are coextensive-relinquishing authority equals 
losing power and control. This disregards the varieties and forms of influence 
within organizations, but if it is believed, managers will be reluctant to experiment 
with more open forms of organization. McGregor strongly advocates participatory 




In examining sociological theory and the methodology of organizational 
analysis, Burrell and Morgan (1979) noted that different theorists began with 
different ontological and epistemological views. 
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Ontologically, Burrell and Morgan distinguish between the objective 
y.i.SWpgint where social organization is based on natural law and environmental 
factors determine behavior, in contrast with the subjective viewpoint where social 
organization is seen as voluntaristic (humans are completely autonomous and free- 
willed), and subjective. 
Epistemologically, Burrell and Morgan note that those who see things 
objectively, search for natural law using the controlled experiments and 
quantifiable methods of the physical sciences. Researchers who start with 
subjective assumptions use ideographic information such as journals, diaries, 
interviews and ethnographic approaches to data gathering. 
The objective/subjective factors separate scientific theorists along a 
continuum from objective, positivism to subjective, anti-positivism. Burrell and 
Morgan's use of positivism refers to a view that knowledge that can be acquired 
(i.e. the study of tangible, real and constant phenomena) and assumes observation 
does not distort the process. Anti-positivism refers to knowledge that must be 
experienced (ie. knowledge is subjective, relative, and changes with beliefs, 
circumstances, and individual experience). It assumes the observer does affect the 
process. 
Theorists make basic assumptions about human organization and society 
that are critical. Those with the perspective of the sociology of regulation 
emphasize basic unity and the need for regulation in human affairs; they study the 
forces that tend to hold society together. Others study a ggciglggy of rgclical 
change based on a sense of deep-seated structural conflict, domination and 
contradictions; they see a potential for change and development only if existing 
beliefs are changed and restrictive bonds are broken. 
Burrell and Morgan place the attributes of each set at opposite ends of a 
horizontal and vertical axis, thereby defining. "Four Paradigms for the Analysis of 
Social Theory." See Figure 2.1. 
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(Cultural) Functionalist (Positivist) 
[Sociology of Regulation] 
FOUR PARADIGMS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL THEORY 
(Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p.22) 
Figure 2.1 
A scientist can switch paradigms only with a change in basic assumptions. 
It requires some kind of "conversion experience" akin to a change in religious faith 
and it stands out as a major break in a scientist's career. The scientist is 
welcomed by those who are joined and disowned by former colleagues. 
Paradigms are patterns or archetypes that are mutually exclusive: they 
represent alternative and conflicting views of social reality. "One cannot operate in 
more than one paradigm at any given point in time, since in accepting the 
assumptions of one, we defy the assumptions of all others" (Burrell & Morgan, 
1979, p.25). Depending on their assumptions, different theorists (and practitioners) 
could be located closer to, or further from each axis. 
The relative position within a paradigm is quite likely to change since 
movement within a paradigm is common. However, a shift from one paradigm to 
another is not. Such a shift is unusual; it is noteworthy because it signals a 
fundamental change in the scientist's basic assumptions. 
Management Paradigm 
Young (1980) describes similar paradigms from a management perspective. 
A manager operating from the Positivism Paradigm will see a different reality than 
a manager in the Cultural Paradigm. Positivists start with Nature (God) as a first 
cause, and believe it is possible to explain all human behavior. There is a 
deterministic view of events and managers function as applied scientists. 
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challenged to discover or develop new social technologies that will improve 
organizational performance. Their practice, referred to as scientific management, 
assumes there are right and wrong ways to do things and they (the experts) can 
determine which is which. 
Managers in the Cultural Paradigm see humans as first cause; the 
possibilities of their creative efforts are infinite. For them managers are rule 
makers (rather than discoverers of natural law) and the rules may be categorized 
in any manner that is meaningful and convenient. Management in this paradigm is 
pragmatic; what is "right" depends on the situation. 
Organizational Culture 
Schein's (1985) study examines the impact of managerial beliefs on 
organizational culture. Schein believes that organizational culture evolves with 
group formation in all of the "shared patterns of thought, belief, feelings, and 
values that result from shared experience and common learning" (p 50). Things 
that work for the organization, particularly in a crisis or that are close to the core 
of its primary way of linking with (being of use to) the outside world, become "the 
way we do things here." If they continue to work they become a belief, "This is 
the right way to do it." In time this becomes habit. It's so taken for granted that 
employees are unaware there Is a choice, "This is how it's done." 
Schein notes that founders' beliefs and ways of doing things create the 
initial culture of an organization. In time, all organizational cultures need some 
adjustments so the organization can interact more effectively with the changing 
external environment, and so it can relieve Internal integration stresses that may 
have developed. 
In the "Birth and Early Growth Stage" of an organization, Schein believes 
that no significant cultural change is possible unless the founders leave. When 
leadership passes on to the second and third generation of the founder's family, or 
Into the hands of professional managers, the organization is in what Schein calls 
the "Midlife Stage" --the most conducive time for cultural change. Cultural 
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change can evolve under inside management control, or It can be induced by 
technological change, or by outsider takeover. 
In -Organizational Maturity" when the company has reached stagnation or 
decline, the culture is very ingrained (taken for granted) and can only be changed 
by coercive persuasion, by a manager brought in from outside the organization and 
given the power and mandate to create a turnaround. 
The process of changing organizational culture begins with unfreezing. This 
Is done through disconfirming information and redefinition of where the 
organization is going and how to get there. It must be done within the context of 
psychological safety-employees must feel it is safe to risk new behavior. 
This is followed by various ways of achieving cognitive redefinition and 
developing new assumptions, "through teaching, coaching, changing the 
organizational structure and processes, and consistently paying attention to and 
rewarding evidence of learning new ways, creating new slogans, stories, myths, 
and rituals," and if necessary, finding ways of coercing people into at least new 
behavior (Schein, 1985,p.295). 
Summary of Related Literature 
We have looked at Rokeach's work that defined beliefs and values and then 
identified levels of belief by their connectedness to other beliefs and their 
centrality to seif image, it was noted that the area of organizational change deals 
primarily with Type C and Type D beliefs. While Type A and B beliefs could 
certainly affect a manager's response to the process, they are properly the domain 
of psychotherapy. Type E beliefs are inconsequential (in general and to this study). 
Lewin described three steps for group change and Schein confirms the 
validity of these same steps for an individual. There are many forces that impinge 
on the change process and a disequilibrium that induces change can be achieved 
by increasing forces for it or by reducing forces against it. 
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Lecky's work and Festinger's work suggest that an individual tries to 
maintain self consistency, and change is most likely when there is a state of 
cognitive dissonance and disequilibrium. 
All of these researchers look at underlying beliefs and assumptions as the 
key to understanding social theories and/or behavior in organizations. McGregor 
described two contrasting sets of beliefs that underlie management theory and 
behavior. Burrell and Morgan examined the whole field of sociological theory, and 
by defining four basic paradigms, they provide a framework in which theories can 
be grouped and compared based on implicit assumptions of the theorists. 
Young contrasts the assumptions of managers operating from the Positivist 
Paradigm with those operating from the Cultural Paradigm. Managerial beliefs 
create two separate, mutually exclusive realities. 
Schein describes how organizational beliefs are formed and become 
organizational culture and he notes the primacy of founders'/top managers' beliefs 
in this process. As a culture matures beliefs are taken for granted, and employees 
are no longer aware of them. This challenges the researcher to pose effective and 
appropriate questions to make beliefs visible. 
The next chapter describes how this study will gather and analyze data that 
reflect beliefs of managers (related to employee involvement) and the many forces 




Design of the Rp^ftftr^h 
Introduction 
This Is a Qualitative Study 
This is a qualitative, phenomenological study. It is not looking for 
deterministic, causal relationships. Being a study about beliefs and how they relate 
to employee involvement (Ell it uses ethnographic methodology consistent with 
the Cultural Paradigm (Young, 1980). Patton (1980) states that the primary 
method for the qualitative investigator to understand feelings, perceptions, beliefs, 
and knowledge of the participant is through in-depth interviews. 
Taylor and Bogden (1984) note that, "A qualitative approach directs 
attention to how things work, and not whether they work" (p. 156). The focus is 
not on whether El programs work. It is on managers' beliefs about El and how the 
manager responds to El in the organizational setting. 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) make a strong case for the, "discovery of theory 
from data systemically obtained and analyzed in social research" (p.1). Glaser and 
Strauss note, "Grounded theory can be presented either as a well-codified set of 
propositions or in a running theoretical discussion using conceptual categories and 
their properties" (p.31). 
They note that theory is independent of quantitative data and can be seen 
as a process-an ever developing entity, not a perfected product. The form in 
which material is presented does not define it as theory, "It is a theory because it 
explains something or predicts something" (p.31). The approach of this study was 
to gather data at four sites and look for emerging themes generating "grounded 
theory" through comparative analysis. 
Miles and Huberman (1984) define a number of ways to systematically 
organize and analyze data. Their approach to qualitative data was helpful 
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throughout the research and their examples of comparing data by the construction 
of a matrix was particularly useful In the early stages of data analysis and in the 
conclusions. 
Interviews and Other Data 
Twenty four managers were interviewed in four different manufacturing 
organizations, all of which had an El program in operation. There were also two 
Interviews of hourly workers at each site (as a cross check on data), making a 
total of thirty two interviews. Data on nineteen of the managers were developed 
and analyzed in depth. 
Interviews lasted from forty five minutes to an hour and a half. Information 
was gathered on the history, characteristics and conditions of the organization as 
well as the on experiences and beliefs of the individual managers. Managers spoke 
from their own perspectives on the operations and organizational environment. 
These perspectives were later compared to data from printed material such as 
annual reports, statements of philosophy and purpose, training materials, 
newsletters, etc. 
Much of the interview focused specifically on the individual manager's work 
experiences and responsibilities, educational and family experiences, and the 
manager's own beliefs and values. Taylor and Bogden (1984) note, "Although 
people may act within the framework of an organization, culture, or group, it is 
their Interpretations and definitions of the situation that determine (their) action 
and not norms, values, roles and goals" (p. 10). The data from each manager 
describes a personal view, but collectively the data describe an organizational 
culture. Both are important to this study. 
Selection of Participants 
Criteria for Selection 
1. Accessibility--could I get into the plant. Was it within reasonable driving 
distance? 
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2. Senior manager within a division or plant is willing to be interviewed for 
an hour or two and grant access to at least 3 subordinate managers plus two 
hourly workers. 
3. Managers have experience (current or recent) with an El program within 
their area of personal responsibility. Relative success of the program is immaterial. 
4. Fit the model of paired industries (eg. two similar manufacturers, food 
chains, consumer product manufacture or sales, similar service industry, etc.). 
5. Would cooperate with this mode of research and will sign University of 
Massachusetts informed consent waiver. 
Approvals and Delays 
Entry was easiest if my first contact put me directly in touch with the 
General Manager or the person who had authority to say yes to my proposal. 
Generally a phone call to a person In the company someone had told me about 
established who I was and what I was doing, and this usually led to an Invitation 
to write a letter to the person who could grant permission. 
Entry into the four sites that I used was relatively straight forward, but it 
took me a number of months to locate them. In the process I lined up two sites 
that appeared to be ail set, but never materialized. Both were affected by an 
economic downturn, and when organizations are under economic stress they may 
feel they can't be bothered with an outsider, or they may begin to retrench on 
employee involvement and don't want a researcher around asking questions about 
it. 
One company said the downturn was creating chaos and they didn't have 
time or energy to talk to me now, but were open to doing so in the future. The 
other company, after weeks of delay, told me that everything was set pending 
corporate approval. That approval was a hurdle not previously mentioned and 
added further delay. Ultimately it squashed the project. In both of these cases I 
had enthusiastic advocates In the plant, but was never In direct contact with the 




The primary data is in-depth, open-ended interviews of the most senior 
manager and three or more subordinate managers. The interview with the senior 
manager includes basic background material that was not necessarily discussed in 
other interviews. All Interviews were tape recorded. 
I usually initiated interviews by asking employees about their experience 
with this company—how long they have been here, what their present jobs entail, 
etc. This would usually lead to other work experiences and their ideas about the 
best way to manage a company, including their views about the current El 
program, how it started, where it's going, etc. The conversation then might move 
on to mentors, family, school or other experiences that influenced their beliefs and 
values. See "Interview Question Checklist," Appendix A. 
I chose interviews with subordinates instead of using questionnaires 
because I believe the direct personal contact generates more useable information. 
The interview format was open ended and the length of Interviews varied, so the 
interviewee could go into greater depth in particular areas and fully develop 
important points. I could ask questions to encourage further exploration of a 
particular area of interest, or try and clarify managers' beliefs and values and their 
origin. 
There was an opportunity to cross check information, to pursue puzzling or 
incomplete information with different managers. Some interviews were 
momentarily interrupted by someone or by the telephone, or brought to a close in 
order to fit a pre-arranged schedule within the company. The Interruptions did not 
seem to affect the process that much, and generally there was enough leeway on 
time that the Interview could come to a natural ending. 
Observations and Chance Data Gathering 
In one case I had an unscheduled, unrecorded conversation over lunch that 
was especially helpful. Unfortunately, this had to be cut short to make a previous 
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appointment, but I was able to follow up with a phone call later for some 
clarification and additional information. 
Interviewing managers at all levels plus two hourly workers, and going out 
on the floor to see the production process moved me around the plant. It gave me 
an opportunity to see different operations, and to get a sense of the plant's 
activities, people, physical setting, and organizational environment. 
After leaving the premises I recorded my impressions of the interview 
experience and environment. In some cases (after reviewing the transcribed 
interviews) I made follow-up phone calls to a manager to clarify confusing data, 
cover something I noticed was missing, or find out how a situation had evolved. 
Data Management and Analy?!? 
Transcribing and Reviewing Data 
Qualitative research is a process of discovery-during data collection and in 
analyzing it. After each site visit I would have several hours of taped interviews 
and 150 pages or more of transcribed data, plus impressions, notes, and printed 
material. The site visits took place over a four month period. Between visits I 
reviewed and organized data already gathered. 
I began by listening to the tapes and making any necessary corrections on 
the transcribed interviews. Then I re-read the interviews listing topics and notes in 
the left margin. Any beliefs and values (either stated or implied) were noted in the 
right margin. By the end of this review I had a good working knowledge of the 
data, but very little sense of what it meant. Occasionally I made notes to myself 
about some question to pursue in the next interview, but I did not identify any big 
gaps in the interview process. 
All information was recorded in a database (Word Perfect). On completion 
of the interviews, hard copy totalled over 700 pages. Distilling it and making some 
sense of it was a challenge. 
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Compare Data Using Postulates and Matrices 
Define the Nature of the Research Sites 
Miles and Huberman (1984) in their sourcebook of methods for analyzing 
qualitative data, make frequent use of a matrix as a way to quickly sort, compare 
and analyze data. This proved an invaluable tool for me as I began to consider 
how to approach such an overwhelming reservoir of data. 
I felt I needed a matrix that would show the relationship of the four sites to 
each other. They all manufactured a product, had a work force that was union or 
non-union, had El and possibly other programs, had a relationship to a corporate 
headquarters, etc. The first matrix became an "Overview of Research Sites." See 
Table 3.1 (end of chapter) 
The left margin (vertical axis) lists the sites, the top margin (horizonal axis) 
notes the type of manufacturing, the relationship to corporate HQ and the type of 
support it gave El (at its inception). Then it focuses on workers, managers, 
programs and business. The quick comparison of each site by these categories 
gave me a sense of commonalities and differences between sites. 
An El Matrix and Roster 
I noted specific El programs at each site and whether they were union and 
non-union, the types of involvement programs, size of the programs compared to 
size of plant, beginning of program (year and key event or manager), current 
status, and any comments about the programs. See "Overview of El Programs," 
Table 3.2. This together with the first matrix defined, in broad terms, the nature 
of my research sites. 
Having interviewed 32 people over a four month period I needed a roster 
that would quickly Identify each person, along with their title or responsibilities, 
and the site where they worked. There were certain managers whom I did not 
interview (because they were no longer at the site, or were not available), who 
had been, or were currently. Involved in the El program in a significant way and 
these, too were listed. See Appendix B 
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At the same time I developed a table that listed all data Including data for 
managers not interviewed and printed matter. See "Research Data," Table 3.3. 
I would continue to develop matrices to organize and compare data, but the 
next step involved paradigms and postulates. 
Postulates About Managers* Beliefs 
A postulate is a hypothesis advanced as an essential presupposition, 
condition, or premise of a train of reasoning, and a hypothesis is a tentative 
assumption made to draw out and test its logical or empirical consequences 
(Merriam-Webster, 1987). Locke, Spirduso, and Silverman (1989) note that a 
hypothesis frames the question to be answered by the research in testable form, 
and It suggests the nature of the answer. I had formulated two postulates at the 
beginning of the study to help define and focus the research. 
Postulate 1 
Hierarchical organization is an effective structure for getting things done 
and this has proven itself over the years. 
* Within the traditional, hierarchical system, an El program may be a useful 
management tool In certain circumstances. 
* Initiating El does not require major changes in structure, attitudes, norms, 
policies, or reward systems. It is unnecessary to: 1) share information and power 
at all levels of the organizational unit; 2) cooperatively solve organizational 
problems; or 3) engender a sense of dignity, meaning and community for every 
employee. 
The beliefs underlying the postulate above affirm authoritarian management 
and fit into the Positivist Paradigm (Young, 1980). Such a manager still believes 
that the traditional form of management that worked in the past, and is most 
familiar, will work in the future as well. The manager is oriented toward control 
which is a Theory X (McGregor, 1960) style of management. 
Other managers see the situation differently. Either they started with 
different beliefs and assumptions, or they have had some sort of conversion 
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experience that changed their beliefs. They are aware that traditional management 
practices are not compatible with employee involvement over the long term, and 
they are either exploring what this means for their practice of management, or 
they have already made a commitment to El management. 
Postulate 2 
Participatory (El) management can meet the challenges of constant change 
and intense international competition that many U.S. organizations face today. 
* This does require fundamental, systemic organizational change. 
* There must be changes in organizational structure, policies and reward 
systems, and also in attitudes, beliefs, values and norms. It is necessary to: 1) 
share information and power at all levels of the organizational unit; 2) 
cooperatively solve organizational problems; and 3) engender a sense of dignity, 
meaning and community for every employee. 
Managers who embrace these ideas are oriented toward empowerment 
which aligns them with McGregor's (1960) Theory Y; they are in the Cultural 
Paradigm (Young, 1980). 
Evaluation of the Data 
Managerial Viewpoint 
After reviewing and annotating the transcribed interviews I wanted a sense 
of which managers seemed to be described by Postulate 1 and which ones might 
be described by Postulate 2. The purpose was to get a better sense of the data I 
had gathered, and see if different positions in the two paradigms were 
represented. Since it was a speculative trial to further develop my understanding 
of the data, I will describe the process and format rather than results (although 
this intuitive estimate did prove to be quite consistent with further development of 
the data). See "Managerial Viewpoint: Evaluation of Data," Table 3.4. 
1 worked on this graphically with a chart that located each manager in 
some proximity to the vertical axis between authoritarian management (Positivist 
Paradigm) on one side, and El management (Cultural Paradigm) on the other. I 
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made another estimate of the manager's starting point prior to his or her formal 
experience with an identifiable El program (either in this organization or another 
one) and connected the two marks with a dotted line representing the degree of 
change the managers had experienced to get to their point of view at the time of 
the interview. 
Managerial Beliefs and Behavior 
I also created a matrix to get a better sense of the beliefs and behavior of 
each manager. Under a heading of Hierarchical Management I listed four beliefs 
implied by Postulate 1: 1) hierarchy (and individual competition) work, 2) 
managers are the experts, 3) a manager must control employees, 4) El is a 
program that can fit within a hierarchical system. 
Under a heading of El Management there were five beliefs implied by 
Postulate 2: 1) trust and teamwork are critical, 2) everyone is an expert, 3) 
training and education increase a worker's value to the organization, and 5) 
workers should share in the gains. 
As a separate Assessment of El Management, I listed three criteria from 
Postulate 2): 1) trust: shares information and power at all levels, 2) encourages 
cooperative problem solving and decision making, and 3) engenders a sense of 
dignity, meaning, and community. By answering Yes or No to the characteristics 
under each heading I could get a more refined idea of where a manager was (in 
the change to El management) at the time of the interview. 
The matrix helped me see what information I felt I knew (or didn't know) 
for each manager at this stage of research, and it provided a check on which 
managers seemed to be operating from the Positivist Paradigm. Including some 
key managers who had not been interviewed, there were six. See "Beliefs and 
Behavior: Checklist and Assessment," Table 3.5. 
From this table and the previous one, I could see there was a range of 
viewpoint, there had been significant change in some of the managers, and the 
data would be a rich source for further study and analysis. 
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Some managers, including the prime movers at three sites, had been 
innovators of an El leadership style long before it was identified or promoted by 
others in their organization. Other managers were moving in that direction within 
the authoritarian (hierarchical) culture. Some managers had started in the Positivist 
Paradigm, but changed and were now in the Cultural Paradigm. The behavior of 
other managers kept them in the Positivist Paradigm even though they espoused 
employee involvement. 
Further Definition of Managers' Positions 
To more clearly define essential aspects of autocratic management and El 
management, I looked at characteristics that distinguished each culture, and noted 
these on a chart. I grouped specific characteristics under the headings of "personal 
behavior," "motivation," and "power/status." See "Organizational Cultures," Table 
3.6. 
In studying this table I sensed it would be possible to refine this and set it 
up with a series of characteristics or categories that would define a manager's 
position in the change process going from autocratic management to El 
management. 
Management Characteristics Define a Manager's Beliefs Related to El 
I sensed that the tables I had been working with made too sharp a 
distinction between one paradigm and another. Academics may clearly leave one 
paradigm and enter another with the publication of a paper, but in the world of 
work the transition is much fuzzier. I found that managers seemed to make the 
transition to El management In some areas and still be in the autocratic mode in 
others, and there is a gray area where they are not clearly in either paradigm. 
Based on my analysis to this point, I was able to define twelve 
management characteristics that seem to differentiate a manager in the Positivist 
Paradigm from one in the Cultural Paradigm. This created a new instrument: 
"Management Style Assessment" (See Figure 3.1) that reflects a manager's 
behavior, beliefs and values. The instrument notes twelve factors that are rooted 
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MANAGEMENT STYLE ASSESSMENT I 




High Commit. Mod. Commit, 









Mod. Commit. High Commit, 
to Empowmt. to Empowmt. 
1. Distrust 1. Trust and Respect 
2. Mgr. Controls Employees 2. Lead, Coach, Coord., Supt. 
3. Manager is the Expert 3. Everyone is an Expert 
Cross-Trng., Learn Bus. 
4. Limited Communication Down, 
Censored Reports Up 
4. Honest Communication 
Share Info. All Directions 
5. Autocratic Decision Making 
Exert Power 
5. Share Decision Making 
Empower Others 
6. El Fits in Hierarchy (as a program) 6. El Requires Systemic 
Change Top to Bottom 
7. Focus on Results (Short-Term) 7. Focus on Process (for Long- 
Term Results) 
8. Protect Personal Domain and 
Power 
8. Promote Teamwork, Org’l 
Integration w/SuppIr. & Cust. 
9. Competition (Win/Lose) Politics 9. Cooperation (WinAA/in) 
Joint Vision 
10. Avoid Feelings & Conflict, Be 
Rational 
10. Aware of Feelings, Deal w/ 
Conflict, Open/Honest 
11. Personal Achievement, 
Rewards and Status 
11. Org’l Achvt. & Rewards Fair 
and Equitable to All 
12. Avoid Risk, Mistakes are NOT 
Okay 
12. Take Risks, Mistakes are Okay 
* Directions; Mark an “X” on dotted line locating Manager's level of commitment. 
Completed By: 
Copyright © Alan Eccleston 1990 
Figure 3.1, MANAGEMENT STYLE ASSESSMENT 
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In control (Postulate 1) or empowerment (Postulate 2) with a gray "Transition 
Zone" in the middle. 
It gave me a way to evaluate managers and to ask others to make similar 
assessments. I sent copies of this instrument to each site and got assessments 
back on every manager interviewed. These were filled out by a senior manager at 
three of the sites. At one site the managers assessed themselves. This proved to 
be an effective instrument and the assessments completed by others confirmed 
my general assessments. 
Originally I defined the contrasting positions using Theory X and Theory Y, 
but a consultant felt strongly that was inappropriate so I revised the instrument 
using control and empowerment as the descriptors. 
A Conceptual Framework for Change to El Management 
Drawing a Process to Understand It 
I tried to draw a process of how a manager might move from autocratic 
management to a belief in, and practice of El management. This does not imply a 
deterministic process appropriate for a functionalist view (Positivist Paradigm). 
However, within the Cultural Paradigm's framework of infinite possibilities, I 
wanted to graphically represent the phenomenology that had emerged from my 
analysis to that point. 
Initially I described what seems to happen at division level of an 
organization when change to El management is being initiated by a Division 
Manager who practices El management within a corporate organization that 
operates autocratically. Later in the research, I could see ways to represent the 
process for a wider set of circumstances, and was encouraged to make such 
revisions. The "Conceptual Framework for Change to Employee Involvement (El) 
(as revised) is shown In Figure 3.2. 
Representing a Change Process 
The graphic representation starts with a manager in a hierarchical mode 
that is being impinged upon by an Environment for Change. When the environment 
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for chango begins to cause a reaction in the manager s/he responds by: 1) 
choosing a superficial adaptation which does not deal with the basic problem, or 
2) talking about significant change but continuing to behave in the old mode, or 3) 
seeing the value of change and a direction in which to move and making an 
"intellectual" commitment to try. 
The first two options move the manager back into the hierarchical pattern, 
but in the last option the manager is influenced by Antecedents for Change and 
moves into a transition 4) where new thinking, behaviors, beliefs and values can 
be explored, and new skills are learned. This is risky and requires a "safe" 
environment with personal and organizational support, or the manager may fall 
back into old behaviors. 
If the manager really begins to change, old beliefs which are antithetical to 
the new mode will have to be given up 5), and giving up what one has trusted 
and relied upon for years involves a loss that inevitably leads to self doubt and 
confusion. Safety and support are absolutely critical at this point. A manager that 
is scared or overwhelmed is likely to retreat back to a less committed (less risky) 
level of exploration, or all the way back to the old style of managing. 
With proper reinforcement 6), new beliefs emerge. The manager is 
committed to El management, but It is not yet second nature. When the new 
beliefs are fully integrated and Internalized 7) the manager no longer consciously 
thinks about them--EI management is "the way its done" and there is a new 
equilibrium. 
Sources of the Concepts 
This chart is based on data from research sites 1,2,and 3, but it draws on 
Lewin's description of change: unfreeze, move, refreeze (Lewin, 1957). The 
insights of the English psychiatrist, John Bowlby (Bridges, 1982) on the four 
phases of loss were helpful in conceptualizing the transition through confusion. 
Goodman and Deane's (Goodman & Assoc., 1982) facets of institutionalization in 
long term change which include knowledge, behavior, personal disposition. 
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normative consensus, and value consensus describe the process of internalitirra 
new way. and becomina a aaent for change in the organizational culture. 
Factors that Describe or Man; 
This study has focused on the critical transition process in the midst of 
change (steps 4,5,6 in Figure 3.2). Whether a manager is able to move from one 
paradigm to another depends on a willingness to exchange a set of old beliefs for 
new ones. Accepting and ultimately internalizing new beliefs are key to successful 
change, and there are many times a manager could revert back. 
Twelve factors (defined in Figure 3.1) that I believed would describe the 
transition a manager must make in this process included the degree of trust, style 
of leadership (control or support), expertise (who has it), openness and extent of 
communication, the decision making process, whether El represents partial or 
systemic change, whether the primary focus is on results or on process, personal 
power or teamwork, competition or cooperation. They also include feelings and 
dealing with conflict, personal achievement versus group achievement, risk and 
whether or not mistakes are tolerated. 
This study has gathered data from managers on how they think about the 
El programs under their responsibility and what beliefs may affect their thinking. It 
tried to tease out feelings and assumptions about their expectations of the 
program initially, their commitment to it when it started, and their current 
commitment to it. It tried to discover how their beliefs and values changed in the 
process. 
To better understand managers's beliefs related to El I decided to analyze 
data that related to characteristics described by the Management Style 
Assessment (Figure 3.1) along with the seven antecedents for change which I 
identified in the Conceptual Framework for Change to El Management (Figure 3.2): 
self esteem, family experience, educational experience, work experience, mentors, 
cultural values, and personal characteristics, beliefs, and values. 
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Organize and Examine the Data by Category 
The twelve Characteristics plus seven Antecedents describe or support a 
manager s beliefs and I decided to sort data into one or more of these categories. 
This organized it for further analysis. 
Initially I wrote a summary (of 2-8 pages) of each interview identifying 
every summary paragraph by a category number and the interview and page from 
which it was taken. The first two summaries were written with all the entries 
under appropriate headings, but then I changed and wrote all entries 
chronologically. The chronological summaries proved much more useful in locating 
data later. 
Each separate entry was then reprinted on a 4" x 6" card identified both by 
the topic number and by its source. This gave me approximately 600 pieces of 
information sorted by topic. It allowed me to examine and compare data between 
sites, compare data in different categories, and data could easily be moved to a 
new category. 
I also made an index listing the data from all sites by category. This did not 
prove very useful. After working on the matrices, summaries, indices, and 
organizing the data for about a month I knew the data; I knew how to use the 
data; I knew how to find pieces of data. I was ready to begin writing. 
Writing 
Management Characteristics 
The organizational structure, culture, and change process all Impact on a 
manager's beliefs and values and must be considered in this research. However, 
the focus must stay on the managers not on the organization. The research is not 
meant to be four case studies; approaching it that way would not have yielded the 
depth of understanding I was seeking about managers' beliefs. I needed a method 
of looking at each site that would take account of different aspects of the setting 
and situation that impinge on the beliefs of those who work there. 
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The Management Style Assessment seemed to cover the critical areas 
related to setting and organization, but when I began writing I realized twelve 
factors, although useful for assessment, were too cumbersome and redundant for 
written analysis. 
I decided to group compatible categories and create Management 
Characteristics: 1) Trust and Leadership, 2) Expertise, Decision Making and 
Communication, 3) Systemic Change, Process and Results, 4) Teamwork, 
Cooperation and Achievement, and 5) Conflict and Risk. This grouping fit my task 
and the data extremely well, and kept the focus on managers' behavior and 
beliefs. 
Making Use of Qualitative Data 
The data cards allowed me to spread all of the material in a particular 
category out on the desk and move its pieces into appropriate groupings and 
sequence before beginning to write. When I wanted a direct a quote I could easily 
go back to the original Interview and see it in context. 
I might use quotes from several different managers to develop a topic. 
Quotes on the same topic might also be scattered through one Interview. Being 
able to locate relevant data when I needed it was the key to this research. 
Summaries and the note cards made this possible. 
The richness of qualitative data is in the direct quotes and detail that gives 
both researcher and reader the feel of a situation or experience. However, one can 
get lost in detail, so it was helpful to review and highlight learnings from each 
major section with a summary. 
Antecedents for Change 
The environment and organization create conditions for change, but 
managers respond in their own unique way. To understand why, we need to look 
for Antecedents for Change. 
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In the interviews I specifically asked about the source of the manager's 
beliefs and values and tentatively suggested education, family, religion or 
humanistic ideals, work experience, and mentors as possibilities. 
Religion or humanistic values came up in the context of education, family 
and personal beliefs so I decided to keep those references in context. From my 
analysis of the the transcribed interviews I identified seven Antecedents for 
Change: Self Confidence, Family Experience, Educational Experience, Work 
Experience, Mentors, Cultural Values, and Personal Characteristics, Beliefs and 
Values. 
My query to managers about possible sources of their beliefs and values 
seemed to challenge everyone--some welcomed it and were very responsive, 
others were uncomfortable, but gave it a try. 
Roots of Beliefs and Values 
Antecedents contain biographical data but the intent in analyzing them is 
not biographical. They are data recorded in the search for experiences, beliefs or 
values of individual managers that make a manager more inclined or less inclined 
to practice El management. I use Rokeach's definition of beliefs and values (noted 
in Chapter 2). Beliefs are anything that can be proceeded by, "I believe that..." 
and a value is a belief that transcendentally guides action and serves as a 
standard or yardstick. 
However, many Antecedents are written as experiences since this is the 
form in which most managers responded to my question. They seldom said, "I 
believe in...". They tell of an experience that leads to, or implies certain underlying 
beliefs. For example, if a manager says he used to catch employees goofing off on 
Saturdays when no supervisor was around and there are no qualifying statements 
about that (they didn't understand what they were supposed to do), and no 
examples to the contrary, I can infer he believed at the time, that workers couldn't 
be trusted to work effectively without supervision. 
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Managers were more inclined to name specific values (ie."l respect 
everyone.- "Integrity is very important to me.") which makes the value clear, but 
says nothing about the manager's actual behavior. I generally have chosen to 
record the statements and experiences of the managers rather than inferred beliefs 
so readers can decide for themselves whether conclusions I draw are justified or 
not. 
Site 1 and Site 2 
Sites 1 and 2 generated the most data so I used them as a research base 
and looked for emerging themes and issues in Management Characteristics. I 
identified fifteen emerging themes from this part of the research that could be 
tested against findings at Sites 3 and 4. 
Although I analyzed the Antecedents of 13 managers, it seemed premature 
to look for emerging themes until I had also reviewed the data for Sites 3 and 4. 
Site 3 and Site 4 
I used the data from Sites 3 and 4 to test emerging themes from Sites 1 
and 2. This gave a more specific focus to the findings at Sites 3 and 4, and 
simplified analysis. In confirming or disconfirming the themes that had been 
identified it added weight to the findings. 
I now had Antecedents for 19 managers and could look for emerging 
themes. I needed to arrange the Antecedents of all 19 managers by the seven 
designated categories. Organizing the data in this manner allowed me to see 
themes that would not have been apparent otherwise, and it allows a reader to 
evaluate the validity of the theme. 
Data, Beliefs, and Behavior 
When a manager's behavior does not match stated beliefs "theories-in-use" 
are not congruent with "espoused theories" (Argyris, 1976). I looked for 
congruence or incongruence between theory and behavior. Do managers' beliefs 
coincide with the type of management they espouse? What differences if any are 
apparent? How have these changed since the El program was Introduced? 
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I searched for clues about possible events or changes in assumptions that 
signalled a shift in beliefs and I looked for clues that might indicate the root or 
nature of a conversion process. 
If a manager started out with beliefs that were in the Cultural Paradigm, 
where did these come from? How did they fit with the manager's behavior in the 
hierarchical system that preceded El? What was a manager's reaction to the 
opportunity to practice El management? 
In addition to seeing what paradigm best describes a manager, and how 
this may have changed over time, the study allowed me to check for similarities or 
differences by setting and by function. 
I looked for unity or divergence within each organization. Do the mangers 
see things the same way? What are the differences and are they significant? Are 
differences a matter of degree or of viewpoint? Can it be discerned whether or not 
differences relate to: Da manager's specific responsibilities in the organization, 2) 
previous personal experiences, 3) personal beliefs? 
I looked for broad, overarching themes in the study as a whole. 
The data describe change in four different settings where individual 
managers embrace, struggle with, or reject a participatory (El) management style. 
Although conditional the findings offer useful insights into the change process. 
Conclusion 
Having summarized each section and developed themes for Management 
Characteristics it was relatively easy to consolidate and generalize these findings 
for Guidelines for Change to El Management and this defines a context for 
change. It was a much greater challenge to look at the differences in managers' 
styles within an organizational culture before El programs began and differences in 
reactions to El, and find meaning In the data. 
Matricles again helped me analyze data site by site and then compare 
managers at different sites. Ultimately this material was refined into "Summary of 
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Themes & Issues," Table 8.1, and "Effects of Antecedents for Change," Table 
8.2. 
It was clear from this analysis that individual managers' personal 
experiences and beliefs greatly affect the change process. I selected two 
managers from different sites who both changed radically (to embrace El) as 
illustrations of a change model that emerges from the data. I was also able to 
note some instruments and workshop exercises that could help managers who 
who want to shift to a practice El management. 
Limitations of the Study 
In approaching this topic for study I have started with an assumption that 
the basic purpose of the organizations to be studied is useful and valid. My 
research does not Question that assumption, and therefore does not concern itself 
with viewpoints and assumptions urging radical social change (Burrell & Morgan, 
1979). 
My exploration lies within the "sociology of regulation" where a traditional, 
hierarchical organization fits in the Positivist Paradigm on the objective side of the 
vertical axis while El fits in the Cultural Paradigm on the subjective side (Burrell & 
Morgan, 1979). This is a phenomenological study of managers' beliefs within that 
framework and it has certain limitations: 
1. The number of participants is relatively small. Four organizations were 
visited and twenty four managers plus eight workers interviewed. However, Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) note that the number of cases is not crucial in the generation 
of substantive theory. "A single case can indicate a general conceptual character 
or property; a few more cases can confirm the Indication" (p.30). 
2. The selection of participants represent a limited number of industries and 
situations. All of Interviews were located in the northern part of the eastern 
seaboard. I had access to only one of several managers who were forced out of 
an El program for their failure to adapt to it. While many El programs fail, none of 
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the sites participating represent this category. (The two sites that declined to 
participate were candidates for such failure.) 
3. The study includes three older plants and one new (greenfield) plant and 
while they are all manufacturing sites each is unique in its nature, complexity, and 
technology, and they are in different industries. The organization's size, structure, 
culture and product may affect certain assumptions, attitudes and beliefs of 
managers. Current El programs going 3 years at Sites 1 and 3, 6 years at Site 2, 
and 20 years at Site 4 were in different stages of development. It is likely that all 
of these programs will continue based on the systemic changes in process but 
that is not certain. 
4. The management environments into which the El programs were 
introduced differed from site to site. Three were pioneer programs in their 
organization-trying something new with no in-house model to look at. At one of 
the three the corporation made a decision to initiate the program and actively 
recruited an experienced manager to run it. At the two others the corporation 
played no active role in the initial decisions or process. Two of these sites had 
paternalistic cultures, one was adversarial. 
The fourth site, was a new plant (greenfield site) that followed a corporate 
model and a mandate already operative elsewhere. The environmental differences 
between the four sites were identified in the analysis. 
5. Only one of the organizations was unionized, three others were not. 
6. Some participants were more introspective and more articulate than 
others. Some were more forthcoming about their beliefs and values. Being 
grounded theory, I develop the material that Is gathered rather than gather material 
to fit a pre-determined model. 
The Breadth of the Study 
The grounded theory that emerged from this study has two facets 
Management Characteristics and Antecedents for Change. The first is grounded in 
the organizational environment, the second is grounded in the experience and 
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beliefs of managers. Either area would have been sufficient for a dissertation 
topic. However, to drop one and focus on the other would have disregarded the 
vital Interaction between the two. Simplifying the task in that manner would have 
failed to grapple with the impact this interaction has on those who are struggling 
to change. 
Alternatively, I could have focused on the first two sites and left Sites 3 
and 4 for future research. However, with the data In hand I was advised to 
analyze It for confirmation or disconfirmation of themes emerging from Sites 1 and 
2. 
The result is a broad-based study with grounded theory emerging from 
systemically organized data at four comparable sites. It analyzes the nature of the 
changes and how they evolved, and it looks at the experiences and beliefs of 19 
different managers to get a sense of how and why they responded as they did 
during the process. Additional in-depth studies of Antecedents for Change in 
individual managers would be a useful future project, and with this project as a 
base, it could be done quite efficiently. 
While the breadth of this study and the analysis process is a challenge, I 
believe the primary contribution of the work is to create a framework that 
acknowledges the vital link between managers' beliefs and the change process to 
El management, and to test out one approach to understanding how it affects the 
transition process. 
Researcher Bias 
I am a graduate of Harvard Business School and have been a successful 
manager in hierarchical structures. Some years ago I founded and operated a 
business in the traditional, hierarchical style. However, my current interest in El 
management drew me to this study, and my personal beliefs are more compatible 
with El management. 
I was especially careful to ask open-ended, judgement-free questions in the 
interviews. While managers did most of the talking I did get them started with a 
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question, usually by asking about their history with the company. Periodically I 
would comment or ask another question to move the interview along. (See 
Appendix A, Interview Questions.) The interviews went very well; there were no 
problems in establishing rapport. 
When interpreting data I was alert for information contrary to my own bias 
that could be inadvertently overlooked or misinterpreted. The most problematic 
data emerged on the question of emphasis on process or emphasis on results in 
the transition to El management. I took particular care to record and report that 
data accurately and to note that additional research would be useful. 
In the course of the research I talked with three consultants with extensive 
experience in team building and/or employee involvement, and asked them to 
review the "Conceptual Framework for Change to Employee Involvement (El)," 
(Figure 3.2) and the "Management Style Assessment," (Figure 3.1). Their 
feedback helped clarify my understanding of the data and this is reflected in the 
figures as revised. 
Language 
I was conscious both in the analysis of the data and in writing, of female 
managers in manufacturing. I interviewed one highly ranked female manager, and 
gathered data on four others (including a Corporate Vice President) whose 
participation has been critical in the change processes at their respective sites. 
I try to avoid gender specific pronouns, or when it is not too awkward I 
use both pronouns (s/he, her or his). However, nearly all of my interviews are with 
men and the writing reflects that. Direct quotes include some salty language. I felt 
that ommision or alteration would change the statement, the intensity, and 
perhaps the meaning. 
The data are exciting and rich. 1 hope that will be apparent as we examine 
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Interview Data Sites: #1 #2 l»3 il4 Totfll 
Managers (no interview) — (3) (2) 5» 
Managers interviewed 10 6 4 4 24 
Employees interviewed 2 2 2 2 8 
Pages transcribed 
(double-spaced) 220 195 146 181 700+ 
Printed Matter: 
#1 Annual Report, Mission Statement, "The Detnming Route to 
Quality and Productivity." 
#2 Annual Report, Plant History, E.I. History, Consultant 
Program, Short Cycle Chart, Leadership Practices Inventory 
(sample), Myers Briggs Test (sample) and Managers’ Profiles. 
#3 Annual Report, Company History (published book). Mission and 
Values Statements, Team Guidelines, Conflict Resolution 
Guidelines. 
#4 Annual Yearbook (Employee Handbook), Corporate Philosophy, 
Course Catalogue, Company Newspaper, Interpersonal Influence 
Inventory (sample). 
♦Although these five managers were not interviewed, they are 
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& bottom line 
fads & programs 
experiments w/EI. gain share 
power/status: 







aware of feelings 
willingness to be 
QPen/vulnerablp 
achieve 
org’l, & indiv. purpose 
share info, up & down 
seek info, even if pers. 
ghallenqina (valid infn) 
give over control/share 
power; joint prob.-solving 
& decision-making with 
level closest to the action 
process-oriented 
focus on group goals, unit 
perform., trust, meaning, 
d-lanity. community—results 
shared vision, LT contin., 
consistent focus on process 
everyone is an expert 
employees are valued asset 
worth cross-training 
manager controls everyone controls 
manager leads, coordinates, 
—__ envisions, coaches, teaches 
individ. competition/rewards_group solidaritv/rewards 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS SITE 1 
Setting and Organizational Structura 
Site 1 is a divison of a large conglomerate. It is a union plant with 350 
employees about 200 miles away from corporate headquarters. 
Purchased about eight years ago. the division had been moderately 
profitable. Periodically a General Manager from corporate headquarters would 
make a short visit, but It was run by a plant manager (who had been there for 
years), and never received much corporate attention. 
Bart was hired as General Manager and sent to the site about three years 
ago. He found an archaic, dirty plant, an authoritarian, adversarial management, a 
militant union and low morale. Bart was a people-centered, hands-on, intuitive 
manager who believed In operating from a base of trust with both his managers 
and workers-the antithesis of plant management at this site over the last twenty 
years. 
The following analysis of this site over the three year transition looks at 
Management Characteristics that clearly differentiate authoritarian and El 
management and it examines experiences and characteristics of individual 
managers to see what factors might have been critical Antecedents to their 
responses to the change in management philosophy Bart brought to the site. 
Data comes from interviews on site including Bart the General Manager, 
Managers A and B who oversaw manufacturing operations, and Manager F who 
was the OSHA Supervisor, the Controller, and the Industrial Engineer. 
Later I visited corporate headquarters and Interviewed Manager C, the Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO), Manager E who had been head of Research and 
Development (R & D) at the division until he was recently transferred. Manager D, 
Vice President of R & D, and the Group Vice President to whom Bart reported. 
These are the only Interviews of this research that go above division level. 
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Everyone at Site 1 reported to Bart, he reported to the Group VP, who 
reported to the CEO. Bart also spoke directly with the CEO with some frequency. 
See "Organizational Structure at Site 1," Figure 4.1. 
Management Characteristics at Site 1 
Leadership & Trust 
When Bart arrived as a new General Manager he found an entrenched, 
authoritarian, secretive management and a militant union. Bart was not sent down 
with a mandate to change the organizational culture, but his personal management 
style focused on trust and respect, sharing Information, teamwork and 
cooperation. Something had to give. This is a study of transition from a no-trust 
to a high-trust environment in a union shop. 
What Bart Was up Against 
There was litter all over the place. The plant did various coating operations 
and there was hardened residue on the floor an inch thick that made your shoes 
stick a little every step you took. Bathrooms were filty, covered with graffiti and 
there were no seats in the ladies john. 
The plant manager ruled by terror, and enjoyed catching his lieutenants in 
oversight or an error; "He liked to see someone squirm." His management was 
described by one manager as, the You-Owe-Me style. This encouraged a lot of 
little side deals and politics that helped people cope in a hostile environment. 
Bart came in with a set of values and beliefs totally at odds with this. "I 
believe people out there in the factory are intelligent, capable, human beings. They 
spend the greater part of their life in this building. I believe they want to do a 
good job. Now a lot of managers don't believe that, and were trained not to. 
There is the idea of punch in, park your brains at the door, get on the machine. 
How do you change that kind of belief? I don't know." 
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FIGURE 4.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE SITE 1 
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A lot of the managers had been in the plant for 20-plus years including the 
plant manager. He had gone to high school with the workers and thought Bart's 
ideas were "a crock of bull. These people are all assholes. They've been assholes 
since I've been here-for 25 years." He told one of his managers, "Workers are out 
for themselves. Why give them the keys to the prison? They will just stick it to 
you any time they can." 
Building Trust in a Hostile Environment 
There were 350 employees on three shifts. Bart made it a point to learn 
everyone s name and to be out on the floor several times a week on every shift. 
Workers, wary of the new General Manager, had a code name that would go out 
over the loud speaker whenever Bart was on the floor. After about three weeks 
walking around the plant trying to learn the operation Bart realized the name Joe 
Kennedy, that kept being paged over the loud-speaker, didn't match any name he 
knew-he figured it must be him. "I walked around a machine and said, 'Hi, Joe 
Kennedy here!' I thought the operator would die from embarrasment." 
Within minutes, the story was around the whole plant. Shortly after that 
workers began to sense this must be a different kind of General Manager. "They 
finally realized I was out there to learn and I wasn't going to hammer them, but 
they weren't used to a General Manager who wasn't wearing a tie and wasn't 
checking up on them." 
He talked to operators about what they wanted changed. One of them said 
they wanted an American flag at the plant, "We've been askin for one for five 
years but they can't 'cost justify' it. One week later a flag was up. That response 
got their attention. "So we started asking people what's wrong. We had rest 
rooms out there that I would refuse to go in-filthy!" They were cleaned up. 
The plant and equipment were old and the process was dirty; the whole 
place was like a pig sty. Bart felt no one could respect himself and work in an 
environment like that. He sold all of the outdated equipment, over 3 million 
pounds of scrap metal and used the $80,000 that generated to clean the place 
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up. Any worker that could be spared from production was put on a crew chipping 
hardened residue from the floors. Everyone was asked to pick up litter wherever 
they saw it. 
A threshold was crossed when Bart came in one night to visit third shift. 
Months later two foremen, who Bart identified as "tough converts." told him. 
One night last summer about 4 am Sam and I were out back taking a break. We 
saw you pull up. get out of your car and walk 50 ft. out of your way to pick up a 
paper cup. You couldn't see us, so you weren't doin' it for anyone's benefit...you 
weren't doin' it for effect." They decided he must really believe all this stuff he 
was saying. If he could do It they decided they could, too. Bart's consistency built 
trust. 
Bart's Leadership Style 
Bart was a new employee of the company and the first General Manager 
ever with his office at the plant. He came as an outsider into a tight, in-grown 
environment. He talked to managers and workers about why things had to change 
and the environment got even more hostile. 
Bart initiated top-down reform in the way things were to be done, and 
concurrently, spent a lot of time getting to know the operation and the work 
force-not only by walking the floor on all shifts, but also, over beers at the Polish- 
American Club. 
He made it clear to all the managers how he wanted things done, and that 
he was willing to teach, coach and support them in the process. The most senior 
managers did not buy into it. 
Some Managers Refuse to Change 
A middle manager commented, "Bart believes even the most devious 
person can be turned around." However, some will choose not to change; their 
behavior, cynicism, or outright rebellion can poison the well. Several managers 
referred to the problems of transition. 
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When Bart first came here there was a committee to get him fired. (These 
managers) would stab each other in the day. but get together at night and join 
forces. They saw Bart as a real threat-and it turned out, he was." 
Bart recalled, "I was here three months when I was informed that a 
meeting was being held that night by most of my staff to figure out how to get 
rid of me. I sensed what was going on and I was working, one at a time, to divide 
and conquer, and convert, and I knew where I was failing because I was 
threatening to certain managers. A lot of my staff had been here 20 years and 
had their kingdoms set up." 
There was some blood letting. There were the ones plotting to get Bart 
removed, they had to go. Then there are those in the gray area. What are their 
skill levels...what are their assumptions about what is true, about human 
nature...about what is desirous and worthwhile? You have to find these things 
out." Out of 94 exempt employees eight (about 10%) were forced out against 
their will, six of those went by attrition or transfer and two were fired. 
A middle manager who observed the process felt the difference between 
those who survived and those who didn't was basic trust (of employees) or basic 
distrust.. "Are people out to screw you, or are they inherently good? Especially on 
my level (middle management) you have to come to grips with that. Those who 
left seemed to be on the 'don't-trust-em' side. Maybe it was 20 odd years of 
having it reinforced on this job...Could they risk such a radical change?" 
"Now one of those guys was a mean-spirited SOB; (that decision) was 
easy. But, Bart had to figure out where the others stood. My assumption was 
most would be able (to manage participatively). Ultimately they have to get on 
board or get out." 
Bart was trying to figure it out, watching the transition process in each 
manager, supporting and coaching the willing managers, finding ways to get rid of 
the others. 
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A Vision Is Needed 
He started by creating a need for change. The manufacturing process was 
dirty and messy. First I got people to acknowledge this place was a rat hole. No 
one in their right mind would want to work here. I used to trip over trash coming 
in the front door." 
He also talked about the need to get more efficient to be competitive and 
preserve jobs. As I walked through the plant I would try and paint a very bleak 
picture but with hope. We talked about it openly, how we were going to work 
our way yc to poor. If people don't believe there is a need for change they 
won't." 
It wasn't easy. One operator told Bart, "Hey, we go through general 
managers like paper towels, you're just another one." Both managers and workers 
had doubts about Bart's vision. "I used the Tom Peters videos with small groups; 
'Guys this is what I'm talking about, and we believe it can be done here.' I must 
admit the majority of the people said, 'Not here!' Today most of them would say, 
'Union or no union it can be done.'" 
A middle manager's sense of the experience was, "We are down in the 
trenches, but when we look up Bart is the one who has the vision. He is the 
strategist. We execute the tactics. He has our support, our trust, our involvement, 
and he taught us to do that with our own people." 
Joint Problem Solving 
When Bart arrived the corporation had a lot of reports. "We were always 
looking at numbers, numbers, numbers. Somebody at the top was always beating 
somebody else up the level below him. Every piece of paper (they) put out was 
trying to catch somebody not doing something." 
Bart's approach was completely different; he was a problem solver not an 
enforcer. An engineer noted, "Bart doesn't beat up on you for something you 
can't control. He helps you look for the underlying problem and try and solve 
that." The engineer had been trying to reconcile a persistent overage in material 
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use and found that operators always dumped in a full, 52 lb. bag even though the 
recipe called for 50 Ib.-and they weren't about to change. Bart suggested the 
engineer work directly with the supplier to see if they could make bags 2 lbs 
lighter. 
Bart feels a good general manager should recognize and appropriately 
respond to what he calls a,b,c issues. An "a- issue is a major crisis, say a critical 
piece of equipment is down. The problem is so obvious, that everyone will pull 
together to solve it so he doesn't have to get involved. 
However, if that same piece of equipment starts producing a higher level of 
waste, there is no crisis to mobilize around and you have a "b" issue. To resolve 
this the general manager will have to bring the functional disciplines together to 
work on the problem, secondly he needs to change the organization to reduce the 
functional barriers. 
The "c" issues are more subtle and persistent. Generally, these problems 
are overlooked, and maybe only half of them are solvable. For instance, when the 
hoist that loads material onto the machine misses by just one inch. Getting people 
working on the "c" issues (through employee involvement) is one of Bart's 
strengths. 
The Group V.P. observed that this approach to "a,b,c issues" was counter¬ 
intuitive for himself, and for most of the managers he knew. "Addressing those 
"c" issues, I think, has been fundamental in getting people to work with him and 
believe in him." 
Overcoming a Problem 
There was a lot of stealing-cases of the product, cases of soda, tools, 
etc. Bart's first impulse was to find the culprit and fire him. He gave more thought 
to that and the need to change the plant's culture, and decided on a different 
tack. 
A security service was hired to interview employees on all three shifts. The 
outside professionals asked workers for suggestions on how to improve security 
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and got all kinds of specific data-what door was open at a time when no one was 
around, etc. Maybe 20 or 30 people had caused the problem, no one really 
knows, but after the interviews the stealing stopped. The security firm was no 
longer needed; that was all it took. 
Layers of Management Were Cut 
Bart could see there were silos in the organization-independent, functional 
domains that let no information in or out except through the top. This was an 
obstacle to the kind of horizontal integration and teamwork he had in mind. When 
he came, "We had six layers of management; now there are three. I was in the 
process of trying to flatten it so I could communicate." 
Perhaps one of Bart's stengths is his intuitive sense for matching people 
with tasks. If they are trying to manage in the new style he will keep moving a 
manager around until he finds a niche. Bart's superior noted, "He gives everybody 
a chance-but if they don't do it his way..." they won't be around. 
Managers Were Empowered 
The eight managers who left had held their power tightly. Their departure 
gave the middle managers a chance to grow. "(The plant manager's) job was 
eliminated so the line of control went directly from Bart to me (and two other 
managers). Bart proved to me I can solve more problems than I thought I could. 
He provided opportunities for people to change things and to do it on their own." 
Another manager said, "Bart just gives the assignment and lets you take it 
from there--it makes it exciting. You start whaling away. He is the rheostat on 
people like me. He's the sounding board." 
The Group VP observed, "There are some cases of people who were 
previously not heroes who have become heroes under Bart's leadership." The 
whole inventory process took off under the leadership of a new middle manager 
and a previously unknown, first-level manager. 
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Bart worked hard though all of this to improve the relationship with the 
union-only one hourly employee was fired, all other changes were through natural 
attrition. 
Middle Managers React to Change 
Types of Middle Managers 
There are...1) the trusted lieutenants, like me, someone who is brought in 
from the outside... 2) the blockers and resisters who will leave or be forced out, 
and 3) the people who are trying to change. Groups one and two are easy-it's a 
matter of time for the blockers. For the trusted lieutenants—you just have to worry 
are they going too fast. How long the third group has to shape up, and how 
effective they have to be while getting there is a tough question to answer." 
Ninety percent of the exempt staff remained. This group struggled to learn 
a new way of managing. Middle managers had been part of a hierarchy that 
managed by fear, threatening and verbally abusing those below them. "The only 
reason I beat up on people was because I got beat up. I had to prove something 
to someone." It was a great relief for this manager when norms started to 
change. He could see that, "When you help people they start talking to each other 
and the process opens up, they start working with you.", but the process of 
actually changing his management style was difficult. 
Managers Stumble 
Manager as an Expert. There is no neat equation for effective change, other 
than to work on it day by day. The middle manager quoted below, who was part 
of the transition, made a number of observations about the process that he and 
his fellow managers experienced. 
"The problem is that most managers feel they have to have Instantaneous 
credibility In their department. They can't say, 'I don't know what you are talking 
about, bring me up to speed.' (They) are too uncomfortable with that. You are a 
manager you should have the answers." 
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In this new form (El) a manager may still have the same responsibilities he 
had before, but now he is supposed to ask questions rather than state what has 
to be done. Managers new to the process, "are on very shaky ground. There is 
nothing to fall back on. You are giving up power all the time. At least you are 
giving up perceived power, even though you still have power. These (traditional) 
mangers feel like they have to be perfect (the expert in this new way)...they can't 
screw up!" 
The trouble is there are going to be mistakes, that is part of the learning 
process. In the early stages of El workers "can't speak up and say, 'I think we are 
going in the wrong direction.' They are going to say, 'Well, O.K..." So the 
manager says, 'Hey, we have consensus.' Then everything goes to hell in a 
handbasket. He can't figure it out. 'We had participation, consensus. We did all 
the right things. What happened?'" 
It takes some failures and that is part of the learning process. "You have to 
be comfortable with that and you have to get support—not condescending or 
patronizing support--but support from from people who have experienced (El 
management) and have some expertise in that." 
"My experience has been it's how you say what you say that runs 
everything. Please and thank you...(maybe a manager) hasn't said that,... for the 
last five years, and all of a sudden its please and thank you." It's an adjustment. 
"The next step is (to acknowledge), 'Hey, I'm trying to change.'" To realize 
that he feels better when he hears please and thank you and so does the worker. 
There needs to be some honest recognition here, "but managers in transition can't 
get to that point; they stumble all over themselves." 
Then when they stumble, "They feel they have to reassert their authority-- 
so no one misunderstands that, 'I am the manager and you are notl' They may do 
(that) with sarcasm, cynicism, (withholding) information, giving just part of the 
information-those types of things." 
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Hgyi' Pff You HpIb Such B Mnnntlftr? "How do you deal with that as a peer? 
You can't go up to the guy and say, 'Hey, Fred, everyone thinks you are a lying, 
conniving, SOB.' You can't say that. You have to look for clues that (underneath 
all that) the guy can be trusted-the integrity is there, the effort, the energy, the 
motivation, some of the conceptual things that will allow this person to sort his or 
her way through the developmental process." If you think the manager is really 
trying, you support and encourage him. 
They may hook onto the methodology as a way to save themselves. The 
manager might realize, "My god, I don't understand what they are doing, but if I 
don't do something, if I don't change, I'm out of here! So they give themselves 
over and try to ride the (methodology coattails) to pull them (through). Those 
skills, not talents, but skills are generally reinforced, just through experience." 
Changing Bgligfg. I think by definition, (when there is) any fundamental 
change In beliefs, there has to be an emotional experience behind that. There has 
to be an emotive tie, but the people who have gone through the catharsis or the 
crisis of changing those beliefs, there's something that goes back to their 
childhood (in the experience). 
"A guy has a self-image problem and it goes back to some things that just 
come blurting out. You are taken aback by that, but you have to deal with it 
immediately. You are fathering, you are brothering, you are doing a lot of things 
and trying to be safe, and right, and nurturing and all that stuff. They are, in a 
sense giving themselves up to you. 
"This all sounds religious. It all sounds that way and in a sense it is. And 
you are giving yourself up. You are trying to make those fundamental changes. 
"They need to leave with a couple of real things to do. Real things to do 
that can get them going. Very safe. Very short term. A lot of feedback, constant 
feedback...because they are going to take those experiences and build on them." 
When a Manager Acknowledges that He is Overwhelmed. "It could be that 
the manager says, 'I'm all screwed up—my whole organization (is screwed up). 
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Little by little you break through all of the crap and then you have to (work) with 
him on how to get the key people, whether informal or formal leaders, with him to 
go through that same type of catharsis-without punishing him, or demeaning him, 
or humilitating him in front of them. That happens too. Then you have to back out 
like hell won't have It, because you are a peer. Not to let him drown, but you 
have to give him some room, but you can't give him (too much) room. It becomes 
dicey at that point." 
One Key g Brggkthrpgqh. The middle manager quoted above had assisted 
three or four others who have made personal breakthrougths. He believes a key to 
the process is that the manager has to admit it to someone besides himself that 
he is in trouble. He has to acknowledge that he is in over his head and he is 
scared. If he keeps the lid on too long, "he can finesse himself right out the door-- 
or change jobs (to avoid that)." 
This manager empathized with the confusion and sense of disorientation a 
traditional manager may feel when the whole culture around him is changing. "In 
the change that is happening you can feel like the solid ground you used to be on 
is just rumbling and rolling so much you don't know which end Is up. You don't 
know If you are going to make it." 
All the stability, all the milestones and symbols that were taken for granted 
have changed. "The only thing I can relate it to is if you come home and find a 
message taped to the TV from your wife or husband saying, 'I've had it. We can't 
talk. It's over. We are done. Goodbye.' It's all gone. It was there, now its not 
there. Everything is changed. 
"I don't know if people feel like this on the job, but I think they do. 
Because this, at times, this is your life. This is where you get recognition; you do 
things; you achieve things. And if all of a sudden, or over a period of time, you 
(have to) question that. It's like everything (is changed)--what can I do? Can I do 
anything?" 
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Believing |8 Nfft Fno^H|h. One of the managers who was still struggling to 
make the transition had clearly bought into the new way of management at the 
intellectual level. "Bart is no phoney. He really believes in this stuff and so do I. 
Its like a religion. Once you believe it, it is basic.’ He talked about how it is 
applicable to all parts of his life including his relationship with his wife and kids. 
He embraced the philosophy, but changing his deepest beliefs-the "theories-in- 
use" and years of habit were formidable obstacles. He is still struggling with that 
part of it. 
It May Be Harder for Specialists to Change 
Some managers suggested that it may be harder for specialists, R & D 
people, technical people, finance people, to change to El management. 
Responsibilities of specialists are different. Their status and power is in being the 
expert, and having information others don't have. It may take more training and 
more creative leadership and more patience to help them adapt. There were 
successes and failures in helping specialists make the transition at Site 1. 
Finance Adapted. A line manager wondered, "How do you get a controller 
involved In this? I mean he has to look over everyone's shoulder. How do you do 
that without being a major league pain In the butt?" 
Bart said that he worked a lot with the finance people. "We have made 
sure our controller and finance department are not bean counters. They are 
analysts and to be analysts they have to understand the process and the players; 
they have to know each other by name and know what the equipment looks like." 
The old controller couldn't make the switch and he left, but a young accountant, 
responsive to this approach was moved up to fill the slot. 
The new controller said there are two tests for everything they do- 
common sense, and a focus on people. "Why are we collecting the Information? 
There has to be a use for it or we drop it...Our goal is to have no paperwork in 
the factory. The only reports would be based on operator need (they want it) to 
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track their own progress. We are trying to reduce data that must be key punched 
as much as possible." 
We reorganized the whole department, one group at a time. We changed it 
so one person works on a complete job A to Z." 
He had to move away from power and control and start working with the 
operators. "That changes my role from policeman to internal leadership. I work on 
a problem with the employees and train them how to do it." 
The financial group is smaller now." There are less time-consuming reports 
and they are not spending a lot of time looking for the source of variances or 
inventory discrepancies. We spent a lot of time talking about change and we still 
do. Whenever we would hear Mt will never happen.', or 'I can't do that.', we 
would show the paradigm video." It is all in how they look at it. 
R & D Went Through the Motions. Manager E, the head of R & D, took 
pride in his work. He could see the value of building trust with employees and the 
contribution they could make in terms of raw data. "The good ideas aren't all held 
by any one group, or any one individual. If you really listen to people, I think that 
is where I have some of my best times when we develop new products." 
As a fellow manager saw it, "He was a nice fellow and didn't put on any 
airs. He just didn't believe in this philosophy (of involvement). Wearing a coat and 
tie was appropriate in his eyes. He knew he was better-and a hell of lot smarter-- 
than that some operator out there on the four coater. To 'dummy up' like that had 
to be a pill as big as a half dollar for him-he just couldn't swallow it." 
Bart felt that, "When Manager E talked to workers he was totally 
condescending. He didn't connect at all, and I'm not sure he knew the difference." 
As time went on he got more and more isolated from a culture that was 
changing. In meetings with his peer managers he could see no merit in anyone's 
ideas so his colleagues wouldn't bring up anything controversial in his presence 
and staff meetings deteriorated quickly when Bart went on the road. After about 3 
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years the chasm between this manager and his colleagues had gotten too great; 
he was asked to move to R 8. D at corporate headquarters. 
For Some Managers, El Management Was a Relief 
"I never was any good at being a 24-hour policeman. I never had the 
capacity to do what my boss could do." This manager saw Bart's arrival as a 
breath of fresh air. However, it was not until his boss left that he could really 
come out of the closet as a strong proponent of the new management style which 
he felt, "suited my disposition." 
Two managers were brought in by Bart. One had worked with Bart when 
he was still developing this management style. Bart valued the manager's skills 
and knew that his basic values were totally compatible with El management. 
Another person was hired as an OSHA officer. He had responsibility for 
compliance with safety regulations but no line authority so had to relate to the 
employees on a very direct, colleagial basis. His personal disposition was well 
suited to this, and he did that job so well he was later promoted to manufacturing 
manager. 
Corporate Management Reacts 
Advantages of a Distant Headquarters 
The division Bart took on was a low performer but profitable: it never got 
much attention from corporate headquarters. Bart saw that as an advantage; he 
increased and protected the plant's isolation to facilitate cultural change within a 
hierarchical system. 
The first corporate visitor was a Vice President. He made no comments 
during the visit, but on returning to headquarters he said, "I don't know what is 
going on there, but it is like a Jimmy Jones cult." He could feel the high level of 
enthusiasm and energy, but made no effort to understand how it was happening 
or what it was about. 
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Corporate Discovery of El 
Later, the CEO visited and was "profoundly struck." His positive reaction 
was reinforced when Dr. Deming visited (as part of a contract with the 
corporation) and called it, "One of the best-managed plants in the U.S." 
A new Group V.P. was appointed and he could see the attitude of the 
hourly workers had changed remarkably. He was impressed that Bart had done 
this in one of the more difficult plants, but he couldn't understand how it had 
been accomplished. "Bart is not very good at explaining what he does...I read his 
books. We talked a lot...It was from talking to his associates and subordinates 
that I was able to get a pretty good picture as to what he was doing." 
Corporate Advocacy of El 
Transferring El to Other Divisions. The Group V.P. recalled, "We tried to 
apply this to other plants. The problem is that you really do need the intuitive 
leader to do it. I suppose you can learn it, but I don't think you can unless you are 
sitting on the knee of the intuitive leader who does it...You can't teach it from a 
book." 
The CEO said that years before Bart arrived, the company had tried to 
change management by pushing Dr. Deming's practices. "I think I did a horrible 
job (promoting Deming's concepts) because we tried to force it down through the 
organization. You couldn't force it. It was almost like telling somebody they had to 
go to church-they didn't care for going to church." 
Management Resistance to El. He takes a longer range view of El and 
realizes that it takes persistence. "Stay at it... the way you approach people to get 
them involved-dike a) crusade. You just work at it every day. If you don't work at 
it every day, if you let up for a minute, they go right back where they were...It's 
almost like trying to teach people a new value structure." 
"Unless you constantly reinforce it, they'll go back where they were... 
There are exceptions, but by and large, I think that is what would happen because 
the managers are more comfortable the way they used to work, even if they don t 
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accomplish that much. (Thev've) got the trappings, they've got insulation. (With 
Ell you are right out there in the open. There is a reason why everyone has walls. 
There is a reason why everybody closes their door-it gives them a feeling of more 
security." 
B£§iSt9nce XQ El Pregtigg et SgniQr The CEO has become a strong 
advocate for El management in the divisions but there has been little change In 
management practice at the corporate level. The CEO speculated that participation 
could go all the way up the hierarchy, "but we haven't been very successful with 
It." 
When asked about joint decision making at the corporate level he said, "We 
are just beginning... We haven't done a lot of that. (It) is difficult to do because 
people don t understand, and it's a matter of trust, when you gradually bring 
people Into areas where they haven't been, their first reaction is why? We need to 
do a lot more in this area." 
A manager observed that the CEO is very, "operationally oriented--lt's 
where he enjoys himself and feels most qualified to contribute." However, it can 
be difficult. "He can fight his subordinates all day and go home and forget about 
it. His motivation is not antagonistic or destructive, (but) his technique is god 
awful." Another manager used the analogy of young kids playing soccer, all 
clustered around the ball. "No one plays their position--they can't, they are too 
excited. Well that's (our CEO), forever butting In where the action is--he can't stay 
out of it." 
The CEO said, "I don't think the majority of top managers are any more in 
favor of (El) than middle managers. It's the guys who (report to) me who are the 
problem. I'm the one who can't get through (to lower levels). They...keep track of 
Deming's Fourteen Points. Whenever I do anything that doesn't abide by them, 
they'll say, 'We do everything scrupulously by the Fourteen Points. Once you do 
that... call me and then I'll take the next step.' I need that like a hole in the 
head." (See "Dr. Deming's Fourteen Points," Appendix C). 
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El Management for the Whole Organization 
The CEO believes that technology is not the answer, it is working with 
people. He said, "I think ideally we should be able to give away more and more 
responsibility so that really (at the corporate level) we are just working more as 
facilitators than controllers... creating a much more horizontal organization chart. 
And you don't create that just to save money eliminating overhead... or to 
improve communication. You do it because there just isn't any need for a lot of 
what we've traditionally thought we needed." 
If you are going to empower the hourly worker, you have to also 
recognize that there s just as much to be done in empowering the people in R&D 
or sales or whatever. We talk about manufacturing because we've been at 
(participation) longer in that area. I think realistically there is much more waste in 
the administrative, marketing, R&D, and office areas than there is in 
manufacturing." Some of their divisions have made a start in these areas; they 
have merged jobs, reduced the number of specialized functions, and are increasing 
teamwork. 
There Are Short Term Pressures 
The CEO notes, "We do have to report our earnings every quarter...you 
(might) require (a divison) to do things differently than they would like. (We are) 
not in a completely idealistic framework." 
"Most of the people who are really committed (to El) don't get all that 
upset when you have to take care of short term goals. People who aren't 
committed use that as an excuse in my estimation. I've just seen it too many 
times." 
Summary of Leadership & Trust 
Bart's Leadership 
Bart came into an old plant with a militant union and an entrenched 
management that ruled by fear and cronyism. He initiated change by showing a 
need for it, "We have to work our way up to poor.", and by creating a vision of a 
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new way of doing things based on trust and respect for every employee. He 
emphasized beliefs and values and long term effectiveness, not efficiency or 
objectives. 
The initial reactions to Bart's approach were disbelief or opposition. The 
consistence of his behavior and vision helped make a success of a massive clean 
up and this won over a large percentage of the workforce. His hands-on 
management style and joint problem solving helped transform the organizational 
culture. 
Perhaps 10% of the hourlies still haven't bought into it, but the new 
culture isolated and neutralized their negativity. Only one hourly worker was 
fired. 
Most of the senior managers rebelled and they had to be replaced. That 
created opportunities for younger managers in this new structure and culture. 
The Middle Had to Change 
Middle managers had to learn a new management style and that was a 
struggle. Some tried to do it by aquiring the skills and methodology, but with 
out a real understanding of El or changes in beliefs, things didn't go quite 
right. 
Managers who could tell a peer when they felt overwhelmed were 
supported and helped. In some cases successful change to El managment came 
out of an emotional experience that dealt with deep-seated beliefs or experiences. 
Without that gut-level change a manager's "espoused theories" may not match his 
"theories-in-use" and that will be a barrier. 
Top Management Reacts 
After about a year changes in the division were recognized by corporate 
management. Dr. Deming praised plant management and the corporation used the 
division and Dr. Deming's Fourteen Points as the models for other divisions. Bart 
became a consultant to three divisions and worked in depth with one of them. 
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The CEO IS a proponent of El management, but he feels resistance from 
senior managers. Very little has changed at the corporate level. There is an effort 
to get El started in administration, finance, marketing and R & D, but it is still in 
an early stage compared to manufacturing. 
The corporate interviews describe how El management at the division level 
impacted on the (traditional) senior management and vice versa. It is the only 
research site where such data was gathered. 
Expertise. Communication, Decision Making 
Traditional management sees the manager (and the specialist) as experts 
and workers as drones who must be controlled. Decisions are for experts. 
Therefore, workers don't need information--they are not paid to think. 
A hierarchy passes information down the ladder, with each rung filtering 
out what it chooses. Information retained becomes a tool and a sign of power. 
Information up is equally filtered to protect those below. Bad news is withheld, 
hidden, or doctored to fit expectations above. The top knows as little about what 
is going on below as the bottom knows about the top. Lag times are a serious 
barrier to communication in either direction. 
El management tries to change all of this. It assumes that everyone has 
some area of expertise that is of value to the organization, and that the employee 
will have a higher level of commitment to organizational goals and be able to make 
a more valuable contribution if s/he has information about what others are doing, 
and about the business itself. Good communication in all directions is desirable. 
Involving those at the lowest level in decision-making taps their expertise and 
knowlege, and it engenders support for implementing the decision. 
Bart's leadership is based on beliefs that everyone has expertise, that 
information sharing and good communication are important, and that employees 
should participate in decision making. 
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Workers Were Empowered 
A manager of manufacturing noted, "The way in which we communicate is 
key. What is the backlog? How are our orders looking? What (are the needs of) 
this customer or that customer? (Workers) need to know these things." 
Workers were integrated into the decision making and they were sent out 
with managers to visit vendors. A middle manager told me that on the day of the 
Interview 20 employees were out with vendors; 150 (out of 350) had been out at 
one time or another. All of this had to cleared with the union. He said, "I talk to 
the union about everything. I want them informed." 
As employees' expertise is enhanced and they take on more responsibility, 
they become more valuable to the company-assets to be protected. "We have a 
policy of no layoffs-even In bad times. You have to stick with that policy." This 
generates increased loyalty to the company. Workers start to have a new sense of 
their job, their workplace and of themselves. A middle manager observed, "Now 
employees will say, 'If I won the lottery, I would still come to work tomorrow 
morning.'" 
It's a Bio Change for Managers 
When a manager started to share information, workers might be wary. 
"The employees would think you are trying to trick them into doing your work. 
Sometimes you have to back up and wait for better timing, build some trust first; 
when the distrust flag goes up, back off." 
A manager noted that he is overhead; he adds no value to the product. If 
his workers can make decisions a manager may get scared. "Why do they need 
me? But then you find out they still need leadership-they still count on you. The 
operator is counting on you to make sure all the pieces are coordinated. He has 
needs. So now you find yourself running all over supporting these people. It's 
gone 180 degrees." 
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Communication Breakdowns Happen 
Whan Bart s responsibilities expanded, he began travelling a lot and internal 
communication suffered. "Bart is a good conduit for information. When he is out 
we lose the hub in the communication network." Weekly staff meetings (of six 
middle managers) continued, but without Bart present negativity increased, 
particularly from those who were having some trouble adapting to El management. 
Trust continued to decrease, the problem became obvious, and Bart had to take 
some action to try and get things back on track. 
The problem was described by one of the managers. "Sometimes when we 
get busy, information comes to you that you should have been in on. If it happens 
a couple of times you wonder if you have been cut out of the loop. It's isolating 
and causes mistrust. That causes anxiety or animosity, and that causes 
defensiveness. The next thing you know a couple of people who feel this way 
kind of band together and there's bad politics...When someone from the floor asks 
you about (a decision) what do you say? I don't know? Then they discount you 
from the core team." 
Systemic Change, Process & Results 
Managers committed to traditional management see El as a program that 
fits within the hierarchy. If it works, the program increases motivation within the 
unit that uses it while other parts of the organization continue in the traditional 
form. That approach may be successful for a limited time, but studies (Goodman, 
1980) have shown that El is unlikely to survive five years unless there is systemic 
organizational change. 
Change from traditional management that tends to focus on short term 
results (end of the month and quarterly figures) to El management represents a big 
transition. In Bart's view, "making the numbers" distorts the process and as long 
as numbers are the measure of good work and the basis for rewards and 
promotions the system will induce (even compel) short term behavior. His antidote 
was to focus on process. 
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PfasnuatiOTOl Chanao Was lnitiiit.)(l at th« Divisinnal I «>,«i 
A vice president involved in hiring Bart said, at the time, the company had 
no sense at all of the empowerment aspect of his management, "I had no 
understanding of that or of its value." He was hired to manage a division that, 
"was considered a problem operation, not the type corporate officers hover over. 
So, Bart was left on his own. Profits didn't deteriorate the first year. He didn't 
seem to be screwing up, and we left him alone." He wanted the isolation: a 
manager observed that "Bart shields our operation from corporate interference." 
Bart could see he "wasn't going to get support (for El) given the corporate 
structure and values. I still get calls, 'How are we doing at the end of the month?' 
That is the corporate mentality...! spent a lot of time blocking the corporate 
structure, while we were changing this one. We had to tear down that culture and 
build a new one." 
Pr, Peminq^s Consultations Helped the Process 
After the CEO brought Dr. Doming to the plant, things started to change. 
Doming was impressed, he thought it was one of the best-managed plants In the 
U.S." 
From Bart's viewpoint, the company had hired Doming for years, "but then 
(it) ignores him. Although they may not think they do. His Fourteen Points 
represent a management system, but he has failed to convey that message." 
Corporate management started to look at this operation with more interest, 
it shifted its own management focus from Deming's Statistical Process Control 
(SPC) to his Fourteen Points. The CEO felt there had been a similar shift in 
Deming himself, "When we started with Deming he had the Fourteen Points but 
he didn't put much emphasis on them. He scared everyone to death with his 
statistics-people would break out in a cold sweat." 
The CEO acknowledged the change process did not come out of some 
grand plan. "Where we've done well (with El), I suppose, (it) has been luck." 
Interestingly he talks about it in terms of conversion. "Bart pretty much just 
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became a convert...before he came with us. In (one of our other divisions) we 
tried to work with the manager (to get him to change). He iistened, but he didn't 
understand. We sent him to a Darning Seminar and he bought it hook, line, and 
sinker. So he's a 'born-again Christian.' You need that type of enthusiasm." 
The company began to send Bart out as a corporate emissary to preach the 
new management gospel of participation and Dr. Deming's Fourteen Points. 
Diffusion Is Slow 
Over the past year or so there has been an increasing focus on El 
management throughout the corporation. Divisions are approaching change with 
differing degrees of understanding and enthusiasm. Outwardly there were 
changes, but the CEO said, "I knew a lot of it was lip service." Referring to a 
division program that purports to be participatory he agreed with a general 
manager's observation that, "They still don't trust their employees!" 
Even Bart, feels that accomplishments in his division are precarious. 
Without changes at the top it could all fall apart. "I can only get things done at 
the division level, (if) I leave, if the corporation doesn't reinforce (El), it would 
dissappear." 
Tha CEO notad, Tha workars--and a lot of paopla—don't want somaona 
watching ovar tham. Thay ara capabla of working on thair own. That baing tha 
casa you ravisa organizational structura and maka it mora horizontal. Wo don't 
noad all tha layars wo thought wo naadad. If you baliavo in ompowarmant for 
hourlias you also havo to baliova in it for salas paopio, R & D, markoting, and 
administration whoro thoro is as much waste as in manufacturing." All of the 
Interviews suggest that most of the reform has taken place at division level. While 
some changes may have percolated upwards, they have not been dramatic. 
However, corporate receptivity to El has encouraged and facilitated it elsewhere, 
and it has helped Bart's division by reducing the "antibodies" that would otherwise 
be trying to root it out. 
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Not Another Program 
When Bart arrived the union president said, 'Here comes another program- 
we have 'em every six months." Bart didn't vrant a program, or posters, or charts 
on the walls, and no suggestion box. "We talk about process and employees have 
a sense of it now. Almost all of them would tell you that we aren't where we 
need to be yet, but we're working on It." 
A middle manager described the change in approach, "One of of the things 
that is essential for this whole philosophy is that It must be genuine, and its a 
brick a day...you are not going to (do it) in ten weeks or a year. And it gets back 
to beliefs and values. You can't talk beliefs and values and then call someone a 
name (behind his back). Sometimes the outcome is not (so) important...it's the 
details of how that outcome came to pass...values that we hold and are learning 
every day on how to treat people, how to treat yourself. You have to fumble a lot 
(as you learn). 
The shift of focus from outcomes to process is not easy. It goes against 
years of training, and for those who have been successful, it probably goes 
against the very behavior that got them where they are today. 
Working Smarter 
Bart said,"We talk about effectiveness, but not efficiency." Bart wanted to 
differentiate the way they were working now from the old program mentality that 
would try to motivate employees with a gimmick (which they never really bought 
into). The workers saw programs as management's latest idea on how to get 
more work out of them--naturally, they were leary. The program approach created 
distrust and encouraged passive-aggressive behavior. 
When he started "pretty much everyone said, 'Not here!' Now, even the 
union would agree it can be done. Trust and respect would be the key If you 
asked people." The union steward later confirmed this. Asked what he thought 
was the key to all of the changes, he replied, "trust and respect." 
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It still took Bart nearly two years to get the plant out of its end-of-the- 
month thinking. He is not denying the importance of outcomes or the need to 
meet certain standards. "I'm saying you have to work on the process and go for 
outcomes emerging from a right process." 
Good management is part of that process. A vice president noted, "Bart 
has a very strong commercial sense and that Is vital for what he does. He 
routinely simplifies product lines. If a company is making 500 products he will 
reduce that to 200. That simplifies plant operation and allows breathing room to 
make the changes that he wants to bring about... He is on top of materials 
management... In two months he understood all of the pressure points from a 
profitability standpoint." 
Teamwork, Cooperation & Achievement 
Traditional hierarchies have clearly defined responsibilities for managers and 
for workers and specialists are usually in a staff group outside of operations. The 
separate domains tend to act In their own interest, undercutting or obstructing 
communication, cooperation and teamwork across boundaries. Loyalty is to one's 
group, and group goals rather than to the division and the company. 
El management tries to reduce the number of layers of management, and to 
eliminate barriers between groups that obstruct lateral communication and support. 
In organizations moving toward El management specialists can be integrated into 
line units, but that was not done at this site. 
Removing Old Barriers to Cooperation 
When Bart arrived, "A lot of staff had been here over twenty years and 
they had their kingdoms set up." Engineering, R & D, Finance, had to be re¬ 
oriented. Managers and staff had to change the way they worked with each other. 
A middle manager said, "Bart has been trying to break down silos (vertical 
domains under tight control at the top)... The top is dominated by someone 
protecting his own turf. The tops of the respective silos would talk with each 
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other but the information would be guarded. The engineers used to guard quality 
control like that--everything was filtered through the top.’ 
He also had to change the way managers regarded employees. ’You've got 
to think of employees as assets not e cost. 'Til you start believin' that you're 
going to be constantly trying to cut their feet out from under them.’ 
The entagonism between union end management that had been a major 
problem dissipated and a new environment emerged built on trust. A middle 
manager noted, ’The whole participatory philosophy is one that, as people become 
more in tune to what actually is going on, it becomes a 'we' atmosphere instead 
of 'we/they.' The more the 'we' comes in, the more you can talk openly about 
problems and mistakes and those types of things." 
Managerial Behavior and Peer Responsihility 
Steps that Encourage Cooperation 
A middle manager described some of the changes this way, "Everyone puts 
their pants on the same way, and managers don't walk around here with all of the 
answers. Managers are not elite-same rules, same bathroom, same cafeteria. 
That's the way it has to be...if you are looking for teamwork and participation." 
When a middle manager started talking to his employees Instead of yelling 
at them, things started to change. "Now (the operator) could tell me the reason he 
didn't make 255 last night was the material from the previous shift was defective, 
or the machine wasn't running right. Now we have a common game plan and I 
can support the guy's effort. So if we have to get the machine fixed, that is my 
responsibility." 
Peer Support in the Process 
Sometimes managers seem to understand the process and then slip back 
into an old pattern that undermines trust and cooperation. A manager who got 
confused about values was confronted by Bart about his behavior and the 
problems it was causing. He made it the business of five peer managers to help. 
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■We are going to help (him). We wiil start having two on two meetings, one on 
one, whatever it takes." 
Another middie manager discussed the the process of iearning through 
mistakes and suggested they don't have to be viewed as screw-ups. Maybe 
someone has to iearn by doing it wrong. It helps if the person who is struggling 
can "get support from the managers who have gotten onto the new way... who 
have experienced (El management) and have some expertise in it." 
The sense of peer responsibility is a radical change from the backbiting, 
competitive environment when Bart arrived three years ago. 
Cooperation and Teamwork Improve Performanr^ft 
The Effects at Site 1 Are Apparent 
The Group V.P. was surprised by the degree of change at this plant. "The 
most noticeable change was the attitude of the hourly workers. This had been one 
of our most difficult plants—badly mismanaged from many viewpoints. Benefits 
were mishandled, there was a we/they attitude, real antagonism from a significant 
minority of workers. To see them all become cohesively directed... and supportive 
of each other, and elimination of the 'we/they' attitude was impressive." 
The teamwork extended outward from the firm to include its suppliers. The 
personnel manager was out with a vendor along with a foreman, two operators 
and someone from purchasing. "We send people out at all levels every week to 
build rapport and reliability with the vendor. As we work together productivity 
gets significantly better...Today, we are producing 20% more volume with 20% 
less people than one year ago." 
More Cooperation at Other Levels Is Being Explored 
At the corporate level the CEO acknowledged there was competition among 
managers within the company and that is something he was working to change. 
"As we get more involved (with participation) and more ownership in what we are 
trying to do, competition tends to break down. 
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-On our bonus program for the top people, I've insisted it be based on 
company-wide results rather than divisional performance...in the final analysis it's 
how the total company does that counts and so you want to try to get these 
people to work with one another. I guess we probably don't spend enough time to 
promote that." 
Achievement 
Changes in a Manager's Role and Identity 
What we do at work and how well we do it is a big part of our life. It's 
where we get recognition, where we accomplish things. Recognition of managers 
is a key to their behavior and sense of satisfaction. 
One of the managers who is fully committed to El management said, "You 
have to be able to give yourself up. You have no real Identity at all. The identity is 
the process. The process is other people getting that recognition, feeling better 
about themselves...all the time pushing you further and further away from 
them...(but) you still have your hand on the throttle." 
No Change in Extrinsic Rewards 
The manager is still the leader and coordinator that monitors and facilitates 
the overall process-encouraging effective communication, keeping everything 
moving, helping to maintain balance, but a manager is not the figure of power that 
the old guard was before Bart arrived. The manager's role and satisfactions from it 
must be different. The new focus is on how effective his subordinates can be 
without his direction, and how he can help them get better. 
The CEO observed, "...there Is a relationship in our company with the fact 
that those people who are really interested in status seem to have, by far, the 
most difficult time In adjusting (to El management)." 
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Salaries and other extrinsic rewards didn't change for managers or for 
workers. Bart said, "I go back to Hertzberg and motivation in that super article 
Qne More Time. Hqw Po You Motivate Employfifis and I really believe that.’ 
The Corporation Controls the Benefit Package 
Bart feels the size of the difference between the rewards to top 
management and all others In the company are not aligned with the values of El 
management, as he would like to practice it. He is critical of executive salaries 
and company policy that gives better health care benefits to senior managers. 
Bart said, "It was a point of contention In the last union contract in two of 
our divisions." He has expressed these concerns publicly to corporate managers, 
but to little effect. "I do know what I believe, but I don't know how to convert 
our upper management...they seem to be very defensive." 
Conflict and Risk 
Argyris and Schon (1978) noted that many organizational inconsistencies 
and dysfunctional behaviors (or relationships) within organizations are non- 
discussable. The norm is to pretend everything is okay; everyone cooperates in 
keeping the topic "off limits" in public, however there are intense private 
conversations among the individuals who are trying to deal with the problem. 
This traditional behavior, which he labels "Model I," is usually capable of 
addressing differences or conflict around business matters, or other rational 
’Hertzberg (1968) determined that certain factors were critical for job 
satisfaction while others had little impact on satisfaction but could cause great 
dissatisfaction. Factors (in order of importance) that led to extreme satisfaction on 
the job include achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility, advancement, 
and growth; they were designated by Hertzberg as motivators. Factors (in order of 
importance) that led to extreme dissatisfaction on the job were company policy 
and administration, supervision, relationship with supervisor, work conditions, 
salary, relationship with peers, personal life, relationship with subordinates, status, 
security and were called hygiene factors. While some Investigators disagreed with 
Hertzberg's conclusions the study made a big impression on managers. 
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questions, but is completely ineffective in addressing issues that involve feelings, 
trust, competance of superiors and other personal issues. 
El management is rooted in trust and respect for individuals. Open, honest 
communication, and the willingness and skill to address previously non-discussable 
issues IS a factor in Its long term success, but addressing feelings and personal 
Issues (especially for managers who are In transition) can seem very risky. 
In many traditional organizations the penalty for mistakes or failures is so 
severe that managers only make decisions if others are positioned to take the 
blame should things go badly. An Inhibited, slow-moving, politicized environment 
is the result. 
Anything that threatens job security or career advancement is a paramount 
risk for most managers. In a traditional hierarchy evaluations focus on short term, 
personal achievements and there are many status levels and percs, in addition to 
monetary rewards, that differentiate how one is doing within the hierarchy. 
El management. In contrast, is less stratefled and status conscious. It is 
most effective, when it changes the the evaluation and reward system to 
encourage teamwork and cooperation as well as a willingness to take some risks. 
Making allowances for an occasional mistake (assuming one did so responsibly) is 
an important change in the organizational culture. Accepting responsibility and 
taking personal risks are important aspects of a manager's transition from one 
management style to the other. 
Dealing with Conflict 
Keep Communication Open 
Bart constantly reinforced the need for communication. A middle manager 
tells how he would urge two individuals who had some conflict to, "get together 
someplace and get It on the table. Talk about it. And he follows up." He talks 
individually with each person. "Did you guys talk? Did you get everything ironed 
out?" 
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The manager noted that, "He doesn't get into the specifics and privates of 
It. He just wants to know (if the issue is resolved). And I'll tell you what. You put 
two people In a room together and chances are a couple hours later they are going 
to come out and (the problem) has been ironed out, and a lot of it was 
perception." 
Risk Discussing Feelings 
The same middle manager said, "We get into tense times where we are 
getting inundated and the next thing you know communication gets broke (sic) 
down and every once in a while you get some disgruntled people that will take a 
shot at somebody else behind closed doors. 
"But I think we do a pretty good job at correcting that because what's 
been established is a relationship (and a new culture where) I can say, 'I don't 
think that was right. This might upset you and maybe it's a sensitive thing to talk 
about, but I am telling you I don't agree with it. Maybe we've got to get to the 
bottom of this thing right away.' Those things never happened before." 
Taking Risks 
A Mistake Does Not Endanger a Career 
Bart put a lot of emphasis on trust and respect, and on allowing a person 
to make a mistake and still feel good about himself. I made an observation to him 
during the interview, hedging it by saying my view might be wrong. Without a 
moment's thought he said, "No, not wrong-another way to look at it." 
He has great respect for Dr. Doming. Bart told the story of his CEO offering 
encouragement to managers in another division who are in the early stages of 
transition. The CEO said, "If Dr. Deming would grade us, including myself, he 
would probably give us a C minus." In retelling the story Bart noted, "Of course, 
that's the last thing Deming would do is degrade anybody... That flies in the face 
of everything he is talking about." Eliminating grades reduces risk. 
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Human Beings Make Mistakes 
Bart doesn't want people to feel degraded or threatened. He is sensitive to 
the wavs organizations have traditionally held people accountable that discourage 
risk taking. 
One of the middle managers described the very different organizational 
culture they have now. "(With El management) you shouldn't be afraid to allow 
people to view you as a human being who makes mistakes. You don't need to 
cover your ass...you don't have to come up with an excuse. You don't have to 
blame somebody else. And Bart was good for that." 
Bart believes in taking risks and has modeled that from the day he arrived. 
He reduces the sense of risk by making sure everyone knows the game plan and 
by offering managers his support. "He takes a lot of time with his lieutenants and 
his people...that whole transition was learning that it wasn't distasteful to take a 
risk...I had all the confidence in the world that Bart was right there." 
Summary of Management Characteristics at Site 1 
Leadership & Trust 
Bart came into a hostile, untrusting union shop and proclaimed his personal 
belief that employees wanted to do a good job and could be trusted and that 
mangers would have to change. About 10% of the exempt personnel (mostly 
senior managers) rebelled--they had to go. Those who stayed had to be coached 
and nurtured. 
How it was done. Bart realized there was a lot of distrust to overcome. 
First he established why change was necessary, and he defined a vision and how 
to accomplish it. He led a massive clean-up, fix-up campaign and he encouraged 
joint problem solving of the more difficult "b" and "c" issues. 
He talked about effectiveness and process not efficiency and productivity 
which he sensed the union would see as just another program to get more work 
out of them. He did this one on one and in small groups. 
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The Struflfllg t9 chflngg. Middle managers struggled to change. Many 
started by working on the methodology and skills only to find this wasn't enough. 
If they admitted their confusion to another manager who really understood El, they 
could be helped. That process generally opened them to something that went way 
back, maybe even to childhood. It was an emotional experience and new beliefs 
and commitment to El management emerged from It. 
Top nigngqernent resets- The division had completely changed Itself before 
top management fully understood what was going on. Corporate management was 
impressed by its results and advocated diffusion of El to other divisions. The CEO 
believes that El is applicable to all parts of the company, but he senses strong 
resistance among his top managers. 
Expertise, Communication, Decision Making 
There is substantial data showing that a cultural change did take place at 
this site. Management began to empower workers by sharing information, by 
working with them to solve problems and reach decisions, and by including them 
in outside visitations to suppliers and customers. 
Bart was the center of the communication network. It worked well when 
he was in the plant and not so well when he wasn't. Changes for middle 
managers have been quite demanding and there have been some communication 
breakdowns, especially since Bart is on the road. 
Systemic Change, Process & Results 
Workers were skeptical that El was another program to get more work out 
of them. Bart's focus on long-term effectiveness, rather than efficiency or 
productivity, and his focus on process won them over. Bart's management skills 
and commercial sense were critical for success. 
Systemic change had begun to redefine the organizational culture at Site 1 
within a year after Bart's arrival. Then corporate management discovered it and 
encouraged its diffusion to other divisions. That process continues with Bart's help 
as a consultant. 
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Tssmwork, Cooperation & Achievement 
Silos and other barriers to cooperation between specialists and line 
operations were decreased by personnel and structural changes, and by changes in 
the environment. The Group V.P. was surprised by the absence of a we/they 
mentality he had seen in workers in earlier visits. He was also impressed by the 
significant increase in productivity. 
Bart emphsized intrinsic rewards in the transition process, following 
Hertzberg's advice to focus on recognition and the work itself. 
Conflict & Risk 
If an organization can address the personal issues that are generally non- 
discussable It will function better. Site 1 seems to have done this well when Bart 
was present. However, Bart's interventions seem to be Instrumental; in his 
absence issues become non-discussable, creating frustrations and political 
undercurrents. 
Bart tries to encourage subordinates to take personal risks without fear of 
reprisals. There is a focus on teamwork and the division's long-term effectiveness. 
Whether this change in the organizational culture in the division will be supported 
by changes at the corporate level is still a question. 
Where Do We Go from Here? 
The characteristics of El management that were examined above tell us a 
lot about the organizational culture at this site (before and after Bart's arrival), the 
process of change, and how it was accomplished. There is more to be learned 
about how and why individual managers changed or didn't change by examining 
Antecedents for Change. 
Antecedents for Change in Managers at Site 1 
"Antecedents for Change" Impact on a manager's consciousness at a time 
when the manager is responding to pressures for change (see Figure 3.2). The 
Antecedents Identified In this study are 1) self confidence, 2) family experience. 
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3) educational experience. 4) work experience, 5) mentors. 6) cultural values, and 
7) personal characteristics, beliefs and values. 
Relevant data are cited below. These are not biographical sketches--that 
would distract from the focus on their Impact as Antecedents. 
Bart, General Manager 
Educational Experience 
Liberal Arts Education 
Bart majored in sociology and "took a bunch of political science courses." 
Later, he got a Masters Degree in Education. This is unusual for a General 
Manager in manufacturing and It is evident in the way he approaches 
organizational change. 
"My background is sociology, not business, so I draw my little sociograms 
and try and figure out the real leadership both In the union and in management." 
Applying It in the Change Process 
Bart is excited by the challenge of creating an effective organization and 
interested In all of the human Interchanges and procedures that make it work. 
Awareness of the corporate culture and a focus on process flows quite naturally 
out of such interests. 
"We had to tear down the old culture before we could build up the new 
one. I had to block the corporation out during the change process. There is a lot 
involved (in doing all this)." 
"What do you do when you approach an organization? That depends on the 
organization. Get to know It; define it--l use the McKenzie 'Seven S Model.' See 
what you have. In a case (as complex) as this one you have to think about 
(organizational) culture in a lot more depth and convince people it is about to die 
(to get them to change). They don't believe you." 
Values and Beliefs 
Bart sees the organization as a culture with a history, norms and values. He 
approaches organizational change from this broad perspective. "The issue is 
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culture. Most of us...look at each problem and induce or deduce things and we 
don't bother to focus on values and beliefs." 
Values, beliefs, and cultural awareness are a key to Bart's leadership 
approach and these are rooted in his long-standing interest in sociology, political 
science and education. 
Mentors 
Professor Kotter 
While Bart had been moving in the direction of worker empowerment for 
years, this site was his first opportunity to bring El management to full flower. He 
mentioned two recent mentors in the interview. The first Professor Kotter, of 
Harvard Business School, taught a course on leadership in the Professional 
Management Development Program (for mid-level managers) that Bart attended a 
few years ago. "It had a major impact on my beliefs and values... I think business 
schools can teach this stuff." 
Dr. Deming 
The other mentor is Dr. W. Edwards Deming the "quality guru," now in his 
90's. Dr. Deming visited Site 1 after Bart had turned it around but Deming's 
Fourteen Points helped him explain to others what he was trying to do. His 
relationship with Deming has affected his thinking and his stature within the 
corporation. 
Personal Characteristics. Beliefs, and Values 
Working for Change 
"If I ever write a book it's title will be Managing as a Subversive Activity. I 
read Jonanthan Kozol when I got my Masters Degree in Education. One of my 
favorite books was. Teaching As a Subversive Activity. Now I'm realizing we are 
up against the same thing here. This is a revolution... I am a romantic from the 
60's and I believe we can win it... We just don't want to be put out of the game 
in the process. You can't win it from the outside." 
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Dignity, Respect and Trust: An Environment that Motivates 
We are focusing on real subjective stuff: beliefs, values, dignity, respect. 
We do not use words like efficiency, standard costs and budgets... The whole 
thing started with, I know the words empowerment and involvement are overused 
right now..." 
I spent a lot of Monday nights at the Polish-American Club...It was a good 
time and you learned a lot about people. All those guys out there (in the shop) 
punching buttons and running equipment are not dummies and none of them 
wanted their children to work here. Now they do. There was shame in being a 
blue collar worker. I'm trying to tell those guys there is no shame in that at all." 
Bart makes the point that employees are assets and must be treated that 
way, and a manager really has to believe that or he won't have the integrity to 
manage effectively. Such managers "can't develop trust, and therefore, you can't 
generate that environment where people will be motivated. You can't motivate 
someone, all you can do is create the environment and give them the tools to 
motivate themselves." 
Creating (and Protecting) El Autocratically 
"I like to think I am people-oriented, democratic, consensus-oriented, but I 
know that's not true. I come in and I try to be respectful and maintain people's 
ego and dignity, but (at the beginning) I definitely become very autocratic; I try to 
become a benevolent dictator. I start out slowly delegating only when I've got 
confidence In who to delegate to and then they become part of the leadership 
effort. We spend a lot of time here talking about leadership and values..." 
After two years at this plant the major transistion had settled into routine, 
and there was a direct communication from a corporate manager to one of Bart s 
middle managers. Bart saw this as intrusive and disruptive. He sensed this had 
caused some confusion already, and it could get worse If he didn't stop it. 
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Bart said. I'm a bit of an authoritarian on guidance and control." Maybe 
this is what "involvement" meant to his superior, but if so, Bart felt it needed 
correction. He decided to speak to him directly the very next day. 
The Beat of a Different Drummer 
Bart feels his values are substantially different from many of the ones most 
evident at the corporate level. "I try to be as diplomatic as possible, but I don't 
have a lot of respect for managers (who come across) as arrogant and greedy." 
He is incensed by the idea of a top manager driving up in a very expensive car 
and fancy suit and saying, "Goddammit, you guys are wasting money here! I want 
you to be more cost effective! (He's) got no credibility." Without credibility there 
is no trust, and in Bart's view, that undermines the whole El management 
approach. "You can't convert anyone." 
Bart, is personally very comfortable when things are open-ended or in a 
state of flux. He has a higher tolerance for ambiguity than most people. 
When he started traveling 2-3 days a week to another division he did not 
designate anyone as lead person in his absence. The five managers of the core 
group were jointly in charge. Over a period of several weeks it became evident 
this had not worked well, and Bart was contemplating what to do about it. 
Summary of Antecedents for Bart 
Bart's beliefs and values are the bedrock of his management style. He 
intends to create an environment of trust, respect and dignity where employees at 
all levels motivate themselves. 
He is an idealist and "a romantic from the 60's" who feels hierarchies can 
be transformed from the inside, and changing beliefs and values is critical to the 
process. To do it he draws on his formal education of sociology, political science, 
and education. 
Two mentors reinforced his basic views and helped him articulate, to 
himself and to others, what he was trying to do. Dr. Doming, as a consultant to 
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"My father was handicapped so I know discrimination when I see it. There 
are certain fundamental rights in this world--it has to do with values and ethics." 
This was spoken as a matter of fact, but it came right from the gut--from growing 
up with it, and living it, and practicing it. 
"My older brother is a tradesperson for a paper company in the midwest. 
He's a farmer, very mechanical, very patient, totally unlike me. My younger 
brother works for US Air and his real talent Is sales. I am more similar with him 
than with my older brother, although I think that the basic thing that we all agree 
(on), is how we view helping other people. That's a constant. Other than that we 
are all over the place." 
Education and Early Work 
"I had to work during school-stocking shelves, baling hay...in the lunch 
room in (high) school and college. I had to make money." 
He went to a liberal arts college in the midwest and loved literature, "19th 
and 20th century American and English lit. Steinbeck, people like that." 
"After that I went into the printing field simply because it happened upon 
me. No design whatsoever. That's when I first met Bart. 
Work Experience 
Several Moves 
He worked with Bart at one plant. Bart was promoted and moved to 
another group, and brought this manager along. When a new president took over, 
there was a mass exodus of managers. Bart went one direction and Manager A 
went another. Nine months later Manager A got a call from Bart asking him to 
come to the job he is in now. 
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In that period of less than a year he had taken a job in the midwest and 
relocated his family. Then the company was bought out and his job vanished. He 
got a job in another state and again moved his family. Months later he moved 
again to take this job. He looks at that period philosophically, but it was first-hand 
experience why job security is a worker issue, especially In the face of buyouts. 
"There is that conceit, that Inherent conceit, 'We bought you. You didn't 
buy us. (Therefore), we know how to run this business (better than you).' Where 
do they look first (to cut costs)? Middle management. Bang, you are history." 
He observed that the strategy of many buyouts was money manipulation 
rather than enhancement of the business. "Somebody has to pay these people 
being put out on the street. Why can t you make your money by adding value and 
keeping people employed and growing (the business)?.. I think that can be done." 
Earlier Experiences with Involvement 
The previous experience with Bart was in a corporation that took pride In 
its enlightened management. They did do participatory things, "but in isolated 
groups. Nothing came down from corporate headquarters." The company was all 
tied up with budgets and variances and management by objective, but even in that 
environment, they totally reorganized work crews and were able to reduce the 
supervision from seven to two. 
"Bart had the ability to see how this ail can be pulled off. I'm about as 
mechanically inclined as a duck. But the other guy (I teamed up with) really knew 
his stuff and I know all the conceptual administrative stuff." 
The two of them turned out a job In just 8 hours that normally took about 
28. "(Engineers) would say, you can't get more than 110 or 120% efficiency. 
True, based on their numbers. (That assumed) indirect labor could not participate 
In direct labor activities... Indirect labor in that (non-union) environment certainly 
could participate, and I proved that." 
The company did Invest in people. They paid them more than market, 
which tended to make them captive. "They have all the programs; all the 
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management improvement stuff, but it's not (practiced) day to day. There's no 
passion, not that commitment, whatever it takes. It's more about having a 
meeting, writing a memo... as opposed to what do the people need to improve 
their part of the process? We never talked about stuff like that. It was a formal, 
very structured environment; you could only do so much." 
"We would cut each other's throats. People on the floor didn't know a 
customer from a Buick. Didn't even know how the product they made was used... 
It was (what) I would expect to see from a starched collar environment." 
Bart brought Manager A to Site 1 to help him out; it is the first real 
opportunity they have had to make comprehensive changes and create a whole 
new organizational culture. 
Personal Beliefs and Values 
Reflecting on what it is that he does, this manager felt a traditional job 
description couldn't describe it. "If somebody asks you what do you do, yes, I can 
tell them I'm a materials manager. But if they really probe after that, there is no 
answer. I work with people to help people, or you are in the ministry, or you are a 
social agency." It is a very people-oriented, service-oriented point of view. 
"Most (managers) are trained to be specialists, finance people, R & D 
people, technical people. The people I have had the best experiences with, and 
maybe this is just an echo of who I am, and therefore meaningless, are 
generalists." 
Respect Everyone 
"My older brother works with his hands and does things I couldn't do in a 
million years. My father never worked with his hands...he had to use his hands for 
his crutches. It's that basic respect for people no matter what they do. Where 
does that come from? I don't know... but you don't have to humble people. 
People working with their hands... why are they less than, worse than, not as 
good as someone else? Where does that stuff come from. Why do we reinforce it? 
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My argument is that it's reinforced in our school systems to a large, large degree. 
The idea of competition." 
School and Competition 
This manager is upset with the way schools give more resources and 
positive reinforcement to high-achievers, especially in magnet schools. 
His 9 year old is bright and was a finalist in a spelling bee. "Who are the 
first kids eliminated? The (ones) who need the most help. (My kid) stands up there 
humilitated and trembling because he is in front of 600 kids. Does that build 
character? Bull shit." 
The field day his 7 year old went to was great, but the first thing he said 
was, "I got a green ribbon; it isn't as good as red or blue. Why can't they just let 
them have fun?" It's very "outcome based versus process based. If our kids work 
together on a test, its called cheating. Out here in business, we have to work 
together." 
He notes that parents push kids for grades, and it gets absurd. Last year 
the high school broke a triple tie for valedictorian by going to the third decimal 
place. 
Winners and Losers 
He wonders why they have to make winners and losers? "Why do they 
(have) It at all? Its like Dr. Deming says, 'How will they know? How will they ever 
know?' And that's as sorrowful a phrase as I've ever read. That comes from his 
heart. After 50 or 60 years of seeing this, that we keep reinforcing the notion that 
you are not as good as someone else. Is it any wonder we cannot find foremen 
out here? Is it any wonder we don't have, as a society, respect for people who do 
things with their hands? 
That's the difference, he feels between us and Japan. There "they work 
collectively towards an end, and that end is constant Improvement. In this 
country there are the sporting events-that's competition out of control, but it s 
obvious. "I think its these innocent or subtle forms of competition which create 
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separation, humiliation, 'less-than’ (thinkingl, ranking, categorizing, that impede 
any real progress we can have." 
Summary; Antecedents for Mananpr 
Values learned from his father, who was handicapped, and his whole 
family, give this manager a respect for others and a strong belief in everyone's 
right to fair, equitable treatment. He and his two brothers are very different, but 
they have a common Interest in helping others. 
Manager A defines his work, not by the job description of a manager, but 
in the way he works with people. He sees himself as a generalist and lover of 
literature. He takes an active role in the school his children attend, and is troubled 
by the subtle ways competition diminishes and alienates kids (and adults). 
Working toward a common goal collectively, as a team, seems more 
effective to him than the individual competition our society relies on. 
Manager B 
Family 
"I had a toxic parent, and It was my mother... constantly critical... you 
weren't this, you weren't that...constant guilt trips... as though she was trying to 
humble you and make you feel you weren't as good as you thought you were. No 
matter what you did, it wasn't as good as Johnny Jones down the street.” 
"My father worked a lot...I guess I give him a lot of respect for staying 
with it... and being the bread winner." He was a silent parent, he never said 
anything to his sons--about grades or about anything else. 
Manager B had two brothers, the older one (whom he was close to) was 
killed In Vietnam while the manager was still in high school. His other brother was 
six years younger so they were never close. 
"Everybody that I have as aunts, uncles, father... they all are working 
people, frontliners. They had such a distasteful view of management. 'Oh, you are 
management, huh?'" Manager B maintains contact with his family, but it is 
strained. "They resent making something of myself instead of being the garbage 
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man that I was made to believe I was going to be. It was like I did something 
wrong-'Mr. Hotshot Managerl- There is pain and inner conflict around these 
issues-acknowledged by the manager. 
Educational Experience 
His family discouraged him from applying to college. "I don't know why the 
hell you are going to college. You are just going to flunk out anyhow." 
"Well, I go with the intent I'll never walk in that house and say I flunked 
out." Sometime in his second year the manager changed a part time job which he 
liked into full time, and he did not finish college. However, his success on the job 
was problematic for his family. "It was used against me. 'Ah Mr. Bigshot... you 
passed your father so long ago, you probably don't want to talk to us anymore.'" 
Work Experience 
This manager learned a very autocratic management style on his first job 
during college. He was with that employer for seven years, and learned their 
system well. He was hired by this present company (because of the tough, 
authoritarian style) to straighten out a lax operation. "You didn't fraternize with 
help; basically it was management through fear. Let them know you are watching 
them all the time. I had been taught that when you go to a new operation, the 
very first thing you do is fire somebody because that sets the pace right then, and 
from there forward." 
First Experience with Employee Participation 
Around 1981, when Deming visited the plant, he was a front line supervisor 
in manufacturing. "We heard a lot about Deming and how he turned around the 
Japanese and all that kind of stuff... All of a sudden we were all going to start 
doing statistical process control (SPC)... (but) information came down in dribs and 
drabs... (it) didn't come down with the same type of urgency or conviction, and it 
always seemed rather phoney." 
"So everybody was doing quality circles and statistics, whether you needed 
them or not. It didn't make a damn bit of difference how you got them on the 
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board and how you charted them. As long as you had something (visible), you 
were all set. Then we went to Deming's seminar and listened to him speak about 
his philosophy and he was very statistically oriented, but he made it clear that the 
whole travel path... towards high quality, low cost goods was based on good 
relationship with people, involvement, education, quality circles and all these 
different things." 
The problem for supervisors was any recommendation that cost the 
company money was unacceptable. If someone in a quality circle kept giving them 
trouble about this--out the door with him. So management picked and chose what 
it wanted from Deming's program and still expected the same results. Quality 
circles turned into a big bitch session and the front line supervisors would feel 
pressure coming at them from both directions. 
"As soon as we hit bad economic times, to hell with the quality, get stuff 
out the door... Forget quality circles now. We got mixed signals from upper 
management. Every month was a different theme. It was a joke because the guys 
that were preaching it...weren't practicing it in any way." 
First Mentor 
There was a mentor in the early years with this organization. He knew 
nothing about El management, but he did engender trust and respect. "Everybody 
always had a good opinion of him because he did what he said he was going to 
do. He was genuine. I think he was pretty good with people... I wanted to take a 
lot of those attributes and incorporate them in my own style of management." 
However, he decided to accept a job transfer out of state (to correct 
another lax operation), and he started right out in his same old high-handed, 
authoritarian mode. This met with some success, but the combination of politics, 
and competition between managers, and being hated by the workers, created 
enormous pressure and personal stress. "I had as much problem battling 
supervisors and managers as I had with people on the floor. Every day you came 
in somebody wanted to see you fall and scrape your knee; they wanted to see 
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you fail...That would establish that you were human like everyone else, and you 
didn't have all the answers." 
With the help of a psychologist, he decided to take a lateral transfer in the 
same plant in order to reduce the pressure and begin anew. "I went on a 
campaign to show everyone that I wasn't as bad as I cranked myself up to be. 
and that I could be humorous and I could smile." He tried to reach out to the 
workers and be a little friendlier. 
A key factor in the change was not being under the gun to produce a quota 
and get 'beat up' if he didn't make it. "I could be friendly to (an operator) whether 
he got a high production level or a low one. That whole index didn't matter any 
more. My opinion of the guy wasn't based on yards off, or cartons packed." This 
change in environment gave him the space he needed to behave differently. 
Second Mentor 
That was when Bart, his second mentor, walked in as the new general 
manager. Bart had many of the characteristics that manager B respected in his 
earlier mentor, "but he takes it about three or four steps further, and he backs it 
up to basic principles and values." 
A Change in the Environment. "Prior to Bart our 9 o'clock meetings used to 
be beat-em up sessions--find out who did what, and blame them." Bart changed 
the focus to "the housekeeping and organizational plan... Who is on board (who 
isn't),... what are we doing in terms of leadership and communication skills; make 
sure that we are constantly trying to get people involved in every-day types of 
business decisions... quality of the product, and process flow. 
"We talked about eveything under the sun... a lot about beliefs and 
values... how do you treat your neighbor... basics to your upbringing that (had 
gotten) shot right in the ass by management when you got to work because you 
had to prove to somebody that you were doing your job and you had to fill out 
paperwork, and you had to beat people up to make sure that everybody above 
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you would believe you were in control of your operation. It's just not that way 
anymore." 
Mfikinfl Criticgl Chgigeg. When Bart arrived it felt to Manager B that shifting 
allegiance from the old guard to the new manager was risky. "It was a big risk, 
because all of a sudden this outsider is coming in. I've got a choice. Do I stay by 
the old (guard) because I am getting better at it from a relationship standpoint, or 
do I hop on this guy's steamer? 
What you did to some degree, felt like you were giving up authority... you 
are saying to yourself, 'If these guys are making the decisions, they sure as hell 
don't need me.' You go into a phase of questioning yourself, 'Jesus, what am I 
here for then?'... Then you find out all too quickly, you are here as a (different 
kind of) leader." 
"That was 1988 and (meeting Bart) was in tune with things I consider 
major happenings in my life. It was a tremendously impacting time for me... I can 
tell you... I would never manage like I managed before. Never again. I would stand 
in a bread line before I would do that. I mean that sincerely." 
Personal Characteristics and Self Esteem 
The manager had just gone through a divorce prior to moving to this 
location (about a year before Bart arrived). "Maybe I was feeling too self 
conscious about (the divorce), but I didn't feel like a hill of beans. I just felt 
terrible about everything." 
He came to this new place to make a fresh start but, "I thought I had 
made the worst decision in my entire life." He felt like he had lost his kids through 
the divorce and this plant was "one big political circus." It felt like, "Every time I 
came out in the area, every gun was pointed at me... I started looking for another 
job and I sought some counseling." 
Summary: Antecedents for Manager B 
This manager had to surmount a lot of negative feedback from his family to 
get where he is today. There is a scrappy, earthy quality in the way he talks 
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about It, but pain and pathos, too. It wasn't easy and it still isn't easy. Success 
increases his sense of separation from his roots. 
His first experience as a manager was extremely authoritarian-very close to 
the military model. That style became his own until, years later, when the 
pressures and animosity it fostered overwhelmed him. This followed after a 
divorce and moving to a plant that distrusted all outsiders. At an emotional low 
point, he sought counseling help, and made a decision to change his way of 
managing. He transferred to a job with no production quotas, and that was an 
essential step in his change process. 
The changes he had begun on his own, got supported and reinforced by 
Bart's arrival. Bart's focus on beliefs, values, trust, respect and dignity, and on 
process rather than output made a lot of sense to Manager B. He has made an 
intellectual commitment to El management, but continues to struggle with strongly 
ingrained habits. Getting his "theories-in-use" to match his "espoused theories" is 
still a challenge. 
Manager C, CEO 
Work Experience 
Early Experiences 
Manager C did various kinds of manual labor during his summers in high 
school and college. 
As an officer in the Navy he took particular pride in his rapport with those 
under him. That sense of rapport and empathy with the "front line" or lowest level 
is still important to him. "I have a lot more empathy for workers-- probably more 
than for management. It is easier to talk to hourlies than to managers. They are 
right with you." 
Although he started out in the financial end of management, rather than 




He went through a particularly trying time several years ago when the CEO 
relegated him to a backwater job with no authority. He languished there for nearly 
a year until major changes in the company moved him into the position left vacant 
by his former boss. He led the company through an economic crisis and was 
subsequently named CEO. 
Mentors 
Manager C didn't cite any mentors, but he said many people had been 
helpful to him. Dr. Doming, however, has made a difference in his thinking about 
participation. "In working with Dr. Doming, (involvement) has gradually become 
more and more of a focus, and in listening to the workers you realize that they 
know an awful lot about what is going on. I'm aware of untapped talent there." 
Personal Characteristics. Beliefs, and Values 
Trust Is an Issue 
This manager's interest in operational issues, love of being on the shop 
floor, and lack of trust in other managers create a tendency toward direct 
involvement in operational issues that runs counter to Deming's Fourteen Points 
(and to the principles El management). "(Manager C) doesn't trust anybody!", was 
a common concern expressed by his subordinates and was seen by them as a 
critical factor. 
This lack of trust can pull power away from those closest to the problem, 
alter the decision making process, and constrain subordinate managers from taking 
risks that should be taken. It affects openness and communication, making some 
issues non-discussable. 
However, a manager who expressed concern about Manager C's lack of 
trust noted that "his motivation is never antagonistic,... never destructive... and 
he is making an effort to change... with intermittent success. 
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More of a Focus on Process 
When Manager C assumed leadership of the company his focus was on 
product and numbers and checking up to see if objectives were being met. 
Recently this has begun to change. A top manager notes, "My observation is that 
he is bugging people more consistently about process--but he doesn't really know 
what it means." 
Integrity Is Important 
When asked about values Manager C said, "Integrity is very, very 
important... where our word means something." He saw it as very important to 
the company and to him personally. Asked what it meant, he referred to the way 
they conduct business and maintain a good reputation. "We didn't always have 
that." 
It also included job security for the workers. "We've done very well with 
hourly (employees). We have tried not to lay anyone off. We haven't been able to 
do that with managers... That is something you have to do for a long, long time 
before it is recognized." 
A Personal Value Structure 
I worry about people (who have a lack of fidelity to their spouse and 
family). They just don't have a solid value structure which is going to hold up in 
other areas. I just don't think you can separate these things... I think it also 
affects you in your work because it always amazes me how well people in the 
company know you." 
Lack of truthfulness even if the matter does not directly affect the 
company, still concerns him, "You try to make allowances for some people's 
behavior. You certainly don't want to embarrass them in that regard. (Still) I worry 
about what they are doing off the job..." since it does indicate a lack of a solid 
value structure. 
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Summary: Antecedents for Manan^r n 
The CEO s sense of operations and bond with workers were distinct assets 
when he assumed leadership of the company. Direct involvement In operational 
matters during crisis conditions was functional, and perhaps critical. The same 
behavior today is dysfunctional-especially to El management. 
Integrity-doing what you say you will do (creating trust) is an important 
value for Manager C. From a subordinate's perspective, his lack of trust is a 
significant obstacle to El management in the corporation. However, Manger C is 
credited with good intentions and with making an effort to change. Putting more 
emphasis on process is a step in that direction. 
Manager D 
Work Experience 
After receiving an MBA at a prestigious business school this manager 
began work as Assistant to the President of a large, well-established corporation. 
Six months later he became a production manager, at his request. "I wasn't sure 
I knew how to manage people-blue collar workers and unions, which I thought 
was not teachable at business school." 
He was in operations for four years and then in different staff positions. In 
1975 he became general manager of a division in Europe. There he experienced 
the inefficiency, redundancy, and artificial barriers to communication of four 
separate dining rooms catering different employee levels. He eliminated two of 
these causing significant changes in the organizational culture In the process. 
He returned to the U.S. in 1980 as a Vice President. 
Participative Management 
Participation in decision making, "was virtually standard practice in this 
corporation. They always believed in it... Back in the 60 s It was something 
practiced by management; we would be less likely to involve technicians and 
hourly workers. Somewhere in the 70's that began to change and by the time I 
left (1984) we had already begun formal quality programs...! went to hear Deming 
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in 83... We were having dialogues with our secretaries about how can we work 
smarter, and what can I do for you to make your job easier?" An early project 
produced big savings and that became the model for others. 
It was the manager s job to make good decisions, but an important part of 
his job was to make certain he got inputs from everybody who might have one." 
There were a lot of task forces and temporary groups, particularly to go after 
opportunities. 
"What I see now is the incredible power of getting people to do the work, 
all pulling in the same direction at the same time.” 
Mentors 
At a major planning meeting the Group Manager wrapped up the business 
with about 50 general managers and then got very quiet. "There is just one more 
thing and I need your help with it. We need to have fiin-and I can't do it." He 
explained what he meant and what he intended and confessed that he couldn't do 
it because he didn't know how, and when he tried to do it, it didn't come out 
right. "But we need it and you will have to do it for me. Please take the initiative 
and know you have my blessing." 
When Manager C spoke about that experience he said, "It got very quiet. 
Bill modeled honesty, consistency, energy and enthusiasm and he was a good 
listener, but he was very serious and he understood that. When he tried to 
lighten up it just didn't work. It was a very emotional experience. He was 
exposing a weakness in front of the whole group and asking for help. I was very 
impressed." 
There was another mentor, his superior when he took on a new operational 
assignment. They met together once a month for the first six months. His boss' 
questions, first focused on one area in great detail, and then shifted to other 
areas, then focused on process, then on mid-range planning, and then on long 
range strategy. In this way he helped his new manager understand the full range 
of his responsibilities and gain the competence he needed to handle them. "He 
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was training me. I was impressed. Obviously, he had thought about it; it was 
deliberate. And he was helping me." 
Personal Characteristics. Beliefs and Valyffg 
Trust and Communication 
In general, if you let people know what your problem is, they will help 
you, if they can. If you don't let them know what your problem is they won't. If 
you tell people why, they are much more likely to do it at all (and) they'll do it in 
the way that is useful." 
Asked what shaped his values and beliefs he replied, "There is no easy 
answer. I externalize things that happen to me. I know when I respond favorably 
and when I don't. I logically assume others may respond the same way. For me, 
knowing 'why' is important and I assume that others respond the same way. So I 
tend to go further and further in that direction--to extremes sometimes." 
"As a manager, you want to be consistent, make your words mean what 
you say, so people don't have to guess where you are... not too explicit, you've 
got to leave room for people to solve problems themselves... you need to give a 
time frame and a breadth framework, or an authority frame... Then you can ask 
them to please get it done. 
Vision and Teamwork 
His management model is "a little like tacking in a sailboat. You don't sail 
straight most of the time. When the wind gusts you have to loosen the tiller a bit 
or you have to adjust (the sail), but people have to know that you've got a keel 
and that you have a direction. You adjust for the wind and occasionally you have 
to come about... but you are still headed in the (same) direction." 
Decision Making 
"(My) operating preference is for a collegial process and for the lowest 
possible level that can solve the problems (to do it). They should know they have 
the power. They should know that they are expected to take the initiative. You 
get what you expectl" 
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■And the only time when you go in there and change that, you should be 
able to tell them (why-exactly). And then as soon as you are past whatever 
sticking point it is that requires you to do that, they have to see you consciously 
QBtting back, saying, You'va got tha baton again...carry on.'" 
How far back do you stand when you think people are going in the wrong 
direction? When are you willing to intervene and interrupt the process? How can 
you be sure that (you have) the right answer?" It requires judgement. 
"That's the balance point...1 still believe you cannot run things by vote, 
because you end up being too collegial and that's a wonderful atmosphere for 
peace time. It doesn't work very well in war time. What (your) people have to 
know is that whenever you intervene, you do so reluctantly and you do so out of 
a real need which you are able to communicate." 
Summary: Antecedents for Manager D 
This manager chose to learn the skills of managing workers and dealing 
with a union when most of his colleagues from business school preferred staff 
positions or consulting. Leadership skills were important to him and he continues 
to develop them (he had just returned from a management seminar when he was 
interviewed). 
He learned about participation from an organization that encouraged it back 
when the concept was new and its forms were different (in the late 60's). This 
manager saw its value and he created his own beliefs and metaphors about when 
and how to use it based on personal experience. 
Two mentors were important to him. One in particular demonstrated a high 
level of trust and openness in publicly admitting a weakness and asking for help. 
The other modeled a coaching, questioning style of leadership that fits El 
principles. This manager appreciated the thoughtful attention of his boss, and was 
empowered by it. 




Family and Education 
Manager E grew up in a nearby city. He attended the same parochial school 
from grade one to twelve, and graduated with his class of 36 students. He went 
to a top-flight engineering school (In the area) and later married a girl who was 
also a graduate of his high school. After two years In the Army he began his first 
job, and studied nights for a Masters Degree in Chemistry. 
Mentor 
His father, more than any other person, was his mentor. From him he 
picked up "a very strong sense of right and wrong. And that has gotten me in 
trouble because I am very rigid when it comes to that. People put workers into 
positions where they could get harmed (both short term safety and long term 
health)." 
"When it comes to something like that, I have no tolerance at all. And I 
suspect that when I first started working-l'm still pretty pig-headed-but I was 
really extreme. I had everything down to black and white, no gray areas. Life has 
taught me other things." 
Working to Change Himself 
In his first job he had some huge shouting matches with another manager. 
"I knew I was right, and that was it. I think that was when I realized-really, if you 
are going to accomplish something there is a better way of doing it than just 
thrashing. So I started to work on it." He was still in his twenties. "It took me a 
long, long time because there was a lot of mellowing that I had to do." 
Some management development seminars were helpful and he especially 
enjoyed ones on organizational behavior. He feels he has changed a lot, and now 
says, "during the years I've always been able to work with anyone." 
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Resistance and Transfer 
Communication 
Bart urged managers not to wear a coat and tie, he saw It as one more 
barrier to communication. Paul had trouble with that and for months he continued 
wearing them. Eventually, he took his coat and tie off when he arrived at work 
and hung them on his coat tree for the day. Another manager commented, "There 
is a certain status that goes with that." 
Manager E was the head of R & D and all communication to and from that 
department went through him. It was one of the last silos in the organization. 
Talking directly to workers while doing trouble shooting or survey research 
is part of his task which he enjoyed and took pride in. "If you really listen to 
people, I think that is where I have some of my best times when we are 
developing new products." However, Bart saw Manager E as "totally 
condescending. He didn't connect at all." The process was being viewed by each 
of them from totally different perspectives and ideologies. 
Non-Cooperation 
Over time Manager E's contributions in staff meetings, particularly when 
Bart wasn't there, became more and more negative. One judgemental, negative 
member of a small, leaderless group can have an enormous impact. "Not only was 
he a non-player, he was the most senior person." The group soon stopped 
meeting. 
It was evident to Manger E that some change seemed inevitable. "You can 
tell, at least I can, when somebody would prefer to have you gone. You don't 
have to get hit over the head." He had been impressed by the way Manager D, 
Vice President, R & D did things, especially the way he motivated people. That 
was key in his decision to move to Corporate R & D in late 1990, and work with 
Site 1 (and other plants) as a consultant. 
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Summary; Antecedents for Manager ^ 
This manager is a highly skilled and respected technician who did not 
change enough to fit effectively and comfortably In the new environment. 
He saw himself in basic agreement with El principles, but there were clearly 
some philosophical differences with Bart that posed severe challenges. When this 
manager spoke about being able to work with anyone," its meaning for him was 
something quite different than Its meaning for Bart. 
Manager E spoke from the perspective of a technical expert who had 
worked hard to acquire his education and expertise. Bart's egalitarian philosophy 
and insistence that everyone is an expert, may have been something Manager E 
felt he had learned to tolerate (ie. "work with"), but it was not something he 
could "commit to" without reservation. His deeper beliefs, the "theories-in-use" 
did not change. 
Manager F 
Cultural Values 
This manager grew up in rural Wyoming in a setting where respect for 
everyone just seemed natural. People who worked with their hands were valued 
for their skills and resourcefulness. 
After college he worked in environmental reclamation and learned all the 
statues that were applicable. From there he got into prevention and protection. 
Work Experience 
Good Fit with the Job 
He had worked for a large corporation in a very large plant (10,000 
employees) in the area. His wife, who is an internal staff consultant on process 
and statistics for another area company, knew Bart through work with Dr. Doming 
and told her husband about the job opening. 
He was attracted to it because of Bart's management style and the smaller 
setting. This manager arrived with a low-key, personal style of working wilh 
employees-just what Bart was trying to inculcate. 
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Leading without Authority 
He became the OSH A Supervisor, a technical position with no line authority 
over workers. He got them to observe safety rules by building personal rapport 
and trust through continued informal contact. "I try to see every employee (on 
each of the three shifts), at least once a week." 
He said. Workers will observe safety rules for me, but they won't do it on 
their own (for their own protection). Sometimes I have to tell them, 'If you don't 
wear those (protective) glasses I will have to tell your wife. She is the one who 
will suffer If you lose your eyesight in an accident'...They will do it for me since 
they know its on my back as the OSHA-competant person. I'm the one that gets 
nailed if something goes wrong." 
Step by Step 
In the early months of the plant's transition to the new management style, 
he was amazed at how little these people were able to do on their own. "They've 
had 30 years of working with no responsibility at all. They needed to be led step 
by step-even through a very simple task. They seemed to have lost the ability to 
take initiative and had to be retaught." 
He was later promoted to manufacturing manager in addition to his OSHA 
responsibilities. 
Summary: Antecedents to Manager F 
This manager's personality, style and outlook exhibit many of the cultural 
values he grew up with in rural Wyoming: openness, trust, a very personal 
approach to supervision, and a respect for everyone. 
He married a consultant who Is highly committed to Dr. Deming's approach 
to management. She had met with Bart to discuss management questions and 
developments and could see a natural fit between her husband and the OSHA job 
at this site. 
This manager did not have to unlearn anything to fit into an environment 
that encouraged employee participation. He was ready, willing, and able. 
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Summary of Antecedents for Change at Site 1 
Overview 
The examination of antecedents started with Bart and Manager A who had 
worked together previously and shared many values and beliefs. Both are people- 
oriented and service-oriented. 
It then focused on Manager B who learned mangement in a very 
authoritarian organization and made that his style. He decided to change after 
hitting an emotional low point. When interviewed he had embraced El 
management intellectually, but was still struggling with Its practice. 
Manager C, the CEO, is an advocate of El. While some of his own 
behaviors are problematic, he is making an effort to change. 
Manager D, a corporate vice president, sought an opportunity to learn how 
to be an effective manager. He experienced early forms of El before coming to 
this company and is an advocate and a model for a open style of management at 
the corporate level. 
Manager E is a technical specialist who had trouble with El, and Manager F 
is a technical specialist for whom El was easy. He went on to become a manager 
of manufacturing. 
Key Findings 
Those for Whom El Was Easy 
Four of the seven managers seem to have made relatively easy shifts to El. 
The antecedents that seemed most critical were different for each manager. 
Education and Cultural Values. Bart calls himself a "romantic of the 60's" 
who sees El from the perspective of sociology and political science and enjoys 
thinking of it as part of a larger change in culture-revolution even. 
Family. Manager A's experience as a child of a handicapped bread winner 
made him sensitive to basic human rights and fairness. His upbringing gave him a 
strong sense of service to other people and a belief that cooperation is more 
effective than competition. 
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VygrK Experience gn^l Mgntorg. Manager D, a vice president, had a series of 
work experiences and two mentors that encouraged openness, a coaching, 
supportive style, and clarity of communication and vision. 
CgItwrgI Vatyieg and Personal Characteristica. Manager F, grew up in a 
culture with some of the values that are critical to El management. His basic 
personality is more interactive than authoritarian. 
Those For Whom El Management Was a Challenge 
This category should not be regarded as pejorative. Given the short history 
of El In this country, and the nation's educational, social and cultural norms, most 
U.S. managers would start here. 
Family and Work Experience. Manager B had no experience in his family of 
nurturing support, being coached, getting positive feedback, or openly dealing with 
conflict. In his first managerial position he was thoroughly trained in hard-nosed, 
authoritarianism which he characterized as "management by fear-You Will...!" 
He was attracted by the management style of his first mentor, but was 
unable to change until he hit an emotional low point and got some personal, 
outside support for his efforts, and took a job without the pressure of quotas. 
Change continued with help from his second mentor, Bart, and the reinforcement 
of a new organizational culture. He still has some issues to work through. 
Personal Characteristics and Work Experience. Manager C believes in 
integrity and truthfulness-a good foundation for El. Lack of trust, however, is an 
obstacle. His direct involvement in operations when the company was in an 
economic crisis helped it to survive and prosper, but that experience may make it 
more difficult for him to practice El management. 
Personal Characteristics. Manager F worked hard over the years to become 
knowledgeable In his technical area and to soften a personality that he realized 
was too dogmatic. He learned to control his temper and feels that now he can 
"work with anyone." 
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In the past two years many more changes have been expected. He says 
that he believes in El and wants to learn more about it, but major differences 
between him and Bart could not be reconciled. 
Now he works under Manager D (who practices his own style of El) in a 
very different setting at corporate headquarters. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FINDINGS SITE 2 
Setting and Organizational Structura 
Site 2 is a division of a large multinational company with about 1800 
employees located in an a old plant. It's a non-union, vertically integrated plant 
producing most of its own parts, then assembling them into several different 
products. 
Some other divisions of the company had substantial experience and 
success with El in the 70's. This plant had tried many different motivational 
programs in the early 80's but the beginning of a commitment to El occurred in 
1985 when the General Manager felt some action must be taken to improve the 
plant's competitive position in a flat world market. 
He decided to have a mass meeting in two shifts with every employee in 
attendance. At this meeting he spoke candidly of the competitive pressures and 
the need to reduce costs and improve operations in order to stay healthy and 
continue to provide jobs for everyone. He asked for volunteers for task forces on 
wages, inventory losses, productivity, energy, medical costs, success-sharing, 
etc. 
The response was overwhelming. Over half of the 970 hourly employees 
signed up. Almost 400 (40 teams of 10 or less each) wanted to study the hourly 
wage problem (substantially above area norms). The Wage Committee was 
charged with creating a plan to bring wages into alignment with other area 
employers within five years with no pay cuts. All task teams were to report back 
in six weeks at another mass meeting. 
Employee Involvement focused an enormous amount of energy. 
Management was impressed, and encouraged to find other ways of tapping this 
resource. In the next year a success-sharing plan was adopted, all supervisors 
were trained, and every foreman was overseeing at least one involvement team. 
I 
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Changes continued over the next four years evolving toward a full commitment to 
natural work teams" which were formed around production of a product for a 
customer (internal or external). These changes over a five year period made an 
enormous impact on the organizational culture. 
The participants referred to in the analysis below can be located in Figure 
5.1, "Organizational Structure at Site 2." They Include the General Manger of the 
Division (the top manager on site) who began the process In 1985, but was 
transferred a year later and replaced by General Manger 2. The Manager of 
Manufacturing 1 who reported to the General Manager and began implementing El 
changes before leaving In 1989. Manager G, returning to the plant from an 
overseas assignment, then took over as Manager of Manufacturing. 
The line of control flows from Manager of Manufacturing (Manger G), to 
Manager of Shop Operations (Manager J), to Unit Manager (Karl), to Foreman L, to 
hourly workers. The Manager of Technology & Quality Programs (Manager H) and 
the Manager of Industrial Engineering & Training (Manager M) are off to the side, 
but are important players in the transition. See "Organizational Structure at Site 
2," Figure 5.1. 
The process of the change and its impact on individual managers and the 
culture are analyzed below first by looking at Management Characteristics and 
then at Antecedents for Change. 
Management Characteristics at Site 2 
Trust and Leadership 
Overview 
This site did not start with an adversarial, "we-they" environment like Site 
1. It was more paternalistic. The wage scale was substantially higher than other 
manufacturers in the area, there was a policy of protecting jobs, and a flexible 
temporary labor pool from which new workers were drawn when there were 
openings for permanent hire. Children of workers aspire to become permanent 
hires. 
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FIGURE 5.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE SITE 2 
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This division had a cooperative engineering program for college students 
that started them out as tool and die apprentices and then foremen giving them 
practical experience while they were getting an engineering degree. Most of the 
managers interviewed were graduates of this program some 25-35 years ago. 
There appeared to be a high level of loyalty to the company, both from hourly and 
exempt (salaried) employees. 
The plant was run by a traditional (hierarchical) management that 
emphasized control. Almost every manager referred to people getting "beaten up" 
(verbally abused) by someone above them. In that environment managers tend to 
protect themselves by avoiding risk, not making mistakes, and moving ahead only 
when blame could be shared. 
Leadership: Where Change Began 
El for Hourlies: General Manager 1 
The General Manager who began the program with the mass meeting in 
Oct, 1985, was not at all participatory with his staff. "He was viewed as rather 
ruthless...on your back following up, kicking the hell out of everybody, stomping 
on everybody. 
"Yet he thought employee involvement at the hourly level was absolutely 
the greatest thing in the world... He visited each (task) team at least once during 
that six week process... Said this whole thing gave him goose bumps. I didn't 
think the man could get goose bumps! Really a task master-1 don't know that he 
personally could have changed, or ever changed, or will ever change his approach 
as a manager." He was promoted by the corporation and left the site. A new 
General Manager came in who, "is much lower key." 
Initiating Fast Cycle: Manufacturing Manager 1 
The Manager of Manufacturing who implemented the programs was, "Very, 
very directive In his approach to things..." 
"He didn't promote a teaming environment among his staff. If everybody 
was fighting with everybody else, that's when he was most comfortable, because 
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he thought then they were all managing their individual stores properly and he 
didn t have to get closely involved. If everybody is fighting with everybody else, 
he knows the collective interest is being served." 
At the request of the General Manager, he began to work on "fast cycle," 
tightening up the whole operation from receipt of order to shipment. He engaged 
an outside consultant for assessment and training, but the corporation moved him 
to another assignment just before fast cycle training began. 
A New Manager Takes Over: Manager G 
Manager G came back from a year and a half overseas, with a promotion 
to Manager of Manufacturing at the same plant he had left. He knew the product 
and the plant well, but employee involvement had emerged in his absence. It was 
all new to him. Everyone wondered whether he would buy into it or not. 
A direct report to him later commented that when Manager G had returned 
it seemed like the company was about five years ahead of him because there had 
been such rapid change while he was gone. A year later that person told Manager 
G publicly "that he was way out in front pulling them along." 
An EmpowerinQ Leadership Style. Asked what management model seemed 
best to him. Manager G said, "It's not a hard, granite-etched model that doesn't 
change. It has to adapt to the environment, but it has certain aspects that I think 
are important. Organizational stuff I like is teaming, consensus driven, 
empowering. I really believe (in it), because that's the way I've always liked to be 
personally managed; you give people an enormous amount of freedom... 
"Now when you empower all these people and let them do their thing you 
are (still) responsible for accomplishing the business goals. You do it this way 
because it feels good, its natural to you. It has to really get the best out of 
people." 
"You have to have good people. You have to treat them very, very fairly. 
You have to let them make mistakes. You have to encourage them to make 
mistakes," and for most of them that is a real big change. 
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leatftrjhiB StYlj Ij hv Several F«rtn,ff He acknowledged that 
others would probably think he has changed a lot in the past year, but he feels 
internally, "that I've been relatively constant through this. I think (their view) is 
because of the way you react to a given environment and the reception you have 
been given (by) the environment you are living in." Manager G seems to be 
saying that his behavior in the old environment might have seemed to others to 
reflect the cultural norms, but internally, he was looking at things differently, so it 
was not that big a change. 
El Mgngqement Sggmed Ngt^rgl t9 Him. He chose to participate, along with 
all of his managers, in a training led by an outside consultant and designed to help 
change personal management styles to a more open, trusting, cooperative form. 
Another manager commented, "I don't sense the training had a big impact on 
(Manager G). He had bought into... this approach and I think he was having a 
relatively easy way of adapting himself to it--easier than some of the people. 
Maybe this is a lot closer to his personal set of values (than the old way). I 
wouldn't have bet on that a year ago." 
It is a More Effective Wav to Manage. When Interviewed (a year and a half 
after he returned) he said, "It's a more comfortable style for me. I will freely admit 
that, but that's not the motivator. I'm not doing it for personal satisfaction. We 
cannot achieve the productivity gains, service, and quality gains using the classical 
approach. It is clear to me. I think it is becoming clear to a lot of folks at the top 
(of the corporate hierarchy) too." His commitment to the change rests on his 
conviction that it is a more effective way to manage and it is the appropriate 
means to accomplish organizational goals. 
In the next 12 months the whole operation should be reorganized by teams. 
"(El) is what it takes to survive here...I can't afford the infrastructure to run half 
the business teaming and half the business autocratic. We have to go one way or 
the other, and we are going this way (El)." 
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Managers Who Made It Work 
Facilitating Employee Involvement: Manager H 
In 1985 when they asked for worker volunteers for task committees they 
expected a response of 25%-30%. It was more than double that. "As it turned 
out we got about 970 out of 1400 (70% of all hourly workers) so we had to 
scramble like hell to get enough managers to run the involvement teams... So that 
was our first full-blown exposure to employee involvement." Management met 
the challenge of organizing the process so that everyone was included and 
effective work was accomplished within a six week time limit the General 
Manager set for report back. At the next mass meeting, hourly representatives 
made presentations and the General Manager responded to them on the spot. 
Manager H was the lead facilitator and he personally chaired the wage 
committee which had almost 400 volunteers. "The way I organized it was that 
each team facilitator would meet with their team (of ten or less) twice a week 
and then the facilitator and one representative would attend a weekly meeting 
where we would try to bring everybody's ideas together." Their focus was on 
wages and the economics of the business. It was sensitive information 
complicated by the number of people involved. 
Sharing Information. Management handled the confidential information 
problem by making up numbered books with 45 pages of financial data which 
were passed out and collected at each meeting. This gave everyone the same 
information to work with, and it was an important step for management, 
reinforcing their commitment to the process and helping to build trust. 
The wage team's recommendations were accepted and the committee 
continues to meet annually to review the situation-now in its sixth year. "To keep 
the credibility and to maintain some continuity, every year before we disband the 
team, we ask for volunteers who would like to return the following year." Ten of 
them are brought back the next year to serve with 15 new people. 
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An IntefgCtive Management S^|g The shift from the old, hierarchical 
decision making to this new form was not difficult for Manager H. "Personally I 
didn t find it stressful at all. I was very comfortable with it and I don't know if 
that s because of my personnel training or just my own management style, but 
I've always tried to, I call it... empower people-let them do what they think is 
right and help them when they get themselves In trouble, or correct them if I think 
they are doing something wrong, but not try to lead them to the point of looking 
over their shoulder every minute." 
A Caution to Go Slowly 
"Having got 970 odd employees Involved, the management of this business 
recognized how valuable the employees' inputs were. The stuff that came out of 
those teams was just amazing. We were trying to concentrate on wages and 
inventory but the stuff we got in some other teams was just outstanding. 
"I recognized from the deep involvement I had with this wage team that 
there was a lot of value there to our business and that the people felt a lot of self 
reward in contributing to it. So I wanted to make sure that we did it correctly and 
we didn't do it too quickly. 
"So I somewhat advised and guided Manufacturing Manager 1 that we 
needed to move slowly. That I didn't see any need for us to try, in a matter of six 
months, to have lOO employee involvement teams and have them in name only 
and making no contribution and spending all kinds of money. So that's why we 
did it very slowly. Each foreman had only one team." 
A Steering Committee Guides the Process 
A Steering Committee of managers met monthly, then later quarterly, to 
review how training was going and how each of the teams was doing. "I think 
after two years we brought all the foremen back together for another one week 
refresher course and a little fine tuning." In the process they recognized that a lot 
of employees lacked basic math and reading skills and they made those courses 
available so employees could attend them (voluntarily) after work hours. 
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A Change of Style: Manager J 
Manager J was known to be tough. In his own words,"You got to my 
particular job in the old days by being a mean son-of-a-bitch. I don't know of any 
shop guys that we've ever had who weren't really tough. And tough meaning, if 
an engineer owed you something he better get it to you on time. 
"If he didn't, he better be working overtime or you would call him or you 
called his boss because he had your line shut down. The shop measurements are 
the hardest they can be. They count your output so they know whether you got 
that. They know what your dollars are. They know how much scrap you've got. 
So you have to be a tough SOB." 
Another manager recalled, "He used to come down and look (at the 
numbers) every day. And he'd pick a set up man and he'd kick the shit out of 
him--right in front of everybody. It was terrible. So he had to change (when we 
started El); and he has changed." 
Manager J agrees that he has changed and he is proud of that. "Having 
grown up as one of the toughest SOB's, some of the guys I've worked with...are 
amazed that I can see my way to let go." 
Even when he was tough he cared about his people. As the company has 
shifted to employee involvement and natural work teams it has promised that 
workers will not lose their job because of it; if a team decreases its size someone 
is moved elsewhere. "They don't hit the street. We haven't laid off anybody." 
An older employee had to move and nobody wanted to take him. Manager 
J would have none of that. "Here's a guy, he's been working in the bowels of our 
organization-Old Joe Bedder--he has limitations, can't assemble little parts and no 
one wants him...and I said, bullshit, we owe it to him. I forced him into this 
operation and (the women's team) has adopted him. He can only do about four of 
the jobs and he rotates through those...all the rest of them know ten different 
jobs. But they don't mind. They'll take care of Joe. A lot of things come out of 
this teaming other than what you might think." 
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Transition to Teams 
El Continvig^j. Workers continued their involvement on special projects like 
safety, parking, furlough's, scrap, quality, etc., and then in 1989 a new focus was 
added-an intent to shorten the cycle time. 
The division was working with an outside consultant doing advanced 
facilitator training and communication skills for managers, and at one off site 
session they began talking about work teams, but it took a while for this to gel. 
The focus was on a program to shorten the cycle, or "fast cycle," not on teams. 
East Cycle Leads to Work Teams. "It became very apparent, as part of fast 
cycle, that you've really got to leverage the people out on the floor and not one 
hour a week in a meeting, but 40 hours a week on the job." There was a 2 hour 
training on the philosophy of fast cycle for all hourlies. "And we found we had to 
go out and spend 4-5 hours after the class right on the floor. It became very 
obvious that we needed to mobilize their efforts as a team; one-hour-a-week (in a) 
meeting doesn't cut it." 
El groups brought people together from all over the department to work on 
a particular problem, but the fast cycle training was done by work area. On-going 
teams were needed that worked together to produce a product using the group 
skills they had developed in El. This combination of a cohesive (natural) production 
group using El skills applying a fast cycle philosophy to their whole operation was 
called a "natural work team." 
Successful Teams 
In mid-1989 Karl, a unit manager, was asked to go back to a unit he had 
managed before ('79-'84) to organize it into teams. He and some other managers 
visited another plant to see their teams. After that trip Karl "jumped in with both 
feet and started doing it in his unit. That's really his bag, too; he really likes those 
kinds of things. So rather than waiting, he saw the advantage and said let's go." 
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That was five months after he arrived in the unit, four months later he had 
10 functioning teams. As Karl sees it "six are working very well, four are in 
various stages of transition." 
His boss (Manager J) is impressed by Karl's accomplishments. He recalled 
that years ago when he was doing the same job, "I had some real slick foremen 
working for me, and we couldn't get that overdue down below, I think the best 
we had it (was) 300 or 400 overdue units no matter what we did. (Karl's) people 
have almost made it zero." With all the same kinds of problems still there to 
contend with, "they have set records in every area: dollar reduction, overdue 
billing, overdue units, quality was always good and still is; scrap and rework is 
down." 
The Authoritarian Culture Reinforced Itself 
An Interactive Style Didn't Fit. In explaining how well his teams are doing 
Karl notes that he had "the type of management style that fits (El management) 
better. For many years I was considered to be weak. Not weak physically, or even 
mentally, but soft. Concerned myself with the people. You are not tough enough." 
"I did my thing. And at times it hurt me in my career path... I've always 
allowed people to act as adults and be treated as adults. So suddenly, in the 
twilight of my career, what comes around? This is the vogue thing to do and I 
am now here doing it and very comfortable and happy doing it." 
Toughness Was Rewarded. Karl's observations echo Manager J's 
comments that shop guys were always tough in the old culture. Karl ruminated, 
"Some of (my) accomplishments as a foreman or unit manager were as good as 
my peers who were going the autocratic, prescribed route, but people weren't 
accepting it." 
Another manager noted, "The mentality here for years and years had been, 
'This is the way you are going to do it and don't deviate from it.' A very directed 
approach. As a result, some managers pretty much kick ass and take names, and 
make lists to follow up--to make sure." That is what got people promoted. 
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We had,..conflict managers. The only way they were sure you've got 
things right was to have two guys at each other constantly trying to outdo (one 
another) and turning each other in. That was... manipulative management." That 
just was not Karl's style-ever. 
Distaste for Authoritarian Style: Foreman L 
Karl s foreman (Foreman L) spoke about his own distaste for the 
authoritarian way. "I had a tough time with the old way of doing things. The old 
discipline way. 'You do it that way because I am the boss'...1 had a hard time 
with that...those are the rules and you bring them in and explain—that's the way it 
is! I d say. It s not me, it s the rules.' But the day to day discipline out there with 
people taking long breaks, lining up at the clock, 'where the hell are they?', things 
like that. I kind of had problems with it. Now the teams take care of that if 
someone is not pulling their weight." 
It is different working with Karl. "I've had four different unit managers (in 4 
1/2 years as foreman here). The first three (Unit Managers) I worked 'for' more 
than 'with.' (It's more like) working 'with' Karl. Karl and I are a team." 
His span of control of 75 was already large so teams helped him a lot. 
Then the other foreman got cancer and they never replaced him. "There were 150 
employees on the floor. I had to get the teams going and ...more or less self 
directed. I just couldn't be everywhere." It was a matter of survival-teams saved 
him. 
Expertise, Communication, Decision Making 
Mobilizing for El 
Over the past five years since the first big mass meeting in 1985 there has 
been a clear acknowledgement of worker expertise, and an increasing emphasis on 
sharing information and employee involvement in decision making. 
They brought in trainers from another division of the corporation to train 
foremen in a 7 step problem solving process and they built four specialized 
conference rooms with VCR's and training tapes. Then each foreman started 
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meeting with one team, one hour a week focusing on quality, scrap or rework 
problems. 
As the program expanded they started training hourly facilitators (1988) 
and by the end of 1989 they had about 80 teams with approximately 500 
employees meeting on a weekly basis for an hour. Manger H reports, "They solved 
a lot of tough problems." In 1989 the first work teams were implemented. 
Evolving to Natural Work Teams 
Teams Are Not Voluntary 
"(Once) we felt comfortable that foremen had accepted the process and 
were able to facilitate effectively, we began to relax the areas they could work in. 
So the last couple of years they could work on anything that was productivity or 
quality related." From management's perspective, employee Involvement 
committees were critical preparation for the self-directed work teams that 
followed. 
El was voluntary, a work team is not. Karl started the first team by calling 
a group together in the conference room and announcing, "You guys are now a 
team. You run your area and you are responsible for quality, productivity, 
customer service, anything else in your area." They couldn't have handled all this 
without the skill building and practice in group decision making that had gone on 
before. 
Decision Making 
Direction from the Unit Manager. Karl says, "My job is to get them going in 
the right direction. I tell them right up front that I am not relinquishing my 
responsibility to the business. I'm going to utilize their efforts, their knowledge, 
their experience along with mine in a focused effort to get the job done. But there 
will be times when decisions must be made that a democracy won t work, 
because timing won't allow it. Someone has to stand up and make a decision. (In 
those times) I'll be asking for inputs. I'll be asking for cooperation." 
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Karl emphasized the importance of "defining goals and the objectives (so 
they re) understood. You've got to take the time to teach what it means." He 
used the metaphor of a worker ordering a sleeping bag from Sears and not getting 
it in time for his vacation camping trip. "So how the hell do our customers feel 
when we call them to say we are sorry they won't get delivery this week?" 
QrpuP bggd^fSbip. After the first meeting, the foreman met with the group 
but they had their own leader and they made their own agenda. Leadership of the 
team is voluntary and is rotated every three months. 
"(You) can't say everybody's going to be the team leader. You know 
better. I know better. Everyone that wants to be a team leader can be (it's 
voluntary). 
"They rotate reporter assignments every month. So by the end of six 
months you get a lot of people who have reported on different things. And they 
report on it every week for a month, so they become familiar with how 
information is generated; they are participants in management." 
Make Decisions on the Floor. Foreman L said, "We told them it's not just 
the hour a week up there (in the conference room) that you are a team. It's 40 
hours a week. You are a team on the floor... And if you have problems during the 
week, call a meeting right off--the leader or whoever has the problem. Have it 
without me. You don't need me. And they do that. They don't call me. 
"One of them might come and see me (later) and say we need some 
overtime, etc. This happens all the time. Where before a scheduler would come 
and see me, and I'd make the decisions and half the time it was wrong. But they 
know. They are the experts." 
He encourages the group to solve its own problems. "I explain to the 
teams, you may not always agree on everything, but you have to take the 
consensus of the group... It's worked very well down here." 
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Old Culture Still Affects Teams in Transition 
Of 10 teams implemented to date, 6 are effective, and these all had set-up 
people who wore not so autocratic. They were more team players even under the 
old system. The Qroups that are still functioning at the employee Involvement 
level (talking about particular projects) all had "very strong set up people who 
were very much. You don t go no where *til I tell you to go, and you do what I 
tell you!' 
"The release for them is a little bit like coming out of prison...This transition 
period is really a critical point. They cannot be driven out of it. They've got to be 
led out of It. They've got to understand why." 
Communication Is Better 
Business Information Is Pushed Down from the Too. Communication about 
the business started to improve in the early 80's, and then got a big boost at the 
mass meeting in 1985 and the involvement task committees that came out of 
that. "From that point on, we had annual meetings where we update all the 
employees on how we were doing." 
The Manager of Manufacturing (Manager G) said, "A year ago I came here, 
we'll do this (employee involvement), no problem. I have a lot more understanding 
now living through It. I've gone so far, now that if I know something, (I realize) its 
absolutely useless for me to know it. It's just useless. 
"If I know something. I'm trying to decide if it's important, or not 
Important. If It's Important then my goal is to pass it down. If its not important, or 
extraneous, or confounding maybe I'll screen some of it out. But mostly it's just 
pour stuff down. Pour stuff down. Because there's no advantage in this system 
for me to know more than people below me. 
"There was a huge advantage in the old system to get more (information) 
than them. Absolutely, they wouldn't even respect me if I didn't know more than 
they did. They would come to me for information. And that's what you did with 
your boss. 'Tell me what the budget is.' 'Have you heard the latest sales 
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forecast?' All that stuff happens down at entry level white collar, and in many 
cases, factory positions now." 
WOfK Tegms Hgip. Information coming down goes to Manager J and 
through him to Karl. Manager J notes that, "Natural work teams are terrific 
communicators. In the old days you told two foreman, it took forever and people 
didn't necessarily get the message or understand it. Bring 6-7 team leaders 
together, Karl goes over some stuff and the whole workforce knows what's going 
on. That works extremely well." 
Karl shares anything he thinks is relevant. "If the info is appropriate, I xerox 
it and give it to the teams." He posts all the numbers daily so everyone knows 
how things are going. 
Systemic Change, Process, Results 
Changing Organizational Culture 
Step by Step 
Everyone Understood the Need. While there were various programs in the 
early eighties, the big mass meeting in 1985 was a watershed. It established new 
expectations for sharing information at every level of the organization and it 
implied a new form of worker-management partnership. 
All employees were told convincingly why there had to be a changes, and 
there was general agreement on that. The very high percentage of the workforce 
that participated in different facets of the effort (70% of the hourly workers) 
created a sense of ownership in the process. 
Change Slowly and Set Clear Objectives. One critical concern about the 
process was expressed by Manager H (wage team facilitator) to the Manager of 
Manufacturing after the wage team reported its recommendations in 1985. "I 
didn't want this thing to become just another flash-in-the-pan program that was 
done for a couple of years and then when some manager moved on it disappeared 
and we never saw it again...I wanted to make sure we did it correctly and we 
didn't do it too quickly." 
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This was a fortuitous thought because the manager he was talking to and 
that manager's boss would both be transferred in the near future. The decision to 
go slowly was critical. 
Each step that followed had clearly defined limits and goals. This continued 
a pattern set by General Manager 1 at the first big mass meeting where he offered 
eight specific areas that workers could choose to work on for six weeks and then 
report back with recommendations. 
The training that followed prepared foremen, step by step to be facilitators 
of employee involvement teams and they were asked to take on just one team 
with a defined, limited scope which was described by Manager J. "You are not 
going to work on the condition of the work place. You are not going to work on 
productivity. You are not going to work on service. You are working only on 
quality. We wanted it focused and we really watched over it...So we built up our 
confidence from the early, very structured employee involvement. Then we let the 
team (expand) their scope." 
When they became competent and comfortable with the process their 
scope was enlarged to any aspect of their operation and foremen were assigned 
additional involvement teams. In 1988 management decided to train hourly 
workers as facilitators, and the base of employee involvement groups was 
expanded further. 
New Managers Continue the Process 
When the new General Manager arrived he could see that quality was 
under control and he added a mandate of his own--to shorten production cycles. 
This mandate was implemented by the Manager of Manufacturing, but he 
was transferred before the outside consultant he hired started the training. That is 
when Manager G arrived. Manager G, by participating in an extensive, off-site 
management training, signalled his commitment to continuing change and modeled 
a new, more open management style. 
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Change Was Organic; There Was No Grand Plan 
Efggress Was Steady. From 1985 to 1990 there was a steady process of 
skill building, and an increasing breadth of experience with employee involvement 
teams. One manager's comment was, "We did a lot of foundation building (with) 
employee Involvement. We progressed at this very, very naturally, but I don't 
think by anybody's grand plan... Boy we did the right thlngs-thinking back. Every 
one of them was necessary for us to go to the next step." 
Change Was "Natural". Not having a grand plan (or a consultant's 
complete, "off-the-shelf" package) the steps were customized for the needs and 
circumstances of this organization. "Natural" change must be organiC”"relating to, 
or derived from a living organism" (Merriam-Webster, 1987), or in this case, living 
organization. 
The strategy of going slowly, step by step, created a steady, positive 
momentum, with results that were obvious to workers and to management. The 
accomplishments that came out of this encouraged management to continue in the 
same direction, and were sufficiently impressive for two, upper-level managers 
who arrived In the middle, to buy into and continue programs that others had 
begun. When a new manager endorsed the process it increased the momentum of 
cultural change. 
Vision Was Critical 
Although there was no grand plan, there was always vision. The new 
managers built on the vision that preceded them shaping it to meet the challenges 
they chose to emphasize. 
General Manager 1 began the process (1985) with a vision that change 
should be encouraged while "the business is still healthy," not when it is faltering 
and gasping for breath. He challenged the whole work force to begin making 
changes to become world competitive, and he initiated employee involvement. 
The next General Manager set a goal of reducing cycle time and was able 
to build on the employee Involvement skills developed by his predecessor. 
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The new Manager of Manufacturing (Manager G) emphasized a change in 
management style to support further development of self-directed work teams to 
bring the Division to world competitive standards. 
Fast Cycle Evolves to Natural Work Teams 
Fast cycle was just beginning as Manager G arrived. Training for this had to 
be done by work area (the first time teams were not made up of people from all 
over the department) and the nature of the task was more comprehensive. 
The Industrial Engineer (Manager M) reflects, "The first inclination of people 
who have been on El teams previously is to start the El process right away. They 
want to jump into projects. What we'd like them to do is to start looking at the 
(operations) process first and look at the inhibitors. What are the things that are 
standing in the way of taking your cycle time from what it is today to half that 
time?" 
To effectively understand, adapt, and implement fast cycle techniques to 
the circumstances of a specific area, teams would have to solve problems on the 
floor as well as in weekly meetings. Employees working together on a product 
were a natural team because of their common focus. If they used the skills 
developed in employee involvement committees they could solve all kinds of 
problems as a team-a "natural work team." 
Four years after the Division's first real experience with employee 
involvement, in January 1990, a committee of hourly workers and managers (with 
an outside process consultant as facilitator) was charged with defining natural 
work teams in terms of responsibilities, authority, guidelines, rewards, and impact 
on existing jobs and roles. 
Their recommendations described a new work culture that authorizes 
employees to: 1) stop producing a product if it doesn't conform to quality 
standards; 2) take action to reduce backlogs; 3) take additional responsibility for 
inventory and ordering parts and materials; 4) challenge design, systems, and 
practices that prevent them from reaching their goals; 5) shut down equipment or 
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processes for safety reasons; 6) request support and information needed to meet 
their responsibilities; 7) recommend floor layout changes; 8) conduct internal 
customer/supplier visitations, and 9) evaluate the performance of their supplier. 
Tcgrns Are Chflrtgred- The recommendations, accepted and endorsed by the 
Manager of Manufacturing, were published in the spring of 1990 as "Natural Work 
Teams Charter: Responsibilities, Authorities, Structure, and Rewards." 
Existing fast cycle teams now had to be chartered as natural work teams. 
Manager J described this. "You had to have a defined customer. You had to have 
goals. You had to write down what your goal was In customer service or output 
and who that customer was (even though it might just be the next operation). 
And the area of productivity-that's more difficult for them to set a goal--the 
facilitator has to prompt them a bit." 
In its move to natural work teams the division made a commitment to 
systemic change in the way it managed and in the way it did business-top to 
bottom. The consultant for fast cycle said that "in his study the companies 
(particularly in the U.S.) that have made fast cycle work...embraced all of these 
things (El, Just-In-Time Inventory, Fast Cycle). The ones that decided that 
employee involvement is the thing of the moment...do a little bit of this and a little 
bit of that (didn't last)...you've got to do it all." 
This Division is trying to do it comprehensively. It is trying to eliminate non¬ 
value-added activity by using leadership techniques and group skills developed 
over the previous four years. In the transition when old ways of doing things and 
the people who did them are all in flux, there is likely to be inner and outer 
turmoil. If that becomes chaos--and in other plants it has-reaction and 
retrenchment are likely to follow, and change is aborted. 
We need to look at how managers approached the issue of objectives and 
output (Theory X focus) versus concern for process and longer-term effectiveness 
(Theory Y focus). 
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Process and Results 
Clearly Defined Objectives Help Theory Y Work 
One might assume that the movement from a commitment to McGregor's 
Theory X to Theory Y would go from a Theory X focus on (short term) output and 
no attention on process or long-term affects, to a Theory Y focus on effective 
process, but no immediate concern about objectives—expecting good results to 
flow out of the process. That was not the pattern at this site. 
Management's concern for achieving objectives (results) were incorporated 
as part of the process and the work force seemed to be very responsive to this 
way of doing it. 
Some workers did resist, but stories that I heard had more to do with 
rebellion against changes in the process than against the objectives of more 
effective, and more efficient production. 
Theory Y assumes employees will work constructively if they understand 
and believe in organizational goals and objectives. This site worked hard and 
effectively to define appropriate goals and the reasons for them. Some objectives 
were a way to limit the focus of activity (eg. first work on quality only, then 
gradually enlarge the breadth of focus). 
Oversight by the Steering Committee monitored the effectiveness of 
leadership and offered additional support, counsel, or training when it was needed. 
Putting Emphasis in the Right Place. 
Managers seem to understand that process is the key not numbers of 
teams, and that perspective is conveyed from the top. The Manager of 
Manufacturing (Manager G) said, "I don't go around counting teams. We've got a 
(past) history of major programs, like numbers of teams or quantity of things 
done. There's actually been some sort of primevil need to have that. People want 
to be asked how many teams they've formed. That's absolutely ignored. I've no 
desire to do that." 
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He realizes that everyone would fall right into the old pattern if he did. 
instead, he is approaching it a different way, moving it along by asking questions 
as to why isn t there a team where he senses there ought to be one. 
He is expecting major changes in the next year. "You can't go part way. 
You can't have autocrats running an empowered organization. If you only go part 
way, you end up confusing people.” He is working toward comprehensive 
change. 
Trust Is a Key 
This general acceptance of the combined focus on objectives and process 
indicates a substantial amount of trust between management and workers which 
was enhanced at every level of the Division by: 1) clear explanation of the 
reasons why change was necessary; 2) broad employee participation that shaped 
and defined a vision; 3) excellent communication throughout the whole process. 
Results are defined in terms of meeting customer needs not in terms of 
company results or profits. It was market-defined not management-defined. Karl 
said. It was very obvious, up front, that to obtain any ownership on behalf of the 
employees, some pretty realistic goals would have to be established for the 
teams." 
Teamwork, Cooperation, and Achievement 
Wages. Incentives.and Job Security Impact Everything 
Theory X environments frequently estblish standard rates, and give 
incentive payments for higher production. It is a way to control employees, and 
measure their efficiency. Workers respond by doing things to maximize their own 
rate, but there is no concern for overall productivity, high quality, low scrap, or 
customer satisfaction. In these areas incentives may have the opposite effect 
desired. 
Incentives also encourage workers to stake out a task or territory and resist 
cross-training or filling in where they will make less incentive pay. One should 
expect resistance to any change that decreases take-home pay. 
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To change a work environment from a focus on individual achievement (and 
competition) to a focus on teamwork arkd cooperation, mariagers must deal with 
the critical issues of wage rates, incentive vouchers, arvj job security. They were 
all central to change process at Site 2. The wage rate question had input from 
400 workers and a policy was jointly formulated. The policy is reviewed annually 
by an involvement committee of 25 workers. 
At the outset of employee involvement, management promised that no 
workers (or foremen) would lose their job because of productivity improvements or 
restructuring. They created an attractive retirement package to voluntarily reduce 
the work force when that was necessary. Incentive payments, however, were not 
recognized as a problem until several years later. 
Vouchers Are a Barrier to Teamwork 
As Karl and some other managers started considering the natural 
progression of employee involvement toward teamwork, they could see that the 
incentive rewards for individual effort was going to be a barrier. A Shop 
Operations Manager told Karl several months before Karl formed his first team, 
"You are never going to have anything in involvement, or what we called 
involvement then, until you do away with vouchers." 
Karl recalls, "We did know that our wage payment practices would not 
allow us to go into natural work teams smoothly. We had different grades. We 
had different rates. You don't build a team when one guy is over here making 
180% and the other guy is making 110% (over base pay) on the same team. So 
that had to be faced up to. We eliminated incentives. 
"When I took over and started to build teams we had yet to start a new 
incentive program. But I knew I could never move until we did. So I got everybody 
that was going onto a team and said, 'O.K., as of this date, you people will no 
longer be on incentive. I'll pay you average earnings. Whatever your average 
earnings are, that's what you'll get-this won't hurt you." If they moved to a new 
program, they carried their average with them. "And that was probably the 
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smartest thing to do because that advanced me about three months." The whole 
shop eliminated vouchers three months later. 
Eliminating Vouchers 
Manager J described how removing vouchers changed the work culture. In 
the old days, "we had vouchers with an incentive system that paid a very small 
bonus for making more than 100%. And all your time was accounted for. I'm 
doing incentive and have to go to a meeting I clock off incentive and on to day 
work. Then I clock back on to incentive. So we had reports of what your 
efficiency was. Daily. And learning curves and all that stuff. We took away 
vouchers." 
At the same time management empowered the team. So now managers 
cannot measure individual efficiency, only team output. It no longer affects an 
individual's pay to move from one job to another, so a worker can afford to cross 
train or give up the loose standard job. This was a big change. Manager J says 
before, "A team member didn't want to move from one line to another, even 
though I told her she had to. She proved to me she was the best person in the 
world at operation number one. 'Nobody could do them as fast as me, and you 
are absolutely crazy to move me off here! That rinky dink job over there, anybody 
can do it.'" 
It Created the Flexibility Needed for Change 
After they took away vouchers there was no reason for her not to learn a 
new job, or even change teams and go to some other area; "That used to be a 
real taboo." This change made the system a lot more flexible. 
"Now I want to eliminate the set-up man; where is he going to go?" If 
someone wants to retire it's okay, but if not then what? "It doesn t make any 
difference, nobody is vouchering, he goes over and does regular labor." 
Even though people might be displaced by change they could move to 
another job. Management would ask for a volunteer (age 55 or older) to accept an 
attractive early retirement package. This allowed set-up men, stockkeepers and 
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others whose jobs were being absorbed by the team to work constructively for 
their own elimination on a particular team. 
There is pressure on management to provide jobs when they are needed. 
We are working hard as hell to make sure we have enough new products to work 
on, and enough natural retirees so we can take people who are displaced by 
natural work team productivity, and have a place for them." 
Success Sharing Plan Distributes Rewards 
Same Goals, Same Rewards. Manager J told me, "That's the other thing, 
we (no longer) have a separate reward system. All these things have come 
together. We have a success sharing program. Everybody shares in it equally. At 
the end of the year if the bonus is $500, I get $500 (as Manager of Shop 
Operations) and Rose, on the assembly line gets $500... We meet the same goals. 
One of the goals, a new one that just opened up this year is productivity." 
(Productivity gains were not previously added to the bonus pool.) 
"We eliminate a job, we all share 15% of that salary. So we don't have 
Advanced Manufacturing Engineers down here forcing equipment changes on the 
hourly work force to satisfy their own cost improvement goal where they get this 
little reward of a lawn mower or some evening out with the wife--as opposed to 
we all share in the savings of the new piece of equipment." 
Team Rewards Are Questioned. There was a push for productivity projects 
in I989 that all together saved $1.2 million. "Teams could propose specific 
projects they were going to work on and there was some monetary rewards 
(promised) to team members. We realized in October of that year, as a result of 
taking all of our facilitators off for a one day advanced training course,... that 
there were some misgivings out there as to giving rewards just to team members 
versus non-team members (as well). The feeling was that we would have a hard 
time separating it because some people supported the teams." 
Rpward Those Supporting Teams. Also. It was suggested that "maybe we 
were heading in a wrong direction. So we wrestled over honoring an initial 
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commitment to give rewards to team members versus taking all the money and 
dumping it in the success sharing pot; that ended up being the final (decision). We 
did a worker survey, but it was inconclusive (about 50-50). So we ended up 
dumping the money in success sharing (for everyone). We learned some lessons 
here about the reward issue. (This decision reduced the bonus to team members 
by about half.) 
I think what it s coming down to is that people here feel more comfortable 
with giving rewards to the total plant. That's kind of what success sharing was 
from the beginning. If the business does well, then everybody shares rather than 
some areas have more opportunities than others. 'Why should they get it, when 
we worked twice as hard as they did? They came by a windfall.'" 
Search for the Right Balance. "We are working with an outside pay 
consultant...developing some rationale on how we should pay in this team 
environment. Our 1990 plan was to transition to natural work teams. We are in 
the process of training. We have gone through the first wave of training our 
foremen and managers. They've got to make some cultural changes. Got to get 
people comfortable with letting teams take on more responsibility. Got to let go. 
Got to change our personal styles." 
With teams picking up more responsibility money is a sensitive issue. Karl 
says, "They say there's pressure; they feel pressure. At the end of the day when 
they have not accomplished all their goals, they feel pressure. I said, 'Thank god.' 
I mean you feel It for a little bit, that's great. I used to feel it for everybody. But 
they question what about the money. 'I am doing all these things.' We are looking 
at wage payment plans that would be conducive to team effort rather than 
Individual. No promises, no real solid direction but a hell of a lot work is going into 
looking at it—that's all I can tell them." 
"There Is still world competition-its tough to get these people (in this rural 
area) concerning themselves with world markets...If we start giving it all back 
what are we gaining? Nothing. Just a different road to defeat. Maybe (workers 
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and managers are both) responsible to make their place of business capable of 
paying them more money...(I think) pride is instrumental." 
Cooperative Effort and Pride of Ownership 
Foremen Get Support 
Foremen were in a pivotal position as changes were introduced. "We had 
some concern (they would feel threatened), and I think some foremen did, but as 
they got into it and recognized the value of it and through constant reassurance 
and being part of the process for three years they realized, 1) that they weren't 
going to be eliminated, and 2) this could help them solve a lot of problems they'd 
been fighting for many years. 
Solve a Problem Once. "A number of them commented later that one thing 
they learned was when they solved a problem with this process, it was never a 
problem again. They could remember solving a problem every two years--the same 
problem. Engineers from Manufacturing Engineering would come down and say, 
'OK guys, here's the right way to do it, and walk away. And it would deteriorate. 
New people would come in and they wouldn't be trained properly, and they would 
end up with the same problem two years later." But (the foremen) recognized with 
this process, they had advocates in the area, if new people came in the area and 
didn't do it the right way (consistent with the group solution) they were taught 
how to do it properly." 
Team Does Its Own Layout Design. One of the teams under manager L 
"got together and did a complete line design change for better flow. They argued 
and fought about it. Finally they came to a consensus. They came in on a 
Saturday and with plant facilities (people) they moved everything around. And you 
look In their area now there's never anything on their conveyors. Everything just 
rolls right through. Nothing ever sits there." 
Karl observed, "This is ownership. We never got called in once because of 
a screw up In the layout-they made the corrections themselves. And we said 
sure; we did not impose ourselves, because we were not afraid to give that 
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away." The old way was to have it designed by Manufacturing Engineers without 
talking to the workers, then the workers would find all kinds of fault with it. 
"They forgot this; they forgot that. Here we didn't forget anything because they 
did it." 
Support for Fgrerrien. Foreman evaluation "is more of a work planning 
format where the manager sits down with the foreman or any exempt person and 
outlines what the goals are for the upcoming year. The employee signs up for 
those goals and then, a year later they are measured on how they did against 
them. Employee involvement became one of the measurement factors, and one of 
the work planning (areas). Together they agree on what the goals should be in 
each area." 
"The other thing we did to help us get a measure of which foremen were 
doing well and which ones were struggling with it, we had a users group where 
all the foremen get together about once a quarter and they would share the good 
and bad of the teams they were running, and we would try and advise them on 
where they were going wrong. 
"We took the stronger foremen and had them work with the weaker 
foremen. We were looking for what they had in needs and tried to help them in 
any way we could. From that we recognized the need for a refresher course. We 
(also) recognized they were limited because they didn't have the funds they 
needed to implement some of the stuff their teams wanted--so we solved that. 
We worked our way right through that." 
"We did reduce the number of foremen we have, but not by firing anybody. 
We did it with a nice retirement package, and that was done consistently--they 
had a safe landing." 
Support for Leadership 
All the managers took the Myers-Briggs test and talked about how their 
different personalities affect their leadership style. Foreman L said, "Now we know 
why we think the way we do." Karl agreed. "That's why all of our managers are 
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becoming a better team. Not the best yet, but a hell of a lot better than we were 
two years ago." Karl and his foreman are very different types. "We complement 
each other and we know it. We play the roles. We found It fun. We found it 
successful." 
Foremen have been included and supported and reassured about their own 
job security so their fear and worry about organizational change would not get 
projected on those they supervised. They, in turn, were able to coach and support 
the worker team leaders more effectively. 
Foreman L encouraged teams to come up with their own agenda, "At these 
team meetings I just sit there. I'm just part of the team; the leader runs the 
meeting." He wants them to meet on the floor without him when they had 
problems and then bring the solution or request to him. 
The Team Focus. Karl said they have simplified what they were trying to 
do. "I stopped worrying about quality at the stations. I worried about quality as 
perceived by the customer. And by worrying about that, and working backwards, 
we got everything else. This was more conducive to doing the right things (than 
checking at each incremental step). 
"My thought at the time was I want the goal to be at the end, and I want 
it to actually serve the customer. Here's what I think of a customer, having been 
one, buying automobiles or whatever; I want quality to be the first consideration 
and promises (delivery time, etc.) next, and price, cost, really an outcome of how 
well we do here. You don't do good work on quality and promises without really 
doing good work on cost. But if you try to make cost good, you sometimes give 
away quality and promises. That's learned over years of experience." 
"The other thing we used to talk about was manufacturing losses (scrap 
and so on)." They have stopped measuring that and also stopped worrying about 
a perfectly balanced line. Just make sure the people are there when they are 
needed, and that they do the job right. "We now measure ourselves on a single 
measure of consequence. How many heads does it take to produce this rate? 
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Head count. How do you get those people working together to achieve that goal?" 
Team Leadership Is Regularly Rotated 
Team leadership is rotated so everyone who wants to be the leader can, 
but when leadership is changed it is done very gently. "At the end of the three 
months when we develop a new leader, we don't throw the old leader 
immediately away. He becomes a director. He sits at the right hand of the new 
leader, and gets let down easy. If you let him down too fast, you lose him. 
You've got to put him back in the water very slowly." When they are displaced as 
director it's a short time until they are a leader again. 
Teaming Solves a Lot of Problems 
Focus on the Business Process. The Manager of Manufacturing said, "When 
you work on teaming, you tend to focus on the business process. When you work 
on the business process and attend to it you take out non-value-added activities. 
You streamline the business process, which is so much different than doing a 
project to reduce cost." 
There is a longer time horizon, "You just keep evolving into (cost savings) 
when you keep focused on business process. You don't really worry about where 
the manufacturing and the engineering functional line is. You get over that hurdle 
and you don't really worry about where your suppliers line begins and ends 
because what you are trying to do is (get) total efficiency. Some groups will 
negotiate, but generally it is an easy negotiation because both parties win." 
A Manufacturing Engineer now reports to Karl providing technical support. 
"He reports to me and he brought his people with him. We re-defined their task 
and roles. They are no longer auditors who come in and throw a pink slip or reject 
sheet on my desk...now they've got to come in with a couple of suggestions on 
how we can... solve the problem. That's a (big) difference. 
Tpam Measures Improve. Non-Team Measures Weaken. In the past year the 
teams have really improved. Karl uses a ratio of "operational labor. Labor which 1 
get a credit for every time I put a unit in the box." This is compared to 
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manufacturing expense, the cost over and above this good labor. I developed a 
ratio for each of my components." A year ago team areas were running at a ratio 
of 1.94 expense versus 'good labor' while the non-team areas had a ratio of 2.00, 
but in the past year (after natural work teams were implemented) teams have cut 
the ratio to 1.37 while the ratio for non-teams went up to 2.49. 
Teams went through the change of going off voucher incentive in a positive 
direction, but non-team workers (whether they realized it or not) slacked off. 
Karl's response to this is characteristic, "The thing to do is to get these (non¬ 
team) people actively involved in teams. Don't go threatening them. Get the 
teams, the rest will come." 
In a ten month period the teams have reduced inventories and in-process 
inventories one half and they have shrunk cycle time, "from the time they show 
up on the (computer) screen until the day they are required, we've taken out two 
days with one exception (a day out). We did all that with one foreman out with 
cancer (leaving one for the whole the unit)" 
Cooperative Effort Yields Other Rewards 
In the past couple of years changes in shift times illustrate how good 
communication, employee involvement and a cooperative spirit creates a win/win 
environment. 
Management Wanted a Shift Change. The Manager of Shop Operations, 
Manager J, worked with one of his Unit Managers to change the starting and 
ending times of two shifts with the added expectation of making them equally 
balanced. The time changes required the morning shift to come in at 6 am instead 
of 7 am and the night shift to end at 12:30 am instead of 11:30 pm-inconvenient 
changes from a worker's perspective. 
The two managers started out meeting with both shifts twice a week to 
discuss reasons for the proposal and any comments people felt were relevant. 
They continued this for several weeks eventually only meeting once a week per 
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shift. When workers finally understood why it was important, they agreed to do it. 
This process gave Manager J a lot of confidence in employee involvement. 
Employees Wanted a Shift Change. Some time later, after natural work 
teams had begun to prove themselves, employees approached management with a 
similar request. A natural work team wanted to change the hours of its shift. In 
this case, also coming in an hour earlier at 6am. Manager J reflects, "You got kind 
of a shocker here. We've been one of those companies where you can't do that 
for the first floor, what is the second floor going to think? 'How can you let them 
change their shift, but we can't change our shift?'" Some areas have 3 shifts and 
can't change. 
"You get guys coming in at 6 in the morning and my supervision doesn't 
always show up at 6. There have been times you come in for Saturday overtime 
and find guys goofing off-your natural thought is they can only work when the 
foremen are here. So we struggled with that for a time." 
Establishing Criteria. "We finally came up with, 'Hey, this is a natural work 
team. Okay, if you've got a good solid natural work team that can meet this 
criteria: they are a well-defined team, they have made acceptable progress, they 
are meeting their goals, and they are committing to us that these goals will not 
slip even though they change their shift. 
"We came up with this criteria; we now have four or five teams on special 
shifts. That option is open to other groups too-if they meet the criteria...And 
here's a reward that doesn't cost us anything. It hasn't cost us a penny, and they 
are happy." Win/win. 
Conflict and Risk 
Change implies risk. If a whole organizational culture is in transition the risk 
can feel immense. One's niche, support system, and protective walls are all 
threatened. 
Change may be Initiated to accomplish certain objectives with very little 
thought or understanding of its long range Impact on individuals or the 
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organizational culture. At this site General Manager 1 asked for employee 
involvement for six weeks and a wage adjustment that would impact primarily the 
least senior hourly workers. 
The quality and energy of the employee response created a momentum that 
eventually changed the organizational culture. Everyone, at all levels, has been or 
will be affected. The changes embrace a new way of dealing with risk and conflict 
and this goes to the heart of a more open management system. 
In-Deoth Leadership Training 
All Managers Off-Site 
The five off-site training sessions (35 hrs.) over a three month period, were 
designed and led by an outside consultant. Participants (30 foreman, 12 
managers) were divided into three groups with the Manager of Manufacturing 
rotating through each one. 
The management development training included theory and practical 
application of group development, teamwork, motivation, conflict, power, self¬ 
disclosure, feedback. Involvement and ownership, etc. Two instruments were 
singled out by those who were interviewed as being particularly helpful-the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Briggs (1962), and the "Leadership Practices 
Inventory" by Kouzes and Posner (1988). 
These two Instruments Involved self learning, self disclosure, giving 
feedback, and receiving feedback. 
Taking the Risk of Openness 
Managers had reservations about all of this. One manager said, "I 
questioned the consultant-can people own up to their shortcomings in front of 
Manager G? In front of their boss's, boss's, boss? It worked." 
The consultant was very skilled in creating a safe environment and in 
facilitating the process. There was one session where managers and foremen were 
In separate groups, but in spite of that the risk felt immense to some of the 
managers. This type of intervention generates some Intense feelings, and some of 
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the best work happens when the emotion is allowed to surface. That happened in 
this training, in some cases, and there was significant inner change. 
The Leadership Practices Inventory was filled out by each manager and by 
10 others, some were people who worked for them and some were peers. The 
consultant then fed back to each manager the differences between their own and 
other people's views of how they managed. "Then you have to get up in front of 
your peers and tell them the difference. Some people were really bothered. One 
manager said, 'I didn't know I was this way. I didn't know people thought of me 
that way.' He always thought he was a people person, and his peers and the 
people who work for him said, 'No you're not.' It was disturbing. 
"We all did it. And then you get up there and you are done telling them the 
difference, you took criticism, because we don't get criticism most of the time, 
not from our peers." 
A manager said, "The only regret I had, I have taken a lot of (training) in 
my 35 years of work, but that was something I wish I had when I was younger. (I 
wish) a lot of us had, because it would have helped us understand how we were 
moving." This experience with the group was very helpful, individuals got a better 
understanding of themselves and, "You understand everybody else...No deep dark 
secrets." 
A Top Manager Participates 
The participation of the Manager of Manufacturing, Manager G, gave a very 
clear message that the old facade is gone, holding back information, putting up a 
front, protecting yourself isn't the way its being done now. A foreman said, 
"Everyone had the same training all the way up to Manager G. He stood up in 
front of the group and got criticized by us." 
The impact of such an experience varies with each individual, but the group 
of managers moved to new levels of understanding about leadership and human 
interaction and at least for some, to a deeper commitment to a more open style of 
management. 
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Encouraging Risk Taking 
Be a Risk Taker Yourself. Manager G sees himself as willing to take risks 
and he encourages others. "You have to let them make mistakes. You have to 
encourage them to make mistakes. Quite frankly you have a lot of good people 
that are good people because they never made a mistake. And its really, really 
hard for them to make mistakes. Its very difficult to do anything that is even in 
the gray zone, because that was not success in the past." 
Avoiding mistakes, avoiding even approaching the gray zone (where one 
might make one) is a formidable barrier to change and to entrepreneurial effort. 
Manager G is aware that people feel some stress. He understands that the 
emphasis on teams changes the whole dynamics of the organization. 
Acknowledge the Stress. Manager G observes the discomfort. "Its 
absolutely terrible. (Managers) feel lousy. They feel like throwing up and they have 
no idea why. 
"You talk to them, 'Do you like it better this way or did you like when you 
were told what to do.?' 'No, no, I don't want to do that. I like this better, but 
gees, I feel terrible. I don't know why. 1 just feel terrible.' That kind of stuff. It's 
disorientation. What you have to do is just sort of hold it together as people get 
through it. And people go through it at different rates. 
"It's obvious from where I sit that some of the younger people that haven't 
developed these (buddy system) relationships have less to lose... they're much 
more willing to let go, more ready to jump onto this new way." 
It's Harder ffn Some Managers. "Some of the guys that really have (had) 
their whole life (here, can't understand),'! have to earn? I am a manager. I don't 
have to earn the right to be a leader. Come on. Get off this shit. I don't want to 
talk about it. I'll do it this (old) way. I'll have my people do that, but I'll control 
them." 
"You have to be somewhat relentless and you have to show them there's 
no alternative. You have to celebrate the successes of the ones that make it. And 
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show the remarkable gains, the incredible gains, that are available with this kind 
of stuff. Eventually they turn around and do it or they give up and go do 
something else. It comes to that... leave the company, retire early, or work in 
finance or something like that. Like being married to a woman you don't love. You 
can do It for a long time, but you don't like it." 
In the "Confusion Zone" 
Bill Bridges, a consultant on organizational transition had explained to some 
managers that to change from A to B you have to first go through C which stands 
for confusion. It's the only way you can get there. 
Karl talks to his teams about that using his own experience to illustrate the 
point. "I'm heading over the hill into town and my mother lived on the right hand 
side just as you go up the hill. I said, 'I was putting on the brakes to go in and 
have coffee with my mother. And I knew damn well I buried her last Monday. But 
here I still was in the C Zone. I had not totally given into the facts, as they are 
now. That's just life. 
"They (my workers) are human; I'm human. That's what we've got to talk 
about. That's the way you've got to talk to them. You can't go in there and, 'this 
is the way, that is the way.' Bullshit. You're going to sense frustration. You are 
going to sense confusion. That's okay. But look to us (manager and foreman). We 
are going to help you come out of that. We're the coaches." 
Managers Must Risk Stumbling in Order to Change 
What You Need 
A manager reflected on what is needed for an open, constantly improving, 
organization. "You need people who are flexible, who don't resist change, who 
aren't afraid of stumbling once or twice. I'm not talking flat on your face, just a 
little trip. These guys who never make a mistake, I don't want anything to do with 
them. And we had those kind of managers. They would never move ahead unless 
they had somebody to lay it back on. It was 'our successes', or 'my success' and 
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'your failure.' And inherently that (attitude) got put into people because that's the 
way we measured success." 
A Manager Can Stumble and Recover 
The Freedom to Risk. Karl said, "Work is not work for me. It's an 
opportunity to do things that are different and new. I love that....The days whiz 
by. And I'm with managers who are 32, 35, 38 years old. 'Where the hell do you 
get all this bounce? Why you? Why not me?' Because you are afraid of falling on 
your ass. You don't want to fail. I don't care. There's a certain amount of 
freedom. 
"I don't want to fail either. But there is a looseness about being 59 with 36 
years of service compared to being 38 with 10 years. Go ahead, screw up twice 
and you are not in our plans. And I haven't been in anybody's grand plan... 
"Whenever I get a call I go have an hour talk with my peers and my 
younger friends, telling them what to watch out for...I'm telling a few, you've got 
to take a risk. You've got to put it out there on the table. And you've got to put 
the effort behind it. 
"I used to work 15-18 hours a day. I work an 8 hour day today. I work 5 
days a week...I can get it done in that time. And I see kids out there spinning 
their wheels spending 10 hours (a day) doing nothing. I doesn't count for 
anything." 
When There Is Conflict Address It Directly. Manager J told me of a 
situation where one of his unit managers had taken a risk, stepping into an extra 
job and trying to move a team to another level. The other day Manager J was 
stopped on the floor by a line worker and asked, "What do we do when a 
foreman is taking over our team?" He later explained to me, "The particular 
individual happens to be one of my unit managers, but I lost a foreman to a 
promotion so, rather than replace him with a full-time foreman, this unit manager 
wanted to have experience working with the team and still continue his 
supervisory job (of salaried workers). 
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This team was fine-tuned by the foreman who got promoted—one of the 
reasons he got promoted. So here comes (the manager/foreman), he's going to 
bring this team to its next level. Well, he's pushing too much. They came to me 
and they said. He is running the meeting. I'm the leader and I don't even run the 
meeting. He's in there saying next, next, next. He's introducing stuff faster than 
we can take it.' He wants fast cycle. (The team) had just come up with the 
project; 'why don't we box our own stuff.' They hadn't even gotten that 
complete, but he's got three other projects for them. They are coming apart." 
"They come to me and they say, 'What are we going to do about it.' I 
threw it back at them. 'What do you want to do about it? Do you want me to go 
tell him to back off or do you want to try first?' Do you want to sit down with 
him and explain to him what you feel is your perception of what he's doing? And 
they said, 'Let's do it that way. We'll do it that way. If its still coming apart, then 
we will come back to you later. So that's what they are doing. I'm anxious to see 
how it comes about." 
The Team Takes Initiative. The same issue came up in conversation with 
another manager later that day. She reflected that, "Yes, he can be directive but 
he has been very, very, successful in letting go. He can come on strong but then 
recognizes it very quickly. He came to me the other day and said he had this 
concept to do such and such with his team. 
"I said, 'Gee, I recognize that's probably where we want to get to down 
the road, but I think there are some interim steps, some things that we could learn 
if we took those interim steps rather than not.' 'No, no we are going to go-l can 
see so clearly; we are going to do it.' 
"I was at a meeting with him today and he jotted a note to me that said, 
"You were right. Team is not comfortable with the direction I was taking and 
they've pretty much told me that they have accepted responsibility for making 
those kind of decisions within their area." 
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She went on to say how successful the manager/foreman has been in his 
(administrative) area of responsibility where he had no trouble letting go. "He can 
steam roll you, and maybe that's his natural instinct, but I think he can work very 
well-but occasionally has to be pulled back. And if he recognizes that he is the 
source (of the problem), he is very adaptive at backing off quickly and repairing 
any damage." 
Dealing with Conflict on Teams 
Discuss It with the Person Who Made You Angry 
Karl commented on the mix of people that work on the floor. "You come 
here to work, no one said you have to be in love with the guy next to you--even 
like the guy. But you are going to have to work with him...This is work. If there is 
a misunderstanding then you've got to speak to him. Say, 'I don't like your 
attitude. And I just want you to know that. I think you can be a little bit more 
reasonable.' See, you can have those kinds of conversations. You should have 
those kinds of conversations. Don't keep it suppressed. Have those kind of open 
discussions." There are going to be some personal issues in the teams. 
Teams Can Handle Problems Directly 
Foreman L likes the new form of management a lot better than the old way 
but, "Sometimes it's a lot more pressure, because you've got personality 
conflicts...They've always been there, always will be there... Before you'd deal 
with them one on one. Now you deal (with them) as a team. You try to let the 
teams handle them. Doesn't always work-then I have to go in and do it the old 
way. 
Any kind of conflict can go back to the team to work out directly. "You get 
the team together and say, okay, guys what do you think? And I explain to the 
teams, you may not always agree on everything , but...if the group says we are 
going to do it this way, even if you think its wrong, let's go with the group. 
"Say a person isn't pulling his weight (for example). What we do (on the 
line) is report starts and, report matchpoint, which is half way down the line 
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where everything comes together before the next step. The person that was at 
matchpoint wasn't pulling his weight. So we asked him to report on that part of 
the business every week. He volunteered for it. 
"So a couple of weeks in a row, he could not explain why we were not 
making rate there. He was using excuses like parts shortages--all kinds of 
excuses, but the team knew. And that's all it took. After that he fell right in. 
Every week he was making his rate. The old way, I would have brought him in the 
office and kicked the shit out of him and said, 'You've got to start making your 
rate.' So it was handled differently." 
Conflict Is Natural, It Isn't Bad 
"We had similar problems on other teams. Two guys, packer and a tester, 
working together 10-12 years, good buddies. Go out together. One of them went 
on vacation for a week. That week the team decided to cut out overtime. They 
decided we didn't need the overtime any more. 
"So the guy came back from vacation and we told him, no more overtime. 
He blamed it on the team-that the team waited for him to go on vacation before 
they did this, and him and his buddy weren't talking any more. Really, complete 
enemies. We brought them up, had a special meeting in the morning. 
"Karl got them together and talked about ABC transition. What we call C is 
confusion. It's like when you move from an old house to a new house. You are in 
your new house, but you are not comfortable. Things are different. We've all been 
there. So we are telling him to understand this. It's not that you don't like each 
other. You are confused, and striking out. 
”1 told him, the person I fight with most, I sieep with every night. So what 
the hell, it's not the end of the worid. My wife and I have friendly and unfriendly 
discussions, but I still love her. You don't stop liking somebody. You just have 
that conflict." 
Open conflict is based on trust. If there is trust, differences can be 
discussed, issues can get resolved. Not dealing with it saps a lot of energy and 
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poisons the environment. An open system and effective teams depend on the 
willingness and the skills to deal with conflict. 
Summary of Management Characteristics at Site 2 
Trust and Leadership 
Management encouraged trust by embracing employee involvement, sharing 
sensitive financial data, and by using a broad-based consensus process to resolve 
a difficult wage question. 
Enthusiastic, responsible worker participation led to on-going employee 
involvement committees which were coached by well-trained foremen. Over a five 
year period the plant moved from a culture of control to one encouraging and 
supporting worker-led teams. 
General Manager 1 initiated all of this although he was, himself, a very 
authoritarian manager. Manager of Manufacturing 1 was also authoritarian, but he 
gave strong backing to employee involvement, and took the first steps toward fast 
cycle. 
Manager G replaced Manager of Manufacturing 1 just as fast cycle training 
began. Manager G had not been part of the employee involvement experience, but 
as a manager who preferred a more open-ended management style he was 
attracted to it, and willing to risk it. 
Manager H had an interactive management style (and personality) and 
facilitated a complex employee involvement wage committee of nearly 400 
workers. He saw how effective employee involvement could be and how 
meaningful it was to the workers. He cautioned top management to go slow, 
believing it would make long term success more likely, especially if a top manager 
was to be transferred. That is just what happened. 
Manager J was one of the very toughest autocratic managers, but he 
became a convert to El management. In retrospect it looks like he was abie to 
prepare for the change over a period of years and make the actual transition in 
about three months. 
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Karl was a change leader. He took it on himself to eliminate vouchers when 
he realized they were detrimental to effective teamwork, the organization followed 
his lead three months later. He has always had a people-centered management 
style. Now that El management is "in vogue," he is a trailblazer working with self 
directed work teams and fast cycle. 
Foreman L always disliked authoritarian control and administering 
punishment-"! had trouble with that." He is an effective coach and facilitator, and 
overseeing 150 workers made it imperative that he encourage team leadership and 
team autonomy. 
Expertise. Communication. Decision Making 
Trainings and being on employee involvement teams over the past five 
years had grounded workers with leadership and group skills. Many of them were 
ready for the more comprehensive approach of fast cycle and natural work teams. 
Workers evolve. Those who had very autocratic set-up men are still 
learning how to assume responsibility, but workers with less autocratic set-up men 
were able to form effective teams with ease. 
Communication is intensified by Manager G when he pushes business 
information down, through Manager J to Karl who gets it to the teams. It is the 
most effective communication network (top down) that Manager J has ever seen. 
There is also effective bottom-up communication when teams need help or 
support-especially in conflict resolution. 
Systemic Change. Process and Results 
This organizational culture was changed step by step over a four year 
period. Amazingly, the movement toward more employee involvement did not 
falter when two top manager-sponsors were transferred. The organization 
continues to change as it moves toward full implementation of natural work teams 
and open management. 
The steady progress and impressive resuits of empioyee involvement made 
it logical for the new managers, General Manager 2 and Manager G (Manager of 
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Manufacturing) to build on what was in process rather than ignore it, or try to 
alter the course. Organizational culture evolved over the years responding to 
managerial change and new vision at the top, but it never retrenched. 
This was an organic process with its own integrity. The transition was 
steady, incremental and robust. At each step there were defined limits and clear 
direction. A Steering Committee (of managers) oversaw the process. It monitored 
progress, offered support to foremen, and arranged for training when it was 
needed. As the transition moved toward natural work teams, a process for 
chartering teams clearly defined their responsibilities, authority, structure and 
rewards. 
Site 2 seems to confirm the Theory Y hypothesis that workers will do well 
if they understand and believe in organizational objectives. Workers and foremen 
both adapted. Resistance, when it appeared was generally against change per se 
(the interruption of what people were accustomed to), not its goals or objectives. 
The steady pace and consistency of the change process over a five year 
period helped build trust, and the emphasis from the beginning was producing 
what today's customer needed rather than what management wanted. 
Teamwork. Cooperation and Achievement 
Wages, incentives and job security have a critical impact on teamwork and 
cooperation. Creating a success sharing plan (the first year) and eliminating the 
voucher system when natural work teams were created were key factors In 
employee responsiveness. 
Elimination of vouchers made the whole system more flexible and really 
changed the organizational culture. Adding productivity to the Success Sharing 
Pool this year makes that more meaningful and significant. 
A decision was made to share success proceeds evenly with all employees 
at all levels, not just the teams. Supporting functions were necessary for the 
teams to achieve the results: sharing rewards acknowledges the interdependent, 
cooperative nature of the achievement. 
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However, there is additional stress on team members, and there is a study 
to determine what changes in compensation are appropriate and equitable. 
Problems solved with employee involvement stay solved in contrast to the 
old system. There Is a pride of ownership as employees take on even very 
complex tasks (like layout redesign) that were formerly handled by engineers. 
Foremen are supported in many ways and their self confidence, and 
understanding of El management enables them to effectively support team leaders. 
The volunteer team leader rotates every three months; the reporter rotates 
monthly. This sharing of power encourages participation and leadership 
development. 
Shift changes to please management, and more recently to please workers 
are a good indication of the cooperative spirit that creates win/win situations. 
Conflict and Risk 
Change implies risk and lots of change can cause inner and outer turmoil. 
Changes at this site have been paced appropriately with a broad-based 
understanding of why change was necessary. 
Manager G's participation in the extensive development training for 
managers over a three month period (summer of 1990) was a full endorsement for 
El management; It modeled openness and taking a personal risk. 
Two instruments, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Leadership 
Practice Inventory were Important In helping managers understand themselves and 
each other, and differences in individual personality and style. These instruments 
were used in several feedback exercises and in a process that gave managers an 
opportunity to open themselves to real change. 
Managers change in different ways and at different rates, but if the change 
is significant everyone has to go through the "confusion zone." Understanding this 
made It easier for both managers and workers to deal with the experience. 
Managers have to risk stumbling If they are to learn to be effective in the 
new system. Karl, because of his situation and experience, felt "loose" as he 
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started natural work teams and that gave him the freedom to risk innovation. 
Other managers are still learning that the system wants managers to take a 
risk, and to address differences and conflict more openly. There were excellent 
examples of teams resolving conflict--with another team member and with an 
overbearing manager. 
Overview 
This site has made impressive progress in transforming an autocratic, 
paternalistic environment into a more trusting, more open, mutually responsible 
work system. The fact that there were two changes in upper management 
(General Manager, Manager of Manufacturing) during the process is noteworthy. 
It is a plant with loyal workers and committed managers who have worked 
hard, and accomplished a lot together. 
Antecedents for Change in the Managers at Site 2 
Manager G 
Work Experience 
While in college Manager G was a union worker in a steel mill. "Day in and 
day out you could see there was a better way to do stuff when you worked as a 
union member." He "cut some deals" and produced above the rate In those 
summer jobs. 
He came to this company from college and worked in 8 or 9 different 
businesses in the corporation in the first ten years. There were "status-quo 
barriers that get in the way." So, when he finally got to a managerial position, he 
did things differently. Manager G came to this site in 1979, and worked in several 
different jobs over the years. He was working on a new product with the design 
engineers when he was asked to go to Chile for a short tour "to stabilize things a 
bit." He had not expected to come back to this site and was surprised when a 
position opened up. 
"I have worked ffir most of my staff at one time, and wjih all of them. 
Now my role changes and I have to be sensitive to the reversal. We've had 
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disagrooments (in the past), but when I came back, we discarded as much 
baggage as possible. It's worked pretty well. 
"The big advantage is, you know the business...who put the pipes in the 
men's room, that kind of thing. It's tough (for anyone) to throw a hit on you." 
He knows the business well, and is comfortable with his grasp of the 
technology. Coming back to this plant from a year and a half overseas may have 
been just right for healing old differences and making it easier for others to accept 
his good fortune. 
Management Philosophy 
His management philosophy "is not a granite-etched model that doesn't 
change." It has to be adaptable. He is drawn to teaming, consensus decision 
making and empowerment. He likes considerable freedom from his superior, so he 
tries to give that to those under him. 
"In some ways, that's been how I've worked with my groups for a very 
long time-and generally been very successful with it... In the old days...knowing 
even less about interpersonal stresses and group dynamics, you had a lot of 
confused people working for you, but they liked working that way. After about six 
months, everybody always got used to you, and things went along real well. 
"I was odd man out In the old days. I was a bit of a rebel... people 
probably view me as a more calm, steadying influence now... I have the same 
impatience; it's just that you had to make more noise to make the elephant turn 
where I was (back then)." 
"(Now I am) two or three levels from where the actual empowering has to 
occur, you have to formalize things a little more In your mind, and put some 
boundaries on it." 
He believes extra responsibility goes with this; "You have to own 
responsibility of accomplishing business goals with (those you empower). In fact, 
you are even more responsible because you are typically reporting to a more 
traditional way of doing business and you are letting these guys go out and do 
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their thing and people up (above) don't really understand what is going on down 
here. You are sort of in the middle so you have to deliver." 
Interestingly, he notes the most autocratic he has ever been was on his last 
assignment in Chile. The culture and situation demanded it, and in retrospect, he 
thinks he may not have been autocratic enough. So it was a big shift when he 
returned to a plant that had done watershed work with employee involvement in 
his absence. 
He sees himself as a risk taker, going to Chile is evidence of that-leaving a 
familiar support network and going to a totally new work culture. He wants to 
encourage his subordinates to be risk takers-even if it means they trip up now 
and then. 
He doesn't like gamesmanship and feels this division is pretty good on that 
score; "gamesmanship diminishes rapidly when you simply stop encouraging it and 
rewarding it." 
Mentors 
Manager G worked for a number of people whom he respected, but more 
for aspects of their leadership or work, not mentors, really. "If you end up cloning 
yourself to somebody, you can't test your true instincts real time." 
"I learned a lot about interpersonal skills, teaming skills...this letting go and 
empowerment stuff from a guy I worked for in North Carolina. He was the Shop 
Manager-ran the whole shop. I worked for him-had part of the shop. First time I 
ever managed a lot of people. 
"Everybody that worked for him was very autocratic, tough, big guys and 
bulls, and he was sort of soft and laid-back, and slippery. He could do stuff. He 
was clever enough that he could pull strings. That's how he got by. It was a 
game for him-he enjoyed it. You could see how we would play against the 
autocrats. They would win maybe 40% of the matches and he'd win 60%. So, 1 
learned a lot in that game. He learned by practicing." 
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Part of this letting go stuff is you don't have that real close-coupled, 
minute control...you have to be able to judge If the guy is in trouble, bullshitting 
you, or whatever is going on. Because if he's lying to you, if he's playing some 
game, you have to stop It." 
You have to know the difference because, "if that's happening, you'll 
probably be the last to know. The first people to know will be the people who 
work with him, and that's a cancer that has to go away. You have to deal with it 
quickly and fairly. And if that doesn't work, brutally. You can't have that contrary 
behavior and gamesmanship in your organization." 
"You run a lot on intuition in this kind of (open) environment... You have to 
look at results and use intuitions to see if the people are going in the right 
direction. That's all you really need-smart people, well motivated, going in the 
same direction. If you can assure that, then you'll be successful. Much more 
successful than the classical approach in my view." 
Personal Characteristics and Values 
"You have to not be hiding anything-probably (that's) the biggest thing. 
You have to be very open and vulnerable. If you start getting into side games and 
hidden agendas, and you use people...most times you will not be successful. 
"I think honesty and openness is really important. Fairness to people. Not 
necessarily loved by people, although people will tend to like you if you are fair 
and honest and open with them. But just squeaky clean, honest, fair. 
"I think part of my value system is to be very clear in macro objectives 
rather than specific directions. There is a distinction in doing things right and 
doing right things...Set very high goals...Most businesses, world wide, will not 
survive if they stay the same for the next five years." 
Summary of Manager G 
Manager G is convinced that the business will do better with El 
management and self-directed work teams with fully integrated support services. 
There is no question about his vision or commitment to it. 
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His management philosophy and values support this form and his full 
participation in the management training indicate his desire to learn It, use it, and 
encourage others to do it. This is not to say that he is proficient at it, or that his 
"theories-in-use" do, or do not match his "espoused values," but the commitment 
is there. 
The data suggest that Manager G learned how to give subordinates a little 
more freedom than was common In the prevailing autocratic environment and still 
produce results that impressed his superiors. His early experiences as a union 
worker and young engineer motivated him to find a better way, and to try and 
change things when he had the chance. 
The self confidence and willingness to take a risk, evident when he was 
still in college (breaking rate as a union worker), his belief that there was a better 
way to manage, and his desire, "to test your true instincts," seem to be the 
foundation of a unique, personal management style. The example of his boss 
achieving success because he was clever rather than tough, encouraged and 
helped its development. 
His willingness to risk allowed him more recently to take a challenging job 
in South America on very short notice, adapt to a notably autocratic organizational 
culture there, and adapt again on his return to a once-familiar culture in transition 
to a more open style of management. 
This data suggest that Manager G is self-confident and adaptable. Other 
data (eg. sharing information and giving up direct control, confidence in his 
intuition, his participation in three different training groups) support that 
conclusion. 
Manager H 
FHiication and Work Experience 
Manager H has been with the company 28 years, entering the coop 
engineering program from high school. This allowed him to put himself through 
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college In six years, become journeyman tool and die maker, and start full time 
work as a foreman when he completed his engineering degree. 
After a year and half as a foreman he got a promotion to another operation 
and, "during that time I really became interested In the people as opposed to just 
getting the product out and some of the more technical things...! got to the point 
where meeting the measurements (goals) was easy to do... So I turned my 
attention to the people and developed my own appraisal system for them and 
spent a lot of time trying to develop their skills." 
He was asked, because of this, to go to Personnel. He agreed, but with a 
promise that in 2-3 years he would come back to manufacturing. He developed a 
number of practices, including affirmative action, job posting and upgrading, and 
did all of the hiring; he also completed a Masters Degree in Business 
Administration. 
Then he became Senior Manufacturing Engineer, later Unit Manager, and 
then was promoted to Shop Operations Manager. There were significant changes 
in the technology of manufacturing which challenged everyone for about 3 years. 
He is now Manager of Quality Assurance and Advanced Programs. 
Personal Characteristics and Values 
Manager H is soft-spoken, his demeanor is friendly; he doesn't quite fit the 
tough-guy image that is supposed to be the way it was done when he came up 
through the ranks. 
"I think my basic management style (was) that I tended to let my 
subordinates do a lot of their own thinking and acting." He said he was not a 
shop manager during the transition to employee involvement so it was very easy 
for him. 
His biggest challenge was the wage team, "Not because I am relinquishing 
any powers as a manager, but because it gets pretty hectic, and if you get a 
militant person on the team who isn't very rational or logical, its pretty difficult to 
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argue with them and convince them in front of 25 others that...they don't know 
what they are talking about. 
"(Wage) team members go back to their station and their co-workers are 
saying, 'Well you better recommend a 10% raise this year (even though the data 
says its 4 or 5%).' So there's a lot of that discussion that goes on. It's somewhat 
rewarding to see people who have the self conviction to say, 'Hey, that's not 
supported by any data and that's not logical.'" 
Manager H has always believed in involvement of some form. "When my 
manager set a goal, before I committed to the goal, I tried to get my people 
together and discuss it with them and make sure they understood." That is a 
process "I developed way back when I was a foreman and it was out of lack of 
something to do because my area was running so smoothly...! just developed (this 
style) on my own. I began bringing two or three people into my office and 
say...we need these out a little more quickly-have you got any ideas on how we 
can do that?" 
"In every management job I've have. I've tried to empower people...so I 
was somewhat comfortable with it." When the company made its first big effort 
with employee Involvement (1985), "I didn't want this thing to be just another 
flash-in-the-pan program... I wanted to make sure we did it correctly, and we 
didn't do it too quickly. So I somewhat advised and guided the Manager of 
Manufacturing-the driver of this thing-that we needed to move slowly." 
Summary of Manager H 
Manager H is both a people person and a good engineer, and his current 
responsibilities utilize both skills. He developed a personal, interactive style of 
management that was atypical of the 'tough’ authoritarian shop culture he was 
in, but his achievements were recognized and rewarded. He was willing to go into 
Personnel on condition that he come back to manufacturing, and has continued to 
make steady career progress-all of it at this plant. He must know its products, 
processes and people as well as anyone there-a good base for self confidence. 
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Manager H was a key player In the transition to employee involvement. His 
facilitation skills empowered and gave effective direction to a wage team of 400 
workers that could have been a disaster in other circumstances. His subsequent 
advice to an autocratic superior, that going to employee involvement too quickly 
might kill it, was a critical to the program's success. 
The antecedents for Manager H's strong support for employee involvement 
go back to his early experience as a foreman when he put time and effort into 
developing his workers rather than relying on control. The achievements of the 
workers and his success in the organization, reinforced this direction even though 
it was at odds with cultural norms. 
Manager J 
Education and Work Experience 
Manager J also came out of the company's coop engineering program, but 
his career began In three other plants. He has been at this plant for years moving 
up through various management, quality control, engineering jobs to his present 
position as Shop Operations Manager with six Unit Managers, 17 foremen and 
about 950 workers (half the plant) reporting to him. 
Older managers taught him to be tough. "I always had it pounded Into me 
there was no other way; you could not trust the sons-of-bitches. They'll always 
take advantage of you." 
Another manager explained,"He was a young man who attained success 
very quickly because he chose to clone the people who were successful. So they 
moved him ahead..." He was tough, he worked long hours, put a lot of energy 
into the job and produced. Promotions confirmed, he was doing It right. 
In his words, "You got to my particular job in the old days by being a mean 




Willingness to Change 
Reflecting on the change in his management he said, "you had to be a 
tough SOB. And having grown up as one of the toughest, some of the guys I've 
worked with... are amazed that I can see my way to let go. But we have seen 
gains by what these people have been able to do. Solving things we haven't been 
able to solve before." 
"I got some confidence in this thing part way through (before any teams 
were organized) when we were still in employee involvement." He referred to the 
time he and another manager wanted to change the times of two shifts and 
balance the lines. They finally got agreement after weeks of meetings first twice a 
week and then once a week with two different shifts. "And we got people to 
understand the problem and work towards the solutions." 
Changing Beliefs 
Later a natural work team asked him for a schedule change and he had to 
let go of two of his old ideas: 1) that employees are only reliable when there is 
tight supervision, and 2) all workers on a shift have to come and go at the same 
time. Management came up with criteria that gave all effective teams 
(acknowledging certain constraints) an opportunity to alter the team's schedule. 
A major factor in the cultural change was the "Leadership Development 
Training.” This was a significant experience for Manager J. He mentioned, "Myers- 
Briggs-you find out who you are, LPI (Leadership Practices Inventory), you got 
them filled out by people under you, your peers, your boss. Then you stood up in 
front of 25 people, being videotaped, and confessed what others thought of you 
and what you were going to do about it. Then you got comments from your peers 
on the spot, also videotaped. Next session you come back with plans for what 
you are going to do about it. and peers comment on any change they have seen in 
you." 
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As the management culture changed, (through initiatives from above, and 
consultant intervention/training) Manager J changed both his management 
philosophy and own management style. Since half the plant was under him this 
further reinforced the change in organizational culture. 
Manager J has changed. He said so; everyone I talked with agreed, and I 
saw evidence of it in the process of the interviews. A team leader had asked him 
what to do if a foreman was taking over. Manager J empowered the team leader 
to solve her own problem, but he didn't yet know how she took it from there. 
Later in the day I learned from another source that the leader did take appropriate 
initiative to confront the problem, and she apparently resolved it. 
How did Manager J make this shift? I asked if he had any mentors? 
Mentors 
He said that he had several mentors. The head of the school training he 
had gone through, and the head of Advanced Engineering were two of the earlier 
ones. 
The Manager of Manufacturing 1 (before Manager G) was a later one. 
Manager J acknowledged that mentor, "was a pretty tough boyl He told us not to 
fraternize with the employee relations people, 'Leave them bastards alone.' He did 
no teaming at his own level--he would pit two members of his staff against each 
other and at the same time tell them to promote teams for the hourly." However, 
this mentor also put on some nice dinner parties for his managers and spouses; 
"He promoted a kind of teaming that way--outside the plant." 
Manager J learned from some of his foremen. "I had a big feeling of 
respect for and actually cultivated a few foremen who were known for taking 
tasks they couldn't do and delegating them down to hourly people, and they were 
successful. 
”As a matter of fact when we trimmed back foremen, and trimmed 
support, I wouldn't let my reports come to me and say, 'Hey, we can't get it 
done.", because 1 would show them how this individual... or foreman could get it 
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doDB. (Ono of th© foreman) took someone who was good at computers, and gave 
that person the job of putting out the daily schedule. He wanted to do it... and 
was good at it. He publishes the overdue list each day and runs it up and down 
the line, and that was before we even had El teams." 
I wanted to be sure I had this straight and said, "I heard you just say you 
had, in a sense, some mentors reporting to you, foreman who showed you a way 
to do things--which is a reversal of the way we usually think of mentors." 
The reply focused more on using the example so that other foremen would 
understand what they should do. He said, "You've got to have some right people 
in the right place"--that was really key. 
Personal Characteristics and Beliefs 
Even though he was tough he cared about his workers and he speaks 
warmly of his "real good people" from earlier assignments. In response to a 
question about his personal values he said, "I've always treated people with the 
utmost respect. I work according to the rules... I tend to lean in favor of the 
employee. I lean In favor of the natural work team. (I have) my own personal 
commitment to the stuff I do to make things a success." 
He later acknowledged that someone being dressed down in front of others 
(in the old "tough" style) may not feel respected and he said, "I can't even 
remember when I did that last." Now, if there is a problem It gets resolved behind 
closed doors. 
This caring and loyalty may have more opportunity to show itself in the 
new management culture. One instance was when the natural work team of 
women (who took in the older male worker) came to him at 5 pm one afternoon 
requesting a shift change. 
"They wanted an answer right away, and my boss was leaving for Chile at 
10 am the next morning. So I worked 2 or 3 hours to dress that thing up in a way 
that I knew he would accept. Now, I could have easily handed it back to them 
and said do this or that. But I knew that I owed that team something and I 
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wanted them to be successful, and I knew If they got their special shift It would 
make them much happier, much more enthused, and much more successful. So I 
did the 2 or 3 hours work, squeezed it into my boss's schedule the next morning, 
and got it approved." 
Summary of Manager J 
Manager J was thoroughly indoctrinated as a young manager in the 
authoritarian, "tough manager" style. He patterned his management style after the 
tough shop managers who were his mentors-and in the old culture it worked for 
him. 
In the last few years he has had several isolated experiences that showed 
him employees could take on more responsibility. He noticed some foremen would 
delegate special tasks to workers. He "had a feeling of respect for ... these 
foremen." He was Impressed that workers would accept a shift change once they 
fully understood its purpose even though It might cause some personal hardship. 
These experiences were the groundwork that prepared him for change. 
There were concurrent shifts in the organizational culture toward involvement, and 
then the "Leadership Development Training" and follow-up changed both his 
philosophy (beliefs) and his management style. 
Kari 
Education and Work Experience 
Karl graduated from the Merchant Marine Military Academy as an engineer, 
but decided against a naval career because the life style did not suit his wife. He 
came to the company 35 years ago and has been at this site ever since. 
His management style has always been very people centered. In the old, 
autocratic environment that approach was considered "soft" and presumed 
ineffective (shop guys have to be tough). When management began to understand 
the possibilities of employee involvement, Karl's experience and teamwork 
orientation were valued, and he was hand-picked to come back in June of 1989 to 
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organize fast cycle work teams in a department that he had managed some years 
before. 
"I was going in this direction (in '79-84) even before any talk about 
involvement. We were having meetings with the people, asking them how we 
could do things here, there. We didn't know what the hell to call it. We didn't 
want to call It quality circles. I never wanted to restrict people to a singular aspect 
of the business. I wanted them to be totally knowledgeable. This quality circle 
(thing) seems to degenerate." 
Mentors 
A Shop Manager Who Was Different 
"We had a superintendent who was more like me. A guy in the Shop 
Manager's position. He was very people oriented. He made it possible for us to 
nurture this idea (of a different way of managing) years ago. He stood above me 
and Insulated me from some of the gaff from above. And boy Is he tickled to hear 
what has happened since. But he is a guy 72 years old, retired, one sweetheart of 
a guy. The type of manager everybody looks to and says he's a gentleman. 
Wherever he was, George was George." He was himself on the job or off. 
A Father Was a Model 
Karl's father was his mentor. "I had an old man that was a good manager, 
but he was also very much a family man. For him, 'My family comes first and I 
don't give a shit.'" This has been Karl's model. "My father always had time for 
me. He'd get lost in the woods taking out a bucket of garbage. But we lived in 
the country and he wanted me to have the appreciation of the woods and hunting. 
"He made It a point to get somebody who was a hunter and fisherman to 
take me out, because he couldn't. But he wanted me exposed to it. He did this in 
a knowing, sensitive way. He didn't try to make believe and do something he 
didn't like, didn't feel good about. Those are the kinds of things (I remember about 
him)." 
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These stories give us a source for Karl's sense of ease empowering others 
just as his father had empowered him to be good at hunting and fishing, and had 
created the opportunity for him to develop those skills. It also gives us a sense of 
the importance of family, and of people in his value system. 
"My father was General Manager of a shoe shop--800 people-General 
Manager for 38 years. He was an excellent manager. He had a tremendous sense 
of what people wanted, needed. He did very well negotiating. Unionized, but the 
years he was there they had very few shut-downs, very few labor disputes." 
Karl picked up a lot of management technique from his father; other people 
would comment to him about the similarities. "I was genuinely concerned about 
people...way back when I was a foreman, a new woman coming to report to me, 
sitting in my office. I said I want you to understand, 'You are a mother first... if 
something is wrong and you need to be with your child, then that's where you 
must be.' But I said reason enters into this, and the need of the job. That was the 
first indication of treating people in an adult manner." 
Change Is an Adventure 
"Work Is not work for me. It's an opportunity to do things that are 
different and new. I love that. My father was 67 when he retired. He really didn't 
want to retire because he enjoyed every day that he went In to the plant, doing 
something different and new. I feel the same way. I don't look on this as a drain. 
"To me change is great. I just couldn't stand to be stagnated, protecting 
what I had for one more year or two... There is a looseness about being 59 with 
36 years of service...! haven't been In anybody's grand plan...I just feel very 
natural that I am doing this (team management). 
Personal Characteristics. Beliefs. ValUtS 
Modeling Consistency 
Consistency and being yourself are values Karl believes in. He couldn't see 
playing -this tough, managerial role (inside the plant) then go out and be a nice 
guy. We had a lot of them that would do this. How often would you say, 'The 
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guy is nothing like this at home.' Well you've got to be the same both places, if 
you are going to be true to yourself and what you believe in. If you want 
consistency. You don't want people to see you as one thing here and another 
thing there. Things don't change. 
"I had a foreman. Rod, that worked for me, who was brought up in this 
school of autocratic managers. And he was an SOB in here, but he was a very 
nice guy outside. When he retired, he called and said, 'I never enjoyed my 40 
years of working and doing my job as much as I have the last two years.' And I 
said, 'Let me tell you why. (It's) because you could come in here and be the same 
damn guy you were at home. You didn't have to worry about changing your 
stripes.' 
"He said, 'You son-of-bitch, you are right! I just felt very comfortable. If 
somebody come up to me at work and said they had a problem at home I just told 
them to go take care of it. Where before I would have to ask why, and when, and 
how long?'" 
Karl was highlighting a value that is important to him, but the story also 
Indicates that the values and the model of an immediate superior practicing El 
management can lead to dramatic changes in subordinate behavior, without stress 
or even much thought being given to it. 
Accepting the Challenge of High Standards 
Karl's personal expectations and standards are stringent. "I never would 
have a (production) target below the highest achieved for any quarter. If I can do 
It for 12 weeks. I'll do it forever. I'll never drop backwards. We are always 
seeking the highest water level... I don't back down from that." He posts daily 
measurements on a big board looking at promises (to customers), quality, cost and 
performance, and his workers check it every day. 
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Summary of Karl 
"So suddenly, in the twilight of my career, what comes around? This (El 
management) is the vogue thing to do.... and I am very comfortable and happy 
doing it." 
Karl has learned a lot recently about managing teams, and about his own 
management style, but he didn't have to change any basic beliefs or values. He 
had chosen early in his career to be true to himself and manage in way that felt 
right to him--whether the organization appreciated it or not. Thirty six years later 
he was ready and waiting when things came around his way. 
It takes a strong sense of self esteem to feel good about yourself when the 
system does not reinforce that. Some of his conviction derives from his father's 
values of family first, manager second and is seen in Karl's advice to the young 
mother thirty years ago. "You are a mother first, a wife second and an employee 
third." 
This does not diminish his standards as a manager--he is committed to 
making his goals and continuous improvement, and he sees the process as a 
challenge and adventure. Perhaps It was his clarity about these values that 
allowed him to focus on his workers and their needs, and achieving the unit's 
goals, and not worry so much about promotions and power within the hierarchy. It 
is very satisfying to him to achieve some record-breaking measures while working 
a normal eight-hour day. At this stage of his career he enjoys a kind of freedom 
within the organization that younger managers don't have. 
Some time ago Karl was helped by an understanding manager. Now Karl 
offers understanding and support to his peers who are struggling to change 
themselves, and their way of managing in this time of transition. 
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Foreman L 
Personal Characteristics and Values 
It was noted above that Foreman L was uncomfortable in the old, 
autocratic culture; "I had trouble with that..." The new way of managing is more 
natural for him. 
"When I first started the teams, (I established) that everybody on the team 
is an adult. You people live around here. Some of you are on city councils. You 
run cities; some of you are on parish councils. Some of you are in hockey leagues, 
or Little Leagues. You have families. You have budgets at home. And I say, 'We 
bring you in here and we treat you like kids. So now we want to change that. We 
want to treat you like adults. We want to use your talents. 
"It's been about nine months that this floor has been totally involved. It's 
working very well--we still have problems. Still have some conflicts." 
"It was very natural for me, very easy to let go. I don't think I had to let 
go. That's the tough part for a lot of these foreman and managers... that have 
had a hard time, but it was natural to me. I had no problems letting go from the 
old way. In fact I love the new way a lot better." 
Manager M 
Education and Work Experience 
Manager M was previously a Manager of Shop Operations, now, as 
Manager of Industrial Engineering and Training he set up the training for employee 
involvement, fast cycle, and natural work teams. He began with the company as a 
coop engineering student, and later got an MBA. He has been here at this site for 
10 years, and with the company for 30. 
About four years ago Manager M heard a consultant speak about short 
cycle. "I thought It made a hell of a lot of sense." The consultant said his studies 
showed that companies that made systemic changes in all kinds of ways, 
including employee involvement, were able to put something lasting into effect. 
The ones doing bits and pieces were ineffective and the programs didn't last. 
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I have to continually remind people that what we are doing is part of a 
total process. (We are) not just doing this for touchy*feely reasons; the 
participative approach isn't something we do because its a nice thing. We are 
doing this because teams are important to the fast cycle process." 
Personal Characteristics and Values 
"I think my personal sense of values is much closer (to what we are doing 
now). I had a difficult time working under Manufacturing Manager 1; clearly he 
didn't want a teaming environment among his staff. "He promoted fighting 
between managers assuming that if everyone was aggressively looking out for the 
interests of their own area, the collective interest was well served... That was a 
difficult environment for me to operate in. That was not my personal style. I can 
do it because that is what you had to do to survive...! think my personal style is 
much more in tune with the way we are doing things today." 
Summary of Antecedents for Managers at Site 2 
Overview 
Employee involvement was begun five years ago by a General Manager and 
a Manager of Manufacturing who have both been transferred. They were both 
authoritarian leaders and although they believed in employee involvement for 
workers there is no Indication that either of them saw any relevance to their own 
management practice. 
The new Manager of Manufacturing (Manager G) was inclined by 
experience and conviction toward a more open, interactive style. 
Several other managers, at all different levels, spoke of a personal 
preference for more Interactive management that pre-dated any of the changes in 
the last five years. 
Some of them were successful in the old autocratic system, but when the 
opportunity presented Itself they did what they could to make employee 
involvement a long-term success. Manager G (Manager of Manufacturing), 
Manager H (Manager of Quality and New Technology), Manager M (Manager of 
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Industrial Engineering and Training), Karl (Unit Manager) and Foreman L all said 
that they feel more comfortable with the new system. 
I see it as no coincidence that 5 out of 6 of the managers interviewed felt 
drawn to this type of management. Manager H (wage facilitator) and Manager M 
(training) were in positions where they could help the process from the beginning. 
Karl, Foreman L, and the unit they managed were picked to be the pioneers of 
teamwork. We can assume those making that decision were looking for the people 
who would be most likely to make it a success. 
Manager J would have been involved in the decision. He still personified 
the "tough" approach of the old-style shop managers, but when he did make the 
change he became a strong advocate for El. 
Key Findings 
Those for Whom El Was Easy 
Five out of eight managers involved in the process that we have data for, 
had a personal inclination toward El management that predates the first 
organizational initiative. The most important antecedents are different for each 
manager, although some fit under the same headings. 
Personal Characteristics and Self Confidence. Manager G developed his 
own unique management style that gave those under him the same freedom he 
appreciated from his superior. Working for a manager who used cleverness 
instead of bulling his way around, confirmed you could be effective even if you 
didn't follow the "tough guy" norm. 
Having had the self confidence to go against a norm, and the inclination to 
take a risk and test his own way, he was open to further change. 
While Manager G has a personal preference for El management, the 
overriding consideration in his decision to back systemic change was to meet the 
business challenges the Division faces. 
rhararteristics and Wnrk Experience. Manager H seems to be a 
technical person and a people person who does both with apparent ease. His early 
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work experience as a foreman who developed his workers, and in Personnel, 
prepared him to facilitate the huge wage committee and be an effective advocate 
for continuing employee involvement. 
Manager L has a quiet, easy-going manner and is a conscientious, effective 
foreman. He never did like the policing and punishment duties of the authoritarian 
system, and was much more inclined toward coaching, support and treating 
workers as adults. El management suits him much better than the old "beat-em- 
up" style. 
Family Experience and Personal Values. Karl developed personal values from 
his father of family first, work second and a management style that was very 
people-centered. This influenced his career choice (manufacturing instead of 
merchant marine) and his choice to be himself on the job and off-whether or not 
that got him promotions. Karl's values may explain his personal motivation, and 
since the beginning of teaming, his delight in the work he is doing. 
Work Experience. The old competitive way with managers pitted against 
each other did not work for Manager M, and although he could do it (because he 
had to), he didn't like it and it didn't make sense to him. He preferred a more 
open, cooperative style. 
Hearing a consultant (four years ago) talk about fast cycle and production 
teams did make sense. He saw employee Involvement as one aspect of this 
approach to production and management. 
Those for Whom El Was a Challenge 
General Manager 1 and Manufacturing Manager 1 were both managers who 
promoted employee involvement for workers, but continued their own authoritarian 
practices. It is not so clear how much impact the General Manager has on the 
process, but it is very clear that the Manager of Manufacturing set the tone and 
the pace for changes In management style. 
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The very significant change in Manager J did not take place (and I believe 
could not have taken place) until Manager G, as Manager of Manufacturing, 
replaced his old mentor. 
Cultural Values and Personal Values. Manager J was one of the meanest 
SOB'S around. He learned that style from his mentors. Me didn't like to be 
criticized, and he wanted success. In the old system being like your mentor (tough 
and mean) was the surest way to go. However, he says that he respected and 
cared about his workers even then. That is the side of him that responded to 
employee involvement. 
Even though employee involvement expanded over a five year period until 
mid 1990 it was possible for Manager J to advocate and support El for the worker 
while managing the old, autocratic way. 
He could see that involvement was the way to go on the tough question of 
a shift change, and put a lot of patient effort into it which paid off. He was deeply 
impressed by the workers' response. This made him ripe for conversion in the 
"Leadership Development Training" which required Manager J to examine the 
differences between the old style management and the new one, and make a 
choice. 
The sub-culture of this training group strongly encouraged El management, 
and Manager G's participation must have made it clear that the Division was going 
in that direction. Manager J was an integral part of the whole change process. 
The cultural environment that emphasized El values during and after the training 
helped him to change, and changes in Manager JS beliefs and behavior helped 
change the larger organizational culture. 
The data suggest that the change in Manager J was helped by: 1) a basic 
respect and caring for all employees (sometimes obscured by the tough-guy form) 
2) eariy successes with employee involvement that signaled its potentiai, 3) his 
desire to succeed, to achieve organizational goals which were now being coupied 
with employee involvement, 4) the strong commitment of the new Manager of 
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Manufacturing to El management, and 5) the effectiveness of the "Leadership 
Development Training" (led by an outside consultant). 
When he does something. Manager J gives it his best effort (whether it's 
old form or new). He and his Unit Manager spent hours, over a period of weeks, 
meeting with employees affected by a proposed shift change. A manager resisting 
change would have cut the process short declaring it a waste of time. Manager J 
saw the process as the most likely way to achieve an organizational objective and 
stuck with it. That success increased his confidence in El and commitment to it. 
Where We Go from Here 
We have looked at Antecedents for 12 managers from Sites 1 and 2. After 
we have examined the Antecedents of managers at Sites 3 and 4 we will look for 
key issues or emerging themes that may help us understand managers' beliefs 
related to employee involvement. 
At this time we will review themes and issues from Site 1 and Site 2 so 
we can look for confirming or disconfirming data at the last two sites that may 
support or deny these findings. 
Main Themes and Issues from Sites 1 and 2 
Introduction 
Management Characteristics 
Management Characteristics are a dozen factors that help differentiate an 
authoritarian management from employee involvement (El) management. In an 
authoritarian cuiture a manager is the expert and decision maker who controls 
employees. This cuiture is hierarchical, individualistic, competitive, and results- 
oriented; information is hoarded, conflict and risk are minimized or avoided, short 
term personal achievement is rewarded, status and power are of central concern. 
In an El culture the workers closest to the problem are the experts; the 
manager is a coach, coordinator and supporter. The organization is flatter, the 
culture is more cooperative, information is widely shared, decision making is more 
public and more consensual, and there is more of a focus on process and 
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teamwork. Taking risks and dealing with conflict are encouraged, organizational 
and group achievement of longer-term objectives is emphasized and rewarded. 
Classification 
Themes that appear at Sites 1 and 2 may be CONGRUENT (identical) with, 
SIMILAR to (basically the same), or DIFFERENT from each other. All emerging 
themes and key issues are classified in one of these categories to be supported or 
not supported by data from Sites 3 and 4. 
Setting 
We note, that both are old manufacturing sites, and are divisions of large, 
well-established corporations (corporate headquarters of both are in a distant city). 
Site 1 is small with 350 employees; Site 2 is large with about 1800 employees. 
Site 1 is union. Three years ago the management was authoritarian, secretive and 
adversarial. Site 2 is non-union. Five years ago the management was authoritarian 
and paternalistic. Many of the managers at both sites had been there for twenty 
years or more and had various kinds of support systems and fiefdoms. 
Leadership and Trust 
Creating an Environment for Change*. Congruent 
1. Define a need for change that is understood and accepted at all levels. 
Site 1“this rat hole has to be cleaned up; we've got to do better to stay 
competitive. 
Site 2-to be world competitive and stay in business at this location, we 
have to make many changes including a revision in hourly wage structure. 
2. Articulate a vision of change. 
a) Where you are headed. 
b) How you are going to get there. 
Site 1-change from an adversarial to a trusting environment: focus on 
beliefs, values, dignity, respect; solve problems jointly, improve relations with 
suppliers and customers. 
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Site 2-change a paternalistic environment; vy/ork toward a more informed, 
more participatory, more competitive work force; solve problems with employee 
involvement; revise wage structure to area standards. 
El Requires Organizational Restructuring: Similar 
1. Fast track at Site 1 (two years), many simultaneous changes. 
2. Slow track at Site 2 (five years), take one step at a time. 
Site 1-old guard out, eliminate fiefdoms, try and eliminate silos; train and 
empower managers who stay; empower workers with joint problem solving and 
outside visits to customers and suppliers. Process guided and energized by General 
Manager, and after old guard leaves, by a core group. 
Site 2-train foremen to facilitate; begin with one employee involvement 
team each; focus on quality; later work with more teams and expand focus; 
oversight committee (of managers) guides process and additional training. Evolve 
to fast cycle, then natural work teams in years four and five. 
Middle Managers and Specialists Struggle to Change: Similar 
1. Informal at Site 1 (one on one with another manager) 
a) Manager may start with methodology and skills, but without an 
understanding of El this fails. 
b) Manager admits confusion to a peer who understands El. If it is a 
safe, confidential space, manager can open up emotionally. 
c) Manager needs a few concrete steps to begin with (plan of 
action), respect, room to operate independently, support and feedback. 
2. Formal at Site 2 (with training by outside consultant in small groups). (In 
year five.) 
a) Training in fast cycle philosophy. 
b) Leadership Development Training (35 hours over three months) 
includes Mvers-Briggs, Leadership Practices Inventory, personal disclosure, 
group feedback, video tape. 
i. Safe, confidential space, manager can open up emotionally. 
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ii. Manager makes plan of action, gets respect, room to 
operate independently, support and feedback. 
Tod Management Unfamiliar with El Approves: Similar 
1. Top (corporate) management assesses employee involvement and 
supports its diffusion (year 2). 
2. Nevy^ General Manager assesses employee involvement and supports its 
continuation (year 2). New Manager of Manufacturing assesses employee 
involvement and beginning of fast cycle teams and supports their continuation 
(year 4). 
Site 1 --General Manager maintains isolation from corporate headquarters 
during first year of change: Dr. Deming compliments management: CEO advocates 
diffusion to other divisions: resistance at division and corporate levels. 
Site 2-General Manager who initiated El leaves: new General Manager 
backs El and adds "fast cycle." Manager of Manufacturing sets up training for fast 
cycle, then leaves: new Manager of Manufacturing nurtures transition to "natural 
work teams," participates in Leadership Development Training. 
Note-When a new top manager unfamiliar with El takes control of a plant 
or division that is already practicing El management, a bottom-up change must 
occur or El is in jeopardy. 
Expertise, Decision Making and Communication 
^inint Problem Solving with Employees Is Effectivfi: Congruent 
1. Managers create opportunities for employee involvement in problem 
solving. 
2. Managers back recommendations with resources and action. 
Site 1-General Manager gets employees, managers and specialists involved 
in solving type B and C problems. Workers are involved with suppliers and 
customers. Approach is informal and continuous. 
Site 2-General Manager calls for employee involvement to work on eight 
specific problem areas and report back in six weeks: employee involvement is 
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continued with foremen as facilitators and Steering Committee supervision. 
Approach is formal (one hour per week) and limited in scope until year four. 
Information Sharing Is Critical to El: Similar 
1. At Site 1 all reports to the Controller were revised to support operations 
rather than catch mistakes. Information generated is intended for operator use and 
distributed to all who could use it. Lines of communication were opened across 
functional boundaries. Handouts, bulletin board posting and employee information 
meetings were discontinued (disseminating information is not the same as 
communication). 
It is assumed that employees talk to each other about matters that are 
relevant to the operation and this is encouraged (not given minor penalties as in 
the old system). A lot of valuable communication happens in the renovated 
cafeteria and break areas, one on one and in small clusters. 
2, 3j^0 2 sensitive financial data is made available to the wage 
committee. Other information is pushed down through the system to those who 
can use it directiy, in contrast to the oid pattern where every step of the hierarchy 
withheld information (and was expected to). 
At both sites, good communication is a key factor in building trust, 
encouraging employee initiative, and supporting the El problem-solving process. 
Systemic Change, Process & Results 
Another Term Program: Similar 
1. intent at Site 1 is long term, radical change, accomplished by making 
structural and cultural changes simultaneously (in years 1 and 2). 
2. intent at Site 2 is long term change that is effective and will last, 
accomplished by going slowly, effective training, starting in a carefully limited way 
and expanding the scope when leadership has gained experience (years 1-5). 
Site 1-old guard out, silos flattened, new managers trained and supporte 
along with changes in environment and culture that include managers not wearing 
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ties, joint problem solving and outside visitations by employees to suppliers and 
customers, change in relationship with union, etc. 
Site 2--train foremen, limit scope and focus, gradually expand number of 
groups and scope as foremen gain experience, train workers as facilitators. Train 
workers and managers in philosophy of fast cycle. Leadership training for all 
managers; empower natural work teams. 
Organic Change. No Grand Plan: Congruent 
1. Changes are initiated and directed from within the organization (not by 
mandate from above). 
2. Change is unique to the site, and is suited to its particular needs and 
personnel. 
3. Local management in control. Outside consultants given direction and 
oversight, language and training adapted to the site. 
4. There is no grand plan or time line. One change leads to another. 
Direction comes out of the situation with many different inputs. 
Site 1--start with clean up because it's obvious, change manager s dress 
code to reduce communication barriers with workers. General Manager spends lots 
of time on floor to learn the operation and then starts joint problem solving. Deal 
with manager rebellion; deal creatively with stealing problem. Gradually build trust 
and commitment. Make changes in inventory control and all other reports. Improve 
supplier and customer ties, include workers and specialists in the process. 
Site 2-Start with mass meeting; worker response is beyond anyone's 
expectations; worker trust buiids fast with wage committee and response to 
recommendations of all committees; continue the momentum over five year period 
leading finally to natural work teams. 
Fmpinvee Invnlvftment Changes thg QyltyiS: Similar 
1. Rapid (abrupt) cultural change at Site 1 (in 1 year). 
2. Gradual cultural change at Site 2 (in 5 years). 
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Site 1--changed from a formal, hierarchical, backbiting, adversarial 
(we/they), untrusting, filthy environment under a manager who delighted in 
seeing people squirm, to a trusting, flatter, more open organization (with only 
two of the original line managers still around), in a clean environment that 
encourages and supports people. Basic change evident within one year. 
Site 2—changed incrementally over a five year period starting from a 
paternalistic work place where "workers parked their brains at the door and did 
only what they were told"; workers on individual incentive often produced things 
to be stockpiled while critical jobs were left undone. This changed to a work place 
where employee input was valued and more responsibility was given to 
employees; now they feel the stress (of satisfying customers and making the 
numbers) that used to be absorbed entirely by management. 
Process Is Critical for El Management: Different 
1. At Site 1 all communication focuses on beliefs, values, dignity, respect 
and process. Talk is about effectiveness not efficiency or productivity. 
Workers are aware of business goals through problem solving, outside 
visits, and general information, but it is not a specific focus of communication to 
them. 
Charts showing objectives and performance are not posted (other than the 
operations forecast and orders shipped, and employees seem to pay little attention 
to that). 
2. At Site 2 the first mass meeting started with an emphasis on world 
competition and business objectives necessary for job preservation. 
Wages, quality and other business objectives have been the primary focus 
of employee Involvement rather than working conditions or peripheral concerns. 
Charts and numbers indicating objectives, performance and current 
productivity compared with past productivity are posted, and frequently updated. 
Employees take note and discuss them. 
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Note: Results at Site 1 are carefully monitored by the General Manager and 
the Group VP. They agree that in the previous two years there was a 20% 
increase in output produced by 20% fewer employees (using the same 
equipment). 
Site 2 generated savings of $1.2 million the previous year through 
employee Involvement and work team improvements. 
While both sites have been successful, differences In their approaches to 
process are parallel to, and consistent with differences in approach to reward 
systems as noted below. 
Teamwork, Cooperation and Achievement 
Reward Systems Affect the Transition to El Management: Different 
1. There were no significant changes in the reward system at Site 1. There 
have been two union negotiations under the current General Manager. The last 
one was positive and quickly concluded, reflecting the level of mutual trust and 
commitment that has been established. 
There is lots of personal recognition and encouragement and dispersion of 
responsibility, but no bonuses or success sharing. 
Site 1--union contract did not change in any appreciable way during the 
major changes. Managerial rewards came in the form of promotions or more 
responsibility (filling the void from the old guard and redefining jobs). 
2. The success sharing pool (year 1) at Site 2 helped compensate for the 
freeze on some hourly wages. Ending incentive vouchers for individuals (year 4) 
promoted teamwork and group achievement. Making productivity gains part of the 
success sharing (year 5) puts emphasis on productivity. Workers have asked to be 
compensated for the added responsibility they have taken on and stress that goes 
with it (decision in year 6h 
Site 2"Some hourly wages were frozen, but a success sharing plan was 
created in year 1; hourly workers and managers at all levels (up to Shop 
Operations Manager) participate in the pool equally and get the same share 
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regardless of their wage or salary. Outside consultants are advising management 
about appropriate compensation for added responsibility and stress. 
Note; The cultural differences between a small union plant that was 
formerly adversarial and a large non-union plant that was formerly paternalistic 
may be germane to this issue. 
Employee Involvement Increases Cooperation: Congruent 
1. To make employee involvement effective, internal competition had to 
give way to participation and cooperation, and organizational barriers (such as 
functional silos) had to be lowered or removed. 
2. Effective employee involvement extends back toward suppliers and 
forward toward customers and this increases the sense of cooperative purpose. 
Site 1--when the new General Manager arrived there were intense internal 
politics and rivalries within management ranks, there were functional silos in R & 
D, Engineering and Finance. This changed by reorganization and changing 
specialist responsibilities from control to support. Participation solved the problem 
of stealing. Employee involvement and increased trust changed the relationship 
between the union and management as well as between managers. 
Hourly workers, specialists and managers visit suppliers and customers 
increasing the understanding of what is needed and why, and connecting directly 
with people who use the product. 
Site 2"problems solved by employee involvement engendered cooperation 
and created win/win solutions (eg. shift changes), problems solved with employee 
involvement stay solved because worker-advocates teach new people the right 
way. Peer support helped foremen and managers make the transition. Team 
leadership rotates every 3 months among workers (who volunteer); this 
encourages team cooperation. 
There are internal suppliers and customers and external ones. Connections 
and communication between supplier and customer has been a focus in both 
circumstances and has helped improve quality and keeping promises for delivery. 
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Conflict and Risk 
A Mgngger Must Risk stumbling to Learn El Skills: Congruent 
A shift from management based on control and punishment to 
empowerment implies changes in beliefs and behaviors. Change in behavior 
(methodology and skills) is a start, but the transition is confusing. The line 
between appropriate coaching and interference is indistinct and intuitive. Admitting 
to less expertise than one's subordinates and encouraging open, honest 
communication is a new experience for most managers. 
It may be easier for those who had a more interactive, management style 
all along, but even for them, some things will not go just right. There will be 
confusion; mistakes will be made. A natural, but counter-productive reaction for 
managers is to reassert power. There must be support to help them through this 
process. 
Site 1 and Site 2-examples are described earlier in this chapter under 
headings of Trust and Leadership, Antecedents, and elsewhere. 
The Sense of Risk Can Be Reduced: Similar 
1. Emphasize beliefs, values, dignity and respect and focus on process not 
results at Site 1 
Site 1-The General Manager teaches by providing a vision, by modelling, 
empowering, and by personal involvement and joint problem solving. He does not 
embarrass or threaten any manager or worker who is really trying. (A person 
refusing to try will be isolated or gotten rid of.) 
Everyone knows the general game plan and where the emphasis is 
supposed to be. If they are trying and their focus is right the penalties for 
stumbling are minimal. People who struggle in one job are given a different one, 
and a chance to find their niche. All employees are regarded as assets and treated 
that way. 
2. Go slowly; provide good training; guide and monitor the process at Site 
2. Offer re-training when it is needed; form peer support groups. Guarantee that 
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no jobs will be lost because of teaming and other changes, or improved 
productivity. Take care of the people who accept transfer or early retirement. 
Site 2--The Manager of Manufacturing took the same kind of feedback and 
risks in Leadership Training as all other managers and foremen. He is aware of the 
stifling effect of the old culture. He wants to loosen things up, and encourage 
taking reasonable risk. Training that created a safe place for self disclosure and 
honest feedback was a start. 
The five years of change have been incremental with the pace gradually 
increasing. In this time workers and managers have acquired interpersonal and 
group skills and increased self confidence. 
Everyone who changed jobs or retired "had a soft landing." People watch 
what happens to others and this makes a big difference to their own sense of well 
being. (A slow economy in 1990 caused a layoff of 80 workers with less than one 
year seniority. That did affect morale, but it was not devastating.) 
Conflict Resolution Improves: Similar 
1. Conflict is resolved in private at Site 1, either one on one or in a small 
group. People are held accountable for behaving in harmony with the beliefs and 
values that have been the focus of the reorganization and cultural change- 
honesty, trust, respect, and openness, and are confronted face to face by the 
General Manager or some other manager if something is off. 
In organizational hierarchies there are non-discussible conflicts such as 
personal issues, values, competency of those who are powerful, and certain areas 
of organizational vulnerability. Data indicates these have been openly discussed at 
Site 1. It is not clear, however, if Individual managers make some topics non- 
discussible, or If some Issues become less discussible when the General Manager 
is away. 
2. At Site 2, conflict is resolved one on one in private or in team meetings. 
The Leadership Training that all managers and foremen went through provides a 
common experience and reference that can be drawn on to understand what is 
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happening and how to deal with it. People are held accountable for the 
commitment they made publicly (on video tape in the training) to change certain 
behaviors. 
It is not clear what conflicts are non-discussible, but things did open up 
after Leadership Training ("no deep, dark secrets anymore"). Now there is an 
effort to help teams deal more effectively with uncooperative, or unproductive 
team members. Training and attention given to this involves managers and will 
impact the culture at large. There are excellent examples of effective conflict 
resolution in the data. 
Further Examination 
The analysis above delineates key issues common to both sites that can be 
useful to others Involved in similar changes. There are five areas of congruence, 
and seven areas that were very similar. Two areas of difference are of particular 
interest: 1) Site 1 focused primarily on values and process; Site 2 had a primary 
focus of business objectives and output; and 2) the extrinsic reward system was 
not changed at Site 1, but changing it at Site 2 made a critical difference. 
We will examine data of Sites 3 and 4 for confirmation or disconfirmation 
of these findings. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FINDINGS SITE 3 
Setting gn<i Qrnanizational Stnirt^irft 
Interviews at Site 3 were in an old plant that has had major renovations in 
the past twenty years, including air conditioning for the shop floor. The plant is in 
the Equipment Systems Division, part of a larger Group in a large international 
corporation. Corporate headquarters is located only a few miles away from the 
plant. The work force is non-union and there are about 2000 employees in three 
separate plants (which are several miles apart), or between 500-700 employees 
per plant including both direct and indirect labor. 
Two years ago the corporation hired Frank as Vice President, Operations, 
Equipment Systems Division. He was brought in from the outside because of his 
experience with El management. A year ago the Corporate Vice President, 
Personnel (who knew the manager when they both worked for another employer, 
and was instrumental in bringing him here), agreed to take a two year leave of 
absence to become VP-Manufacturing, Equipment Systems. She is now Frank's 
direct superior, and works with him to reorganize the operations. She oversees all 
staff and administrative functions, and is Integrating international and domestic 
operations; Frank oversees manufacturing. 
The company has had some experience with employee Involvement over 
the past four years, but when Frank arrived it was still a hierarchical, paternalistic 
culture. After a year and a half at the site he selected a Manager N, who was 
experienced in manufacturing (rather than human services) to be Director of Work 
Force Transition. 
At the time of the interviews there was one self-directed work team, one 
restructured line evolving toward a work team, and several employee involvement 
teams. An employee Steering Committee oversees these changes along with the 
managers who are directly involved. 
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The work force is non-union. It is diverse (13 different first languages in 
this plant, 17 In another). After an assessment of the whole work force, 40% are 
taking literacy training on company time in order to bring everyone up to a third 
grade reading level. Workers are well paid, very loyal, and most of them have 
three years or more seniority. 
I interviewed Frank and Manager N, mentioned above. Manager P who is a 
Superintendent, and Foreman Q who runs a restructured line that is expected to 
evolve into a work team. I also interviewed an employee on a self-directed work 
team of a new product, and an employee on the Steering Committee. See Figure 
6.1, "Organizational Structure Site 3." 
Management Characteristics at Site 3 
Characteristics at this site will be analyzed with respect to themes that 
emerged from Site 1 and Site 2 to see if they are congruent, similar, or different. 
Leadership and Trust 
Creating an Environment for Change: Congruent 
1. Define a need for change that is understood and accepted at all levels. 
Frank explained to the work force that world competition threatens the 
business at this location unless we (managers and workers) can do better. We 
must learn how to continually redesign our product, meet the highest quality 
standards, and cut costs. We are committed to our employees in this community, 
but it is a high cost area In taxes, energy and labor. The only way we can make it 
here is to be more productive-everyone's job depends on It. 
Foreman Q described what Frank told them. "To begin with he tells you we 
have to do it. He tells you why. He tells you the truth. You hear the news about 
what's going on in the whole country. Our competition is eating us up alive-he's 
got the figures-here it Is. He shows us In black and white. He shares the 
information; he isn't hiding (anything)... 
"There Is a lot of competition out there, we've never had before. We want 
to keep this manufacturing here, but we need to control productivity to keep our 
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costs down. Everybody needs a job. I want to keep manufacturing here. Together 
we can do it. That's the idea. Okay, you guys have to help us out." 
2. Articulate a vision of change 
a) Where you are headed. 
b) How you are going to get there. 
Frank told them, "Ultimately we are going to upgrade the whole system, 
redefine it...We are redesigning products with a different approach (continuous 
improvement)." 
Manager N said, "The more that they're involved, and the more ownership 
they accept for what is going on in the workplace, the more willing they are to be 
accountable, and to offer ideas, and to participate... I think for companies to be 
successful they have to have a plan. They have to understand why they want to 
do it, what benefits they hope to derive from it, then lay out a process whereby 
they're going to create the environment so employees want to participate and be 
involved. Then what are the mechanisms that you're going to put into place to 
drive this involvement-particularly if the company for years and years has taken 
an attitude of almost patronizing the employees." 
Ornanizational Restructuring for El Management: Similar 
Restructuring Elements within the Hierarchy 
Compared to Site 1 (fast track) and Site 2 (slow track), changes at Site 3 
are medium track. 
The change process has some of the characteristics of both Site 1 and Site 
2 and some unique ones of its own. Like Site 1, a lot has happened in two years. 
Frank noted, "I abolished the Steering Committee that existed (when I arrived). I 
wanted to get the group of employees who were on teams onto a new Steering 
Committee, work with them to really define what the role of involvement teams 
was...We've done task analysis. We've talked about-conceptual models, how the 
business is going to be run...We've got one employee group that is self-managed 
in this plant, another one that's working on it. 
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We have one in a nearby plant that's working on it and we have also 
begun in other assembly plants to be self managed. They are all around employee 
involvement concepts as well as technical concepts." All of this has made some 
impact on the organizational culture, but the old system is still functioning in 
parallel with the new one. 
A Deliberate Process 
The process is very deliberate, with an emphasis on training and upgrading 
employee skills. "Initially we are doing nothing... but teaching them how to work 
in groups; we have lists of stuff. Then we are teaching them about 
housekeeping... until we get them trained in how to work as a group. 
"Once a team is going (like the new product group) everyone... wants to 
get in on it. We say, 'You can't do it you haven't had the training.' 'Oh, we've 
been a team for years. We know all that stuff.' But they don't...Nobody starts 
until we have the resources where we know we can support the growth because 
we had a couple lost lines where they started work cause they wanted to, and we 
couldn't support them. So, that's a critical question." 
Basic literacy training, and training for employee involvement teams are the 
first steps. Longer range they are, "retraining the work force, changing the way 
we pay, trying to break down the infrastructure (of the hierarchy), and going to 
self-managed work teams." 
Move Toward a Flatter Organization 
The restructuring was anticipated, and spans of control have been gradually 
enlarged so few foremen or managers have actually been displaced. When teams 
develop further there will be noticeable shrinkage in the support functions 
(materials, quality control, tech support). In time they expect it to eliminate one 
layer of management between Frank and hourly workers. 
Manager N believes this will improve decisions. 'Part of the reason (for 
success) is that by breaking down the traditional hierarchy or infrastructure, you 
can improve the decision-making process, because the flow of information is much 
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shorter. I think it will become more timely, more accurate, more specific to the 
problem you're trying to address. Decisions, because of that, can be made in a 
much quicker time frame and their chances of success are probably improved-- 
because of the quality of information." 
Frank has had years of experience introducing employee involvement 
elsewhere. He notes that each situation is different (and his change process 
reflects that), but he has a sense of where this is going and how much effort it 
will take. 
Middle Managers, Staff Specialists (and Foremen) Struggle to Changa: Similar 
An Approach Comparable to Site 2 
The approach at Site 3 has more in common with Site 2 in the way the 
process is managed, but the pace is faster. The change process has included 
formal training in Quick Recovery (Fast Cycle), and Just-in-Time inventory along 
with employee involvement training based on skills assessment. 
Manager N, Director of Work Force Transition, observed that, "It's a 
difficult transition (for managers going from hierarchy to involvement). Some catch 
on faster than others. It's not only a change in their professional lives, for some it 
means a change in personal beliefs that are very different. To make that transition 
there have to be some changes from deep inside (the person) and it is a 
tremendous problem. 
"(El management) requires a totally different mind-set, and different set of 
skills for managing because rather than being concerned about punching some 
numbers and looking at some charts-things of that nature-and directing 
employees... (We are saying) you no longer are going to be able to direct people. 
You are going to have to coach them, and facilitate them, and encourage them, 
and help them. (It's a) different set of skills which we have not required them to 
demonstrate before in a different kind of environment, where people can question 
management decisions-and you need to be able to deal with that. 
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Managers, from Foreman up. Are Challenged by El 
One foreman who had been a very conscientious and competent producer 
under the old system now leads a work group guided by El management 
principles. He is enthusiastic about it now but the transition wasn't easy. "He was 
used to getting 4's on his evaluation. Last time he got a 3 because he was not 
adapting to the new ways of coaching and supporting. His reviewer told him if he 
continued as he has been, he will get a 2 the next time around. He started to 
change after that." 
"(Managers) have to be comfortable with people questioning their decisions, 
and to some degree their authority... There's a lot of apprehension and fear all the 
way up the line to middle management,... and I think even to senior management. 
Because if we don't get the product out... the company is put at risk." 
Managers May Be Reticent 
"(Managers) aren't as vocal about it (as first line supervisors) because if 
they verbalized (their fears), suddenly a lot of the people down below would say, 
'You see, so and so isn't sure either so how can I be sure?' I think there is a lot 
of uncertainty." 
For managers, "There are a lot of egos involved. Managers are less inclined 
to be honest and admit it if they don't know something. They won't say, 'I need 
some training on that.'" Peers may help when someone falters and Manager N 
also tries to keep a close eye on it. 
You Can't Keep Control 
Frank said, "(Middle managers) are the critical area. They are afraid that if 
you empower people you do it by giving your power away... We have had people 
walk out of this company. We had a foreman quit. He didn't want to change... 
People tend to want absolutes and there aren't any. 
"So the people who don't like it seem to be-this is a gross 
oversimplification-people with ego. I have a monumental ego, but people whose 
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©go is totally self-centered. To protect their security, control—you can't control 
something like this—you operate out of control-new experience for these people." 
Specialists Are Challenged by El 
Frank, who is an engineer, noted that the engineering school prepares you 
to think and act independently. There is the sense of competition between you 
and everyone else. You learn to think in a structured manner; to problem solve 
independently. They learn to survive in that process and when they graduate they 
are completely self-sufficient." He says that type of "engineering mentality" finds 
it very hard to adjust to El management. 
Manager P feels many staff specialists in engineering, quality control, 
materials management may have difficulty adjusting to employee involvement. "I'd 
say they probably have as tough, if not tougher challenge than foremen. I think a 
lot of people in those type of positions have big egos (although not in all cases), 
but in cases where they have trouble taking recommendations from a shop 
foreman, and what is really frustrating is when the shop foreman (with employee 
involvement) comes up with better answers than (they) did." 
Tod Management Unfamiliar with El Approves: Similar 
The company had some experience with employee involvement prior to 
Frank's arrival. Hiring him with a mandate to change the organizational culture 
(under him) was a step toward further commitment, but there was still no real 
understanding at the top of what this involved. 
Top management hasn't acknowledged that changing one element of a 
system Impacts the whole system. "That is what (top) management doesn t 
understand. You can't convince a Chairman about this If he doesn't care. Senior 
management isn't willing to really commit to it-but this is all interconnected. 
"How do you explain to them what you are doing? Try to explain why you 
decided you are going to teach everybody to read at a third grade level... The 
problem is corporate management doesn't understand that these people have 
something to offer." 
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Manager N observed, "If you are trying to create this type of environment 
at lower levels you really need to have that type of environment and culture 
throughout the organization all the way up to the Chairman of the Board. Where 
everyone feels they have...a right and a responsibility to be part of the decision 
making process and question decisions constructively... That means Frank's boss 
and the Chairman have to be willing to share some power." 
Many Senior Managers Are Not Open to Learning This 
"Yet, you have some real authoritarian senior managers who don't want to 
participate, who don't want to share power. Well, it's not going to succeed. I 
mean, it has to be throughout the organization, (it) just can't be focused on a 
select group." 
"I think they are aware of it, but I'm not sure they have fully accepted it... 
if they have (their commitment hasn't been) demonstrated to the degree that 
managers below them really believe it." 
"The top is in a wait and see posture. The higher up, the more 
conservative, the bigger the obstacles in the way to their adapting to this. That's 
true right up to the Board Room...They are accustomed to being in charge. They 
can't manifest team behavior; it's contrary to the skills they were rewarded for 
when they made their way up the ladder. They won't admit there is anything they 
need to learn. There is a real lack of humility. Humility being what is required to 
be teachable. You have to be willing to be taught." 
Expertise, Decision Making and Communication 
^oint Problem Solving with Employees Is Effective: Congruent 
Self Assessment of Skills 
Employees and managers were involved in the assessment of what skills 
they would need for the transition. Speaking about a meeting of first line 
supervisors, Manager N said, "We're going to try and use this meeting to improve 
communications about the transition process, to make sure they understand the 
whole process. 
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"We also want to identify activities, relationships, roles and responsibilities 
that they will have during the transition,... have them identify their role in the 
future environment. Based on that... we can go ahead as a group, and identify 
what type of training they are going to need to be able to fulfill their 
responsibilities... I would rather have them decide... what their role is going to 
be... So we're going to let them start to make some choices as to how they want 
us to help them succeed." 
Joint Problem Solving Is a New Experience 
Frank notes that, "cooperative problem solving is very difficult. (In the old 
system) we don't train people to support each other, to solve problems together. 
Tech people in manufacturing are expected to solve the problems (not employees 
or managers). When we open it up and say...here's another idea--to get them to 
do that, and to identify the problems is a struggle. 
"A new line, is absolutely convinced that they are going to get control of 
their work, and the very first thing that happens is they exclude everyone else In 
the world. 'We're the team, we don't need you guys from quality anymore; we're 
taking control of our process.'... Members of the new product team, with a lot of 
training, are finally getting to understand about control. They see here's our 
problem; we need help with this. Let's solve this cooperatively, and (they) draw 
people in. So its not a natural thing." 
Foreman Q is proud of the joint problem solving on his newly revised line. 
"What we did. We eliminated codes (individual responsibility for specific parts). 
We talked about elements. We asked the people that were building the product..., 
'Tell us the way that you think your jobs should go, in the proper sequence; the 
way you would like to do it, to build a good product. It could be in a faster mode, 
or it could be in a slower mode. Maybe In a slow mode it will improve the quality. 
"What has happened Is ... the people who build the unit come up with 
better Ideas (than the design engineers). So we want their input." 
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Information Sharing Is Critical to El: Similar 
Good communication is especially important in the transition. "We've tried 
to do a lot of communication. We've given a lot of feedback individually and In 
groups... We are setting up a transition information center which will be open two 
hours a week every Friday, In which employees can stop in and ask questions 
about the process if they have any concerns, questions or problems... (If) we can 
address the questions effectively and in a timely manner, I think we can reduce 
the stress level of the people and they can continue to function well, and that will 
reduce some of the stress that's on management." 
Manager N feels that a commitment to listen to employees is essential for 
this kind of management. "As long as you demonstrate to people that you have a 
commitment to listen to them and try to make things better, and help them 
become more a part of the process, they are more than willing to try and 
contribute." 
More information is available to employees, they have a better sense of the 
business and more awareness of how production, quality and sales fit together. 
Members of the new product team ask for information they need to Improve the 
product or productivity and get excellent back-up support. Members build a 
machine start to finish, put their name on the guarantee card so they will get 
direct feedback from the customer. 
Systemic Change, Process and Results 
Nnt Another Short Term Program: Similar 
The intent is to completely transform the organizational culture in the three 
manufacturing plants under Frank's control as rapidly as possible, moving towrard 
self-directed work teams. If that is successful, there may be similar efforts in 
administration, finance and marketing. 
Hiring Frank from the outside to organize the transition, moving a Vice 
President to a new position to assist the process, and Frank's subsequent 
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appointment of a Manager of Work Force Transition indicate an intention for 
significant change--at least in Frank's area of control. 
In the four years prior to Frank's arrival there were several "programs," 
little islands of employee involvement in a hierarchical culture. This is still the 
prevalent form In most of the corporation. In Frank's area they are, "retraining the 
work force, changing the way we pay, trying to break down the infrastructure (of 
the hierarchy) and going to self-managed work teams. 
Manager P says that change is a necessity. "I do not see this as an 
experiment. I see this as a necessary change we have to make in the business, to 
remain competitive-from a pricing standpoint, from a maximum utilization of our 
resources, from things like reduction of floor space, and all the good things that 
we've seen so far. I see it as a direction not an experiment." 
Organic Change. No Grand Plan: Congruent 
A Plan Is Not the Answer 
Frank recalls, "The company wanted to make this transition and they 
Invited me to come in to organize it. For 3-5 months I was working 14 hour 
days... trying to pull it into some kind of an organizational direction. We brought in 
consultants on the transition process. It's an example of how difficult it is to make 
it physically happen." 
"We described the old environment and the new environment and then we 
came up with a list of skills that are needed to make that change. Personnel is 
working up a training. One is for operational people with a lot of training at the 
end of the day. Teaching people, 'How do we work together?' 'How do we 
communicate with each other.' Teamwork skills. 
"I came here, I kept feeling the pressure (from above)-give me a plan, give 
me a plan. I didn't know how to do that. One chart came out of that. Since then 
we have learned how to make models. It is unstructured. 
Even though Frank was pressured by the top to come up with a plan, he 
produced a description of skills to be attained and steps to accomplish that. There 
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is no plan showing product areas or working groups with a time line of steps to 
be accomplished to achieve specific objectives. 
Learn by Doing: Trial and Error 
The Manager of Work Force Transition observed, "There is no real historical 
experience for what we are trying to do. We learn as we go and If something 
doesn't work we try and look at why it didn't work, and we narrow It down as 
much as we can. Once we've identified what we think is the cause of the 
problem, (we) try and address that. Then we look again, and if it looks like it's 
been corrected... we'll go on to the next one. 
"A lot of it is trial and error, but the big thing is ... we want to make sure 
we understand what went wrong, what we did to correct it, and then make sure 
as we go forward that we don't let that issue crop up again if possible. What can 
we do differently, training-wise, system-wise, to make sure that problem does not 
recur?" 
Employee Involvement Changes the Culture: Similar 
Site 3 Is Comparable to Site 2 
If viewed from the beginning of employee involvement, six years ago, the 
pace of change Is slow with not much Impact on the authoritarian, paternalistic 
culture that has characterized the corporation in the past. 
However, the rate of change in the past two years, since Frank's arrival, is 
comparable to Site 2 following the arrival of Manager G (at about the same time), 
with a similarly significant impact on the organizational culture under his control. 
Responsibilities and Risks Are Changing 
In the old culture, "people protected and took care of the employees, and 
that was fine 25 years ago. Management made the decisions, everything was 
directed, employees were supposed to do what they were told, and if they did 
that there was an unwritten but understood agreement... we'll take care of you. 
"If you want to take the next step (as we are now) where you go from 
taking care of the employees (to) one of mutual respect and a certain degree of 
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trust, (moving from) trust based on almost a child/parent relationship... to almost 
a peer relationship--or participation among equals—that requires a different 
environment and a different trust. "Suddenly (the employees) are at risk. The 
employees, if they are part of the process, have to take certain accountability and 
responsibility, they're suddenly at risk (along with management)." 
Foreman Q is very aware of the changes. "My role is changing every day- 
even facilitating people in different groups. 
"When you go from the old system to the new some of the responsibilities 
go back to the people... I'll be training line leaders to take some of my 
responsibilities. Last year we used to have 6 foremen, now we have 3 running 
this whole operation. Eventually, with... work teams they will be self sufficient. 
Foremen will fall in and be direct operators (but also overseers, teachers, analysts, 
etc.)...Every day Is a change." 
Process Is Critical in El Manaoement: Different 
Two Major Obstacles at Site 3 
Process at Site 3 is critical and different than both Site 1 and Site 2. Site 3 
had to focus on two major obstacles: 1) the poor math skills and widespread 
illiteracy (approximately 35-40% of the workers could not read at third grade 
level), and 2) the patronizing organizational culture that took care of employees, 
but did not encourage them to make their best contribution to achieving 
organizational goals. 
Assessment and everything connected with it-explaining why it is needed, 
what will be done with it, what the classes are for, reassuring workers they won t 
lose their job-has an enormous impact on morale, and commitment. 
Understanding Where Things Are Going and Why 
To move beyond paternalism to mutual responsibility (without coercion) 
workers and managers have to see a new role for themselves, understand what it 
is, and willingly move toward it. 
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Frank described the economic problems the company is facing clearly and 
honestly so everyone understood that to keep the plant in this location the roles of 
both workers and management would have to change. The reason for change and 
the goals seem to have been understood and accepted, but how it is done-the 
process of change affects everything. 
Their process is to define the new work place and the skills required for it, 
measure current skills, and close the gap with classes, training, and coaching. 
They try to minimize the fears and stress of transition by good communication 
(including the employee involvement information center), and giving workers paid 
time off to attend basic literacy and math classes (during their shift). Workers 
learn group skills on involvement teams which include everyone in a work area, 
and gradually move toward self-directed work teams which are selected from a 
pool of qualified volunteers. 
The Process Is Stressful 
The assessment process, no matter how it is done, is very threatening to 
those who feel ill prepared and are already self conscious about their lack of 
education or limited English (13 primary languages). 
Manager P was aware of the impact this has on worker morale. "Not only 
are we changing their involvement (in their work), but we also have been 
assessing people to identify their present skills, and apply training so that they'll 
be ready for the future skills as our products change. And some of the 
assessment experiences, I guess are pretty frightening...The whole pride or ego 
bruising that might come along with (literacy assessment) and then going from 
that to math assessment, to operational assessment, to people-skills assessment. 
"So depending on where you are In the day, or the assessment cycle, or 
who's been through what...vou could almost have every different kind of mood 
swing you could imagine. 
The company's long history of taking care of its people helps reassure 
those who are frightened that low scores endanger their job. 'That's been stated 
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up front; pretty much the only way that you can be unsuccessful is not to try. 
Anybody who gives it their best effort really shouldn't anticipate anything bad 
happening." 
Frank observed, "The stress this causes in people's lives is incredible. This 
53 year old lady, one of 16 children from a little town in Sicily. She never went to 
school. The assessment represents a devastation to her. Or a man who brought 
his family up (from the South), left everything behind, came up here and carved 
out a little niche for himself, then some asshole stands up in the front of the room 
and says you have to know about computers. You have to learn to read, or know 
trigonometry. They are just devastated." 
He showed me an obituary clipping of an hourly worker who died recently 
of a heart attack. This Vietnamese man had an engineering degree, and had built a 
boat to escape. "He was in our literacy class. We were trying to communicate. 
The problem wasn't his, the problem is ours. Wouldn't you like to have an 
employee with those qualities? Wouldn't you like to communicate with him?" 
Participation Begins with Involvement Teams 
Frank explains the evolution from involvement to self management. "It is 
really two operating modes. One is traditional Involvement activities--work teams 
with a trained facilitator. I personally view that as training where you... open the 
doors and you invite the employees in. In a participatory manner. And they seem 
to go through phases where at first they're looking at the chairs and the lights, 
and then on to more complex issues. I use that as a training to prepare for work 
teams until, ultimately, they're working in a self-managed area. That requires 
substantial work beyond the involvement team." 
In this facility he created a new Steering Committee of people who were on 
teams, and asked them, "to really define the role of involvement teams... and how 
we think this business is going to be run." 
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Site 3 Is Different (but Similar) 
The process at Site 3 has some similarities with Site 1 (focus on beliefs, 
values, dignity, respect, and process) and some similarities with Site 2 (focus on 
business objectives and output). At Site 3 there is a high awareness of process, 
particularly with respect to assessment, but there is pressure to keep production 
up (short term focus) while they are changing the organizational culture to meet 
the long term challenge. 
Frank personally sees the change to an employee involvement culture as a 
long term process. As a guest lecturer at another company, he was asked by one 
of their managers how much increased income was attributed to employee 
involvement. He said, "I wouldn't reply to that--she was missing the point. This is 
a long term commitment; you take one step at a time and eventually it will pay 
off." 
Teamwork, Cooperation and Achievement 
Reward Systems Affect the Transition to El Management: Different 
Eliminate Independent Codes 
Site 3 froze its, "independent codes where each person was responsible for 
their (own) operation," and could get up to a 2% increase in wages based on 
production. "They are not independent any more. The are not individually 
responsible for the product. They are responsible as a group (of 3 to 10 people)... 
for quality and productivity--any improvement they (all) receive credit for it." 
Manager N saw this as being a very significant change for managers 
because they were, "using a compensation system (with production incentives) 
that allowed them to manage the individual's output. We're saying we are going 
to use a different compensation system." The elimination of independent codes 
had the same impact here as elimination of the vouchers at Site 2; it shifted focus 
from individual to group performance. 
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No Increase in Compensation 
A foreman with a larger span of control (3 instead of 6 foremen), and an 
increased production schedule (up 50%), shrugged, "No increase in pay--but 
survival I 
"Profit sharing, yes, and hopefully the compensation agreement plan is 
going to be changed. We have more responsibility (and more is coming). We are 
learning things. You go home a little tired. (Workers) will be tired. Everybody 
understands and work is going along. There is an increase in tension, but the work 
has got to be done." 
Like Site 1, the process up to this point in time has not been motivated by 
any increase in compensation. There is, however, some worker expectation 
(similar to Site 2), that the increased responsibility and stress will be 
compensated. There is study for a skill-based system that should be in place in 
I992. Frank believes there must be a cultural change. "Thinking on this has to 
change—employees have learn how to earn it." 
Previous Experience with Gainsharing 
Manager P was with this company in 1986 (prior to Frank), when the 
company tried an experiment tying employee involvement and gain sharing 
together. "It was the first time we had gotten people really Involved in the 
improvement process, and actually working together... With individual incentives 
(workers) didn't interact with anybody else...We found when they worked 
together as a group, and received a bonus as a group, they made some of the 
choices (eg. who got overtime) that managers typically made, and did it with 
appreciation, because they realized it was helping the group... People were much 
more concerned with daily output than they were before." 
The experiment generated cooperation but, "with a monetary dollar sign... 
the people's focus was on money." It was not necessarily on the best choices to 
meet company objectives, and didn't consider such things as skill improvement or 
cross training. Workers came, "out of an environment with an individual incentive 
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and went to a group incentive with money still the driver,... but in the long term 
scheme of things, if there was another way to do it--other than having money as 
the motivator up front--it probably would have been better." 
"If you look at the different facilities, each has a history on how they 
handled things once we stopped the gain-sharing experiment. Some buildings just 
reverted back to the merit rating system. Some buildings really didn't have any 
other system to put in-productivity declined and they went back to a modified 
method of individual incentives. Each plant was different." 
A profit sharing plan has been in place for years as part of the Group 
(above the division) and it wasn't really sensitive to gains from a particular area. In 
1991 they anticipate creating a new gain sharing plan for Equipment Systems on 
a plant by plant basis. 
Changing the Evaluation System 
Manager N said they are meeting regularly to try and understand how to 
change the evaluation system""a thorny issue...to decide what new measures let 
us manage the business, but also support what we are trying to do...all the 
traditional measures of manufacturing are no longer appropriate." 
"How do we measure effectiveness of the teams other than output? ... We 
want to measure the technical side and the process (interpersonal and team) side 
to make sure they are both in sync...(and) mutually supporting." 
Employee Involvement Increases Cooperation: Congruent 
1. To make employee involvement effective, internal competition had to 
give way to participation and cooperation, and organizational barriers had to be 
lowered or removed. 
2. Effective employee involvement extends back toward suppliers and 
forward toward customers and this increases the sense of cooperative purpose. 
Eliminating independent codes changed the whole production method from 
individuals working separately, at their own pace, and stockpiling finished parts 
between work benches. "People were paid for the number of pieces they did and 
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their input wasn't asked for. There was a lot of lost opportunity where people had 
Improvements to the process which they kept secret. They used It to make a 
pretty good wage (being innovative), unfortunately those ideas were never passed 
along." 
Now work groups jointly produce a product, are jointly responsible for 
quality and output, and there is cross training. There are no stockpiles of partially 
finished items between workers which means workers are closer together, and 
they coordinate their work with the person on either side of them. If a part is left 
out, it is noticed immediately by the next worker, not after 50 or 60 more pieces 
are made with the same deficiency. 
The most advanced team has brought suppliers in to see how to correct 
deficiencies. "We were having some problems with the switchboards... We got 
the supplier to come up here and when they saw their part on the chart with all 
the dots (each one representing a defective part) it really made an impact, and 
they've improved quite a bit... Even our in-house suppliers, they come down here 
and see the dots, and they know they have to do it better. They don't want to be 
the ones with the dots on the board." 
This team is also beginning a process of builder accountability to the 
customer backed up by a strong guarantee and the team member's name who 
made the product. They anticipate direct customer contact in the future, similar to 
supplier contacts now." 
Conflict and Risk 
A Manager Must Risk Stumblinp to Learn El Skills: Similar 
The Manager of Work Force Transition, Manager N, acknowledged that 
willingness to take a risk is key to a manager being able to make the shift from 
control to empowerment. "You have to put yourself at risk. 
"I think a person certainly has to be willing to take a risk and that doesn't 
bother me in the least, because I've always been under the assumption that unless 
I was going to get killed, or the company was going to go broke, how badly can it 
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go? I mean anything else is salvageable, and If you are monitoring what's going 
on, you can step in and resolve it very quickly. When I say resolve it...that doesn't 
mean you suddenly take back all the power. You... try and see what's wrong and 
then work with the people so they say, 'Oh yeah, that's right.'" 
The key to being able to do this in his eyes is a manager's self confidence. 
"Build a certain confidence level (and) you don't mind sharing power because you 
don't feel threatened by it... Nothing's going to happen to you...A lot of people 
may think (El) is right but they are scared to death to do it because they don't 
have the confidence." 
He notes a number of ways to reduce the risk so managers will try and 
learn new skills. 
The Sense of Risk Can Be Reduced: Similar 
The steps taken to reduce risk at Site 3 are quite similar to Site 2. 
They anticipated changes in management. "We seized opportunities not to 
replace people. We assigned people, broadened the responsibility area, long before 
we really got into the point where we needed to down-size or move anybody out." 
No one will be out of work. "Their job may change; their job may go away, 
but there will be something else... They have employment security." Another 
manager said, "If the company has too many employees they will put together a 
package (voluntary early retirement). They aren't going to hurt anybody." 
"Frank had lots of meetings with the managers-two way dialogue, trying 
to get at their feelings. He has given them the message, 'Look, expect some 
mistakes, take a chance, learn from them. No one is perfect. We don't want to 
make too many, but that is how we learn.' When mistakes have happened he's 
just said, 'Well, that's the way it is.'" 
Risk is further reduced by skill building. There is a careful assessment of 
needs, adequate training of both employees and managers, good support systems 
including peer support groups, and careful oversight by the Manager of Work 
Force Transition, looking for early warning signals of problems. 
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Conflict Resolution Improves with gl: Similar 
It definitely is better, but, "coming from a culture of control where you 
could not make mistakes, its (still) very hard. We have seen some conflict on the 
worker teams; that is an issue, and we have seen it among the managers, too. 
We are adding some training for the managers on this. It was already a module in 
the team training (for employees), so they are okay on this." 
With the training there is an understanding that conflict is part of the 
process, and they are being given skills to handle it. There is more willingness to 
deal with it than there used to be. 
Antecedents for Change in Managers at Site 3 
Frank, Vice President, Operations 
Family and Education 
Engineering School at Night 
"I had almost unlimited freedom as a kid... I was able to come and go 
whenever I pleased. My father never got on my back about school work. I flunked 
German in high school. I wanted to give it up, but they wouldn't let me so I just 
quit trying. I got a 25 in one exam. My father saw the mark on a report card and 
all he said was, 'That is pretty stupid.'" Frank reflects that he never did that 
again--never took German, and never quit trying. 
Frank got early admission to engineering school, but a student loan didn't 
come through and he assumed he would not be going to college. Unexpectedly a 
friend's mother offered him a loan and he was able to go. Three years later he got 
married. He tried to work night shift and finish school, but it was too much. He 
ended up changing schools to reduce the commuting time, and switching majors 
from industrial engineering to mechanical engineering. It took 7 years (working 
days and going to school four nights a week) to get the degree. He had three kids 
when he graduated (three more came later). 
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His Father's Experience Was Incentive 
Getting the engineering degree was very important- something his father 
had not been able to do. "My father was a self-taught electrical engineer who 
worked in heavy machinery production. He figured out all the electrical testing for 
the X15 rocket. (He) died at age 53-lost his job at 52, and drank himself to 
death. It was too much for him. He had no self image-and he couldn't take it." 
When Frank arrived at engineering school he was told, "Look to your left; 
look to your right. Neither one of those guys are going to be here when you get 
out." Frank now reflects that, "We take a bunch of people who have a natural 
inclination to structure, then we tell them If they don't meet the (requirements of 
the) structure they will fail. So we train them In the next four years how to be 
independent decision makers." 
"(During that time) there is a sense of competition between you and 
everyone else. You learn to think in a structured manner, to problem solve 
independently-just to survive In that environment. And when you graduate you 
are completely self-sufficient and independent." 
However, Frank's early work experience taught him another way. 
Work Experience 
Learning to Ask for Help 
Frank, in his early twenties, and still going to college, was working in a 
manufacturing plant. "They fired the guy on the left of me with a Masters Degree, 
and the guy on the right who had an Industrial Engineering Degree and said, 'Can 
you do their projects?' and 1 said, 'Sure.'" All of a sudden he had an incredible 
amount of responsibility. "So I spent a lot of time having to find out about a lot of 
things, and the way you find out is go ask." 
"I had to work with the hourly people to get the projects going and to find 
out what to do. There was no barrier there-l solicited their help. I said, '1 don't 
know what to do.' You know I always found the best way to get somebody to do 
something was to sit down and talk with them about what they think ought to be 
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done. And then you find out they know 10 times as much about it as you do, and 
the more you ask them the more they come forward and help you." 
"I was in manufacturing 23 years, the first 12 was spent in the same 
plant." He moved around through different jobs, but by staying in the plant he had 
a chance to see projects all the way through; this also meant being accountable 
for the results, and accountable to the people he worked with. They can be your 
friends or your enemies. "You have to live with it either way." He believes this 
kind of experience is far more valuable than moving managers from function to 
function and plant to plant every two years. 
Plant Manager's Can Ask for Help 
After a variety of experience he was glad for a chance to be Plant Manager 
in a midwestern, urban location. He didn't find out what bad shape the plant was 
in until he arrived. "There were 250 employees, 22% minority, 40% women. They 
had 140% turnover annually; 15% absenteeism daily. Drugs were being openly 
sold on the floor. It was an old plant. Literally like a prison-surrounded by barbed 
wire." 
"Suddenly I was aware that for all of my training, I didn't know what to 
do." It was either turn it around, or the company would close it down. "We got all 
of the employees together in the cafeteria and told them what was happening-if 
they chose to work with me I would help them try and fix it. If not we could close 
shop. 
"I decertified the union, we changed the entire management team-you 
were just talking to everyone at the same time. We had like a town meeting. 
Okay, if we don't shape up the place closes, and you are out of a job. What are 
you going to do about it? There has to be a change in attitude. 
"They came up with some ideas and we tried them. If something didn't 
work we scrapped that and tried something else... What's being imprinted on my 
mind is that some of the employees will participate, some won't-fire the ones 
that won't, promote the ones that will... In one year we were below the national 
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average in absenteeism. No one left. Literally we had one layoff in three years-*? 
people. It was an excruciating experience because nobody was leaving." 
Collaboration Is the Key 
I asked how he got employee involvement to work here? Was it sharing 
responsibility? Delegating? "Not delegating-it was collaboration. I worked on 
projects with the people. Basically they were capable, but they had not been 
motivated." Good communication and collaborative problem solving must have 
been instrumental, because there were no training programs. "In three years (the 
plant) was running very well. Then I was invited to run one of the flagship plants 
in shagrila valley." 
At this location, "We set up a 5 point plan for the future and talked about, 
'What kind of a facility is this?' 'We want it to be the best of its kind in the 
world.'" They talked with employees. "This got them to figure out we had to 
make some changes. Management had kissed it off-hadn't been investing in the 
plant; there was no technological development. 
"Employees (all 3 levels) organized task teams to look at the economics. 
Somewhere in the process a joint venture was announced. When we started 
things were out of control. We talked about what to do, and then started taking 
control, understanding what was happening, choosing to act. 1 took a bunch of 
union people up to Boston College for seminars with professors from Harvard and 
M.l.T. and they did an economic analysis. They had to understand it was their job 
on the line and no one was going to help them... It was up to them. 
He renegotiated the labor contract, cut wages and benefits-all with the 
help of the union leaders who had gone to the seminar in Boston. As the joint 
venture came to fruition they learned that only one plant of three in the division, 
would stay open. He told the union, "This is the eleventh hour, time to put 
everything on the line. They decided to extend their contract for two years and 
our plant won, and became the production facility for the joint venture." That 
saved jobs for about 2000 employees. 
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Mentors 
"I worked for one person, (who was) part of that joint venture. He was 
kind of autocratic, but if he believed in you, if you had credibility with him, he 
was very collaborative and he let me do my thing. There was a time we were 
doing about four things at once, putting in new systems, restructuring, and all this 
other stuff, and I lost control. And I walked into his office. I said, 'I've got to tell 
you, I think I lost control.' 
"He was very understanding.'You are in free fall, like when you jump out of 
a plane and pull your rip cord, but the chute hasn't opened yet, and you don't 
know if it will. That is very scary.'" 
"The next day, I came home. My wife said somebody delivered something 
to the front door. It's a case of wine and there is this card, 'New York State's 
finest to our best.' How encouraging, working for people like that, willing to take 
a risk with you." 
"I worked for another guy who was totally the other extreme. The previous 
manager was disciplined, ram-rod... this guy, you walk into his office and he is 
sitting on top of his desk in a yoga position. He was a finance person. President 
of the division in the midwest. He'd let you do your thing and didn't try to run 
your part of it. He didn't pay a whole helluva lot of attention to it as long as the 
results were there. 'Send check monthly.' 
"He was very supportive. He was the father, you were the son. Those kind 
of examples (made a difference), being able to largely to your thing 
unencumbered." 
Personal Characteristics and Beliefs 
"In church the other day, we were talking about how to raise kids and they 
asked us, 'Now what would you most want to thank your parents for giving you?' 
I had almost unlimited freedom as a kid. I don't know where I got it, but I am an 
incredibly conservative person. I went to church as a kid, my parents never did. I 
didn't drink; I didn't do drugs." 
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Frank is intense, but soft-spoken. "I'm not an authoritarian person (by 
nature)." Asked if that came from his family, he said, "No, it just goes back 
to...you know there are two ways to get things done. Tell people (in which case 
you better be the smartest SOB around), or ask people. You tell people what to do 
and if they aren't doing it right, they are not going to like you. Right? Or you can 
work collaboratively." 
When asked about egalitarian aspects of El management, Frank replied, "I 
want to earn more than you, but I see this system as the purest form of 
capitalism. Everyone has a stake." He has had some personal experience with 
compensation systems that didn't properly reward the more difficult and more 
risky work of major organizational change (that was highly successful). He would 
like to have compensation based on individual skill and accomplishment, plus gain- 
sharing based on group performance, along with some stock ownership-for 
employees at all levels. 
Comments by other employees round out the picture of this manager. 
"Frank has a very high level of confidence and a certain level of ego, and I think it 
takes that in order to not be afraid to let go, and not be afraid to take risks." 
"Frank, I've never seen a VP like him. He's a human being; he's a person. 
He loves people. He tells the truth." 
Manager N 
Education and Military Experience 
Impact on Beliefs 
"I went to a Jesuit high school and I was raised in Connecticut. I played 
lots of sports. I don't know, maybe it's the whole experience of high school and 
college and the educational experience. I have a deep-rooted belief that people 
should be treated fairly and with respect no matter what socio-economic level or 
education level. They should all be treated with respect and they all have 
something to contribute." 
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Participation within the Military 
He went to West Point, and then spent twelve years in the army. "I was an 
infantry officer and I commanded troops as a platoon leader, and as a company 
commander... I had a lot of command time (in the U.S., Vietnam, Germany). 
"Everybody knew that by my position, I had authority... and I knew that, 
but that didn't mean that was the way I had to manage. The army is never going 
to be a democracy, but depending on your relationship with the troops, and the 
people who work for you, you can arrive at a somewhat participatory environment 
very easily. You let people know what you want done and you don't tell them 
how to do it, and you're always open to suggestions or changes. As long as 
people know that you're willing to listen, and have an open mind, they can feel 
involved even in a structure as rigid as the military." 
Be True to Your Own Philosophy 
"If you are willing to take a chance you can have a great deal of flexibility 
and be innovative to a large degree. If you were going to let the macro- 
organizational structure dictate how you approach your job on a micro level, then 
what you've done is given up your own personal philosophy or style to match the 
organization. And I don't think that makes a lot of sense. 
"I think managers have to be innovative and challenge conventional 
wisdom. They (may) have to challenge It within certain parameters, but if those 
parameters are broad enough, that gives a lot of latitude. That is what 1 did in the 
service." 
Work Experience 
Participation in an Authoritarian Workplace 
”(ln the military! 1 was able to develop a lot of people and my organization 
performed very well. 1 did the same thing when 1 was Director of Manufacturing in 
this company. 1 tried to give the people that worked for me as much leeway as 
possible, given the goals that we had agreed on. 
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We sat down and we established what the organizational goals should be, 
what levels of performance we thought we had to attain... Then within certain 
parameters of budgetary constraints, safety, etc., I didn't care how they did it as 
long as results were there." 
"I wasn't going to tell them how to do the job-if I'm going to do the job 
then I don't need them. Just like if my boss is going to tell me how to do my job, 
he doesn't need me. Let me know. I can go someplace else to work. I tried to do 
the same thing. 
"(I would) go out, talk to employees, ask their opinions. Let them know I'm 
open to suggestions, to criticism, willing to make a change if it... makes sense. 
Maybe the system won't change and there are some limitations, but, "a 
good level of participation... (just) requires openness and honesty by managemen, 
and you have to demonstrate it. You have to put yourself at risk. And when 
employees have an issue, and it's right, you have to do something about it." 
"I didn't have (organizational support), but you could still get a lot of 
participation if you are willing to implement what you felt was philosophically 
right. You shouldn't use the excuse, 'Well, the system wouldn't let me do it.'" 
Self Confidence Versus Humanism 
"Maybe my ego and confidence level is such that I don't feel threatened by 
doing that. That may be it. I have a lot of confidence in my ability. If that's it, 
then probably the fact that I participated in sports (helped). I went to a real 
competitive college that, if nothing else, fostered the attitude, be confident, take 
charge, don't worry about it--you can do almost anything you have to do. 
"Build a certain confidence level and you don't mind sharing power because 
you don't feel threatened. Maybe its more an issue of self confidence than being 
someone who innately feels that the humanistic approach is the way to go. 
"I have a lot of respect for people, and I feel very strongly that they should 
be... treated fairly, and that they contribute-but (the key) may be that I have a lot 
of confidence, and I don't mind sharing my authority or power because 1 think its 
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the right thing to do, and I don't feel threatened by it. A lot of people may think 
it's right, but they're scared to death to do it--because they don't have the 
confidence. I don't know which it is; my professional background doesn't lend 
itself to feeling humanistic." 
Evaluating Risk 
"I don't mind taking a risk, because I always figure, how bad can it be? If 
it starts to go south, if we're doing everything else right, we will be able to see 
there's a problem and address it rather quickly. 
"I mean how bad can it be? We're not going to kill anybody (or be killed). 
We're not going to make the company go broke. So, if we're not going to do 
those two things, how much can go wrong? Oh, it can get a little ugly,... 
somebody may come down and nibble on our fannies a little, but that's about it. 
Are you at risk that you might get embarrassed? Yeah, but so what? 
Enjoy the Risk 
"You know you have to enjoy the game. You really need to come to work 
and enjoy work--enjoy the game. It is a kind of game. You have to give a little 
here and get a little there, and it can be exciting. 
"The other side of risk--it can put a lot of stress on you--but then, also, it 
gets the old adrenalin pumping and that can be exciting... 
Tugboat Theory of Change 
When things do go badly and you have to step in quickly that doesn't 
mean snatching back all of the power. You do some joint problem solving, help 
people see what’s wrong and figure out what to do about it. You see something is 
not going well and you suggest, -Maybe we should do this.’... and kind of nudge 
them. It’s like when you look at tug boats berthing a big ship, say an aircraft 
carrier. 
■They don’t take that aircraft carrier and shift it right away. They kind of 
nudge it here and nudge it there. Well, it’s the same thing here. You keep an eye 
on the process. You go in there and make it a little nudge here and you make a 
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little nudge there just to try and keep the process on track. You don't want any 
wild fluctuations. Just a little nudge here or there so it remains in focus on the 
overall direction. 
"There's always going to be little parts that are going to shoot out, and 
they may be gone forever. Okay, fine. Don't even worry about trying to recoup 
that. It's over and done with. As long as the main effort stays on focus, headed 
towards where you want to be, you can afford some minor, short-term glitches 
and it's really not that big a deal." 
Senior Management Has Good Reason to Avoid Risk 
"They probably have more at stake financially, and they are depending on 
the organization"they can be 7-8 management layers away from the answer... 
The further they are away from actual operational activity, the more their ability to 
directly control it is diminished. 
"They know the information they are receiving is filtered, 5,6,7 times as it 
moves (upward) through the layers, and that has an affect on the timeliness, the 
accuracy, the specificity of the information... I think if senior management had a 
flattened out organization, they might be more willing to take risks. They could 
see the results a lot clearer. 
Senior Managers Are Out of Touch 
"The other problem is how many senior managers spend any time on the 
factory floor? How many really know what is going on in the organization? And 
I'm not talking about once every six months with their suit on, walk up and down 
the aisles and smile and wave like a politician running for office. 
"If you listen to most Japanese executives, the good ones walk in a factory 
and they can tell in a matter of minutes whether things are right or wrong, but 
they spend time in factories, and they have flat organizations for the most part. 
"It's not that they are better, or more qualified than our senior managers, 
but they know what's going on-they have a better idea of how much of a risk, to 
what degree they can fail (what their exposure is). I'm not sure American senior 
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managers know that much about what is going on,... so they're really afraid to 
make the decision.” 
Personal Characteristics and Beliefs 
"We create problems when we put up barriers to letting workers contribute, 
and have their say. And that doesn't mean that I believe that everybody is going 
to work hard. 
"No, you are always going to have a certain percentage that are 
recalcitrant, that are going to want to do as little as possible. But that's the 
minority--a very small minority. I think most people want to succeed. They want 
to do well. They want to be treated with respect. And that's all you have to do... 
I think those are the basic values that this country has." 
"I have a lot of respect and a high regard for people and I have confidence; 
I don't feel threatened by letting people have power, and I certainly don't feel 
threatened by letting them take credit when they do something well...and if 
something goes sour, I don't mind saying I did it, or we did it." 
Manager P 
Education and Work History 
Career Development 
Manager P has an Associates Degree in Manufacturing Engineering from 
one of the state technical schools and has been working in manufacturing 14 
years. 
He started out doing time standards for the incentive system. Then went 
on to become an assembly technician, trouble-shooting problems in manufacturing 
process or quality control. Gradually he worked his way up through various 
technical jobs to Manufacturing Supervisor, and then to Superintendent which he 
holds now. He arrived at this plant 10 months ago, about a year after Fred started 
initiating change. 
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Personal Experience with El 
His first experience with employee involvement was in 1986 when the 
company tried the gain-sharing experiment. That started with eight hours of 
training for the whole work force, and looked at different learning styles to 
understand different people's points of view. "I supported and facilitated all the 
work teams that we set up initially, and later chaired the committee that reviewed 
the progress of the work teams after they were being facilitated by the 
supervisory section." 
As Superintendent he is again working with employee Involvement teams 
which he describes as the lead-in to work groups. Some of his sections have both; 
some have either one or the other. 
From his perspective the best way to manage is the involvement approach. 
"I think you maximize your resources, being people, products, whatever. Under 
the old environment there were a lot of lost opportunities where people had 
improvements... they kept secret." 
Involvement feels right to him. "I'm very comfortable with the process. I 
think I have more of a background in a manufacturing environment than a lot of 
folks in my position. I worked in a factory while I was going to college-on 
machines and assembly, so I think I have more of an appreciation of the factory 
environment than those who went the scholastic route (to Superintendent). 
"It makes it easier, because I can relate to the worker's point of view a lot 
better. I think the edge I have is an understanding of the shop culture. When 
you've been there you know what (a worker) goes through and what it's like, so 
you can understand what affect your decision (or what you say) has, and what 
perception they have of it. 
El Makes Managing Easier 
"tyiy approach was that changes like involvement would only make the 
operating results better and those are what our measures are. If I could improve 
what I'm measured on. how could that not be beneficial to me? And also realizing 
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that as one person I obviously can't have the impact that 10 or 15 in a section 
could as far as problem solving, so why not get help." 
He thought this perspective came "partly from school, partly from the 
experience of being a manager in a factory environment that didn't have 
involvement, and being the person expected to solve all the problems. Then 
suddenly realizing that if you educate, and you empower the group--give them the 
tools that they need to solve problems for themselves, not only do you not have 
to solve all the problems, but you have a group that feels good about doing it, and 
wants to do it." 
Summary of Antecedents for Managers at Site 3 
Organizational Environment 
This company has always taken care of its employees, had excellent 
employee relations, and operated with a sense of joint partnership. These values 
are part of the company culture, and a factor in Frank's decision to come here. 
However, the culture was also paternalistic, patronizing, and hierarchical. 
Employee involvement was begun about six years ago, but involvement teams in 
most of the corporation remain limited and isolated-except for the systemic 
changes that Frank has initiated. 
Frank 
Frank arrived with 23 years experience of asking employees questions and 
collaborative problem solving--a process that came out of his early work 
experiences. His engineering training and the self discipline of working days and 
studying nights gave him excellent problem solving skills and self confidence, but 
his personal experience back in his twenties and eariy thirties, of being 
overwhelmed and asking employees for help gave him a set of skills that few 
managers seem to pick up in hierarchical, authoritarian environments. 
Two mentors trusted his capabilities when he was under stress, affirmed 
them, and encouraged him to keep going. He appreciated the latitude they gave 
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him, to do things his own way. He also appreciated the freedom his parents gave 
him when he was growing up and their basic trust in him. 
Frank is a strong believer in capitalism and sees employee involvement as a 
way everyone gets a stake and everyone has a responsibility. 
Manager N 
Manager N has a strong voice, and a command presence from four years of 
West Point and 12 years of military service. 
His family and educational experience in Jesuit schools gave him basic 
values of fairness and respect for all people (whatever their education or status), 
and a lot of self confidence. With these values, and a willingness to take some 
personal risk, he was able to lead participatively even within very autocratic 
structures--first in the military, then as Director of Manufacturing in this company. 
Frank made him Manager of Work Force Transition, and this job gives him 
the opportunity to change the organization to support involvement and to assist 
employees and managers in the change process. Sure, change is risky, but, "If no 
one is getting killed and the company is not going to go broke, how bad can it 
be?" 
Part of his confidence comes from really knowing and understanding the 
manufacturing process. He can sense in a minute if things are going well. As he 
sees It, the closer you are to the problem, the better the information and the more 
confidence you can have in making decisions. 
He is concerned that to really change the organizational culture senior 
management should be part of the process. Many, however, don't understand 
manufacturing, can't sense when things are going well or not, are a long distance 
from the problem, and get filtered information only after much delay. Their non¬ 
committal behavior toward involvement sends messages to managers below, and 
impacts on the transition that Manager N is trying to facilitate. 
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Manager P 
Work on the line when he was in college gave Manager P a sense of how 
workers understand and react to different situations and to what managers say or 
do. Later, as a manager in the old system he felt a lot of pressure on him to solve 
problems, and this was aggravated by the incentive system because workers kept 
their solutions to themselves. 
Based on his 14 years of experience, El management is preferable. Ten or 
15 workers in a work group can solve more problems and do it bettor than he can 
and, "the group feels good about doing it, and wants to do it." Since he is 
measured on results this is just going to make it better for him and for the 
company. 
Overview 
Only one of the managers interviewed at this site seemed to have any 
difficulties in adapting to El management. That person needed some strong signals 
from the organization that he had to change, or his evaluations would get worse 
and worse. That led to a noticeable shift in effort and behavior. 
Manager N had been chosen by Frank because he had a strong operations 
background. He could manage change, and also monitor its impact on production. 
Other qualities of basic trust and respect, self confidence, willingness to risk, and 
zest for "the game," made him a good model and communicator. 
He indicated in the interview (and in a contact since then) that the change 
is difficult for many managers and some really struggle. Managers (in the old 
system) try and hide any weakness; they won't admit they don't know how to do 
something. So, Manager N has to keep a sharp eye to see where additional 
training or personal help Is needed. 
Now we can compare the emerging themes with data from Site 4. 
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CHAPTER 7 
FINDINGS SITE 4 
Setting and Organizational Structure 
This is a greenfield site of a company founded in 1971. It was to be a 
family-oriented business, based on values of mutual respect and caring, hard work, 
and loyalty. A new building was erected in 1984 and operations began in 1985. 
The company has continually expanded since its founding with three plants in the 
midwest (a fourth is in construction), one in the south, and Site 4 in the 
northeast. There are 600 employees at Site 4 and close to 6000 total. 
It is a high-tech company that uses, and designs computer-aided 
manufacturing equipment, and software. The work force has a lot of high-skill, 
blue collar workers, most of them trained in their craft at the site. 
The corporate philosophy, written in the early years as a memo for 
discussion, defines the purpose as, "Service to our customers, friends, neighbors 
and employees, maintaining the highest levels of honesty, trust, and integrity. To 
be innovative in the technological evolution of the industry and maintain a position 
of growth and leadership. 
"Our most important asset is our people. Each employee should be treated 
as an individual with respect, allowing room to develop their full potential and 
upgrade their skills and capabilities through continuing programs of education and 
training." 
"Management should be able to communicate with and understand their 
employees, emphasizing team performance. Management must be willing to accept 
criticism and learn from their peers. 
"We should strive to give value to our customers-maximum quality at 
competitive pricing." 
I interviewed Dave, the Plant Manager, the Manager of Administration 
(Manager R), a Department Manager (Manager S) and Foreman T. The company 
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founder and CEO, Ralph, visits the plant monthly and has his own 
office/conference room there. He was not interviewed, but is referred to 
frequently, as is George, a former Department Head. See "Organizational Structure 
Site 4," Figure 7.1. 
Management Characteristics at Site 4 
These will analyzed within the context of the themes previously generated 
and from Site 1 and Site 2 and from data at Site 3. 
Leadership and Trust 
Creating an Environment for Change: Congruent 
1. Define a need for change that is understood and accepted at all levels. 
At Site 4 there is a focus on continuous learning and continuous 
improvement, as the foundation for growth in a highly competitive industry. 
People must adapt and change as they are cross trained or promoted, or when 
new techniques and equipment are introduced. 
A five-day, forty-hour orientation for new employees emphasizes 
continuous learning, the need to constantly improve production and service, and 
focuses attention on the values outlined in the corporate philosophy. These values 
are reaffirmed in many ways, on a daily basis. 
It seems to be a lot easier for younger employees just out of high school, 
than for older employees who come from 10 or 15 years of work in a slower, 
more static environment. "In our company 30-35 is an older employee. They have 
to be reassured that they can keep up-particularly the learning. Older ones get 
intimidated, they aren't used to taking responsibility and learning new things. 
2. Articulate a vision of change. 
a) Where you are headed. 
b) How you are going to get there. 
This is done through an employee handbook republished annually, as well 
as through the company newsletter, and special otf-site meetings of managers and 
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FIGURE 7.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE SITE 4 
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the CEO. There is an annual week-long, manager's college near the home office 
where the corporate vision is highlighted and managerial skills are honed. 
El Requires Organizational Restructuring: Similar 
The restructuring, in this case, took place at the founding of the company. 
Each new plant is staffed by managers who have been brought up within the 
system who bring the corporate philosophy with them and the skills that make It 
work. 
The company was created out of a difficult experience the CEO (Ralph) and 
his father went through at Company X where his father was General Manager and 
Ralph was Director of Personnel. After a long and bitter strike was finally settled 
the Board of Directors forced the General Manager out of the company (into early 
retirement). A year later his son left. Ralph was a consultant for a while, in 
another state. 
Then he decided to return to the area and create a new company (in direct 
competition with Company X). His company would be family-oriented and based 
on honesty, trust. Integrity, respect, and a share in ownership. Eight skilled, 
motivated craftsman left Company X to help Ralph start his company. 
There are strong bonds of friendship among the original eight that started 
out, and those who joined them in the early years. Their idea of a company family 
is a central theme of the organization today, even as it approaches 6000 
employees. Managers are urged to "Think Small" and give everything they do 
(with employees and customers) that personal, human touch. 
Middle Managers. Staff Specialists (and Foremen) Struggle tO Change'- Similar 
Other Work Experience Makes Change More Difficult 
Younger managers who have been trained by the company from scratch 
seem to have less trouble than older employees who have had experience in other 
organizations. For them, it seems to be more of a struggle. 
Most of the higher level managers came to this company from Company X 
where both the founder and his father had worked prior to the big strike. George, 
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one of these older managers (still in his forties), was head of a key department at 
Site 4 that employed half (or more) of the plant's work force. Over a period of 
time the annual turnover in his department climbed to 102%, a clear sign of 
problems. It took a couple years to get this resolved, but eventually he was 
replaced. A year later the turnover had dropped to 16%. 
Hofifist Cpnimunication Is Critical. George was technically competent, but 
he was an autocratic manager and not able to communicate honestly; this 
fostered mistrust and confusion. 
Forman T observed that, "Some people don't view honesty and trust the 
way others do. Your honesty may be 10 times more open than what I think the 
best honesty is. Same with trust; it's a very vague word. Some people you don't 
know from Adam, but you know they are trustworthy. Then there are people on 
the floor I know pretty well, and I still don't trust them." Some people see 
honesty and trust as not stealing anything from you--what they think, or say, or 
how they relate to you is something different. 
"You have people, like George, who have a hard time following the 
corporate philosophy (highest levels of honesty, trust, and integrity, etc.). The 
only other thing they know is what they've learned and seen all their life, and they 
seem to stay with that. 'I'm the boss. I have to tell you this or that.' And not 
working with you, and letting you go your way a little bit." 
Problems Ignored Get Worse and Worse. "At times he could be as nice as 
pie, but at times he was as cold as ice... The harder it was for him to work with 
people the worse he got. It just got worse and worse... He'd be calm, never lose 
his temper... He never seemed to lose his composure, ever, but you couldn't get 
through to him." 
Various senior managers had been aware of the problem for some time, but 
it finally came to a head when George arbitrarily reassigned a manager to a 
different job against that manager's will. Even when asked by that manager 
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directly, George was unwilling, or unable, to honestly discuss the underlying 
issues. 
There was increasing agitation in the whole department (evidenced by the 
high turnover), and word eventually got to the President. Although George was 
one of the early employees of the company, and knew all of the officers, it was 
clear that he had to leave. He was offered a position doing technical training at 
corporate headquarters, and he moved back there. 
Managers Learn and Relearn How to Do It Right 
That case was the exception and was complicated by personal ties 
between George and senior managers. There are many more instances where 
managers were made aware of discrepancies between their behavior and the 
corporate philosophy (through classes or direct feedback), and with some hard 
work, they were able to change. 
A department head recalled, "About a year and a half ago-nobody's 
perfect--we were all good at what we did, but we did not work so well as a 
(management) team. We were good, but we weren't a team. And a team to me is 
one word, cooperation. 
"All department heads, our Plant Manager, Administrative Manager, 
Scheduling Manager, I think nine people (were involved). We recognized the fact 
that maybe I didn't do so well with the Administrative Manager. I see that as red 
tape, 'Get out of here'. And they see me as probably rude, hard to deal with. 
"So, we got together. We went through leadership training that we had all 
done before, but we went through as a unit. What we found was that we all had 
some humbling. And just in talking about the experience we asked ourselves, 'Do 
we act on what we tell our people In training?' So it was humbling again. 'Maybe 
we don't always do that.' 
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You Learn What You Teach 
So we decided as a group, with support from one of the educators from 
the home office, that (from then on) we would lead this training ourselves (at our 
plant). 
"That solved another problem, because the role play situations and 
scenarios from the home plant didn't quite fit this location. So our people would 
say. Well, that doesn t happen here.' So now we had more valid training. "There 
was also the question are the managers walking the talk? I talk about how to do 
things (as a trainer), but do 1 do that when I (have a problem) in another 
department? 
"So, we started to teach classes as a team. We would divide up segments 
of leadership training, communication, people skills, problem solving, listening. And 
our people could challenge us in the class and say, 'Hey, I've talked to you three 
times and I can tell when the wall goes up you don't hear me. You are standing 
there telling us this is the way you're supposed to do it. That's not right!' 
"It's very humbling after you stand up and profess something and you go 
out on the floor--so the training is now taught by the leaders of the company." 
Top Management Unfamiliar with El Approves: Not Applicable 
The CEO created the company on the model of El management. His regular 
visits and talks with managers and employees help keep his founding vision of El 
alive as the company grows and new employees come into the system. 
Expertise, Decision Making and Communication 
Joint Problem Solvino with Employees Is Effective: Congruent 
Empowerment of employees and joint problem solving has been the norm at 
this plant since it opened. A department head recalled, "The first employees were 
not rookies. They were responsible. They were smart. What it really came down 
to was we would share a lot of responsibility. There was a lot of trust involved. It 
was just a matter of turning over responsibilities. They asked a lot of questions. 
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I was available, but it was really like turning the keys over to a 16 year old 
saying, 'Here, take the car.' They were motivated; they had the skills. It was just 
a matter of confidence and support, more than anything else." 
This manager said, "I don't like to make decisions about products that my 
people have to use. There's a lot of decisions made where the rubber hits the 
road. We do as much decision making on the line as possible." 
The Plant Manager made the same point, "We ask employees for their 
Involvement; listen to their ideas. That's Important; you have to listen to them-- 
they are the nucleus. 
"I go to them with the problems I get from our customers, especially with 
new jobs. I say, 'Here's a job we are being asked to do and we've never done it 
before. Here it is. Get a manufacturing team together-check it out. Can we do it? 
Can you think of a way we can do it?" 
"(Our) people are investigating robotics throughout the United States and 
Europe, trying to come up with something that will fit our system... There are 
some managers, some hourly people involved... It's not just management; go to 
the people,... it shows them that you are looking for them to assume 
responsibility." 
The Administrative Manager has the same approach. "Workers are right 
there. They know the answers, they are the experts, so go to them." 
Information Sharing Is Critical to El: Similar 
"The more people know, the better they are going to be at (their job). 
That's the philosophy you learn in school--in grade school. For some reason when 
people get out In the business world they think they can contradict that. 
"The other thing is the power factor. If I give these people too much 
information, some of them are going to pass me by. That's great! That's what we 
are here for. I mean, I wanted my kids to have a better chance than I did. The 
only way they can have that better chance is to understand it better. 
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My kids are more worldly and knowledgeable than I was, and I think that 
is great, and it doesn't bother me.., I think we try to do that, at least I do, with 
the employees. Get them to understand the business." 
"(The key) is motivation, counseling, coaching, keeping the people well 
informed on what's coming in, what's happening, how our customers feel. 
Systemic Change, Process and Results 
Not Another Short Term Program: Similar 
This company has been consistent since its founding-- employee 
involvement is central to its whole way of doing business and is seen as its 
competitive edge. 
R & D in this company develops products and tests them in house, then 
puts them on the open market. Explaining this a manager said, "The CEO thought 
to himself, 'Hey some day we (and our competitors) will all be on the same level. 
We are going to have the same equipment, the same technology. What will set us 
apart? The people. The people are going to make us different. They are going to 
show our customers better service-that we really care.' 
"Today we are all on the same level. Everybody can buy our equipment. 
And now it's the people who are making the difference. Not the machines. That 
was pretty powerful when he told us, quite a few years ago-and here we are 
today." 
Organic Change No Grand Plan: Similar 
Think Small 
The Plant Manager was asked to come with the company as one of its first 
employees. He had just started building a home and the move then was too risky. 
Three years later he did make it. "At the time I went to work for him there was 
no outward expression of this being a humongous national company. (One plant) 
where everybody knew one another. Everybody would work well together. Never 
lose contact with each other, and be able to work with one another in each 
department. 
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As you can see, it's not that way. We are still a very close knit family. 
We have, about 5600 employees, and that is in five plants. Plantwise we are 
spread out (in three states), but we are still personally close. So the small concept 
of one building, one operation is all that really changed." 
On the strategic level (size, scope, geographic spread), things have changed 
dramatically. On the philosophical level (the image of a family-oriented business, 
openness, trust) it's consistent-think small! 
Do It Right, Do It Your Own Way 
"(The CEO) is a believer that all employees are adults. We have a good 
mind on our shoulders and we want to accept responsibility. This is the job you've 
got at hand. Now do it. The only thing I want is the best quality and the best 
service you can give. You design the way. And he's never interfered with the 
operation of any department, to my knowledge." 
"Every plant has its different personalities; its different problems. And its 
just hard to explain-there is no set system." 
One organic aspect of growth and management was evident when 
corporate trainers urged this plant to develop its own training and tailor it to their 
particular situation. 
Process Is Critical for El Management: Similar to Site 3 
The process seems most similar to Site 3 with a focus on values (as at Site 
1), and an awareness of and feedback about results (as at Site 2). 
One of the department heads who teaches a leadership course with the 
Administrative Manager reflected that, "Regardless of her responsibilities, 
regardless of my responsibilities, it's imperative in the competitive industry we're 
in, that we have the utmost level of cooperation, trust, honesty, with each other 
and amongst everybody. It makes it easy to tell that to our people when we also 
act that way." 
"(I say) trust them, yet if they see me not getting along with another 
manager, well, it doesn't work. 
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We have our monthly financials where we get all the managers of each 
department in and we tell them where they lost money, where they made 
money... So you look at what you did wrong or what happened. Sometimes you 
can't make money on a job; it's just not in the cards, but if you know why, that's 
what's important. 
"Each department does that. They do a complete study. They have teams. 
Knowing your business is important, and understanding what went right or wrong 
is very important. Our philosophy is to understand what you are doing. Understand 
it, take it apart, put it back together, and always try and improve it. And the 
people have to do that. I can't do that. The management of this plant can't do 
that. We just encourage It." 
"You've got to watch the bottom line. You have to watch profitability of 
each department. You have to point out flaws in the system to each manager of a 
department." 
Teamwork, Cooperation and Achievement 
Reward Systems Affect the Transition to El Management: Different 
Compensation Is Excellent 
In this case there is no transition, the plant started with an El management 
style. Tangible and intangible rewards are part of management consciousness. 
"Top of the line wages, (top brackets) are in line (with other manufacturing jobs), 
bottom brackets are in line. Wage brackets in between, are in line with any union 
progression chart. 
"However, because of the way we promote people, the length of time in a 
progression Is a lot shorter than a union shop. In a union shop or a regimented 
apprentice program, every six months you get a raise. Here it you accept the job 
responsibility, you might make five steps in the first six months. We happen to 
think we have the best program going-but so does our competitor. 
•After a year of service (employees) start profit sharing. As you go up the 
ladder you get more (a higher percentage) profit sharing. There is no (company) 
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retirement plan. Profit sharing is it. It is the CEO's intent that everyone will own a 
large chunk of stock-enough to retire on." 
Recognition Is Equally Important 
"I've never really worked with a 'prisoner-of-war' type of employer (where 
you are not allowed to do much). It's got to be your work place. I think it's real 
simple, treat a person like they are a human being, and show them that you are 
genuinely interested in them-they've got value to you. They will want to help 
you. They'll enjoy helping you. I mean, treat them just like you want to be treated. 
"Give them the same things you are giving yourself-fitness center, nice 
locker rooms. We have a sauna, whirlpool. We have rehab people. We have a lot 
of programs here. It's not just for management: it's for everybody. And we 
encourage everybody to use it. 
"If I get a pat on the back, whoever got me the pat gets a big pat on the 
back from me. People love that. They want a little recognition. You give them a 
little recognition, they'll walk ten miles for you. I can't understand, I just can't 
understand how these large industries can ask, 'How can I get my people 
motivated?'" 
"I also am down on the floor 80% of the time, talking with people, working 
with them. Helping them if they've got a problem; I'll listen to their ideas, or 
whatever. I'll come to the plant at 2 o'clock in the morning. I'll come in on the 
weekend. I can remember what it was like working nights and nobody gave a 
shit--didn't see anybody. A walk through at 2 am one day or two days a week 
does wonders... I think it is very important that people understand that I care 
about them." 
Employee Involvement Increases Cooperation: Congruent 
1. To make employee involvement effective, internal competition had to 
give way to participation and cooperation, and organizational barriers had to be 
lowered or removed. 
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2. Effective employee involvement extends back toward suppliers and 
forward toward customers, and this increases the sense of cooperative purpose. 
Ego Interferes with Teamwork 
The Manager of Administration said, "We don't pick people out as star 
performers. We focus on the common goal." Being a team player is one the 
factors they look for in the hiring process. 
"If you can leave your ego at home, not your pride, but your ego, then 
you... can make goals that you can achieve together. There is no empire building, 
as far as I am concerned...Well, no company is perfect, and there are people that 
want to build empires. This happens because we are very entrepreneurial, right? 
Sometimes you'll see somebody who is building an empire, and the empire 
crumbles; ... it crumbles in a very subtle way. I don't think you ever want to take 
somebody and put them in a circumstance where they lose face." 
"Power is only as good as the people who want to work for you. You have 
no power by yourself. Our CEO would not be where he is today unless he had the 
people, unless he empowered the people." This manager has nine departments 
under her. "I have got people who are so good, and I know each one of them. It 
is all about teamwork. That's what it is about. Success is in our team. You cannot 
do it on your own." 
Cooperative Effort Is Essential in the Plant 
The Plant Manager explained, "The whole operation is teamwork. Each of 
our big machines has a crew of six... Each person has a job that they have to do, 
or someone is working double duty. So, when a new person comes on, the crew 
goes to seven. That person is given two weeks to adjust to being able to do the 
job by himself... If they don't do it they are gone. Peer pressure removes them. To 
work here people have to be willing to learn. You have to be able to work with 
other people and communicate... and teach what you know to the next guy." 
"We've got a shadow program here where we attach a new person to an 
old person. The older person comes over and checks on him through the day to 
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see how he is doing--if there are any problems, help him out... But, the new 
person has the responsibility to ask for help...You've got to be able to tell me 
what your problem is, and I'll help you. This is a two way street." 
Because they need senior people on every crew they rotate shifts so no 
one is always working an undesirable shift. 
High Technology Does Not Have to Create Barriers 
The manager of a department that is highly technical, still cross*trains 
everybody. That prepares highly trained people for promotion, but it also means 
that if growth is slow, "they get an opportunity to do the different types of jobs. 
From day one we cross trained our people--like an old German workshop where 
everyone did everything, before the assembly-line mentality. When our growth 
slows there won't be a lot of boredom. We won't have a lot of dehumanization 
going on. If you don't do this, I believe you lose a lot of educated, qualified 
people. 
"There are people in this organization who have fought that logic and said 
it's not feasible. It's not logical. How do you manage it? But we manage the same 
way. We don't have a manager for each (skill) category. In some places in this 
plant you do need that, but here we have made training the responsibility of 
everybody, not just management. So we got around that problem; the four 
production managers that report to me are responsible for every area in the 
department (not just one cog in the operation)." 
There is one manager who specializes in the most complicated process. 
"He is technical, a little off to the side." 
Responsibility Is Shared 
Compared with similar plants, "We could be construed as under managed. I 
look at It as lean and mean. We do have an infrastructure under our managers. No 
name for it-maybe future manager training program. It's somewhat invisible, but 
we have people who are responsible in each area. They've got the same work as 
everyone else, but we give them certain key responsibilities. If they accept the 
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responsibility, and work on their people skills (sign up for leadership training) they 
are among those in line for a promotion. They don't get paid anymore," it's an 
opportunity. 
People Skills Are Critical 
People skills are a key factor in promotions. "We look at how they deal 
with their people. We look at the respect co-workers have for them. That's a big 
part of it; if you don't have the respect of the people, for whatever reason, it's 
very hard to be a (good) manager." Technical skills are important, but people skills 
are essential. 
That is a break from the past when this manager got promoted. "I was 
made management because I was the best technician in that area. So I was 
moved ahead based on that. The reality was my people skills were terrible. I was 
very opinionated. I couldn't take feedback. So, I think we are learning that the 
best technician is not necessarily the best manager-maybe he is, maybe he isn't." 
A Learning Model 
They are about to introduce a whole new technology which the department 
head will learn first. He will train other managers and technicians (over about nine 
months), then gradually pull out. "The responsibilities I have now are going to be 
shared by my other managers, and I am going to get into the new thing." 
He is doing it this way so it gets set up the way he wants it, but also to 
Integrate it into the department. "You turn it over to somebody else, it could 
become a separate department within the department. That creates a wall which 
breaks down our philosophy (of teamwork). So, if I learn it, and all of our 
managers learn it (taking three months each), the process will become part of the 
production room." 
"It's a learning model we've used before, and it's a model that maybe we 
should have used, but didn't (referring to the one hi-tech manager who is a 
specialist)... This way there are no (functional) walls. Even In that other hi-tech 
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operation we are starting to move people in and out of it. No one is saying, 'It's 
mine, leave it alone.'" 
Everyone Works with Customers 
Dave (Plant Manager) said, "We work very hard together, and we have a 
great deal of respect for one another. All of our people in this plant work with 
customers... You try to make the customer aware of what you are doing, and you 
try to learn their side of the business." 
"We meet with all new customers before the job comes into the plant. I'll 
take my key people from different departments and go down, either to their 
offices, or we invite them up for a day. (We) sit down, look at a finished product 
and discuss each (production) area. 
"All of our competitors... can do the same things we do here, and just as 
good. What we focus on, is talking to the customers... The biggest reason 
customers leave our competitors is not because they can't do the job. It's a lack 
of attention to problems they have, and lack of enthusiasm to help rectify, or 
correct, or Improve on that. We depend on our employees to 'hi touch' (be 
personally responsive to) the customer." 
Conflict and Risk 
An Employee Must Risk Stumbling to Learn El Skills: Similar 
Work Experience Elsewhere Hinders Learning El 
"We are a young company. One of the problems we have with older 
employees (I'm talking 30-35 years old here), is they come to us (expecting that) 
you have one job to do. This is your little world. It's all you do. Never been able 
to understand the business, the profitability, the product, what the end result is, 
and they get thrown into this company that has young people-whiz kids, who 
enjoy learning. They love to take what we taught them In the classroom and go 
out on the floor and show us they can do the job. Their minds are ingenious. They 
are continually thinking of better, easier, safer methods. They are wonderful with 
customers. 
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"Then you get this man (or woman) who's been someplace else for ten 
years; never was allowed to do much, and they feel like they are too old to be 
here. 'I can't do this.' They get frustrated." 
An El Culture Does Not Erase Fear and Habit 
A lot of the managers have grown up in the company and (El) management 
may seem easy to them. There are also managers who have been with the 
company for years who still have trouble adapting. The Administrative Manager 
observes that they can't quite live up to the vision. "Sometimes there is a problem 
because our CEO is saying one thing, and the managers are acting out something 
else. So the managers have to say to themselves. I've got work to do." 
Foreman T said, "There's a lot of that (old authoritarian behavior) that still 
exists." He agrees the organizational culture is different. "That has pulled together 
(here), but even so, it's still tough because there's so many people fighting it. If 
there are two paths to go, you are always going to take the less restrictive path, 
the one where you can see down the road. If you can't see around the corner 
(you are not fully in control); you are just going to go straight the other 
(authoritarian) way. 
"I think that is the easiest thing for people to do when they get into this 
new management style. We are taught to take the time, go around the corners, 
and do all of this. What we want to do is go straight (ahead) every time it comes 
to any type of decision, or conflict, or anything-forget the waves and curves; it's 
too scary that way." 
Stress and Pain Can Lead to Growth 
"Too many people react that way. There's a group of people that don't, 
that believe in the philosophy Ralph has built, believe in the management style. 
Those people follow it. Like Manager S, he got cut right down (by worker 
feedback) one time. I remember." 
"I don't know if I would have said this a year ago, but I think that all the 
(horrible) situations I went through have made me grow more than I ever would 
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have. I II be able to handle a lot more because of what I went through. I thought 
my boat was right up to the gunwales and ready to go under. It wasn't there, but 
I perceived that it was, and I got very stressed and very scared." 
"Some people just never will understand the company philosophy. They are 
just too close-minded to get off the straight, narrow (autocratic) path that they are 
so used to seeing all their life." 
The Sense of Risk Can Be Reduced: Similar 
Slower Learners Are Valued 
The Plant Manager tells those who have worked elsewhere, "Relax, you 
make a mistake, you are not going to get fired. You are not going to get hollered 
at." One older woman (40) he told, "Just take these (younger) people and learn 
from them and remember one thing. You've got a lot you can teach them. The 
only trouble is there's only one of you and there's 15 or 20 of them (in the billing 
and costing unit) so you don't think you are teaching them anything." 
Quick learners are not considered better than slow learners. People are 
promoted on their abilities and the quick learner make get to the top of the ladder 
(in one area) in two years and the slow learner in four, but when they are both at 
the top they are treated equally, "sometimes the slow learner turns out to be 
better because he's had to work harder at it, and he's learned a lot of little 
things." 
Orientation and Training Help 
The first full week on the job is attending orientation classes with a group 
to help the new employees understand the philosophy and the organizational 
culture. After that a lot of classes are available (published in an annual Course 
Catalogue). Employees enroll at their own initiative. 
Training is handled differently at each location, but here, "Our managers 
teach classes. Along with that we have craftspeople In our areas who may have 
better technical skills than our managers, so they will teach their peers, (in classes 
and on-the-job). We learn craft skills on the job and at the same time, in the 
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classroom, we are developing human skills. It is a two-phase program. Do they 
have the skills to teach? Do they have the skills to be a manager? Early on they 
get trained in that." 
Saving Face and Another Chance 
When a manager isn't doing well or their empire crumbles, "we make it 
very subtle, and try to turn a disadvantage into, perhaps, an advantage. Because 
behind every person's main goal is another goal they can redirect. I've seen people 
lose their positions and go to something they would rather be doing at that point 
in time. It doesn't look like they failed. 
"They don't feel bad. Others don't know-they don't need to know, 
because how can that person pick up the pieces if they've been humiliated and 
lost face. So it's okay to make a mistake. That's why it's neat to work here, 
because if you blow it you can come back." 
"We are a risk-taking company. Ralph (CEO) took risks from day one. And 
as long as you learn-okay." 
Conflict Resolution Improves: Similar 
Poor Conflict Resolution Caused High Turnover 
When George ran his department autocraticly there was very little conflict 
resolution and a very high rate of turnover. Energy got dammed up. "It's sort of 
like a stream. If you dam it up, it's not flowing on the other side (downstream), 
but its flowing right up to that point... It just never flows on, and we need to 
have it flow on all the time." 
"There was a lot of (negative) talk that vibrated from the middle out. A lot 
of that was happening, where you don't see that much now. People tend now, to 
talk about something positive. If there is anything negative the talk is, 'How can 
we make it better?' At the other time, there was no possibility of making it 
better." 
The conflicts were non-discussable with the manager. Younger employees 
could feel the negativity around them. They would think. I'm not going to put up 
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with that when I get to that position. I'm not going to be treated like that. I'm 
going to get out of here while I can." 
There Was No Way to Work Around The Problem 
Foreman T said, "Sometimes we tried to work around him and figure some 
things out, but he wouldn't allow it. His response was, "Don't you worry about it. 
You just do this, and we'll take care of that--that's not your job. 
"In fact everybody should be responsible for everything. If you see 
something is askew, fix it. Even if it isn't your responsibility, reach over and fix it. 
Some people tried to do that, but just the way the system had that glitch (of 
autocracy) there, it didn't work as well as it should have." 
Asked how he would like to handle differences he replied. "I think it is 
easier to sit down with three people and come out with one decision collectively 
and everybody understands why, and why not, they didn't use some idea. Not 
say, "'Okay, this is the idea.' Then someone argues, 'No, that's no good.' Then 
the boss says, 'We are going to do it my way, because I'm the boss.' That's just 
not right. Collectively we have to walk out knowing why we accepted it. If you 
walk out and you don't know why, you are lost." 
Changes Improve the Situation 
It got a lot better after some changes were made. The Administrative 
Manager observed, "The biggest problem was that issues (of conflict) were not 
getting dealt with properly. Either not being dealt with at all, or workers felt there 
was unfair treatment. If you have a gripe or complaint you should be able to state 
it. The younger work force-let me tell you-they want answers, and they want 
them now. They didn't feel like situations were being dealt with, and didn't want 
to work here. 
"Basically what happened is the veterans who had been with the company 
for a long time were toughing it out, but for everyone we hired, one or two would 
leave." After George was replaced things improved immensely. A new coaching 
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system was created so every new hire has a buddy to help him work through any 
problems. 
They also started doing exit interviews so that glitches in the system can 
be discovered and resolved more quickly. "Now we look at it very closely. We 
want to know why they left." This helps the system correct itself. 
Overview of Themes and Issues from Site 4 
Twelve of the themes or issues were congruent or similar, two were 
different by virtue of circumstance. Since this company was founded on El 
principles by a CEO who understands and practices them, the theme about top 
management approving but not understanding was inapplicable, and so was the 
theme on rewards during the transition since there was no transition. 
The focus on process at Site 2 was different than it was at Site 1. Site 4 
(like Site 3) had some aspects similar Site 1 and others similar to Site 2. 
All other themes and issues from the management characteristics found at 
Site 1 and 2 were confirmed. A look at three of the managers at Site 4 and 
possible antecedents to their responses to this company's El management culture 
will complete the chapter. 
Antecedents for Change in Managers at Site 4 
Dave, Plant Manager 
Family and Military 
"I grew up in the country on a dairy farm. My dad and mother worked 18 
hours a day. It was plowing fields and mowing hay. Even as kids we were trying 
to survive. That's different today." 
"I grew up in a little town in the midwest. Went to school. I left there in 
1961, graduated, and joined the Navy. Somehow I ended up back there to work. 
"I met my wife while I was in the Navy, and it was just not a place in my 
eyes for a family person. So I decided to try the outside world." 
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"I started working for this company in 1976. Prior to that I worked at 
Company X; I was hired by Ralph back when he was the Personnel Director there. 
That was 1966 when I got out of the military. So. I've known him for (24) years. 
Work Experience and Mentor 
Family Responsibilities Come First 
"I had a chance to be the first employee (at this company). However, the 
day Ralph announced he was starting a new company, my wife had just given 
birth to our second child, we had started digging a hole for our first home, and we 
had bought a new car. Ralph couldn't guarantee a paycheck and I couldn't leave. 
It took me three years before I made the move-best move of my life. It's been 
long, hard work sometimes, but it's been a very rewarding experience." 
Planning Ahead Reduces the Risk of Transition 
"Of the original ten people that went with Ralph, I had worked with or for 
every one of them at Company X. The second time I was asked I wanted to go, 
but I still needed a paycheck-l didn't have parents who could help me out. I had 
already made up my mind I wanted to work here and all the overtime I worked (at 
Company X) I put in the bank in a separate account. 
"In early 1976 a guy who is a Vice President now (but at the time he was 
on a machine) happened to be my next-door neighbor. He asked me to come to 
this company again and said, 'This is the last time we are asking.'" 
So after ten years at Company X (started by Ralph's father) he made the 
move to Ralph's young company. "Everyone (at Company X) called me all sorts of 
names, saying it was a dumb move, the company would never last, and on and 
on, but I said I want to do it. I've been thinking about it for three years." 
"I was on a machine for the first five years then I became a running 
foreman. I ran the night shift for three years, then days, then I ran the whole 
production room both nights and days for a couple of years before I came here. 
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Ralph Becomes a Mentor 
"While they were searching for a site, Ralph asked me if I would move. I 
said sure. I didn't know where we were moving, and I thought, 'Why did I say 
that? , but I knew he would not expect people to move to some place where he, 
himself, would not relocate. 
"He's a very different type of person. Not only is he into making great 
business decisions and a lot of money, before that he holds his people in great 
value. He really wouldn't put us into any situation that he would not put himself. 
He doesn't forget about us. I don't think he forgets about any of his employees 
wherever they are." 
"He has a law degree from Columbia and he had worked in the company as 
summer help since age 14. He picked up garbage, scrubbed the steps, mowed the 
lawn. He's done everything that the rest of us have done. He's been on all of the 
machines, swept the floor, gotten his hands dirty, worked in every area in the 
process. I think that comes from his dad (who was General Manager), he did the 
same thing." 
Company X: A Negative Model 
"His father was forced out. There was a strike and because it was a public 
company, the Board of Directors decided to go against Ralph and his dad. They 
decided to end the strike and they brought in a new president, and he brought in a 
new pack of followers. They kind of just forced Ralph's dad into retirement." 
Ralph left a year after the strike ended, was a consultant for a year, then came 
back and started this company. 
Reverse the Model: A Family-Oriented Company 
"It was going to be a very family-oriented business, just one shop where 
everyone knew each other and would be able to work with one another in each 
department. 
"The thought of being a family is still a great part of our heritage... I think 
it always will be. We would not be where we are today, if we didn't work as a 
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family... Your family grows up with your beliefs, your expressions, your ethics 
whether in work, or how you enjoy life, or how you look holistically at life and the 
world. 
And It s never been forced on us. He believes all employees are 
adults...that we want to accept responsibility." 
An Abrupt Transition to Plant Manager 
I came out here to run the production room. I did that the first year, and 
one day he came and told me that I was going to be the Plant Manager. I had two 
days to move upstairs. I never had any training. I was satisfied downstairs. It's a 
great thrill to be in an operation where you have the ability to train young people, 
and get them to perform a task and by doing that grow the business. I knew the 
equipment: I knew how to read people as far as training and where they lack, and 
I was very comfortable. 
"All of sudden... I am sitting behind this desk--what the hell am I doing 
here? What does a minister or a plant manager do? We always work with 
customers. (All the people in this plant work with customers.) 
"You come to this level and you leave those people who you've made 
friends with. Now you are working with their bosses, whom you never see, but 
you talk to every day. I really didn't know how to handle it, plus you become a 
listening post for all employees and their problems. "(That part) is really easy to 
deal with,... but you come here and you deal with all employees both male and 
female. You listen to problems and gripes. You try to coach them through work 
difficulties. You listen to family spats. You listen to personal problems. Just a 
whole new thing. 
"Ralph put me on a mailing list for managerial books. They are a great aid 
but you can't go back to a book every time you've got a problem you don't 
understand, or never heard of before. This has probably been the greatest learning 
process-1 thought I had learned a lot before, but I don't know if anything could 
top this." 
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Personal Characteristics and Values 
"I hate to say this, but I am beginning to thrive on chaos that is created by 
what we do, and what the customer wants, that in his view, he's not getting. I 
like this confrontation. I learn a great deal from it." 
"We meet with all new customers before the job comes to the plant... to 
discuss what they expect us to do. 
"Unfortunately, very few people will say great things about an operation or 
product they got which is outstanding, but as soon as one little thing goes wrong, 
they are on the phone. So you have to try to make these people understand," 
particularly if it was the best service possible given the subcontracts, or other 
conditions that were set by the customer, and out of your control. 
"This is the part of the job I like because I like the confrontation... I'll go 
see the customer; we go over everything--and fine they understand--but they don't 
apologize either. It's just not part of their daily routine." 
Dave believes in the concept of family business, and his wife and daughter 
both work at the plant (reporting to other managers). His son had just completed 




This manager went to a high school near the home plant, then went to 
tech school for two years for a degree in business data processing. She worked at 
a number of jobs during high school and then at a small company for a few 
months before coming to this company. 
Work Experience and Mentors 
A Personal Welcome to a Young Employee 
There were about 350 employees when Manager R started. "The Corporate 
Secretary, who is considered an officer, took my application around and showed 
everybody because she thought it was such an interesting application. They were 
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hiring a cheerleader and how funny it was, but she said, 'Look at all the jobs this 
girl has had. She worked all the time. I remember coming in the door and 
everyone saying hi and calling me by name. I thought, 'How do they all know 
me?' It was a big deal for me. 
"From then on it's been one adventure after another. Initially I started in 
data processing in corporate system development, accounting packages, etc. Data 
processing was relatively new. We didn't have any software to use." 
Learning from a Mentor 
"Our Vice President of Computer Services is very visionary. He mapped this 
whole plan in his mind; it just amazes me how he can almost foresee the future of 
technology. And we started writing programs. I did that for almost three years. 
"Then he had a plan for collecting data on the shop floor, designing a 
system to collect it at production level, transfer the information to the corporate 
data base and use it. Technology--we were inventing it. 
"We designed a register guidance system for our machines which was also 
brand new. Before they had to manually move them circumferentially and laterally. 
Now we were going to let the computer do it. 
"It had never been done before. You just look at him in awe, because he 
can plan this all out in his mind. So I was with the tech group in 1984. Then I 
became a manager right after that. I was there for three years, then I moved here. 
Now (as Administrative Manager) I oversee nine departments." 
Family and Business Mix Well 
"I've actually seen people grow up in the company. I went from being 
single to married and have a child. I've just grown through this company. And I 
feel close to it because it's part of the family." 
"I work here; my husband works here. A lot of my other family work here. 
My sister in another state, two brothers-in-law here, one brother-in-law there... If 
your family is in the same company that you are, and you are working to achieve 
a common goal, don't you do that in families? 
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"None of us want to lose. None of us want to NOT be successful. We are 
pretty linked, so that's why you work as hard as you do. When you really start to 
think about it you say, 'Now this (family/work) all makes sensei'" 
Think Small, Have Fun Together 
"The managers put on a big Christmas show every year for all the 
employees. Big song and dance. We all sing. We all dance. We invest so much 
money in this show. We start practicing in October for a show in December. Ralph 
always introduces it (saying), 'You perform for us ail year so we are performing 
for you tonight.' 
"It's all the time you are practicing every night 2-3 hours-it's a 'think 
small'. All the managers getting together, talking about their frustrations, having 
fun, but it's a 'think small'. 
"Every year there is a theme. The vice presidents are part of the show. 
They always have to dress in something really stupid, and learn to tap dance and 
sing. This is a big production-but basically its 'think small'. Everybody getting 
together, and we help each other get through it. We practice extra with each 
other. It's a common goal-it really bonds our managers together. In, fact when 
the show is over everybody is upset-you want to keep going." 
"As the company grows into a very large work force, Ralph never wants us 
to stop thinking small. Because 'think small' means that you can get together and 
express ideas, discuss openly. And don't ever think the company is so big that 
you don't matter." 
Manager S 
Family and Education 
"I grew up in this business. My father had worked for Ralph s dad at 
Company X. I spent time at the plant, that was something I wanted to do. 
Manager S took business-related course work in high school and then went on to 
college to study management. "I was working and learning at school when my 
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father, who had been in the business, was looking at what I was learning and 
said, 'You are wasting your money.'" 
Work Experience 
Starting Out 
At his father s urging he started working for this company nights, 
continuing school days. That lasted for two years then, "Work became so 
demanding, I stopped my education, which may have been a mistake, or it may 
not." 
I started out on the floor as an apprentice doing basic procedures. After 
about five years, still very young, I was promoted to lead person in the area, 
responsible for the work and training of a group. After a year and a half I had the 
opportunity to come east when this place (Site 4) was being built." 
Opening a New Plant 
"We came out as technicians but we had to paint pipes, walls, whatever 
there was to do. We did that for a few months. It was 1985. It's kind of 
humbling to leave as a journeyman, then not have that work to do. It takes time 
to build a customer base; it's hard to get customers to trust. It took a long time 
to get the ball bouncing. 
"We didn't have enough work to justify a customer service person so I 
would put that hat on and deal with the customer and the organizational 
paperwork, then go back to the technical work. 
Seeing the Big Picture 
"Once we got going it was a real learning experience. I became aware that 
my responsibilities (as Department Manager) were not just to lead and teach 
people. It was my responsibility to grow a business operation. Ralph made me 
aware of that. It's not enough to be the best at what you are doing; it's not 
enough to help people you work with, work together. You have to look at the long 
term here. What are we going to do with this operation? You are responsible for 
the business. 
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"Obviously, with the values and goals of the company that means you take 
a look at attracting customers and creating jobs--finding a better way to attract 
customers. 
This part of the business started out with me and one other person who is 
now the Plant Scheduler. Today we have 110 people in my department. So it's 
been a growing operation. I've seen a lot of changes." 
"Before I became aware of the larger picture 1 saw us as tech support for 
the production operation-our job was to keep that running. Now that we were 
more focused on attracting customers into the facility I had to be more technically 
aware of the industry. I had to really turn my people loose and teach them to 
manage and to support others, and facilitate things, so I could look at and develop 
where we are going to be, and how we are going to do it. I began looking at 
equipment with new capabilities and how that fit our people. I went more from 
doer to facilitator, and looking at the big picture." 
We Feel Responsible to Help Our Workers Succeed 
"We have a huge concentration of people between the ages of 18 and 25. 
In this area there was not a lot of this type of manufacturing so the young people 
who are not yet into a career are attracted here. 'This looks interesting.' 
"We don't have a lot of turnover here. If a person stays a year, it appears 
he may stay a lifetime. We have a fairly elaborate hiring procedure. For the most 
part it works well, but even if we make a mistake, we believe we have a 
responsibility to elevate that person rather than getting rid of him. That has 
worked." 
Sometimes people who are not working in one place can go to another 
department and find a niche that just suits them. "Three of my best people were 
workers that were not doing well in another department. 
"You know when you are dealing with a basically good person (who is not 
performing) because you really don't feel right about it. If the person is not a good 
person-maybe you can't trust them and they lie-it is easy to dismiss them. The 
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big thing here is trust and honesty .Terminating the relationship is the very last 
step. We avoid that in every way possible unless it's in the area of trust and 
honesty, which is our primary belief." 
Personal Characteristics and Values 
Manager S runs a very technical department. His strong belief in cross 
training and operating as a team of skilled craftspersons, without specialty areas 
that create barriers, gives him the incentive and commitment to keep learning new 
technology himself, and organize the department so everyone else can also learn 
it. 
When he was promoted to management (based on his technical skill) he 
had not yet developed good people skills. Now he understands how important 
those skills are, and he insists that everyone must develop leadership skills to be 
eligible for more responsibility. 
An employee identified Manager S as one of those who understands this 
(El) type of management and is truly committed to it--even when he gets heavy 
feedback. Manager S had referred to such occasions. "You are humbled again," by 
feedback that you are not doing what you say is right. A Department Manager 
open to public criticism and responsive to it is a very powerful model. 
Summary of Antecedents at Site 4 
Dave. Plant Manager 
We can see Dave's strong sense of family in his decision to leave the navy 
for a better family life, and then to stay with Company X until he had saved some 
money (decreasing the risk to his family). He treats his employees like family (and 
two of them are). "Treat them the way you would like to be treated; give them 
(percs and benefits) you give yourself." 
He spends 80% of his time on the plant floor and that includes weekly 
visits at 2 am and on the weekend. "It is very important that they understand I 
care about them." 
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He came to this company because he was attracted to its vision of a 
family-oriented business. It is comfortable for him and he reinforces those same 
qualities with his own values and behavior. 
Manager R 
She came into the company right out of tech school and worked for a 
mentor who stretched her capabilities developing innovative software and related 
technology. Corporate training taught her ieadership skills. She grew up in this 
management culture and believes in it totally. 
Her spouse and other relatives are in the company and it makes a lot of 
sense to her-work and family go together. She believes in 'Think Small,' discuss 
things openly, be personal, remember everyone counts. 
Manager S 
He grew up in the business becoming a first-rate technician, learning people 
skills after he was promoted to management. The corporate philosophy is a 
reminder and guide for him, and the leadership classes he teaches make him 
aware of things he is still working on personally. 
Manager S has 110 employees doing a variety of technical processes. His 
commitment to learn a new technology and teach others, so everyone is cross- 
trained promotes teamwork and cooperation in his department. He believes that 
teaching leadership courses with other department heads increases cooperation 
across functional lines and encourages managerial teamwork. 
Overview 
Two of these managers grew up in this organizational culture. Learning 
people skills seems to have been easy for Manager R, but Manager S has worked 
hard to master them. Although he stumbles occasionally his openness and 
responsiveness to feedback are a model of effective leadership. 
The Plant Manager was in the Navy six years and Company X (in his 2 sf 
of work space) for ten years before moving to this company. It "turned out to be 
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the best move of my life," because his values and the company's philosophy are 
an excellent match. 
The norm in this company is to formally train a person for the next level 
position before they are even considered for it. However, Dave had no training and 
no advance notice for Plant Manager. He felt ill prepared and confused, but he 
succeeded. He is on the shop floor 80% of the time (at all hours), and has no 
patience with managers of large companies who say, "How can I get my people 
motivated?" 
This completes the analysis of Antecedents. In the next chapter we will 
look for themes from the antecedents of managers at all four sites. 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE ROOTS OF BELIEFS AND VALUES 
Lxperienggg gnd Themes from Anterftriftn^ff 
Overview 
Antecedents, as used here, refer to the experiences or beliefs that precede 
a manager's response to El management and have some impact on it. Our 
educational system and almost all organizations have been based on hierarchical 
models that encourage and reward individual rather than group or team 
achievement. However, all of the nineteen managers for which Antecedents were 
developed had particular experiences that seemed to make them more inclined, or 
less inclined to practice El management. Data on 5 of the 24 managers was 
insufficient to develop Antecedents. 
There are seven different categories of antecedents including self 
confidence, family experience, educational experience, work experience, mentors, 
cultural experience, and lastly, personal characteristics, values and beliefs. 
This chapter capsulizes, and catalogues by category, the antecedents of 
managers at all sites. In each category, I note those managers whose beliefs and 
values were impacted in such a way that it is likely to have affected their 
response to El management. The effect may have made them more wary of El 
management, or more accepting of it. Generally, the nature of the impact is quite 
obvious, but it can be unclear or ambiguous. ("Effects of Antecedents for Change" 
are set forth in Table 8.1 at the end of the chapter.) 
Categorizing the Antecedents is a critical step in the analysis process, but it 
is rather intense reading and sometimes repetitious. 
Self Confidence 
Experience 
Only Manager N (Director of Work Force Transition, Site 3) spoke directly 
about self-confidence. He saw it as a key to his response to El management. 
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because he wasn't threatened by giving up power, or complete control. Compared 
with combat (Vietnam) how bad can things get? No one will get killed and the 
company will not go broke. 
We can infer self confidence in other managers by what they have done. 
Bart (General Manager, Site 1) dealt with managers trying to get him fired, and 
single handedly changed the organizational culture. Manager G (Manager of 
Manufacturing, Site 2) went off to Chile with a few days notice, and when he 
returned the employee involvement was a fact of life. He embraced the changes, 
participated in a management development seminar with all of his managers, and 
took the lead in moving the plant toward teaming. 
Frank (VP Operations, Site 3) led several "turn-arounds" using El principles 
before he came to his present position. Dave (Plant Manager, Site 4) went from 
overseeing a major department to Plant Manager with two days notice and no 
preparation for that level of management. 
The top managers at each of the four sites are included in this list and 
others could be included. Fifteen of the 19 managers seem clearly self confident 
based on the data, and three others are likely to be self confident. Three are more 
likely not to be self confident in the solid way that Manager N defined it (where 
the risks Involved are just not that worrisome). 
I evaluated the apparent ease of transition to a practice of El management 
for each manager based on foregoing data and written responses to the 
Management Style Assessment (Chart E'), and found that managers with less self 
confidence directly correlated with those for whom the practice of El management 
was more difficult. (Assessment results are confidential and not Included here.) 
Theme: Those who are most self confident embrace El management more readily 




Based on the data, family experience was particularly relevant for 7 of the 
19 managers including Manager A. Manager B, Manager E (Site 1), Manager K 
(Site 2), Frank (Site 3), Dave, and Manager R (Site 4). 
Manager A had a handicapped father who did Personnel work, and two 
brothers, very different from himself who, nonetheless, have similar values toward 
helping other people and respect for everyone. 
Manager B had a toxic parent (mother) and a silent parent (father) who 
seemed to limit, undercut or demean him; when he met with success, they called 
him stuck up. 
Manager E saw his father as a mentor, particularly in developing his sense 
of values. The nature of the impact is unclear. 
Manager K had a father who was General Manager of a large shoe factory 
In town, but his family came first, work second, and it is the same for Manager K. 
Frank's parents trusted him, and he had total freedom as a teenager. His 
father, a self-taught engineer, was In a vulnerable situation. When he lost his job 
at age 52 he also lost his self esteem. Frank interrupted his education to take care 
of a growing family, but he persisted In night school while supporting a wife and 
three children and graduated as an engineer 7 years later. 
Dave grew up on a dairy farm-hard work, long hours, a struggle for 
survival, and no savings for a rainy day. His responsibilities as family provider kept 
him from accepting a job he really wanted until his financial obligations were 
under control. He saved all of his overtime pay in a special account as a back up 
for the move. The family model guides his management, and he wants all of his 
600 employees to know he cares about them and appreciates their work. 
Manager R has a spouse and lots of relatives in the company. In her mind 
that's perfect. A family strives for success together to achieve a common goal- 
just what the business needs in order to grow. 
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Others may well have important antecedents in family experiences, but the 
data neither confirms nor disconfirms this. 
Theme: Diverse family experiences create values, affect self confidence, provide 
models that affect a manager's response to El management. 
Educational Experience 
Experience 
Educational experience was mentioned by most of the participants, but 
appears to be a pivotal factor in later responses to El in seven instances: Bart, 
Manager B, Manager E (Site 1), Manager H, Manager J (Site 2), Manager N, 
Manager P (Site 3) and none at Site 4. 
This does not include managers whose self confidence rests on their 
intellect or technical competence. While that could be attributed to education, I 
have used the category to highlight experiences that seemed to shape beliefs and 
values as supported by the data. 
Managers at Site 1 
Bart spoke with pride about his liberal arts education in sociology, and 
political science plus a Master's Degree in education. He mention, "drawing my 
little socio-grams" to figure out the power alliances and he talked about the 
governance and politics of his organization. An associate mentioned how 
important Bart's educational background was to the way he initiated change. 
Manager B went to college in spite of his family's advice to forget it-that 
he was bound to fail. He was determined never to walk through their door having 
flunked out. By his second year he had begun working full time and his student 
days were over. He is sensitive about this, and has considered returning for a 
degree, but there is a sense of vulnerability and inner turmoil here. 
Manager E went from grades one through twelve in the same parochial 
school and graduated in a class of 36. He went to an excellent engineering school 
located nearby and later married a graduate of his old high school. His educational 
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and family experiences seem to have shaped strong, clearly-defined, beiiefs and 
values (that were not easily changed). 
Managers at Site 2 
Manager H went through a cooperative engineering program that moved 
him from an apprentice to journeyman tool-and-die maker while he studied for an 
engineering degree. After graduation he was a foreman working with skilled 
craftsman. He asked for their suggestions about how to do things more 
effectively, and he met with them individually to consider skill and career 
development. He had a sense of his workers and their work that came out of his 
educational experience. 
Manager J also went through the coop engineering program and became a 
tool-and-die journeyman, then a foreman. The respect and sense of loyalty he has 
for his workers may have their roots here. Later the head of the school program 
brought him back to his plant and became one of Manager J's mentors. 
Subsequently, Manager J directed the coop program himself. 
Managers at Site 3 
Manager N went through Jesuit schools, played lots of sports, and then 
went to West Point. He graduated and was commissioned in the U.S. Army. Out 
of this experience he developed self confidence, an understanding there is enough 
slack (even in a tight system) to do things your own way, and a sense that it is 
important for him to be true to himself. 
Manager P studied manufacturing engineering at a two year tech school 
and worked on the line in manufacturing to support himself. The combination of 
his work experience, and what he was learning in school helped him understand 
and accept El management. 
Observation and Comparison 
Manager H and Manager J went through the same program at about the 
same time. Manager H had an interactive, soft-spoken style, and Manager J 
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learned to be a "tough shop guy." Both respect the employees (although it might 
not have felt like respect to employees Manager J chewed out publicly). 
It IS surprising that Manager N, with his strict, hierarchical education 
(Jesuit schools. West Point) would choose to lead by empowering those below. 
Doing that immediately upon graduation from an autocratic school, in an autocratic 
(military) culture makes it especially noteworthy. 
Theme: Educational Experience varies with each individual; along with other 




While everyone interviewed had many significant work experiences, only 12 
out of the 19 had a clear connection to the manager's response to El 
management. Interestingly, Manager B, Manager C, and Manager J all had initial 
work experiences that created barriers to El which were followed by experiences 
that removed some of the barriers. 
Managers at Site 1 
Manager A was indirect labor, but by teaming up with a skilled machine 
operator and doing a variety of tasks usually handled by direct labor, the two of 
them finished a job in 8 hours that normally took 28. In that department 
(supervised by Bart), they were able to eliminate five out of seven indirect 
positions. This kind of experimentation and empowerment was exciting for him. 
Manager B was taught that it was necessary to fire someone within the 
first month on a new job to establish your authority. It was an autocratic 
management style based on the military model, which he described as, "You will!" 
(do as I tell you). 
After years of managing that way he went to a new environment. Coming 
in as a tough guy from outside created a backlash of animosity toward him. The 
stress began to overwhelm him, and he sought help from a psychologist. With 
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that help, he changed jobs (within the plant) so there was less pressure on him 
and began to totally change his demeanor and management style. He was a lot 
more relaxed, reasonable and friendly; he tried to connect with workers (instead of 
threatening them). 
His personal change process began with an emotional crisis, seeking and 
receiving assistance, and making a decision to change. It evolved as he changed 
his work (environment). This change was reinforced by Bart's arrival and 
subsequent changes in the organizational culture (see Mentors, Manager B). 
Manager C was shunted off to a dead end job with no responsibilities and 
no promise, but when the CEO and the company got in deep trouble Manager C 
was asked to take over. He didn't trust anyone; he directly involved himself in 
every aspect of operations that seemed critical. This worked; it pulled them 
through a very precarious time. In other times, however, such behavior is 
dysfunctional. 
Manager C regularly hired Dr. Deming to consult with the company. Deming 
has visited the company for years, with limited impact. When he and Manager C 
came to Bart's plant there was a new synergy. Dr. Deming used the changed 
work environment in this plant to demonstrate concepts he had been trying to get 
across for years without much success. Manager C got a sense of the full 
potential of employee Involvement when it is coupled with systemic change, and 
has given it his backing. 
Managers at Site 2 
Manager G was a union worker in a steel mill during summer vacations in 
college. He saw all kinds of impediments to doing productive work and found a 
way around a few of them. He experienced similar impediments as a young 
engineer and looked forward to when he, as the manager, could do things 
differently. 
Manager H, as a young foreman, developed his workers and was later 
asked to leave manufacturing and help with Personnel. He came back to 
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manufacturing with an MBA and a broader perspective. Later he was asked to 
facilitate the employee wage committee (with 400 participants). 
Manager J was autocratic and tough; he ran a tightly controlled operation. 
As the company started exploring employee involvement he was asked to oversee 
an experimental program with limited Involvement, "but, I could feel the power of 
what these people could do. So I had confidence (in involvement)." 
Later, he and a unit manager decided involvement was the approach to use 
In making some shift changes which they knew would be difficult. Joint problem 
solving and honest, patient dialogue helped bring this to a successful resolution. 
This greatly increased Manager J's confidence in the process. 
Managers at Site 3 
Frank, in his early twenties and still in college, was asked to pick up the 
projects of two engineers who were fired. He didn't know what to do, so he 
asked the employees. They knew, and gladly told him how to handle it. Honestly 
sharing business information, asking questions, and asking for help, became the 
core of his management style. It's been effective in turning very difficult situations 
around. 
Manager N, as a troop commander, trusted his subordinates to get things 
done their own way (within regulations) once they clearly understood and agreed 
on the goals. He continued managing this way (very successfully) as 
Manufacturing Director in a civilian, hierarchical system. 
Manager P was part of an experiment in employee involvement coupled 
with gain sharing. It did increase productivity for the duration of the experiment, 
but it was money-driven. When the short term experiment was over the 
cooperative focus disappeared. He saw the potential of involvement and 
teamwork, but felt there must be better ways to approach it. 
Managers at Site 4 
Dave had 6 years of experience in the Navy and ten years experience in a 
hierarchical company (standing in your 2 s.f. of space). You didn't learn the next 
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job. -until somebody retired, died, or moved.- He came to Ralph's company 
because it was based on working together as a (family) team, knowing how other 
jobs relate to yours, and training those under you so they know, too. He liked 
doing it that way, and he was good at it. 
Manager R came to Ralph's company only a few months out of tech 
school. She was greeted by name, and treated with respect. The company gave 
her challenging work, stretched her technical skills, and gave her training in 
leadership. She understands and practices El management because she grew up 
with it. 
Manager S joined Ralph's company eager to develop his technical skills. He 
was promoted to a lead position in his group based on technical proficiency, but 
he was young, and his people skills were horrible. He was opinionated, didn't 
listen to others, and couldn't take feedback. He corrected these deficiencies, and 
is a strong advocate for developing technical skills and people skills concurrently. 
He has found that cross training helps teamwork, and improves department 
productivity, but that isolating a technical specialty builds walls and interferes with 
it. He believes it is worth the effort to cross train in everything. 
Theme: Experiences that cross (or circumvent) traditional barriers, that ask 
subordinates for help, that teach or develop subordinates, that encourage 
teamwork and cooperation predispose a manager toward El management. 
Mentors 
Experience 
Eleven of the 19 participants spoke of mentors who shaped their beliefs 
and values as managers. This included Bart, Managers B,D,E (Site 1), Managers 
G,J,L, and Karl (Site 2), Frank (Site 3), Dave, and Manager R (Site 4). 
Managers at Site 1 
Bart went to the Harvard Business School's 14-week, PMD Program for 
middle level managers. "It had a major impact on my beliefs and values. Professor 
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Kotter tauflht one of the seminars. I read his book on general managers, a case 
Study spproach, and I found it raal intarasting." 
Latar, aftar ha had baan at Sita 1 a yaar or so. Dr. Doming visitod his 
plant and was so improssod ho invitod Bart to holp him with soma future 
seminars. Dr. Doming made a deep impression on Bart. Darning's Fourteen Points 
help Bart explain to others (and make credible) the systemic change that he 
advocates. 
Manager B, in his very authoritarian days, had a mentor with a more 
interactive style. Manager B aspired to be more like this mentor, but wasn't ready, 
yet. When Bart arrived on the scene Manager B had already been through his 
crisis, gotten himself a new job (at the same plant). He was trying hard to be a 
friendly, helpful manager. Bart's values, ideas and model made a huge difference. 
Manager D had a mentor who trained him by asking a series of questions 
over a period of several months, and by coaching him. He didn't say he was doing 
this, but in retrospect Manager D could see the care the mentor had taken in 
structuring the process. 
Later on, a Group Manager led about 50 executives through their annual 
planning session. He ended it by saying they needed to have more fun, but that 
he didn't know how to do it. He confessed, that he just didn't have the 
personality for it, and he would appreciate their help. Being that open and 
vulnerable, "made a powerful impact on everyone." 
Manager E said that his father was his mentor, particularly in shaping his 
sense of values. The impact of this is unclear from the data. 
Managers at Site 2 
Manager G didn't think of mentors as being too helpful since, "If you end 
up cloning yourself to somebody you can't test your true instincts. He learned 
about letting go and empowerment from a shop manager in North Carolina, the 
first time he had ever really managed people. This manager was clever, and he 
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came out ahead of the autocratic -bulls- 60% of the time. This experience 
encouraged Manager G to do things his own way. 
Manager J said he had several mentors starting with the head of the coop 
program and ending with Manufacturing Manager 1. That manager was known as 
a tyrant, who wanted his subordinates to compete with one another, badger one 
another, and push each other. Manager J's mentors were tough, mean shop guys: 
"You have to be a tough SOB." 
Karl's father was his mentor and model. People in town have said they are 
very similar in many ways, and Karl is proud of that. He also had one mentor at 
the plant, one of the rare shop guys who wasn't tough and mean. His style was 
more people centered, and when Karl worked for him there was a shield above 
him that made the job a lot easier. 
Foreman L worked "for" three unit managers and "with" one. That is Karl. 
Karl and he have very different personalities (he is an introvert, Karl an extravert; 
they are on opposite corners of the Myers-Briggs profile), but they work well 
together. Foreman L respects Karl's values, and years of experience. 
Manager at Site 3 
Frank had a mentor who totally affirmed him when he was "in free fall" 
and things felt "out of control." He had another mentor who assumed "the father 
role," but let him have all the freedom he wanted as long as he produced. 
Managers at Site 4 
Dave came into the family-oriented work environment that Ralph created, 
and it suited him perfectly. Dave is impressed with the vision, judgement, 
experience, and values on which Ralph built the business. Ralph's values of 
honesty, trust, and focus on people, are evident in Dave. 
Manager R worked for the Vice President of Computer Services "who is a 
genius," a visionary, and a good boss. In addition. Manager R has had a lot of 
personal contact with Ralph. Both men have been models and mentors to her. 
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Thame: Young managers may emulate a mentor, adopting (perhaps unconsciously) 
beliefs and values that may have a positive or a negative impact on their response 
to El management in the future. 
Culture 
Experience 
Cultural influence is evident in 9 of the 19 managers. Those included are 
Bart, Manager B, Manager C, Manager F at Site 1, Manager J at Site 2, Manager 
N at Site 3, Dave, Managers R and S at Site 4. 
Managers at Site 1 
Bart said, "If I ever write a book it will be called, Manaoina as a SuhvRrsivR 
Activity, (looking at management the way Jonathan Kozol looked at 
teaching)...This is a revolution. Are we going to win it? I don't know, but I am a 
romantic from the 60's and I believe we can win it!" 
Manager B was promoted to a management job in a very autocratic 
organization. He was taught tight control and rule by terror, otherwise employees 
will take advantage of you. 
Later, as a first line supervisor, in another company, he was trained in 
Deming's Fourteen Points, but the behavior of senior managers was very 
inconsistent, and from his perspective the whole thing was a sham--]ust another 
program. 
Manager C came up through finance in an hierarchical organization. In that 
culture a controller was a policeman. Reports kept things under control. Audits 
rooted out irregularities. Interventions and punishments set things straight. The 
quarterly report focused on what had (or had not) been accomplished, and held 
people's feet to the fire. Quality was monitored by statistical control. If these 
reports become "the real world" of business, human factors are secondary. 
Manager F grew up in rural Wyoming where physical work and 
resourcefulness were highly valued. Credentials, status and authority were 
secondary-even inconsequential. A person was esteemed for who they were as a 
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person, and for what they could do. In that culture. Manager F developed a 
conscientious, low key, good-humored approach to work that did not rely on 
power to accomplish a task. 
Manager at Site 2 
Manager J learned to be a manager in a culture dominated by shop 
managers who were tough and mean. "You get to my particular job in the old 
days by being a mean son-of-a-bitch... I don't know any shop guys that we've 
ever had here who weren't really tough." 
Manager at Site 3 
Manager N absorbed the culture of West Point-"you have gotten the best 
training in the world; be self confident--there is almost nothing you can't handle. 
Get the job done!" 
Managers at Site 4 
Dave grew up on the farm, graduated from a small town high school, joined 
the Navy to see the world, got married, and settled down in the same little town 
where he went to school. This was a place and time where the values of 
responsibility, respect, hard work, family, and community were just part of the 
environment. These values are also part of the culture at Site 4. 
Managers R and S grew up in the same locale as Dave (in town), and 
almost a generation later (17-19 years). They began their careers in the home 
plant and its organizational culture shaped their ideas about how things should be 
done. 
They both came to Site 4 and participated in the decision that all of the 
managers would re-take leadership training as a group to promote teamwork 
among themselves, and a subsequent decision that different department heads 
would jointly teach the leadership courses. This impacted on the plant's culture, 
aligning it more closely with the corporate philosophy. 
Theme: Managers' experiences of culture can have a lasting impact on beliefs and 
values that affect their responses to El management positively or negatively. 
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Personal Characteristics. Beliefs and ValtiP^ 
Experience 
Only characteristics, beliefs or values that seem relevant to a manager's 
response to El management are highlighted here--every manager is affected in 
some way. 
Managers at Site 1 
Bart spoke idealistically as a romantic of the 60's. He is quite egalitarian, 
asking his managers not to wear ties because it separates them from the workers, 
advocating equal benefits for all employees, going to the Polish-American Club for 
beers with his workers, etc. 
When he first arrived he had to use autocratic methods to accomplish his 
egalitarian goals. "I try to become a benevolent dictator. I start out slowly 
delegating only when I've got confidence in who to delegate to, and then they 
become part of the leadership effort. We spend a lot of time here talking about 
leadership and values, far more than talking about efficiencies." 
He is personally comfortable with open-ended situations. Even though he is 
now away from the plant much of the time he has consciously decided that no 
one person will be in charge in his absence. 
Manager A loves literature and sees himself as a generalist. He feels 
strongly that our schools and our society misuse competition to everyone's 
detriment, and that our infatuation with independent, personal achievement is 
basically dysfunctional. 
Manager B, divorced and remarried, is committed to "his family" and his 
farm. He travels hundreds of miles almost every week to pick up his two kids for 
the weekend. He loves farming, raises animals, crops and vegetables, and 
maintains his farm equipment. These interests and responsibilities can pull his 
energy and attention off management. 
Manager C has very little trust. He is working on it, but his natural instincts 
go the other way. As CEO he enthusiastically promotes employee involvement. 
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and sees its applicability at all levels of the organization, bu, the understanding 
and practice of El management principles are still a personal challenge. 
Manager D was one of the few graduates in his class at business school 
that chose to go into manufacturing. Learning to be a good leader, to manage 
hourly workers, and work with union leadership were important to him. They still 
are. He reads about El management, goes to seminars, and as a vice president, is 
a practitioner, supporter and advocate within the organization. 
Manager E, as a young technical specialist, recognized that his explosive 
confrontations with managers were dysfunctional, and he better learn another 
way. He has taken management development courses, read extensively, and put a 
lot of effort into changing himself. 
He said, "Now I can get along with anybody." That may be true in a 
traditional organization, but Bart's values, and management style were so foreign 
to Manager E that he may not understand the difference between what he was 
doing and what Bart wanted. 
Manager F is a low key, soft spoken, non-threatening kind of guy. He 
would like to be your friend-whatever your job is. 
Managers at Site 2 
Manager G has always wanted to test out his own philosophy, and he had 
the self confidence and willingness to risk it. Pushing information and decision 
making downward feels comfortable to him. He trusts his intuition (and knowledge 
of the plant) to alert him when something is off. 
Manager H is a soft-spoken, out-going person. A personal management 
style that is interactive is more natural for him than a tough autocratic approach. 
He was still rated as a high performer even in the autocratic system. 
Manager J has a strong voice and presence. He could fill the tough- 
manager role very well—and he did. He also cares about the employees and goes 
the extra mile to help those who are in jeopardy (like old Joe Bedder working with 
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the women), or even the young employees who lost their job from cutbacks, 
helping them get counseling and explore other possibilities. 
He IS highly motivated. He gave it everything he had being tough, and he 
put the same effort into learning a new way. 
Karl has many of the values he saw in his father-the family comes first, 
people-centered management, be true to your own values, and be the same kind 
of person at work as you are out side work. He sets high standards and pushes 
hard to reach them, but he can be loose, and enjoy the game. 
"Work Isn't work for me." He feels comfortable about who he is, and what 
he is doing ( I m in no one s grand plan around here."), and this gives him 
freedom younger managers don't feel they have. He can take a risk and not worry 
about it. 
Foreman L hated to exert authority (particularly reprimands) in the old 
system. He is not an authoritarian person. He has basic respect for everyone--and 
is good at conveying that. 
He works with Karl who is a strong, stimulating, challenging presence: he 
is the calm, patient alter ego that supports the teams, and helps them find 
resolution to their own problems. 
Manager M was never comfortable with the internal competition that 
previous authoritarian managers felt was essential for high achievement. His 
personal style has a better fit with El, which he feels should be coupled to "short 
cycle." He believes that together they can meet worker goals and business goals. 
"Walking the talk," is still a challenge. 
Managers at Site 3 
Frank said, "I am not an authoritarian person." He is soft-spoken, intense, 
self confident and he feels he has a big ego. He wants to be the best, be 
rewarded appropriately, and make sure everyone that contributed is, also. He sees 
participation as the purest form of capitalism-that makes good sense to him. 
Everyone has a say; everyone has a stake; everyone has a responsibility. 
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Manager N is self confident. He respects people and thinks they need to 
participate or things will not go so well. He didn't come from a humanitarian 
background so he attributes his commitment to employee involvement as common 
sense and the self confidence to follow it. What keeps other people from doing it, 
in his view, is not that they don't believe it. but they don't have enough self 
confidence to risk it. 
Manager P wants to improve operating results, "those are our measures, 
(and)... one person obviously can't have the impact that ten or fifteen in a section 
could... as far as problem solving-so why not get help (from everyone) in getting 
problems solved... How could it not be beneficial to me?" 
Managers at Site 4 
Dave likes to confront customers when problems arise, it is exciting for him 
and he relishes the contact. He is proud of his people, proud of their work, but he 
also wants to do it better, and wants to please the customer. Since he likes doing 
what many managers try to avoid (or totally deny), I assume he is good at it. His 
family values, and sense of employees as extended family were mentioned 
above. 
Manager R in talking about evaluations said, "Everyone should be treated 
equally, but everyone is different... therefore, none can be judged alike. My review 
sheets are never the same; they are rather wordy, and they take me forever. 
(What I say) is no surprise (because I give them regular feedback). 
"I make them do a reverse review, because I think it's important for me to 
know how I'm doing (with them). I judge myself by how they are doing. Are they 
(all) doing well? Then I must be doing okay. If somebody is not doing well, I must 
be slipping up." 
Manager S believes that "cooperation, trust, and honesty" are the 
foundation values for him as well as for the organization. He teaches this and 
feels a personal responsibility to practice what he preaches. If he slips up he is 
ready to be "humbled again" with feedback that sets him straight. 
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Observation and Comparison 
Six ot the managers developed personal styles of management at odds with 
the organizational culture they were in. Three of these were in the corporate 
culture of Site 2 their whole careers (Managers G,H, and Karl) plus Frank and 
Manager N at Site 2, and Bart at Site 1. Manager D developed an interactive style, 
also, but in an organizational culture that encouraged it. 
Two of the managers at Site 2 were shop guys who weren't tough and 
mean, and moved up the career ladder anyway. Manager J's comment's not 
withstanding. Frank, Karl and Managers G,H, and N all started managing in their 
own way at the outset of their careers which suggests they began with well- 
developed values and self confidence. 
The autocratic style just didn't fit Managers A,F,L, M and Karl-they 
welcomed El management. 
Managers B and J learned to be "tough." They each decided to change 
when circumstances pushed them to an emotional crisis, and they had support, 
encouragement, and role models of how to do it differently. 
Manager P worked on the line in an autocratic system and readily embraced 
the idea that workers could help managers a lot, if managers would do things 
differently. 
Managers C and E embrace the ideals of El management, but not its 
practice. Some strong personal characteristics and beliefs may need to be 
addressed first. 
Dave, Manager R, and Manager S chose to work in an El management 
culture. This does not mean it's easy. One of the department heads failed 
completely in its practice (and had to be removed); Manager S had to work to get 
it. However, all three of them have adapted to it very well. 
Theme: Personal Characteristics, Beliefs & Values are critical factors in a 
manager's willingness and ability to practice El management. 
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Summary of ^h« 
Management Characteristics 
we examined in some detaii the setting, structure, and change process 
from autocratic management to Ei management at Sites 1 and 2. This was done 
by analyzing Management Characteristics at each work place. Fifteen themes 
emerged from that analysis of which five were congruent, eight were similar at 
both sites, and two themes differed (the approach to process, and the role of 
reward systems in the transition). See "Summary of Themes 8. Issues." Table 8.2. 
Site 3 confirmed all of the findings at Sites 1 and 2 with just one variation. 
Theme 13. "A Manager Must Risk Stumbling to Learn El." is similar rather than 
congruent. All of the themes are grounded theory-they emerged from the data. I 
didn't know what they might be when I did the interviews. Although I didn't 
happen to gather specific illustrations at the site, statements by Manager N (who 
is directing the transition process), and other data confirm that this theme is 
applicable to the site. 
Site 4 was a greenfield plant that was founded on El management 
principles in contrast to the older plants of Sites 1,2, and 3 that were in some 
stage of transition. Nonetheless, the previous findings on all but two of the 
themes were confirmed. Theme 4, "Top Management, Unfamiliar with El 
Approves" was not applicable because the CEO and founder is the most obvious 
model of El management practice and Theme 9, "El Changes the Culture" was 
also not applicable. 
Antecedents for Change 
Unless individuals change their beliefs and behaviors, the old norms and 
culture will prevail. In the analysis of management characteristics it is clear that 
some managers more readily embrace El management than others. To understand 
why, and how this happens we look at seven different Antecedents for Change 
and whether the impact was positive (toward El), or negative (created barriers 
toward El), or both. In some cases the Impact was unclear (there may be 
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Insufficient data), or it was ambiguous (the impact could have been positive, 
negative, or both). See "Effects of Antecedents for Change," Table 8.1. 
Self Confidence Is relevant to all 19 managers. Fifteen seem clearly 
positive, three negative and one is unclear. 
Family Experience is a factor for 7 of the 19. One is negative, one is 
ambiguous. 
Educational Experience was important for 7 of the 19. One experience was 
negative and one is ambiguous. 
Work Experience was prominent for 12 of the 19 (almost 2/3). Three 
managers had experiences in autocratic environments that created barriers to El, 
but later had experiences that removed some of the barriers. 
Mentors made a difference to 11 of the 19 managers. In nine cases it was 
positive, in two cases it is unclear or ambiguous. 
Culture affected the attitudes, values and behaviors of 9 managers (about 
half). Six of those were positive and 3 were negative. 
Personal Characteristics, Beliefs & Values are relevant in every case. 
Sixteen were positive, two negative and one unclear or ambiguous. 
This completes the analysis of the data; implications will be considered in 
the next chapter. 
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TABLE 8.1 
ANTECEDENTS FOR CHANGE 
Proportion Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Sitn A 












Negative Impact 3 b,c,e — 
Unclear or Ambiguous 1 — M — — 
Family Exo. 7/19 
Positive Impact 5 A Karl Frank Dave 
Negative Impact 1 B 
R 
Unclear or Ambiguous 1 E — — — 
Educational Exp. 7/19 
Positive Impact 5 Bart H,J N,P — 
Negative Impact 1 B — — — 
Both Positive & Negative 1 E — “ —— 
Work fxp. 12/19 
Positive Impact 9 A G,H Frank,N,P Dave 
R,S 
Negative Impact 0 — — — — 
Both Positive & Negative 3 B,C J •• 
Mentors 11/19 






Both Positive & Negative 1 — — — — 
Unclear or Ambiguous 1 E J " 
Culture 9/19 
Positive Impact 6 Bart.F 




Beliefs & Values 19/19 
Positive Impact 16 Bart,A G,H,J Frank 









SUMMARY OF THEMES AND ISSUES 
Leadership and Trust 
Site 1 Site 2 
—Base— 
Site 3 Site 4 
—Tests— 
1. Creating an environment 
for change 
a) define a need that 
Congruent Congr. Congr. 
is understood 
b) articulate a vision 
2. El requires organizational 
restructuring Similar Similar Similar 
3. Middle managers struggle 
to change 
4. Senior mgmt. unfamiliar 
Similar Similar Similar 
with El approves Similar Similar N/A 
Expertise. Decision-Makina. Communication 
5. Joint problem-solving w/ 
employees is effective 
6. Information sharing is 
Congruent Congr. Congr. 
critical to El Similar Similar Similar 
Svstemic Chanae. Process & Results 
7. Not another program Similar Similar Similar 
8. Organic change; no grand plans Congruent Congr. Similar 
9. El changes the culture 
10. Process is critical for 
Similar Similar N/A 
El management Different Diff. Diff. 
Teamwork. Cooperation. Achievement 
11. Reward systems affect 
Diff. the transition Different Diff. 
12. El increases cooperation Congruent Congr. Congr. 
Conflict and Risk 
13. A manager must risk stumbling 
to learn El skills 
14. The sense of risk can 
be reduced 
15. Conflict resolution 











To understand managers' beliefs related to employee involvement we have 
analyzed data from four sites (thirty three interviews plus other datal. This 
generated fifteen themes related to Management Characteristics and seven themes 
related to Antecedents for Change in managers. 
Beliefs and values underlie a manager's style and behavior. However, 
Argyris (1976) has demonstrated that "espoused values,” what we say we 
believe, and "theories-in-use," are frequently different. Our actions don't always 
match our stated beliefs. 
This is even more true when a manager is in the midst of a transition, or 
when an organization is in transition. When the cultural context changes 
expectations change, and new opportunities emerge. 
Even in all this push-pull of transitional confusion (inner and outer), when 
managers change their behavior it is evident to them and to their peers. This study 
also has shown that when the cultural context changes managers react differently 
and take on new roles (eg. Manager H facilitated the wage committee; Karl started 
work teams). 
By looking at the change process and different aspects of behavior in the 
organization, and listening to both a manager's view, and the views of others, one 
can begin to discern some of the beliefs and values (of both the individual and the 
organizational culture) that have changed, or are in the process of changing. To 
understand why one manager changes and another one in the same setting 
doesn't, one has to look at previous experiences and personal characteristics, 
beliefs and values. 
This research confirms that asking managers about their beliefs is not 
enough. Studying organizational change is not enough. To understand how and 
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why a manager has (or has not) begun to practice El management is a complex 
task that must consider: 1) the organizational culture. 2) the change process. 3) 
personal characteristics and beliefs, and 4) past experience. 
This research developed a framework in which these different factors can 
be analyzed. We have already examined the research sites by Management 
Characteristics (five topic areas with 2-3 characteristics each) and looked at 
Antecedents for Change in Individual Managers (7 topic areas including personal 
characteristics and beliefs, and past experience). These findings can now be 
gathered together in general terms as guidelines for change. 
Guidelines for Change to El Management 
The Context for Change to El Management 
Understanding What El Management Is. and Is Not 
It Is Not Another Short Term Program 
Managers and workers both look for signals that give them a sense of how 
much to invest in the process and what expectations are reasonable. If signals are 
inconsistent they will hold back. Are managers at all levels saying the same thing 
and acting accordingly? Are there adequate resources and training? Are the goals 
widely understood and shared? 
Change to El Management Is Organic: There Is No Grand Plan 
There may be plans. Site 1 made theirs up as they went along, but Site 2 
had plans, trainings, and oversight. The direction was clear, but the process 
evolved one step at a time. Horizons expanded (El teams worked only on quality 
at first, then on scrap, inventory and finally on anything). New goals were 
introduced (focus on shortening the cycle, and forming natural work teams). 
Senior management pushed for a plan at Site 3, but Frank (who had 
directed transitions at other sites), created a chart that listed skills needed for 
different levels of employee involvement, and steps to improve skills. Progress on 
skill development can be tracked, but there is no plan that shows structural 
reorganization, personnel movements and time lines. That will unfold organically. 
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El Changes the Organizational Culture 
There is rro way to shift from a marragemerrt of control to a managemem 
of empowerment without major changes in the organizational culture, and that 
implies a lot of changes in managers' beliefs along the way. Chang, within each 
manager is unpredictable, and one cannot know ahead of time how quickly a 
particular unit can adjust to change, or how much support it may need in the 
process--that is why the change process should be organic. 
Understanding How to Get There 
A "Top Manager" Has to Practice El Management 
This was not stated as a theme previously, but it appears to be absolutely 
critical. An organizational unit can fully develop El management only if the top 
manager of the unit understands and practices It. At Sites 1 and 3 the top 
managers came to the Sites with previous El Management experience. Site 2 
began El under the autocratic leadership of General Manager 1, and Manufacturing 
Manager 1. They saw it as a program for the employees, and in that short term 
context it did accomplish a lot. 
However, it was not until both of those managers left and Manager G took 
over that employee involvement blossomed into self directed natural work teams. 
Without someone at the top who understands and practices El management the 
old culture will continue to limit (or undermine) it. Other studies (Goodman, 1980, 
Lawler and Mohrman, 1985) have shown that unless there is systemic 
organizational change El will wither and die, and without a top manager's 
participation systemic change doesn't happen. 
Managers look above them to see what is expected, and pattern their 
behavior on what they see. The top managers interviewed at each research site 
practiced El management, and urged (pushed) those below to practice it, also. 
Top Management Unfamiliar with El Management Approves 
Site 4 is a division of a corporation headed by a CEO who practices El 
Management. More frequently senior managers initiate El, but don't manage that 
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way themselves. They don't really understand it, and they may not be interested 
in learning. This study focused on what can be done at the division level if those 
above endorse it, whether or not they understand it, or practice it. 
The basis for top management approval either after the fact (Site 1), or 
before the fact (Sites 2 and 3), is an expectation of improved competitiveness. If 
they support the Division Manager (or whoever the prime mover may be), that will 
allow El management to develop within divisional boundaries. 
Senior managers will have to adjust various corporate practices to support 
this, and if the top manager is transferred they must bring in a new manager who 
is committed to El management, and either knows how to do it, or wants to learn, 
and has the self confidence and humility to do it (eg Manager G). 
Creating an Environment for Change 
1) Define a need for change that is understood and accepted at all levels. 
If the need for change is not understood and accepted by everyone the 
environment is not conducive for real change. 
2) Articulate a vision for change: where you are headed; how you will get 
there. 
This may appear to conflict with Organic Change: No Grand Plan, but it 
does not. The vision defines what the organization is about and how it will 
approach the task so that everyone is pulling (more or less) in the same direction. 
It does not have to limit how people will do it; an unfolding process can be 
anticipated. 
El Management Requires Organizational Restructuring 
The transition from hierarchy to empowerment will change the way the 
organization is managed and this will be reflected by fewer supervisors, fewer 
middle managers, and different roles and reporting relationships for staff 
specialists. If there are managers who will not change, they must be moved out. 
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Joint Problem Solving Is Effective 
Sites 1,2,3 began El in autocratic environments by starting with joint 
problem solving. Site 4 continues to soive problems jointly. 
This process increases information sharing, breaks down barriers, engenders 
cooperative attitudes, brings diverse experience and perspectives to a question, 
and challenges everyone in the process. Decisions in this process are generally 
informal by consensus. The success of these efforts generates enthusiasm for 
Other changes. 
Information Sharing Is Critical 
Sharing business information builds trust and enlarges everyone's 
perspective so that employees and managers can effectively communicate with 
each other, and solve problems jointly. 
At Site 2 the most critical issue was the wage scale. This question was 
handled effectively because a creative way was found to share sensitive financial 
data with a committee of 400. 
At Site 1 virtually all controller reports were revised to be more helpful to 
operators. Everyone in finance received training about operations relevant to their 
work. Site 4 also trains its administrative personnel in relevant operations. 
Having a comprehensive understanding of the competitive market and 
receiving current business information helps employees understand what needs to 
be done and why (Sites 1,2,3,4). 
Process is Critical 
While the process at each site was critical, the approach was very different 
between Site 1 which focused on respect, beliefs and values and talked about 
effectiveness not efficiency, and Site 2 that talked about the need for better 
results to protect jobs and measured results all the way through. That process 
included informing employees about results and asking for their help. 
Sites 3 and 4 had aspects of both Site 1 and Site 2. 
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Reward Systems Affect the Transition to El Management 
Changes in the reward systems were a key part of the changes at Sites 2 
and 3. The first step was to get employees off individual incentive systems so 
that teamwork and cooperation were possible. Site 2 froze certain wage levels 
(1986), but created a gainsharing plan in the same year. That was expanded to 
include productivity gains in I990. They will make other changes in 1991 to 
acknowledge increased responsibilities and skills of team members. Site 3 expects 
to make similar changes in the next year or so. 
Site 4 did not go through a transition but its reward system is tailored to 
encourage cooperation and commitment. 
Site 1 vastly improved working conditions and its relationship to the union, 
creating an environment of dignity and respect for all workers. Basic compensation 
was good at the outset (1988), and there were no changes in remuneration for 
employees or managers. Salesman formerly on commission were changed to salary 
(1990) as a an act of mutual trust and commitment. The most recent (1991) labor 
contract included a modest cost-of-living increment reflecting a mutual 
understanding of economic conditions. 
The differences in the role of reward systems in transition attest to the 
organic nature of the change process at these sites; each process was attuned to 
the specific circumstances and history of their own site. Although there are 
differences from site to site, the data suggest that the reward system is an 
important consideration in the transition to El management. 
Middle Managers, Staff Specialists (and Foremen) Struggle to Change 
This statement could include all managers, but it presumes the top manager 
is already effectively practicing El management, and is challenging others to 
change. Most managers who have been brought up in our individualistic, 
competitive, hierarchical culture will have some autocratic beliefs or habits that 
don't drop away easily. Those managers who have beliefs and values that are 
more compatible with El find it easier to change. 
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At Site 1 there was a major rebellion by autocratic managers who didn't 
want to change-they had to go. Those who were left had to make a lot of 
changes, and some still struggle (after three years) even though they have 
completely accepted El in theory, and are working in a culture that supports it. 
If the change process is being directed skillfully, managers for whom El is 
natural (eg. Managers A,H,N,P, and Karl), will be moved to key positions and 
become the core that establishes the new model. Given the stages of transition at 
Sites 1,2,3 and the full commitment to El at Site 4, I interviewed a higher 
proportion of such managers than is truly representative of the population. 
While the study gives us no clue about the relative proportion of managers 
who are naturally inclined toward El, compared to those who are most resistant, it 
Quite clearly shows one can expect to find some managers with El management 
skills in an autocratic environment. 
The changes in Manager J show that it is possible for tough, autocratic 
managers to change their beliefs, values and management style if given the right 
environment, process, and encouragement. (We will look at this again under 
Antecedents.) 
His transition from very autocratic beliefs and behaviors to effective El 
management, seems to have been accomplished in about three months. He was 
pre-conditioned for change by supervising a limited, short term experiment with 
involvement, a positive recent experience (getting worker approval of a shift 
change), and to a lesser extent, the success of various company involvement 
committees over the past few years. 
Managers Must Risk Stumbling To Learn El Skills 
At Site 2 training among peers helped managers learn El management skills. 
Even so, mistakes are made. At both Sites 1 and 2 if managers owned up to a 
difficulty and discussed it, their progress continued. If a manager does not 
welcome feedback or becomes defensive progress is slower and more difficult. If a 
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manager puts up a front and pretends he understands when he is actually 
confused and scared, he may never make it to El management. 
Manager N at Site 3 gave a lot of thought to senior managers (above 
Frank) who seem reluctant to explore the possibility of change. Unless there is 
some impetus from the CEO and some outside help, those managers will probably 
continue their autocratic management, and this has a constraining effect on the 
transition below. 
All of those interviewed at Site 3 and a number of managers from other 
sites felt that specialists have a more difficult time adjusting to El than line 
managers. The specialists have been esteemed and paid for their knowledge. It is 
hard to give that away and take pleasure in helping others (with less education) 
come up with better solutions than theirs. 
At Site 2 they gave the same "Leadership Development Training" to 
specialists and made them part of the "Magnificent Seventy"--those who are ready 
to transform the plant to teaming and El management. They also assigned support 
people directly to a Unit Manager (Karl) as part of his team. These two steps 
helped. 
The Sense of Risk Can Be Reduced 
This is a key to getting people to change. If the cost of a mistake is low, 
risking new behavior is not so ominous. All sites emphasized this; it is particularly 
critical when people are In transition from a culture that didn't tolerate mistakes. 
At Site 4 workers and managers who have messed up in some way are 
allowed to shift jobs (without a public spectacle). This is an important factor in 
developing leaders and in maintaining the company's entrepreneurial emphasis. 
Cultural Changes from El Management 
El Increases Cooperation 
There is a movement away from individual focus to team, unit and 
company focus. All of the sites emphasized looking forward to satisfy customers 
(whether the customer was inside or outside) and backward to improve supplier 
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connections (inside or outside). There is aiso an entphasis on the interdependence 
of all parts of an operation. That was the reason Site 2 included all workers (not 
just teams) in its gainsharing plan. 
Making the customer rather than management's goals the primary focus 
helps workers and managers look at things from a common perspective. 
Conflict Resolution Improves 
If there Is to be continued trust, then there must be openness and honesty. 
People see things differently so if there is opportunity for expression of differences 
conflicts can be expected. If these are regarded as natural and beneficial, they can 
be handled constructively. 
There was specific training in conflict resolution skills at three of the sites 
and all sites encourage open and honest feedback. At Sites 2 and 3 teams have 
worked on conflict resolutions skills so they can handle many Issues as a group 
that formerly would have gone to the manager. Handling interpersonal issues 
within a team, or dealing with an uncooperative member is still a challenge. 
Managers' Styles Differ in an Organizational Culture 
Managers Adjust Their Behavior to the Hierarchy 
The beliefs of individual managers have to be considered in the context of 
organizational culture since it encourages some beliefs and behavior and 
discourages others. Managers react to this in distinctly individual ways. There are 
managers who may be very skillful with El management who were not so 
successful in the autocratic system (eg. Karl); others, similarly skillful, may have 
been successful in the autocratic system (eg. Manager H, Frank). (For the job title 
and site of any manager please refer to the "Roster," Appendix B.) 
Managers adapt to the same organizational culture in their own unique 
ways as can be seen by the different management styles of Managers G,H,J,M 
and Karl. They are all engineers (Mangers H,J and M were educated in the same 
coop program) with over twenty years in the company and over ten years at Site 
2. 
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Manager H and Karl had people-centered styles that were interactive with 
employees. Manager M could be tough "because you had to to survive," but it 
wasn't a good fit. Manager G saw that if you were clever, you didn't have to be a 
bull and you could manage effectively in a more open-ended less controlling 
manner (even though it took subordinates a few months to adjust to this). 
Manager J followed his mentors who were tough and mean; he wanted control. 
In spite of the different styles, there are some common beliefs and values 
in these five managers including basic respect for employees, and high levels of 
commitment to task accomplishment and organizational goals. However, many 
beliefs and values were incompatible (eg. be tough/be understanding, work 
first/family first, employees are/are not trustworthy, etc.). 
Managers React from Different Beliefs and Antecedents 
These managers were all trained in the same system but their beliefs and 
antecedents were different, so they reacted differently to the change process, and 
different roles were expected of them. 
When employee involvement was introduced Manager H saw it as an 
opportunity for significant and lasting change and helped frame that context for a 
manager (Manufacturing Manager 1) who operated from more autocratic and 
competitive beliefs. Consequently, the program moved more deliberately than it 
might have. There was a longer term focus, carefully defined limits, and fewer 
short-term expectations. 
Manager G returned to an organizational culture that was in transition. It 
had been using employee involvement extensively, and most of the work force 
and the managers at all levels had been directly involved in it for the previous two 
years-but it was new to Manager G. 
The General Manager above him (who also came in after employee 
involvement had been started) had just initiated short cycle as a separate program. 
However, managers had training and experience with employee involvement so 
they quickly brought the two together with the concept of natural work teams. 
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Manager G then decided to become a participant in "Leadership 
Development and Training" along with 42 of his managers and foreman to learn 
how to manage the transition to natural work teams. He rotated among three 
drfferent groups as a way to directly participate with all managers. He had much 
less experience with El than any other manager, and his subordinates felt they 
were pulltng hrm along to get him "up to speed." By the end of the training his 
commitment to El management was obvious to everyone-he was pulling them. 
Employee involvement and other changes were moving the organizational 
culture in Karl s direction. His superiors wisely moved him into a key position, and 
he picked up the ball and ran--with glee! He was asked to go back to a unit he 
had managed a few years ago to form work teams for short cycle. It was just the 
chance he had been waiting for. 
Manager M was always uneasy with the tough, competitive style of 
management practiced by Manufacturing Manager 1. Involvement and a more 
open system moved Manager M in the direction of personal integration, and was a 
welcome change. 
Manager J was able to oversee the initial stages of employee involvement 
with only a slight adjustments to his beliefs and values. Early successes and 
changes in top management moved the process further, to the point where he had 
to re-examine his whole style of management, and the beliefs on which it was 
based. 
This was done in the "Leadership Development and Training" with outside 
supervision. It was an ideal setting of trust and peer support, and it had the full 
endorsement and participation of his boss. Manager G, who was going through a 
similar (though less traumatic) process. 
The Individual Manager's Personal Experience Is Critical 
In the list of antecedents two of the categories. Self Confidence and 
Personal Characteristics, Beliefs and Values are, in large part, derived from 
experience of the other categories (Family, Education, Work, Mentors and Culture). 
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The two derivative categories may be the best predictors of willingness and 
capacity to practice El management assuming a change process and an 
organizational environment in harmony with the Guidelines above. 
Self Confidence Is the Foundation 
A self confident manager can take a risk and try new things, and is not 
that worried about empowering others, or giving up some control. It may be the 
single most important factor that affects the individual manager's change process. 
Fostering self confidence should be a primary consideration in any development 
training process. 
All of the top managers at the research sites had a lot of self confidence. 
They understand the manufacturing business they are in, and they trust their 
knowledge. Manager G said he could sense intuitively if something was off in 
what a manager was telling him. Manager N and other managers said they could 
walk on the floor and tell in an instant if things are going well. 
They believe in themselves; when they commit to something they expect to 
accomplish it--and do it well. 
All of the managers who made relatively easy shifts to El management (15 
of 19) appear to have high levels of self confidence. Self confidence does not 
predict that a manager could effectively practice El management, there could be 
barriers from other antecedents that interfere with that. However, a manager 
without self confidence will make the shift less readily, other things being equal. 
Personal Characteristics. Beliefs and Values 
The two traits that all of the most successful El managers have in common 
were high levels of trust and a respect for everyone. 
Manager J exhibited low trust (and sometimes low respect) when he was 
mean and tough, but trust was not a significant issue when he began to practice 
El management and his concern and respect for workers was evident by his 
behavior. I conclude that he probably had basic trust and respect on a personal 
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level all along, but his autocratic style was so overbearing they were not in 
evidence on the job. 
As Manager N pointed out, lots of managers may believe in El, but they are 
afraid to try it. This suggests that trust and respect are not enough. One also 
needs self confidence. 
There is a negative personal characteristic that can be inferred from the 
data. Many managers are reluctant to admit they don't know something; they put 
up a front. Several managers felt this gets worse as you go up in the hierarchy, 
and that it is particularly a problem among senior managers. When managers put 
up a front, honesty, openness and trust go out the window; there can be no 
interactive learning. 
Having the humility to admit ignorance or lack of skill, and to receive 
negative feedback, implies, once again, a degree of self confidence. Manager G's 
participation with his managers in the "Leadership Development Training" modeled 
a different way of leading. The autocratic response would have been to stay 
removed from and above the process-unblemished, but ignorant. 
Family and Education: Sources of Self Confidence 
Erik Erikson (Brown, 1976) says that basic trust is learned in one's first 
two years of life. In those years and the next 16, the family of origin has a huge 
impact. Trust and self confidence are in the formative stages and are increased or 
diminished (or both) at school. 
The family and school are the places where one starts to form ideas about 
others, and whether they (and we) are worthy or unworthy of respect. 
Messages from these sources may imply that one is inherently good and 
worthy, or Inherently bad and unworthy, or messages may suggest one must 
constantly prove her or his worthiness through achievements. Individual 
experiences vary, but U.S. managers grow up In a society based on competition 
and Individual achievement. They carry the inner lessons of their personal 
successes and failures with them to the work place. 
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Work Experience and Mentors 
Nearly every manager has had some experience with work, or with a 
mentor that could make a positive impact on the manager's response to El 
management providing the manager had access to the experience and it was 
understood in the appropriate context. Discovering the purpose and substance of 
El management from one's own experience Is more powerful than learning it 
second hand. 
However, the useful experiences may be buried under a number of others 
that are less positive or even negative. We saw the value at Sites 1 and 2 of 
managers talking with peers in the transition process. If useful experiences could 
be Identified and shared with someone who appreciates them and acclaims their 
value, these personal experiences could facilitate the change process. 
Culture 
Approximately half of the managers had cultural antecedents. One third of 
those had experiences that increased barriers to El management. In each case, 
positive or negative (with one possible exception), the cultural antecedent 
reinforced significant experiences with work or mentors. That Includes Bart, Dave, 
and Managers N,R,and S who were moved toward El, and Managers B,C,J whose 
cultural experience moved them away from it (data for Manager F was insufficient 
on this point). 
The way work experience, mentors and culture reinforce each other helps 
to explain the depth of resistance to El management that is encountered in some 
managers. Even so, managers can change. 
Chanoino Authority Beliefs and Derived Beliefs 
Based on the work of Rokeach (1968) and Schein (1985) we would 
anticipate that Type C, Authority Beliefs, and Type D, Derived Beliefs that govern 
a manager's behavior can be changed given the right circumstances. They are 
convertible because there is not unanimity among one's reference persons and 
reference groups. 
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As we have seen in the data there are also discontinuities between a 
manager's beliefs and behavior on the job and off the job. Some managers did not 
accept the role of a mean SOB on the job even though the organizational culture 
rewarded that behavior. They found alternative ways of adapting to the autocratic 
culture, but for them a more open, trusting approach was a move in the direction 
of personal integration and El management was an easy, welcome change. 
Managers who were much more integrated into the tough manager role had 
to contend with many more forces for change and against change before any real 
shift could occur. The greater the changes in one's reference groups in the 
direction of El management, the more dissonance there would be in the autocratic 
manager resisting change. Recall Manager G's description of managers upset by 
organizational changes who felt physically ill, but couldn't identify any specific 
reasons for this. 
Rationalizing autocratic behavior would be the most likely early response of 
a resisting manager. "Involvement is good for workers--as long as we keep 
control." "I'm not going to change, but I'll have my people do it." 
As the organization changes, rationalizing becomes more difficult. If a 
mentor changes to El, the autocratic manager will also have to change, or 
distance herself from the mentor. Alternatively if the manager changes and the 
mentor doesn't, she will distance herself and perhaps move toward a new mentor. 
The top manager at all of the research sites embraced and practiced El 
management. However, until Manager G arrived the top managers at Site 2 did 
not practice it; this caused disequilibrium for middle managers and it severely 
limited the change potential. 
Schein (1985) noted that the beliefs and behavior of top management are 
absolutely critical to the process of cultural change and that organizations will be 
more or less responsive to change agents depending on a whole range of factors. 
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Radical Change Is Possihla 
A Change Model 
Manager J and Manager B had antecedents that reinforced a "tough" 
autocratic style. Both made very significant changes, through processes that were 
roughly parallel. Each of them was aware of another approach to management for 
some time before they made any move to change. The precipitating event (or 
environment) that initiated the change came from outside themselves--for Manager 
B it was the stress of his job and a dysfunctional environment, for Manager J it 
was "Leadership Development Training" that compared a manager's behavior with 
an El management model based on feedback from co-workers and subordinates. 
The pattern might be described as outside intervention (or change in 
environment), emotional crisis as the manager confronts a new reality, 
encouragement by others to accept a new behavioral model, a decision to change, 
and reinforcement of the new behavior by peers and the organizational culture. 
This follows Lewin's pattern of "unfreeze, change, refreeze" (Marrow, 1969). It is 
also consistent with Chart G, developed in the early stages of analysis and later 
refined (to reflect senior managers' varied roles). 
No Confrontation, No Crisis, No Change 
There was no such pattern in the failure of George, at Site 4 to practice El 
management even though it was the norm of the organizational culture. He was 
not confronted effectively early, or even late, in the process. There was no 
effective outside intervention, no resulting emotional crisis, no change. When the 
CEO finally stepped in there was little to be done, except remove him. However, 
George is elsewhere in the company: depending on his Antecedents, an effective 
intervention might still help him change. 
Antecedents and the Change Process Both Matter 
Manager J's Antecedents included high levels of self confidence, trust, and 
respect. Some of Manager B's Antecedents tended to undermine self confidence, 
trust and respect; other Antecedents offered some counterbalance. Considering 
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Manager B's mixed Antecedents his changes, though less complete, are equally 
impressive. Both managers moved from the "tough, mean" end of autocratic 
management to beliefs that embrace El management and behavior that, for the 
most part, is aligned with their beliefs. The changes are impressive. 
We must keep in mind these individual movements occurred in the context 
of changes at Sites 1 and 2 affecting the whole organizational culture. The change 
process and cultural change, coupled with the Antecedents for Change in the 
manager, along with the support and reinforcement of others, helped these 
managers revise long-held beliefs and values and integrate new beliefs and values 
in their personal belief system. 
Process and Procedures that Could Facilitate El Manaoemfint 
Create Conditions for Change 
* DIsconfirm old beliefs within an environment of safety that will encourage 
managers to risk change. 
* DIsconfirm the belief that power and authority are coextensive. There are 
many sources of power. 
* DIsconfirm that power and personal worth (self esteem) are coextensive. 
* Change implies transition. Warn people that confusion comes with 
transition (you enter the "C Zone"). That is to be expected; it's natural. Seek or 
create support and keep going. 
* Look for the ways that El management might move a person toward 
greater personal Integration. It is not necessary to be a different person on and off 
the job, or to rationalize dissonance between one's behavior and basic values. 
Explore beliefs about trust, respect, democracy, fairness, teamwork, 
entreprenaurial effort, etc. 
* Help managers find areas within their own experience that reflect El 
values. Explore family, education, and work experiences, mentors, and cultural 
experience. 
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Exercises and Instruments 
Prgwinfl cut Relevant Personal Experience. It would be useful to assist 
managers in identifying experiences in their own history from which they can 
learn. One might organize a workshop so manager trainees who are in small 
groups or pairs are asked to recount a time in their life when they were coached 
effectively, or when they coached someone else effectively. What made it 
effective? How did it feel? 
The same could be done with teamwork, cooperation, empowerment, joint 
problem solving, etc. 
There could be a written assignment, "Recount an experience at work, or 
with a mentor that helps you understand the process or principles of El 
management. Be as clear as possible about what you might learn from this that 
could help you now." 
Managers could tell their stories to a small group (but not the learnings), 
and ask the group to identify learnings from it. One story from each group might 
be shared with the whole group, and learnings and themes from those stories 
could be noted on newsprint. 
Mvers-BrioQS Type Indicator (Myers, 1976). This identifies basic personal 
preferences and personality types without judgement in ways that can help 
managers understand themselves and their co-workers. It helps loosen some 
managers up and expands their understanding of what is reasonable, and 
productive behavior. It can also help them understand the value of teamwork and 
the power of looking at problems, Issues and decisions with the combined talent 
and wisdom of many different individuals. 
Leadership Practices Inventory (Kouzes 8i Posner, 1988). This generates 
reliable feedback to a manager on his current leadership practice and it presents a 
leadership model that will help managers move away from autocratic control 
toward El management. A skillful change agent can use this instrument in a safe 
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workshop settmg in ways that may allow a manager to confront basic beliefs that 
are no longer functional, and set the stage for possible changes in those beliefs. 
Modeling El Management Practice 
Karl recounted the story of Rod. a mean, autocratic foreman who spent his 
last two years with Karl, and after retirement called to tell him they were the best 
of his 40 years with the company. Karl told him that was because he could be the 
same person on the job that he was at home, he didn't have to change his 
stripes. 
It was a revelation. He hadn't noticed--but he agreed. Nothing had been 
said until that moment so the changes were unconscious--and they were real. He 
was treating others with the same consideration and respect he experienced 
himself. 
Foreman L said there had been four Unit Managers since he became a 
foreman. He worked f^r the first three and with Karl. Increased trust and respect 
changes the working environment, self confidence and self esteem increase, and 
people may change by emulating a model without even knowing it. 
Conclusion 
Some of the learnings from this research are collected and distilled in the 
Guidelines above, but other learnings are more anecdotal. Sometimes a story or 
phrase captures a manager's experience, or moment of understanding in a way 
that can never be reduced to a Guideline. Other learnings are more subtle and 
diffuse, seeds that are germinating, but perhaps need further experience on the 
part of the researcher or reader to come to flower. 
The analysis was based on a skeletal framework of Management 
Characteristics, Antecedents for Change, Management Style Assessment (Figure 
3.1), and the Conceptual Framework for Change to El Management (Figure 3.2). 
These proved to be invaluable, and will make future research more efficient and 
more productive. 
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While more research is necessary to confirm and elaborate on the themes 
that emerged from this analysis, I believe that Guidelines for Change to pi 
M^n^flgment will prove useful to those involved in the work of organizational 
change. 
I would like to see further Organizational Development research on: 1) 
senior management s tendency to approve El management for those below with 
no real understanding of it, or any personal commitment to practice it, 2) different 
approaches and emphasis on process versus results, 3) reward systems during the 
transition and beyond, 4) managers' unwillingness to admit what they don't know, 
to risk the awkwardness of managing a new way, to be willing to stumble in the 
process of learning new skills. What are the ranges of effective choices in these 
areas and how can consultants be most helpful to those confronting them? 
Much of the Organizational Development literature and practice avoids 
discussion or thought about beliefs, focusing instead on incremental behavioral 
change. This research suggests that changes in mangers' methodology and skills 
are not enough. Further study of Antecedents for Change might help us 
understand how they affect beliefs and values and the change process itself. This 
could enable us to better assist managers who want to practice El management, 
but are still struggling to move themselves from the Positivist to the Cultural 
Paradigm. 
I am inspired by the managers I interviewed who are leading the way, and 
grateful to all those who spoke to me so candidly. El management has proven its 
effectiveness in responding to highly competitive, changing markets and 
continuously changing environments, and I believe it will have an enormous impact 
on organizational work life. 
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APPENDIX A. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: CHECKLIST 
1. Tell me about this company and your experience in it 
What was it like before? 
What is it like now? 
How do you feel about it? 
cor^p^a^y?^^'^ personal perspective, what is the best way to manage a 
3. I am interested in your values or beliefs that undergird these ideas. 
Have you given any thought to which ones are most important to you? 
Can you give me a sense of where they come from? 
Have they changed? 
What may have prompted the change? 
4. How do your beliefs relate to El? 
--sharing information and power at all levels? 
-cooperative problem solving? 
—egendering a sense of dignity, meaning and community in all employees? 
-employee motivation? 
5. I would like to spend a little more time on this so I get a better feel of how it 
works within this setting. 
—on sharing information can you tell me how it used to be and how it is 
now (for you, for your subordinates)? 
—can you tell me about a problem you have resolved or are still trying to 
resolve cooperatively? 
-what changes, if any, have had an effect on your sense of dignity? 
- what about the dignity of your subordinates? 
-how are they finding meaning in their work? 
-is there a sense of community here-how has this changed? 
6. What beliefs or experiences shaped your reaction to El? 
-family or childhood experience 
-personal beliefs, values, attitudes 
-schooling, college experiences, course work 
-relationship to a mentor 
-religious or humanistic values 
7. How do you generally relate to people? 
-on the job; leadership style? 
-off the job? 
8. Where do you think this program is headed? 
-does that feel ok to you? 
-is there anything you would like to change? 
-do you see any major obstacles that must be dealt with? 
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APPENDIX B. 
ROSTER SITES 1,2,3,4 
SITE 1 
Bart, General Manager 
Manager A, Manager of Manufacturing 
Manager B, Manager of Manufacturing 
Manager C, CEO 
Manager D, Vice President, R & D 
Manager E, Manager of R & D 
Manager F, OSHA Officer 
SITE 2 
Manager G, Manager of Manufacturing 
Manager H, Manager of Technology and Quality Programs 
Manager J, Shop Operations Manager 
Karl, Unit Manager 
Foreman L, Unit Foreman 
Manager M, Industrial Engineering and Training 
SITE 3 
Frank, Vice President, Operations, Equipment Systems 
Manager N, Director of Workforce Transition 
Manager P, Plant Superintendent 
Foreman Q, Line Foreman 
SITE 4 
Ralph, CEO 
Dave, Plant Manager 
Manager R, Manager of Administration 
Manager S, Department Head 
George, (Former) Department Head 
Foreman T, Unit Foreman 
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APPENDIX C. 
DR. W. EDWARDS DEMING'S FOURTEEN POINTS 
1. Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product and service, with 
the aim to become competitive, stay in business, and provide jobs. 
2. Adopt the new philosophy. We are In a new economic age, created by Japan 
Western managers must awaken to the challenge, must learn their responsibilities 
and take on leadership for change. 
3. Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality. Eliminate the need for 
Inspection on a mass basis by building quality into the product in the first place. 
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag. Instead, 
minimize total cost. Move toward a single supplier for any one item on a long-term 
relationship of loyalty and trust. 
5. Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to 
improve quality and productivity, and thus constantly decrease costs. 
6. Institute training on the job. 
7. Institute leadership. The aim of leadership should be to help people, machines 
and gadgets do a better job. Supervision of management Is in need of overhaul, as 
well as supervision of production workers. 
8. Drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for the company. 
9. Break down barriers between departments. People in research, design, sales, 
and production must work as a team to foresee problems of production and in use 
that may be encountered with the product or service. 
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the work force that ask for 
zero defects and new levels of productivity. 
11. Eliminate work standards (quotas) on the factory floor. Substitute leadership. 
Eliminate management by objective. Eliminate management by numbers, numerical 
goals. Substitute leadership. 
12. Remove barriers that rob the hourly worker of his right to pride of 
workmanship. The responsibility of supervisors must be changed from stressing 
sheer numbers to quality. Remove barriers that rob people In management and 
engineering of their right to pride of workmanship. This means, inter alia, 
abolishment of the annual merit rating and of management by objective. 
13. Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement. 
14. Put everybody in the organization to work to accomplish the transformation. 
The transformation is everybody's job. 
Reference: Scherkenbach (1988). The Deming route to quality and productivity: 
Road maps and roadblocks. Washington D.C.: Ceep. 
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